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Abstract
Fine-grained sediment accumulation in the interstices of gravel beds is a key factor in
degrading riverine habitats. However, interstitial deposits are highly dynamic and are
not sufficiently understood. This work enhances the understanding of interstitial fine
sediment deposition by investigating interstitial storage and ingress, flow, suspended
sediment and gravel bed character. Furthermore, this work introduces a numerical
suspended sediment deposition model with the power to predict patterns of interstitial
ingress.
The investigation of interstitial deposition were carried out on two levels. Both
data orginating from flume experiments and from three locations of the River Culm,
Devon, UK was collected. The experimental data showed the significant influence
of small scale variations in flow and bed character and their influence on interstitial
ingress. The field investigation showed clear differences in interstitial fine-grained
sediment for the different river reaches and an overall higher interstitial ingress com-
pared to recent published data.
The numerical model development was realised in a two-step approach. First,
the model was coded and calibrated for the flume scale processes and, second,
an upscaled reach scale model was devolped for the field data. This reach scale
suspended sediment deposition model included flow information, for which depth-
averaged two dimensional hydrodynamic models were developed with the software
Delft3D. The overall explanatory power of the model at this state is not satisfactory
with regards to local deposition distribution. A separate chapter discusses the pos-
sible causes and implications of this short coming for further research from a data
aquisition and modelling perspective.
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Introduction
This work investigates the dynamics of fine sediment within gravel bed rivers, where
’dynamics’ refers to processes relating to fine sediment being transported in sus-
pension or deposited in a river. The special focus of this work is the deposition of
fine sediment within the interstices of the gravel bed and its re-suspension into the
water column. The relevance of this research focus stems from the fact that serious
concerns are frequently raised by hydrologist and aquatic ecologist relating to the
degrading effect of fine sediment in riverine ecosystems. The thesis analyses in-
terstitial deposition both with flume experiments and at three locations in the upper,
middle and lower reaches of the River Culm, Devon, UK. Based on the physical de-
scription of suspended sediment deposition after Krone (1962) in combination with
the the flume and field data, a numerical suspended sediment deposition model is
developed in order to understand in how far established physical equations of fine
sediment deposition are valid for the complex environments of gravel beds and be-
yond to predict spacial and temporal variation of fine sediment in the gravel bed.
To address this research task, the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 1
(Research topic and the current state of scientific knowledge) gives an overview of
the literature on the relevance, quantity and the prediction of interstitial sediment as
part of the fine sediment budget. It also analyses the state of the art in river re-
lated fine sediment research and shows where this work fits in and goes beyond
the current state of research. Chapter 2 (Flume experiments) reports on the results
of flume experiments conducted to quantify interstitial deposition in relation to flow,
bed and suspended sediment properties. In Chapter 3 (Flume scale numerical de-
1
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position model), the results of the experimental flume work are used to setup and
calibrate a numerical model for predicting suspended sediment concentration loss
and interstitial deposition. Chapter 4 (Fieldwork) reports on the fieldwork conducted
to investigate interstitial deposition at three sites of the River Culm. The collected
field data consist of direct measurement of suspended sediment and interstitial de-
position and data are used to setup hydrodynamic models for the field reaches. The
purpose of the hydrodynamic models is the investigation of flow conditions for various
discharge conditions. The setup and calibration of the hydrodynamic models for all
field study reaches is explained in Chapter 5 (Hydrodynamic models). Finally, Chap-
ter 6 (Reach scale numerical deposition model) presents the numerical deposition
model, based on the model in Chapter 3. The model is adapted for the application
on reach scale. Direct field data and the results of hydrodynamic simulations are
used to calibrate this model. It is further applied to investigate temporal and spatial
patterns of interstitial deposition for a scenario period in the three study reaches.
The thesis then finishes with Chapter 7 (Conclusion and outlook), which discusses
the achievements and shortcomings of this research and provides suggestions for
further advancement.
Chapter 1
Research topic and the current state
of scientific knowledge
1.1 Fine sediment in gravel-bed rivers
Excess supply of fine sediment is one of the most critical factors causing water quality
degradation in rivers (see for example Bilotta and Brazier, 2008). This work brings
into focus the fine sediment budget of rivers with a gravel-sized, porous bed sub-
strate. For the purpose of this research, fine sediment is defined as clay- to sand-
sized particulate matter with the ability to be transported in the river as suspended
sediment (similar to the definition in Wilkinson et al., 2009). Special attention is
drawn to the fine sediment deposited within the interstices of the gravel framework.
The source of suspended fine sediment is typically soil erosion, delivering fine
sediment as sheet and rill flow into the stream (see for example Summer et al.,
1998; Carling et al., 2001). In the most basic assessment of sediment dynamics, the
delivered sediment passes through the river network as suspended sediment and
is destined for an ultimate sink beyond the river’s mouth. A more detailed concep-
tualisation includes the fine sediment dynamics within the river network; floodplain
deposition, bank erosion and the highly dynamic in-channel deposition in the inter-
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stices of the gravel bed and its re-suspension.
The short lived, variable nature of in-channel sediment deposits provoke con-
siderable challenges, when one is attempting to measure it as a part of the fine
sediment budget. Many authors point out the importance of interstitial deposits and
the dearth of studies covering it, amongst others Frostick et al. (1984a); Sear et al.
(2008); Collins and Walling (2006, 2007b). The following two sections first show the
ecological impact of fine sediment in gravel bed rivers and then give an overview of
previous studies on this topic. The review of case studies focuses on the inclusion
of in-channel fine sediment as a component of the catchment fine sediment budget.
The fine sediment budget of the River Culm is introduced in more detail because it
is the location of all field research for this particular study.
1.1.1 Ecological relevance
Naturally, gravel bed rivers are environments with low suspended load (Greig et al.,
2005). Unfortunately for the majority of gravel bed rivers in the UK, this is not true
anymore. The increased fine sediment input into the river systems is usually at-
tributed to soil erosion through intensification in farming (Walling and Amos, 1999;
Haygarth et al., 2006). According to Wood and Armitage (1997) more than 50 % of
fine sediment in rivers is attributed to poorly managed arable land. Intensification
of farming includes, amongst other things, the use of heavy machinery, the lack of
sufficiently wide buffer zones around rivers, the use of autumn sown winter crops
and a shift towards fodder maize production, which exposes large proportions of the
soil area to rainsplash and runoff during the spring sowing period (see for example
Greig et al., 2005; Bilotta and Brazier, 2008). Agricultural intensification in the UK is
exemplified by looking at the following numbers. The UK’s farmland increased from
65 % after World War II to 75 % today with a simultaneous increase in production
of 400 % (Robinson and Sutherland, 2002). Recent studies put soil erosion from
grass lands into focus. Traditionally, grass is seen as an effective protection against
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soil loss. The research of Bilotta and Brazier (2008) suggests otherwise. Their lysi-
menter experimental data shows high subsurface sediment runoff predominantly in
the colloidal grain size range from intact grass lands. Similar concerns are raised
by Haygarth et al. (2006). This group of authors from different disciplines claim that
there is a strong contribution of stock grazing areas to fine sediment erosion. Not only
do they believe this is a major and so far overlooked part of the fine sediment budget
but they claim further that soil eroded from pastures is high in organic content and
highly loaded with nutrients (for example P) and contaminants (such as pathogens),
resulting in severe ecological effects for the receiving rivers. Although finger print-
ing research suggests that in the UK the dominant source of fine sediment in rivers
are cultivated areas (e.g. Walling and Amos, 1999; Collins and Walling, 2007a) other
sources such as roads, constructions, mining, channel incision and bank erosion due
to reduced bank protection can as well be highly relevant (see for example Golosov
et al., 2004; Nelson and Booth, 2002; Collins and Walling, 2004). Above the fact,
that soil erosion from cultivated land is a problem it itself (degradation of agricultural
areas, loss of soil quality) it causes severe further effects on its transport path into
and through the river network. Here it affects for example human constructions (e.g.
the reduction of reservoir volume through sedimentation) and - most relevant to this
work - it causes severe degradation of the riverine ecosystem (Owens and Collins,
2006).
Bilotta and Brazier (2008) categorise the degrading effects of fine sediment on
the riverine ecosystem in four groups: (1) Turbidity light depletion, (2) Nutrient and
contaminant availability, (3) Abrasion and clogging of organs and (4) Clogging of
gravel pores by interstitial fine sediment deposition. Suspended sediment in the wa-
ter column is mainly responsible for the effects in group (1) to (3). The possible
effects of fine suspended sediment range from eutrophication and oxygen depletion
through nutrients (as for example demonstrated by Greig et al. (2005) in relation to N
through the mechanism of nitrification) to long term health effects caused by persis-
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tent contaminants (due to accumulation in the adipose tissue of mammals they can
reach dangerous concentrations over time as described by Foster et al., 1995). After
Walling et al. (2003) around 90 % of the nutrient and contaminant fluxes in rivers
are associated with fine sediment smaller than 63 µm. However, the exact dynamics
of nutrient and contaminant distribution and release are complex. On a basic level,
more sediment increases the chance of nutrient and contaminant release into the
river ecosystem. Horowitz (2005b) showed the difficulties to find correlations be-
tween the magnitude of discharge and suspended sediment with contaminant con-
centrations. His solution is the determination of averaged values for specific sites
in the US, which then can be combined with the sediment loads on-site to inves-
tigate the total delivery of contaminants. More details can be found in work such
as Reynoldson (1987); Meade (1988); Horowitz et al. (1990); Landrum and Robbins
(1990); Foster et al. (1995); Wood and Armitage (1997); Walling and Ongley (1998);
Fetter and Fetter Jr (1999); Relyea et al. (2000); Kersten and Smedes (2002); Greig
et al. (2005); Horowitz (2005a); Leeks et al. (2005); Owens et al. (2005) and Bilotta
and Brazier (2008). Effects of group (4), are dependent on the suspended sedi-
ment’s interaction with the river bed, in the so called hyporheic zone. The hyporheic
zone is defined as ‘the water saturated interstices of river bed deposits’ (Orghidan,
1959, 2010, first published in German and only recently translated into English).
Orghidan (1959) was the first to stress the importance of the hypoheic zone as
a habitat for a multitude of animal groups (such as coelenterates (hydra), nema-
todes, oligochaetes, crabs, copepods, ostracods, syncarids, isopods, amphipods,
tardigrades, insect larva and fish). The above listed riverine animals depend - at
least in one part of their life cycle - on the sheltered conditions within the porous
substrate of the river bed. Physical pore clogging caused by interstitial fine sediment
ingress reduces the amount of available habitat. Furthermore, the clogging of pores
causes a decline in the exchange of oxygenated water, causing a shortage of vital
oxygen (Sear et al., 2014). Early research on the ecological effects of fine sediment
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in gravel-beds dates back to the 1980s. A group of North American researchers
raised concern regarding reduced salmonid reproduction (amongst others Beschta
and Jackson, 1979; Carling and Reader, 1982; Carling, 1984a; Frostick et al., 1984a;
Diplas and Parker, 1985; Alonso et al., 1988; Chapman, 1988; Lisle, 1989; Lisle and
Church, 2002). It became apparent that the decline of wild salmon populations is
foremost an effect of a lower production in their freshwater stages (Acornley and
Sear, 1999). Nowadays, ecological concern about pore clogging includes a broader
range of animals and also focuses on the survival of invertebrates. Still, there is on-
going research into the survival of salmonid species. A special research focus is on
the incubation of salmonid eggs as the most sensitive life cycle phase (Sear et al.,
2014). Research on salmonid spawning is concentrated on riffle sub-environments -
the salmonid spawning grounds in so called redds. Greig et al. (2007) sees oxygen
as the key parameter influencing embryo survival, which is again governed by com-
plex processes, such as the respiratory requirements of the egg and the exchange
of oxygenated water. Although only the ingress of fine sediment into the gravel bed
(relating to group (4) effects) is directly investigated in this research, interstitial fine
sediment deposits are a readily available secondary source of suspended sediment
during flood events (Owens et al., 2005) and can increase the suspended sediment
concentration and therefore intensify the degradation effects (1) to (3) during flood
runoff. Grain size distribution, timing, intensity and duration of the sediment load
are crucial for the estimation of the fine sediment effects (Rempel et al., 2000; Re-
lyea et al., 2000; Bilotta and Brazier, 2008). Independent of the exact focus of a
single study on interstitial fine sediment, the severe consequences of a surplus of
interstitial fine sediment for the ecosystem river are widely accepted. As Greig et al.
(2005) concludes (for salmonids) ’a much more fundamental reduction in fine sedi-
ment input into rivers is necessary to sustain healthy conditions’. Therefore, a deeper
understanding of the temporal and spatial variability of interstitial fine sediment stor-
age potentially aids with the implementation of more effective preventive measures
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for controlling sediment mobilisation and delivery to river systems.
1.1.2 Gravel bed rivers and fine sediment
Gravel bed rivers in a broad sense, are rivers with a gravel substrate. The natural
channel substrate is always the result of the balance between sediment supply and
sediment transport capacity. Gravel bed rivers develop, if the dominant flow regime
causes fine sediment to be flushed through the river and coarser gravel material to
remain within the river. One of the most used classifications for rivers was devel-
oped by the US Department of Agriculture, Forest Service after Rosgen (1994) (see
Klingeman, 1998). In this classification, gravel bed rivers are class C rivers. Typi-
cally their slope is less than 2 % and their meandering channel flows in well-defined
floodplains. Generally, they are located in broad valleys with terraces and old chan-
nels covered by alluvial soils. Channel substrate is a porous gravel, which is only
transported at high discharge. The downstream structure of the channel is a re-
peating riffle-pool-bar sequence. Riffles are straight stretches with shallow fast flow
and pools are located in the meander bends with deep and slow flow. Gravel bars
are located at the inside of bends and middle of riffles. Bars are typically exposed
during low flow (Rosgen, 1994; Knighton, 1998). This classification does not give
consideration to the diverse nature of conditions within a gravel bed river. A more
detailed classification of habitats within gravel bed rivers can be found in the work
of Padmore et al. (1998). This classification, based on field studies in North-East
England, identifies single morphological units and the associated biotopes for each
of these units. The high variability in hydro-morphological units found in gravel bed
rivers results in a high biodiversity, making gravel bed rivers a diverse field of interest
from both a hydrological and a biological viewpoint. In the UK, gravel bed rivers (in
the sense of class C after Rosgen, 1994) are located in areas with high rainfall and
runoff. They are found in high numbers in the maritime influenced areas in the west
and north of the UK (see river map in Holmes et al., 1998). In these areas, the most
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intensive rainfalls are found in autumn and winter. In their natural state, gravel bed
rivers have very low fine sediment yields and support an abundance of freshwater
fish (Greig et al., 2005). However, today the suspended fine sediment concentrations
in gravel bed rivers in the UK often give rise for concern. The combination of a winter
season with high rainfall and low vegetation cover results in a predisposition for soil
erosion, especially for catchments with a high proportion of grass and farmland (see
Haygarth et al., 2006; Greig et al., 2005, 2007; Sear et al., 2008, 2014). This sug-
gests the winter season to be especially vulnerable to the effects of fine sediment
delivery to rivers and associated risk on ingress into the river bed.
Table 1.1 presents data from several studies on interstitial fine sediment in gravel
bed rivers. These studies were chosen on the basis of the classification of the river,
the methods used to measure interstitial sediment and preferably the same fine sed-
iment unit, namely kg m-2. The table includes two fundamentally different methods
to measure interstitial sediment: a re-suspension method and a trap based method.
The re-suspension method gives instantaneous estimates of fine sediment content
in the upper layer of the bed (typically 5 to 10 cm), whereas the basket traps are in-
stalled with a fine sediment free gravel framework and subsequently measure ingress
over the period of deployment in the river bed (a more detailed description of the two
methods can be found in Section 4.4). Some studies with a different specification of
the interstitial deposition (e.g. given as total loads) were included due to their loca-
tion or their relevance for this research project. These are placed at the bottom of the
table. All studies measure significant amounts of fine sediment in the river bed. In
the River Wylye, fine sediment storage was calculated to account for 15 % of the fine
sediment budget (Wilson et al., 2005). In the River Nadder, fine sediment deposition
was found to clog 17 % of the pores, exceeding the 5 % threshold suggested by Sear
et al. (2014) as a threshold for good salmonid egg survival. The results of Skalak
and Pizzuto (2010) using mercury analysis in river bed cores, suggest fine sediment
storage of 17 to 43 % of the annual yield within the river channel margins. However,
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the listed values of interstitial storage and deposition need to be interpreted with
great care. Obviously, the results of the re-suspension method cannot directly be
compared to the result of basket trap based methods. Further concerns are raised
due to the lack of standardisation within these methods and a limited understanding
of spatial and temporal patterns. With regards to the application of basket traps,
Zimmermann and Lapointe (2005) believe, that although most studies use traps of
a similar design, there is still a lack of standardisation and different metrics are re-
ported (e.g. depth of traps, fine grain size considered). This lack of standard makes
the comparison between the findings reported by different studies almost impossi-
ble. The studies listed in Table 1.1 give isolated statements about the spatial and
temporal distribution of interstitial fine sediment. Regarding their distribution along
the river morphology, Walling et al. (2003) found that the majority of fine sediment
in the channel is associated with deeper pool areas and river margins. Although the
winter period is associated with the highest suspended load, little is known about the
seasonal patterns of interstitial fine sediment. Data of Walling et al. (2003), Wilson
et al. (2005) and Collins and Walling (2007b) are examples, which do not show clear
seasonal patterns. Other studies present results of fine sediment deposited in chan-
nels for only one part of the year, such as Owens et al. (1999) who measured only
in summer or Lambert and Walling (1987) with one measurement in November and
one in May. Arguments are found for both higher deposition in summer and in win-
ter. On the one hand, the higher suspended sediment concentration during winter
promotes more in-channel deposition. On the other hand, during the summer the
gravel bed is stable and sediment is richer in organic material forming lasting fine
sediment deposits accumulating over the whole season. This means, the concrete
linkage between suspended sediment runoff and infiltration into the gravel bed is not
yet understood sufficiently to predict deposition. With measurements already being
difficult, the calculation and prediction is connected with even more uncertainties.
Therefore, further investigations are needed.
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1.1.3 Selection of the study area
This research project was based at the University of Exeter. There are several gravel
bed rivers in the surrounding area. The River Culm was chosen for the following
reasons: (1) It encompasses different gravel bed specifications from the upper to the
lower reaches. (2) It is easy to access (with the M5 motorway running along the val-
ley). (3) A large volume of research has already been undertaken on the river. This
facilitated both the access to data and farmers and their land. (4) The catchment
receives intensive rainfalls. For example the town of Cullompton, which is located
centrally in the River Culm catchment, receives an annual precipitation of 1036 mm
and has an average temperature of 9.3 ◦C (Metoffice, 2014). The precipitation is
highest during winter with more than 100 mm per month from October to January.
(5) The land use of the catchment is dominated by pasture and farmland (e.g. fod-
der maize) and high annual fine sediment yields have been recorded (Lambert and
Walling, 1988). Information on suspended sediment yields for the River Culm is avail-
able from two monitoring stations, one in the middle (Woodmill) and one in the lower
reaches (Rewe). After Walling and Bradley (1989), the total annual fine sediment
yield at Woodmill was 11859 t and 8514 t at Rewe. Suspended sediment peaks can
reach concentrations as high as 1000 mg L-1. The suspended sediment load is the
most important component of the catchment sediment budget, with 97 % of the total
sediment budget being finer than 63 µm (Lambert and Walling, 1987). After Hardy
et al. (2000), bankfull discharge of approximately 18 m3 s-1 is exceeded around eight
times a year with the maximum discharge up to 40 m3 s-1. The typical particle size
of suspended sediment for samples collected at Rewe comprises 77 % of particles
smaller than 2 µ m compared to 65% in Woodmill (Walling and Bradley, 1989). In
both cases, this material is much finer than material found in floodplain traps in the
same study with 43-55 % particles smaller than 2 µm (Walling and Bradley, 1989).
Phillips and Walling (1999) conducted a study measuring the effective and absolute
grain size distribution of re-suspended interstitial sediment smaller than 63 µm.
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Source / study River method fine sed.
size
in-bed
max
measured
fraction
of total
sediment
yield
basin yearly yield
(additional
comments)
µm kg m-2 % km-2 t
Frostick et al.
(1984b)
Turkey br. traps <63 1.6
Lambert and
Walling (1988)
Exe re-
suspension
<63 0.4 1.6
Walling et al.
(1998)
Ouse re-
suspension
<150 3315 16076
Wharfe 818 1866
Owens et al.
(1999)
Tweed re-
suspension
<63 0.64
Teviot 1.12
Ettrick 0.54
sum 6.6 4380 66010
Walling and
Amos (1999)
Piddle re-
suspension
2-120 5 63 (weekly deposit
max 3.5 kg m-2)
Wilson et al.
(2005)
Leadon re-
suspension
/ traps
<63 3 / 3.54 193.2
(1.5)*
293 12748
Tone 1.28 / 2.54 0.9 84 7512
Torridge 2.04 / 2.54 1.4 258 16929
Wylye 2.05 / 1.65 15.9 443 1756
Collins and
Walling (2006)
Frome re-
suspension
<63 2.3 total storage:
1700 (May’03)
Piddle 4.3 1400 (July’04)
Collins and
Walling (2007b)
Frome re-
suspension
<63 0.53-1.49
Tadnoll Brook 0.41-0.74
Cerne 0.73-0.94
Hooke 0.55-2.63
Piddle 0.39-4.34
Bere Stream 1.67-1.08
Devils Brook 0.26-1.45
Sear et al.
(2014)
Tyne traps 1.54
Acornley and
Sear (1999)
Test traps <250 0.65 kg m-2 d-2 1250 14875
% pores
Heywood and
Walling (2007)
Nadder traps 17
Wylye 10
Avon 12
Bourne 15
Phillips and
Walling (1999)
Culm traps 0.1 kg m-2
in 4 days
273
Table 1.1: Results of studies measuring interstitial fine sediment. Listing the source
of information, the study river, the method used to measure interstitial sediment, the
mean measured interstitial sediment in kg m-2, if available the percentage of the total
annual fine sediment yield and the annual sediment yield of the catchment
The absolute D50 of suspended sediment during the winter season was 11 µm
compared to 8 µm in summer. For the effective grain size distribution, the D50 was
much higher for both seasons with higher values in summer of 92 µm compared to
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55 µm in winter. Lambert and Walling (1987) measured the organic content of the
suspended sediment during storm runoff and of the floodplain deposits at Wood-
mill and Rewe. Remarkably, all values were similar and ranged between 7.02 and
7.93 %. The interstitial sediment measured by Phillips and Walling (1999) puts the
River Culm well within the range of UK rivers with potential problems due to interstitial
fine sediment ingress (see Table 1.1).
1.2 Flow and sediment transport processes
The transition of sediment in transport into sediment in deposition or vice versa is
foremost described empirically (Le Roux, 2005). Nevertheless, most descriptions in-
clude a theoretical framework, when relating sediment transport to key measurable
parameters. Sediment transport is determined by factors connected to flow con-
ditions and factors connected to critical sediment properties. Flow related factors
include discharge (Q), hydraulic radius (Rhyd), hydraulic slope (Shyd), mean velocity
(vmean) and the bed shear stress (τ0). Critical sediment properties include the amount
or concentration (C), grain size (D), sediment density (ρs), settling velocity (ws) and
critical shear stress (τcr) or critical velocity (vcr). Sediment transport functions pa-
rameterise the framework for the key interactions between flow and sediment and
deliver a basis for the analysis of transport, deposition and erosion of fine-grained
sediment.
1.2.1 Flow equations
The most relevant flow conditions represented in equations for sediment transport
are velocity and bed shear stress. In rivers, velocity and bed shear stress are fore-
most dependent on Q, Rhyd, Shyd and hydraulic roughness (often named c). In hy-
drodynamic terms, the flow in rivers is referred to as flow in open channels. Typically,
the complex flow in rivers is simplified, especially for smaller rivers by assuming a
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steady, uniform flow (Dittrich, 1998). The most commonly used equations to describe
a steady and uniform flow in open channels are the Manning equation, the Chezy
equation and the Darcy-Weisbach equation, with the latter being very similar to the
Chezy equation. All three describe the relationship of the mean velocity (vmean) to
Rhyd (which is a measure of river depth and width) and Shyd. All three equations
include a coefficient for bed roughness, which is dependent on many properties, in-
cluding sinuosity. The fundamental difference between the Manning and both the
Chezy and Darcy-Weisbach equations is the influence of Rhyd on the flow as shown
in Equation 1.1 for Manning, in Equation 1.2 for Chezy and in Equation 1.3 for Darcy-
Weisbach. In the Manning equation, Rhyd is included to the power of 23 , whereas the
equations of Chezy and Darcy-Weisbach include it to the power of 1
2
.
vmean =
1
nMa
R
2
3
hydS
1
2
hyd (1.1)
vmean = cChezy(RhydShyd)
1
2 (1.2)
vmean = cDarcy−Weisbach(RhydShyd)
1
2 (1.3)
The coefficient nMa in the Manning equation is an index of the river roughness.
Based on the river character, it can be estimated (a guideline to estimate nMa can for
example be found in Arcement et al., 1984). Methods to define cChezy are based on
experience and use for example Manning’s nMa and water depth H. cDarcy−Weisbach
is defined as shown in Equation 1.4.
cDarcy−Weisbach =
√
8g
f
(1.4)
with g being the gravity acceleration, f being dependent on the hydraulic radius,
velocity and two coefficients, hf and the the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor L; f is
given in Equation 1.5.
f = hf
4Rhyd
L
2g
v2
(1.5)
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The knowledge about vmean is not sufficient to predict the occurrence of sediment
deposition and erosion. The decisive velocity for these processes is the velocity
immediately adjacent to the river bed. Velocity in an open channel develops a velocity
profile between the free flow at the surface (V ) and no flow close to the river bed at
height z0. Under laminar flow conditions, the vertical profile of a river can be seen as
many single flow layers, where one layer is slowed down by the layer below (internal
friction is a tangential force described by the dynamic viscosity of the fluid µ). The
tangential stress between two layers is proportional to the velocity gradient. The
lowest layer, referred to as the boundary layer, experiences the highest friction due
to the close proximity of the river bed (Gordon et al., 2004). Under laminar flow
conditions, the friction or bed shear stress (τ ) is described using Newton’s law.
τ = µ
δv
δH
(1.6)
Typically for turbulent flow, three zones are differentiated: the viscous sublayer or
boundary layer at the boundary with the bed and an outer region close to the free
surface with a turbulent zone as the intermediate transition. In the turbulent zone
and the outer region the interaction between the layers is diffuse and caused by
eddy mixing (Chanson, 2004). Hitherto such a velocity profile can only be described
statistically. For turbulent conditions and depending on the boundary layer thickness
(δl), the velocity in the water depth profile can be calculated with the Blasius equation,
see Gordon et al. (2004).
v = V (
2H
δl
H2
δ2l
) (1.7)
The thickness of the boundary layer δl is approximately 10µρ−1f V
−1 (Chanson, 2004,
p. 170). Detailed explanations of the representation above can be found in text books
on Hydrology, such as Chow (1964); Linsley Jr et al. (1975); Dyck and Peschke
(1989).
The equations above describe calculations of flow velocity. However, many fac-
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tors for sediment transport relate to the distribution of bed shear stress, not velocity.
There are various methods to calculate bed shear stress from velocity. A standard
method is to deduct bed shear stress from the vertical alligned velocity profile, as de-
scribed above, using the logarithmic velocity law (Schlichting et al., 2000; Van Rijn,
1984a) shown in Equation 1.8.
v
u∗
=
1
κ
ln(
H
z0
) (1.8)
Where u∗ is the bed shear velocity, H the height above the river bed and z0 is the
roughness length where flow velocity reaches 0 and κ being the Karman constant,
for which typically the value of 0.41 is used (for example Biron et al., 2004; Petrie
et al., 2010). u∗ can be transferred into τ0 as shown in Equation 1.9.
u∗ =
√
τ0
ρf
(1.9)
A fundamentally different approach is the Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) method
proposed by Soulsby (1983) and Kim et al. (2000), which is also evaluated in Biron
et al. (2004). The TKE method calculates bed shear stress using the fluctuation of
the velocity measurements closest to the river bed, see Equation 1.10.
τ0 = c1 ∗ [0.5 ∗ ρf ∗ (< x′2 > + < y′2 > + < z′2 >)] (1.10)
with c1 being a proportionality constant of 0.19 and x’, y’ and z’ the fluctuation of each
velocity vector (Biron et al., 2004). The application of both methods is demonstrated
in 2.2.2.
1.2.2 Sediment transport equations and properties
There are numerous sediment transport equations generally describing the relation
of settling forces (such as ws) to transport forces (such as τ0). Transport equations
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can be grouped into equations describing bed load transport (typically of gravel sized
particles) and suspended sediment transport (typically clay- and silt-sized particles).
However, a totally distinct differentiation between bed load and suspension can not
be defined. Garde and Raju see suspended sediment transport as an ’advanced
stage of bed load transport’ (2000, p. 226). Typically, bed load is transported in
saltation. With continuous higher bed shear stresses the finer particles loose contact
with the river bed and enter a state of suspended transport at approximately the
same speed as the flow.
Transport equations for both bed load and suspended transport are based on
one or more of the following four core concepts. (1) The most fundamental con-
cept is the threshold theory. It assumes that a particular value of a flow parameter
defines the threshold between the states (deposition or transport) of the sediment.
The threshold theory is based on the work of Hjulstrom (1935). He developed a dia-
gram relating flow velocity to grain size and delineated sediment erosion, continuous
transport and deposition. A similar curve on the basis of dimensionless shear stress
was developed by Shields et al. (1936). Such a threshold value is called a critical
value and is for sediment transport typically vcr or τcr. (2) The transition of a grain
from a steady position into motion is researched with the concept of incipient mo-
tion. Most of the numerous studies in this area relate to bed load transport (again
see Buffington and Montgomery (1997) with the review of the results of almost 100
studies). Transport is defined by a certain fraction of the sediment reaching a state
of motion. Incipient motion tries to account for the fact that at a certain threshold, not
all available sediment grains simultaneously start to move. Although incipient motion
mainly focuses on the detachment of sediment particles, it clearly shows the gradual
nature of all thresholds. (3) Another concept acknowledging the gradual nature of
sediment transport is the assumption that a certain flow condition has a defined ca-
pacity to transport sediment. Sediment transport capacity (STC) is the maximum
sediment load, which can be carried by a certain discharge (Prosser et al., 2001).
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(4) A further approach to describe the relationship of flow conditions to sediment
properties for transport is the formulation of a probability function. With changing
flow conditions, a continuously larger fraction of available fine sediment is changing
from one to the other state, for example used in Benda and Dunne (1997).
Bed load transport is often used synonymously with incipient motion studies,
which intends to define the critical value for erosion. The first transport equations
were developed with the help of incipient motion studies. A prime example is the
Einstein equation: Einstein and Shen (1964) developed a sediment transport func-
tion based on the results of flume studies of incipient motion with Φ as the intensity
of the bed load transport , see Equation 1.11.
Φ =
qb
Shyd
(
ρf
ρs − ρf )
1
2 (
1
gD3
)
1
2 (1.11)
Where qb is the rate of bed load transport, ρs the density of the sediment, g the
gravitational constant and D the particle diameter. The intensity of the bed load
transport is a function of flow (Φ = f(ψ∗)), described by the Einstein flow function,
which is given in Equation 1.12.
ψ∗ = ζY (
τ 2
τ 2cr
)ψ) (1.12)
With ζ as a hiding factor (accounting for the fact, that larger grains prohibit the erosion
of smaller grains hidden between these), Y accounting for the bed roughness and ψ
as given in Equation 1.13
ψ = (
ρs − ρf
ρf
D35
RhydShyd
) (1.13)
The idea of sediment transport being proportional to the difference between shear
stress and critical shear stress can be found in numerous transport functions, both for
bed load and for suspended sediment. Alternative frequently used equations are the
bed load transport after Meyer-Peter and Mueller (1948) (reproduced from Chanson,
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2004) shown in Equation 1.14
qs√
(s− 1)gD3 = 0.66 (1.14)
or bed load transport after van Rijn (1984) which defines a statistical relationship
between the particle parameter D∗ and the transport stage parameter T including
the dimensionless pick-up rate (Φp) by Einstein and Krone (1962), see Equation 1.15
Φp = 0.00033D ∗0.3 T 1.5 (1.15)
The statistical relationship is based on experimental results with a relative standard
error of 30 % associated with the equation. However, research of Reid and Fro-
stick (1986) suggests a more complex relationship between flow forces and bed load
transport. Using a continuous recording bed load sampler, their research shows a
wave like nature of bed load transport. They found that the flow forces causing incip-
ient motion are roughly five times higher compared to the flow forces still competent
to transport gravel at the end of a bed load transport wave. The theory of bed frame-
work dilation (based on the findings of Allan and Frostick, 1999) adds a further level
of complexity is. A change of the bed morphology is normally attributed to bed load
transport. However, Allan and Frostick (1999) described a mechanism of bed dila-
tion with flow forces below the threshold of bed load transport. This mechanism was
investigated further by several researchers (see Brasington et al., 2000; Middleton
et al., 2000; Marquis and Roy, 2012, further described in Section 1.3.1). Marquis
and Roy (2012) formulated a consistent theory. They applied three methods to mea-
sure bed load transport (with Digital Elevation Models (DEMs), tagged gravels and
bed load traps). By comparing the results of the three methods they could show that
mechanisms prior to the bed load transport cause bed contraction due to winnowing
of fines and bed dilation due to fine infiltration into the gravel framework.
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Suspended sediment transport is often parameterised by using critical values
for deposition. Especially in the case of gravel bed rivers, interstitial deposits re-
suspension can not be seen as the opposite mechanism to deposition. In gravel bed
channels, re-suspension of fine interstitial material is not connected to fine sediment
properties, but to the transport properties of the gravel bed, which forms the frame-
work for the ingressed fine sediment (Klingeman, 1998, Ch. 25). Suspended sedi-
ment transport equations typically work with the concept of the concentration profile
( δC
δH
). The concentration at a specific height above the river bed (H) is constant, if
the following equilibrium equation is true:
wsC + s
δC
δH
= 0 (1.16)
with s as the sediment diffusion coefficient (upward force) and δCδH as the sediment
concentration gradient (for example in Garde and Raju, 2000).
The Krone formulation for suspended sediment deposition (dep) uses the near
bed concentration and describes its probability of deposition as a function of τ0 and
τcr (Krone, 1962), see Equation 1.17.
dep = λwsC(1− τ
2
τ 2cr
) (1.17)
with λ as an empirical coefficient, wsC as the maximum downward flux of sediment
and τ
2
τ2cr
as the proportion of sediment remaining in suspension.
An alternative equation is given by Van Rijn (1984c) for the suspended sediment
transport Z
Z =
ws
βκu∗ (1.18)
with β as a coefficient including diffusion, κ the Karman constant and u∗ the shear
velocity.
Because the suspended sediment in the water column is transported at the speed
of flow, suspended sediment transport can also be described in hydrodynamic equa-
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tions. Gailani et al. (1991, 1996) for example used a vertically integrated transport
equation, similar to the conservation of mass equation for hydrodynamics in 2D flow
δ(HCk)
δk
+
δ(UCk)
δx
+
δ(V Ck)
δy
= Dh[
δ
δx
(H
δCk
δx
) +
δ
δy
(H
δCk
δy
)] +Qs,k (1.19)
with u being velocity in x direction (downstream) and v velocity in y direction (cross-
stream), H being water depth, Ck the concentration of the grain size class k, Dh the
eddy diffusity. Gailani et al. (1991, 1996) applied this equation in a numerical model
of interstitial fine sediment deposition (see SIDO model in Section 1.3.2). Lauck
et al. (1993), who is working specifically with fine sediment intrusion into gravel beds,
developed empirical descriptors of interstitial sedimentation quantified by coefficients
determined in experiments. He calculates fine sediment deposition as suspended
particles raining randomly into the pore space of a gravel bed and moving potentially
deeper from one bed layer to the next based on likelihood descriptors.This deposition
description of Lauck et al. (1993) was applied in the numerical model of Wooster et al.
(2008) and Cui et al. (2008).
Settling velocity and critical shear stress are at the core of the description of a
suspended sediment profile and many fine sediment transport functions. Ultimately,
fine sediment settling velocity and critical shear stress for a certain particle can only
be defined correctly with the help of laboratory studies. Nevertheless, many scien-
tists have gone to great lengths to develop deterministic equations with the support of
empirical data. These approaches to determine settling velocities and critical shear
stress are briefly summarised in the following two sections.
Settling velocity: Some authors, e.g. Krishnappan (1994), believe measuring set-
tling velocity directly is the only valid option, since every sediment exhibits different
characteristics. This was, for example undertaken in many settling column based
laboratory investigations which measure concentration decline and the grain size
distribution of those particles retained in suspension over time (such as Owen, 1976;
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Gibbs et al., 1971; Loch, 2001; Guo et al., 2009). The equation of Stokes (1851)
is the first and still most widely used equation to define ws in dependence on D
(Equation 1.20).
ws =
D2sgρ
c1µ
(1.20)
Where µ is the dynamic viscosity of water and c1 a constant of typically 18. Stokes
law is only applicable for small Reynolds numbers (Re ≤ 1), which describes laminar
flow conditions, where the influence of viscosity is dominant (Ferguson and Church,
2004), small particle sizes (D ≤100µm) prevail and for rigid spherical sediments (see
Loch, 2001). Referring to Stokes law, many studies have produced data to verify,
extend the range of and adapt the law for different applications. A good example
for such an adaption is the work of Clift et al. (1978), who developed four separate
equations for different grain size ranges relating ws toD. Similar work was conducted
by Le Roux (2005) who also aimed to verify and improve Stokes law. Le Roux (2005)
assessment of data relating ws to D resulted in three separate relationships for three
grain size ranges. Gibbs et al. (1971) revisited Stokes law with their own experiments
using exact spherical quartz grains between 1 - 6000 µm . The comparison with
this data resulted in a slight alteration of Stokes settling curve with similar settling
velocities for silt and fine sand but progressively smaller settling velocities for coarser
sand and gravel. Another good example for the alteration of Stokes law is the settling
velocity after van Rijn (1984). He divides settling velocity calculations into three
grain size ranges: Using Stokes law for the smallest (D ≤100 µ), Zanke (1977)
calculations for grain sizes between 100 - 1000 µm and his own equation for larger
particles up to 2 mm. Cheng (1997) attempted to formulate a valid equation for ws
in dependence on D for a wide grain size range. He used dimensionless settling
velocity (ws∗) and dimensionless grain sizes (D∗) and compared them to his own as
well as data from the literature. His core findings are characterised by Equation 1.21.
wsD
µ
= (
√
25 + 1.2D2 − 5) 32 (1.21)
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Equation 1.21 needs an iterative solution. A universal solution for the whole grain
size range without an iterative determination was introduced by Ferguson and Church
(2004). Instead of comparing ws∗ to D∗, they compared ws∗ to the dimensionless
viscosity (µ∗). Further, instead of developing several equations for different grain
sizes, they chose two equations describing settling velocity for the limits of the grain
size range. For small grain sizes (clay), this was Stokes law, which includes a strong
influence of the dynamic viscosity. For coarse grain sizes (sand), where viscosity
is subordinate, a drag coefficient based on the description of ws was found to be
most suitable (ws =
√
4rgD
3c2
). If these two equations are converted into a dimen-
sionless equation, they result in the lower limit 1
ws∗ = c1µ∗ and in the upper limit
1
ws∗ = (0.75c2 − 2)
1
2 . The combination of both equations results in Equation 1.22.
ws =
(ρs − ρf )gD2
(c1µ∗) + (c20.75(ρs − ρf )gD3) 12
(1.22)
For small particles, the first part of the numerator supersedes the impact of the sec-
ond and vice versa for large particles the second part of the numerator is dominant.
For c1 = 18 and c2 = 1, the equation results in very good fits to the literature and the
researchers’ own data and it is superior, especially for larger particles, to Cheng’s
equation (1.21). Despite the great advantages of a universal equation, it is important
to consider the significance of cohesive and non-cohesive fine sediment and their
difference in the effective and absolute grain size distribution. The effective grain
size is the actual particle size as aggregates and flocs being bound together by elec-
tromagnetic properties. Absolute grain size is the size of a single mineral component
of the sediment after the removal of bonds and organic material. The divergence be-
tween the effective and absolute grain size is especially relevant for the cohesive clay
fraction in aquatic systems, often referred to as mud (comprising clay minerals and
organic compounds Berlamont et al., 1993). The effective grain size of cohesive sed-
iment can be considerable larger than the absolute grain size measured with most
standard methods. This difference has already been demonstrated by the large dis-
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crepancy between absolute and effective grain size measured in the River Culm by
Phillips and Walling (1999). Baugh and Manning (2007) showed that settling velocity
is crucially different for fine non-cohesive and cohesive sediment. They developed
empirical equations for ws dependent on τ for micro and macro flocs. Predictions
of deposition using these ws values were superior to those using other values from
the literature. This means if ws is deduced from exiting equations in the international
literature, it is important to understand which sediment was used for the empirical
derivation of this equation.
Critical shear stress and critical velocity: In its simplest form, for any grain of
a certain size and density, this critical force corresponds to an exact value. There
are some suggestions, how that settling velocity can be directly related to τcr for sus-
pended particle deposition. An example is the direct use of ws as the threshold con-
dition (u∗ = ws, Le Roux, 2005) or by applying empirical equations (τcr = 1.24w0.33s
for ws <0.1 m s-1, Collins and Rigler, 1982). Nevertheless, no generally accepted
easy solution is currently available. Despite these suggestions, most determinations
of τcr are based on the original or modified Shields curve. Shields et al. (1936) de-
veloped a diagram with the dimensionless critical shear stress (τcr∗) on the y-axis
and the dimensionless Reynolds number (Re∗) on the x-axis and identified a critical
area. This area was later characterised using a curve by Vanoni et al. (1964). τcr∗
and Re∗ are given in Equations 1.23 and 1.24.
τcr∗ = ( τcr
ρs − ρf gD50) (1.23)
Re∗ = u ∗ D50
µ
(1.24)
Since then, many researchers have attempted to prove and refine the Shields curve.
For example, Miller et al. (1977) attempted to extend the Shields curve by three or-
ders of magnitude (from D = 0.0000001-0.01 m or 10-100,000 µm). He used a large
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number of published equations and data from several studies which are all based
on experiments in straight channel flumes. Despite this extensive data collection,
he concluded that none of the existing threshold criteria are universally correct. In
the review of Miller et al. (1977), the iterative threshold curves of Inman, Bangold
and Lane are considered in the work at hand. Self et al. (1989) set up experiments
to test τcr for erosion and deposition for non-cohesive and cohesive sediment. Self
et al. (1989) found that τcr for deposition is mainly a function of grain size for both
cohesive and none cohesive fine sediment. Further, he converted the established τcr
for deposition into critical velocity and compared it to Hjulstrom (1935). His values
are about three times higher than the original Hjulstrom (1935) values. The vcr of
erosion determined by Self et al. (1989) is of the same magnitude as the one de-
fined by Hjulstrom (1935). However, Self et al. (1989) experiments show a constant
value for vcr for erosion for all cohesive particles <180 µm compared to a increase for
finer particles stated in Hjulstrom (1935). A reason for this is probably the complex
behaviour of sediment of different grain size mixtures.
In conclusion, for the application of any sediment transport function, it is crucial
to consider the grain size distribution of the sediment and the changing critical val-
ues according to particle size evolution. Also, additional sediment properties, such
as cohesion, need to be considered, for example in the calibration coefficient. The
application of a sediment transport function for a specific case can only be assumed
to be valid with individual calibration.
1.3 Models of fine-grained sediment dynamics
Models, in a broad sense, are simplified representations of objects found in the phys-
ical world. Models are generally used to exemplify a critical process of interest. In
a model, the researcher specifies the key parameters of influence and monitors the
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model’s reaction to this certain set of conditions. The aim is to use the model as a
stand-in for the real world to test an assumption or to assist extrapolation. In sed-
iment transport research, two complementing kinds of models are used: physical
models or experiments and numerical computer-based models. The main difference
between a physical experiment and a numerical model is the way processes are pre-
sented. In physical experiments, natural processes take place in a scaled copy of
the natural environment. This means that natural processes, such as flow, control
the sensitivity of the model. In numerical models, the same process needs to be
described as a mathematical function. The following sub-sections briefly review how
scientists have tested and applied sediment transport functions in both physical and
numerical models.
1.3.1 Physical models
Burt and Walling (1984) as well as Church (1984) see physical experiments as an
image of the real world. The former describe the process of an ideal physical exper-
iment by completing several steps starting with an experience and forming an image
of the real world in your head. This can then be conceptualised and formulated in
a hypothesis. The experimental design aims to produce data to test the hypothesis.
These fundamental step should enable the researcher to develop laws and theories,
which consequently give an explanation for the investigated system. Physical mod-
els connected with sediment transport are mainly devised and tested in experimental
flumes. Flumes are artificial channels with the possibility to regulate flow, bed and
sediment supply. Their advantage beyond the possibility to influence key parameters
is their accessibility compared to the field.
The following section introduces flume experiments conducted to investigate pro-
cesses in connection with fine sediment erosion, transport and ingress into the gravel
bed. There are two fundamentally different kinds of flumes: Flumes either consist of
a channel with an inflow and outflow or have an annular channel. Flumes of the first
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category are often straight channels with pipe recirculated or constantly renewed wa-
ter flow (for example used in Einstein and Krone, 1962; Petit, 1994; Sambrook Smith
and Ferguson, 1996; Shvidchenko, 2000; Wooster et al., 2008; Ali et al., 2011). An-
nular flumes are typically circular (as for example used in Lau et al., 2001; Haralampi-
des et al., 2003; Chan et al., 2006; Maa et al., 2008) but other shapes, for example
racetrack shapes are known as well (as for example used in Hendriks et al., 2006).
Typically, processes connected to gravel beds are investigated in straight channels,
whereas processes connected to the deposition and erosion of fine sediment are of-
ten examined in annular flumes. The use of annular flumes is especially relevant for
cohesive sediment transport investigation which often includes processes of a longer
timescale. For example processes developing over hours, like floculation would be
disturbed when passing through the recirculating pipe in a straight flume system.
Flume studies for the initial motion of gravel beds are at the foundation of bed load
transport equations. For example the bed-load transport function of Einstein is based
on a series of flume experiments with various gravel beds and flow velocities (Ein-
stein and Shen, 1964). This was done in almost the same manner for the equation of
Meyer-Peter and Mueller (1948). Beside the investigation of general flow-transport
relationships, flume experiments help to understand more small scale factors influ-
encing gravel movement. For example, Kirchner et al. (1990) studied the effect of
local topographical structures, such as the exposure and friction angles of the single
grains on the transportability of gravels. Not surprisingly, even whole PhD-research
projects are devoted to flume experiments determining probability functions for gravel
particle displacement (Shvidchenko, 2000) or the testing of transport formulations in
the literature (Piedra, 2010). Another group of flume experiments is designed to test
the influence of different grain size fractions on particle mobility. Petit (1994) per-
formed flume experiments to investigate the influence of uniform and mixed gravel
grain sizes on incipient motion. Curran (2007) studied different mixtures of sand and
gravel. This work suggested that the amount of sand supply changes the mobility of
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gravel beds. In her study, a higher proportion of sand resulted in a lower τcr for both
gravel and sand. Sambrook Smith and Ferguson (1996) also used bimodal sediment
of sand and gravel size to investigate the influence of slope on the size distribution of
bed surface particles. This work showed a continuous fining of the bed surface with
a lower slope.
Studies investigating fine sediment deposition and erosion are of special rele-
vance for this research. The determination of thresholds for suspended sediment
deposition under flow is generally based on flume experiments. These experiments
are often orientated on the Hjulstrom diagram for critical velocities (Hjulstrom, 1939)
or the Shields diagram of critical shear stress (Shields et al., 1936). A good example
is the work of Vanoni who conducted detailed fine sediment deposition and erosion
experiments in a flume and included a defined curve for the critical values instead
of the original area in the Shields diagram (Vanoni et al., 1964). Self et al. (1989)
undertook similar work in relation to Hjulstrom. The experiments of Self et al. (1989)
were conducted with non-cohesive crushed quartz particles of <0.18 mm. The data
showed that the two curves in the Hjulstrom diagram are only valid for cohesive sed-
iment. Non-cohesive sediment of clay and silt size (like the one Self used) did not
show a divergence between critical values for deposition and erosion. A study set-
ting out to prove the validity of flume experiments for fine sediment transport is Pope
et al. (2006). This study showed in an annular flume with various natural fine sedi-
ment that τcr for erosion (here established with the TKE method) is similar to those
measured in the field. Therefore, annular flumes can be seen as an adequate tool
to investigate τcr for fine sediment. Other studies set out to investigate the more
complex nature of cohesive sediment. For example Krishnappan (1994) conducted
cohesive fine sediment experiments in a rotating circular flume and defined mean
critical values for deposition and erosion for a wide range of grain sizes on the ba-
sis of concentration and suspended sediment effective grain size distribution data.
Subsequently, he summarised his results by using them to setup and calibrate a
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mathematical model of sediment deposition (Krishnappan, 2006). Similar work was
undertaken by Chan et al. (2006) as well resulting in a comprehensive data set of τcr
for cohesive sediment. Maa et al. (2008) have a different focus. An annular flume
was used, which results in a distribution of shear stress between the shorter inner
and longer outer ring. The experiments showed different levels of sediment concen-
tration loss and a varying width of the area of deposition for different shear stress
distributions. Moreover, the experimental results could show that deposition of fine
sediment is not affected by the flow depth, but only by the conditions directly above
the deposition surface (sediment concentration and shear stress). Apart from the
determination of critical values for fine sediment, flume experiments have, for ex-
ample, been conducted to test the applicability of different methods. For example
Hosseini et al. (2006) successfully applied an Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV)
in an annular flume for velocity and synchronous C and D measurements for sus-
pended sediment. With this technique, the settling velocities for different D can be
estimated more easily.
A comparatively small number of flume experiments directly investigate the ingress
of fine sediment into gravel beds. Einstein and Krone (1962) pioneered in this area.
They investigated deposition of suspended sediment for different velocities above a
gravel bed. Similar studies were conducted by Wooster et al. (2008) with large flume
experiments testing bed load transport and fine sediment intrusion as a model for
dam removal. Also Grams and Wilcock (2007) conducted flume experiments with an
artificial, fixed and regular gravel bed to investigate sand intrusion under various flow
conditions and feeding rates. Beschta and Jackson (1979) ran 21 flume experiments
with a gravel bed and a constant sediment feeding rate of sand. They used two dif-
ferent sands, a coarse mixture with a D50 of 0.5 mm and a finer with 0.2 mm. The
experiments showed a buildup of a seal for the coarser sand with the depth of the
seal dependent on flow velocity. Higher flow velocities resulted in a deeper seal. This
is probably due to the ’jiggling’ of the gravel, which assists sand to intrude deeper
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via kinematic sieving. Finer sand resulted in a bottom up infill of the gravel pores.
Further research into the area of processes prior to the threshold of gravel entrain-
ment was realised in the flume experiments with sand gravel mixtures of Allan and
Frostick (1999). They used photographic analysis to investigate processes at three
flow conditions (just above the thresholds of sand entrainment, just above the thresh-
old of gravel entrainment and at conditions with flow forces considerably higher than
both these thresholds). They found dilation of the gravel bed to take place just prior
to its entrainment. In their work Allan and Frostick (1999) did not specify if dilation
is connected to the process of fine infiltration in or winnowing from the gravel frame-
work. A significant expansion of the gravel bed framework at forces below threshold
of entrainment was verified in further experiments (Brasington et al., 2000; Middleton
et al., 2000). Brasington et al. (2000) could show with extensive video analysis of lab-
oratory flume experiments that dilation of the gravel bed results in a rapid infiltration
of fines. However later work by Marquis and Roy (2012) (in a natural stream) could
show that both winnowing and infiltration can result from bed dilation without bed
entrainment. Above the experimental findings of physical models, many flume ex-
periments are set up to deliver directly calibration data for numerical models. These
are discussed in the context of the numerical model in the following subsection.
1.3.2 Numerical models
Due to progress over recent decades in computation, fluvial models are now able
to enhance our ability to represent key fluvial processes (Peckham, 2003). Mer-
ritt et al. (2003) give an extensive review of existing computer software-based ero-
sion and sediment transport models. This review distinguishes three main types
of models: empirical, conceptual and physically-based. For most models, a clear
allocation to one category is not possible since features of all three groups are com-
monly represented. In the main, sediment dynamic models are physically-based
with empirical relationships used to present those areas of limited physical under-
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standing or complex interdependencies. Independent of the type of model, sediment
dynamic models include two fundamental parts: A component describing flow and,
secondly, a component describing sediment behaviour. Other processes, e.g. the
mobilisation and delivery of nutrients, can also be included. After Peckham (2003),
for a physically-based model, the two fundamental components (flow and sediment
behaviour) can be covered with four fundamental equations: A mass conservation
equation, the definition of flow in the down slope direction, a flow resistance formu-
lation and a sediment transport formulation. For many of the models considered
here, the flow component is simulated with a hydrodynamic software tool (for exam-
ple Delft3D or HEC-RAS in Bouma et al., 2007; Pattison et al., 2012, repectively)
and the output of the hydrodynamic simulations is processed in a separate sediment
transport component of the model. Both flow and sediment components need to
be calibrated to adapt the model to each specific application. Typically, this is ac-
complished with the help of field data or data derived from physical experiments. A
prime example is the work of Bouma et al. (2007) who investigated fine sediment
deposition around epibenthic structures in maritime environments. The calibration
data consisted of a range of direct field data, experimental data derived from ar-
tificial epibenthic structures made of bamboo sticks in the field and from a flume.
The sediment transport component of a model can encompass the processes from
source to sink, which comprise erosion, transport and deposition. Predominantly,
these processes are seen as functions of the sediment grain size. Wilcock (1998)
states that many sediment transport models define one representative grain size.
However, in many cases, one grain size fails to represent the actual characteris-
tics of transported sediment and, consequently the transport of the finer fraction
is underestimated. This becomes especially clear when observing the fundamen-
tally different modes of transport of clay particles in suspension and gravel grains in
saltation. A fraction-by-fraction approach often fails due to the lack of local grain size
distribution data. In his paper, Wilcock (1998) introduces a solution by representing
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the sediment in two fractions smaller and larger than 2 mm. These two fractions are
generally easy to identify in the field. He found that the two grain size ranges have
fundamentally different thresholds for erosion and deposition. In addition, Wilcock
(1998) could show that the proportions of the two fractions did influence the trans-
portability of both fractions, similar to the bed experiments with sand and gravel
conducted by Sambrook Smith and Ferguson (1996) and Curran (2007). Wilcock
concluded that, up to a fine sediment content of 20 %, gravel is interlocked in the
bed framework. For a fine sediment content higher than 40 %, the river bed can be
seen as a fine sediment matrix with clasts of gravel. Accordingly, he found a steep
decrease of critical shear stress of erosion for both fractions at the point where the
gravel framework gets detached from itself, which is between 20 and 40 % fines
content. Other authors; such as Gailani et al. (1991, 1996); applied three grain size
classes for modelling sediment transport. In the model of Gailani et al. (1991, 1996),
the flow component consists of a vertically integrated 2D flow and also includes the
transport and deposition of suspended sediment using a conservation of momen-
tum equation. The re-suspension of fine sediment is the sediment component of the
model and is dependent on shear stress and a site specific calibration coefficient.
Lopes and Lane (1988) introduced a model with simultaneous calculations of fine
sediment entrainment (with a rain intensity and a shear stress based component)
and deposition resulting in a net sediment flux into the river flow. Soil detachment
parameters and coefficients for depositions were derived from physical experiments.
Other models focus on one part of the sediment transport. For example, the PSY-
CHIC (Phosphorous and Sediment Yield CHaracterisation In Catchments) model is
a soil erosion and sediment delivery model with an additional component for phos-
phorous mobilisation and release. PSYCHIC calculates sediment delivery to, but not
routing through, the river channel (Collins et al., 2007; Davison et al., 2008; Collins
et al., 2009a,b). At the other end, the model introduced in Benda and Dunne (1997)
investigates the fate of large amounts of fine sediment introduced to a channel dur-
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ing one event (for example a fire or landslide). They describe sediment transport as
a probability function of the travel length of material of a single absolute grain size.
There is a range of fine sediment deposition models applied to other environ-
ments, predominantly marine estuary and lagoon environments or floodplain sedi-
mentation (see for example Douillet et al., 2001; Hardy et al., 2000; Woodruff et al.,
2001; Lumborg and Pejrup, 2005; Bouma et al., 2007; Baugh and Manning, 2007)
Nicholas and Walling (1998); Hardy et al. (2000). These are all characterised by
a slower and more uniform flow environment and are mainly concerned and cali-
brated with data of a much longer time frame (e.g. seasons, years or decades). Only
very few models concentrate on fine sediment deposition in the interstices of the
gravel bed with a high temporal and spatial reolution, the focus of this research. The
best documented model is SIDO (Sediment Intrusion and Dissolved Oxygen trans-
port), based on Gailani et al. (1991); Havis et al. (1993). SIDO was developed from
the Salmon and Spawning Analysis Model (SSAM) and a HEC-6 model by Alonso
et al. (1988) for the Tucannon River. SIDO is a physically-based numerical model,
predicting sediment transport and intrusion and the consequences for salmonid egg-
survival based on intragravel oxygen levels (as described in Section 1.1.1). Fine
sediment deposition in SIDO arises only from the suspended sediment in the over-
laying water column, it treats the river bed (representing the gravel matrix at reach
scale plus redds) as a fixed structures and focuses on sediment <1 mm, which is
summarised in one effective grain size for the complete sediment range. Infiltration
of the suspended sediment into the gravel bed is based on the difference between
local near bed and averaged suspended sediment concentration (Sear et al., 2014).
Havis et al. (1993) reports an application of the model with calibration data includ-
ing flow conditions above an artificial redd, measured sedimentation rates based on
ingress into retrievable basket traps over the salmonid spwning season. Havis et al.
(1993) shows that SIDO delivers good results for the fraction <63 µm.
SIDO was originally developed for North America. In recent years, a research
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group at the University of Southampton adopted the model for UK rivers (Sear et al.,
2014). The preliminary adaptation of SIDO for the UK was based on the recalibration
of the hydrodynamic component of the model with data for three rivers with different
flow regimes, for example the River Ithon, Wales (Pattison et al., 2012). Further cal-
ibration data was generated with the help of flume studies aimed to understand fine
sediment deposition in salmonid redds. Sear et al. (2014) reports that the numeri-
cal model stability was improved by applying HECRAS to model the models stream
hydrodynamic in daily time steps (Pattison et al., 2012). Pattison et al. (2012) ap-
plied the model to a 153 day period on the River Ithon with a high average discharge
of 13.02 m3 s-1 and above-average mean suspended sediment concentrations of
81 mg L-1. Infiltration calibration data was based on investigations using five artifi-
cially constructed redds. Both the SIDO model and the experimental data showed
a complete infill of the gravel pores during the period of deployment. This was ac-
companied by a drop in dissolved oxygen level and a reduction of interstitial flow to
less than 20 % of the initial value. The application of the SIDO model to such an ex-
treme infill period did result in a good model performance, but does not answer any
questions about intermediate levels of sedimentation and concominant salmonid egg
survival. The application of SIDO demonstrated in Sear et al. (2014) showed very
good results for the accumulation of fine sediment in the artificial redd. Modelled
sedimentation filled 7.5 % of the pore space compared to 8.3 % observed in the
field. The modelling of oxygen levels was less successful. Factors changing oxygen
levels represented in the model seemed to be outperformed by factors not included
in the model. Sear et al. (2014) believe the reason for this is upwelling groundwater
with a much lower O2-saturation. Whereas these recent applications of SIDO in the
UK show the potential of the model, the performance also underlines the importance
of higher resolution data for sediment ingress and detailed assessment of epochs of
potential egg lethality.
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1.4 Aims and implementation of the research project
Suspended and interstitial fine sediment in the riverine environment is of high eco-
logical relevance. Typically, degrading effects due to a surplus of fine sediment take
place during short time periods and at specific locations. Yet, we know very little
about the temporal and spatial distribution, especially of interstitial fine sediment.
While a number of equations describing the process of fine sediment transport and
deposition are published, their applicability specifically to the gravel bed environment
is not yet sufficiently tested. Therefore, this study aims to collect a high resolution
spatial and temporal data set of both interstitial fine sediment deposition and the
environmental conditions controlling it (e.g. flow and suspended fine sediment dy-
namics). This data is then used to setup a numerical model based on established
fine sediment deposition theory. The model serves two aims: First, it allows us to
systematically investigate the applicability of the chosen fine sediment deposition
equation in the gravel bed environment and, second, to predict amounts and vari-
ability of interstitial fine sediment.
With regard to interstitial fine sediment in natural gravel bed rivers, comparative
measurements for different river reaches are only indirectly reported in the literature
(for example for the River Frome and its tributaries by Collins and Walling, 2007b).
Also, our understanding of seasonal and short term variability is very restricted.
Therefore, the field work of this research project aims to answer the following ques-
tions:
a) Do the different reaches of a river (upper, middle and lower reaches) behave
differently with regard to the amount and the timing of fine sediment storage
and how is sediment deposition in the different reaches connected to the local
hydrograph and suspended sediment concentrations?
b) Are there periods in the year with overall higher in-bed fine sediment storage?
c) How high is the variability within a river reach with regard to in-bed fine sedi-
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ment storage?
d) How is the variability of in-bed fine sediment storage related to the bed frame-
work grain size, bed morphology and local flow?
The research project identified the River Culm to be a suitable candidate for the
fieldwork location, due to its reported high fine sediment transport and storage, its
variable nature of the river from source to mouth, its accessibility and the existing
infrastructure. In order to answer questions a and b, three locations along the River
Culm are equipped with stage and turbidity probes. The gravel framework grain
size is mapped in the three reaches (question d). Further, the fine sediment stor-
age is sampled in regular intervals with the re-suspension method, similar to the
re-suspension studies listed in Table 1.1. Beyond this general approach, a more
detailed sampling of fine sediment ingress with retrievable basket traps (similar to
the trap studies listed in Table 1.1) aims to investigate questions c and d. The de-
tailed sampling is implemented during the winter flood season with the highest po-
tential for soil erosion, the most dynamic sedimentological and hydrological events
and the season of fish spawning. The majority of the retrievable basket traps is in-
stalled on riffles, because they are the most vital habitat (Sear, 1993; Wood and
Armitage, 1999; Soulsby et al., 2001) and the area with the most intensive fine sed-
iment ingress and re-suspension (Lisle and Hilton, 1992; Diplas, 1994; Sear et al.,
2014). The traps are applied during several periods. For each period, the traps con-
tain the same gravel and are placed at the same position in the river. Information
on how far these environments are charged with interstitial sediment is particularly
valuable for the interpretation of the potential environmental threats, especially in
combination with the field suspended sediment and discharge records. In order to
regionalise flow information from stage measurements for the whole river bed of the
study reaches, auxiliary hydrodynamic models are set up. The hydrodynamic mod-
els base on a detailed differential GPS bed survey and are calibrated with distributed
flow velocity and water level measurements.
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The fine sediment ingress in the gravel framework is dependent on rapidly chang-
ing conditions. This means periods of continuous deposition are much shorter than
the periods of trap application in the field. Direct flow measurements and short trap
application periods in the field during floods with high suspended sediment loads
are not feasible because the river is inaccessible during such events. Therefore,
fine sediment ingress with a higher temporal resolution and conditions closer to the
traps are investigated with identical retrievable basket traps in laboratory flume ex-
periments. The flume experiments are designed to mimic conditions found in the
field, also with regard to scale. Therefore, the gravel grain size distributions and bed
height alterations are of a comparable magnitude than those found in the field. Be-
sides, in a flume setup the number of influence factors can be reduced and single
factors can be investigated by altering each factor individually (e.g. the grain size of
the suspended sediment, the gravel framework grain size, the flow velocity and the
bed morphology). The measurements in the flume allow us to answer and, ideally,
quantify the relationships of the following questions:
e) What is the deposition behaviour of distinctly different suspended sediment
mixtures (silt and sand) under different flow conditions?
f) How does fine sediment deposition change over time?
g) Does the bed framework grain size distribution change the suspended sedi-
ment deposition?
h) What is the local influence of bed morphology on local fine sediment ingress?
i) What is the influence of the fine sediment grain size distribution on deposition?
Is the effective grain size distribution more meaningful for the interpretation of
fine sediment ingress processes than the standard measured absolute grain
size distribution?
The flume experiments compare the behaviour of two distinct fine sediment mixtures,
two distinct flow velocities (question e) and two distinct bed grain size distribution of
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an alternating bed (question g and h). During these experiments, flow conditions
(velocity), suspended sediment distribution and its grain size distribution (question e)
are measured in regular intervals. The traps are positioned at different positions of
the bed morphology in pairs. The trap pairs are sealed off at different times during
the experiments (question f). For each experimental run, the bed alteration and trap
positions are replicated carefully to ensure matchable conditions.
Beyond the analysis of relationships in the field and the flume experiments, a nu-
merical model based on the Krone (1962) formulation is developed and subsequently
calibrated with flume and field data. The calibration procedure aims to answer the
following questions:
j) Is an established fine sediment transport theory in combination with critical val-
ues from the literature an adequate tool to describe and predict fine sediment
deposition in the flume environment?
k) Which parameters need to be adapted and extended in order to coherently
explain the measured data?
l) Are relationships found in the flume environment also applicable to processes
in the field?
m) What is a simple and feasible numerical representation of the fine sediment
re-suspension?
o) Is the resulting model able to explain and predict spatial and temporal patterns
of fine sediment ingress and storage coherently?
In order to answer question j and k, the model is calibrated with the available flume
data and a wide range of literature data for critical values to establish suitable pa-
rameters determining deposition speed. A successful calibration indicates an accor-
dance of the established deposition theory and the experimental findings. Second,
the parameters performing best in the flume scale model are then used in an up-
scaled model application for the reach scale to answer question l. Also, a threshold
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of re-suspension is introduced. This threshold is determined through the calibration
of the reach scale model with field data and the results of the hydrodynamic models.
The calibration of the upscaled model shows if the upscaling is legitimate and if a
simple re-suspension threshold can be an adequate tool to describe the presum-
ably complex mechanism of fine sediment re-mobilisation from the gravel framework
(question m).
With regard to the structure of the thesis, flume and reach scale investigations are
discussed in two separate parts. The first part consists of the description and discus-
sion of the flume experiments (Chapter 2) and the flume scale numerical deposition
model (Chapter 3). The second part consists of the description and discussion of the
conducted fieldwork (Chapter 4), the setup and calibration of the auxiliary hydrody-
namic models (Chapter 5) and finally the consolidation in the reach scale numerical
deposition model (Chapter 6). The final Chapter 7 concludes in a discussion about
the achievements and shortcomings of this research and especially the numerical
model. Further, it makes suggestions for advanced research in the area of interstitial
fine sediment dynamics.
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Part I
Flume scale investigation
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Aim of flume investigation
The investigation of processes connected to interstitial fine sediment deposition faces
significant challenges regarding adequate measurement techniques, especially in
the field. First, the timing of sampling is sensitive, since for example hydraulic condi-
tions determining the fate of fine sediment are very variable, in particular close to the
river bed. Additionally, measuring fine sediment quantities and characteristics is very
complex and laborious. Sampling methods are prone to errors due to the transient
nature of fine sediment in transport and deposition. In a field situation, the danger
of access during flood events and the re-suspension of the deposited interstitial fine-
grained sediment through the sampling procedure are just two examples. In this light,
flume experiments are widely used because they allow us to control key parameters,
to reduce complexity and to create an environment where measurements can be
taken relatively easily compared to natural sites. However, flume experiments using
fine sediment suspension in combination with gravel beds are sparse. Experiments
either study the motion of gravel (e.g. Kirchner et al., 1990; Petit, 1994), intrusion of
sand into gravel beds (e.g. Einstein, 1968; Beschta and Jackson, 1979; Self et al.,
1989; Sambrook Smith and Ferguson, 1996) or investigate the silty fine sediment
deposition onto a flat bed (e.g. Einstein and Krone, 1962; Lau and Krishnappan,
1992; Maa et al., 2008). Experiments measuring deposition of fine silty sediment
into gravel beds are only indirectly mentioned in the literature for example in combi-
nation with the setup and calibration of the SIDO model (Alonso et al., 1988; Pattison
et al., 2013; Sear et al., 2014). Therefore, aim of the experimental part of this work
is to develop and implement flume experiments that investigate both, sand and silt
intrusion into a gravel framework.
Paramount is the quantification of silty fine sediment intrusion into the gravel bed.
In particular, the question is, what influence has the overall flow, the local flow (intro-
duced by altering bed elevation), the grain size distribution of the suspended sedi-
ment and the grain size distribution of the gravel bed on the deposition behaviour. A
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more detailed question of special interest is the definition of the grain size distribu-
tion of the suspended fine sediment. Either it is measured including all aggregates
and flocs (effective) or aggregates and flocs are broken down in their mineral com-
ponents (absolute grain size distribution) before measurement.
The investigation of fine sediment intrusion in gravel bed is concepualised with the
use of the Krone formulation for fine sediment deposition (which was developed for
flat beds). The setup and measurement routine of the experiments include all pa-
rameters of this equation. Beyond, the data gathered in the flume experiments will
be used to setup a numerical model. This numerical model bases also on the Krone
formulation and on the concept of patches which can be regarded as uniform regard-
ing their fine sediment deposition behaviour. With regards to the structure, Chapter
2 outlines the relations that need to be quantified and summarises the setup, the
implementation and the results of the flume experiments. Chapter 3 describes the
setup and calibration of the flume scale numerical suspended sediment deposition
model, calibrated with the data of the flume experiments.
Chapter 2
Flume experiments
This chapter reports on the flume experiments carried out to investigate interstitial
deposition of suspended sediment. The experiments carried out in this study aim to
represent a range of natural gravel beds, fine sediment (with focus on silty grain size
ranges) and flow characteristics. The main objective of these experiments is to aid
the understanding of the pathways of fine sediment using a mass balance framework
that accounts for the input, transport and deposition of fine sediment under various
environmental conditions. More specifically, the aim of this work is to quantify:
• Temporal changes in suspended sediment concentration during experiments
and their dependence on the fine sediment grain size distribution, velocity and
shear stress,
• spatial patterns of deposition and their dependencies on local bed properties
and flow characteristics, caused by alterations in the river bed.
This chapter is divided into four sections. Section 2.1 presents the theoretical back-
ground, which supports the investigation. It formulates hypotheses regarding the
relationships of key parameters and defines the variables measured during the ex-
periments. Section 2.2 describes the experimental facility, in which the research is
carried out, outlines the two series of experimental runs and explains the sampling
conducted during the experiments. Section 2.3 presents the results of the flume
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experiments with a focus on four areas: First, the quality and reproducibility of the
experimental runs; second, the velocity and shear stress distribution; third, tempo-
ral changes in the sediment concentration and grain size distribution of suspended
sediment during the course of the experiments; and fourth, amounts of fine sediment
deposition. Section 2.4 then provides an overview of these results.
2.1 Deposition theory and hypotheses
Section 1.2.2 outlines several equations, which describe sediment transport, includ-
ing the Krone formulation (1962) for suspended sediment deposition (dep). The
Krone (1962) formulation is believed to include the main physical determinants driv-
ing fine-sediment deposition. Therefore, this equation is used as the base for a
systematic interpretation of the data, also by means of a numerical model. It states
that rise in suspended sediment concentration, settling velocity and also decline of
flow velocity or bed shear stress all lead to an increase in suspended sediment depo-
sition. The fine sediment deposition model for gravel beds developed in this research
and discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. Consequently, the experiments need to
investigate the parameters in the equation to deliver calibration data plus infromation
that is typical for gravel beds (in this case the gravel grain size distribution). The
Krone formulation is either used with regard to velocity, see Equation 2.1, or with
regard to shear stress, see Equation 2.2 to describe the competence of the flow to
transport sediment. λ is a calibration coefficient, C is the suspended sediment con-
centration in g L-1, ws is the settling velocity of the fine sediment in m s-1, v is the flow
velocity and vcr is the critical velocity (both in m s-1), τ0 is the bed shear stress, and
τcr is the critical shear stress (both in Pa).
dep = λ ∗ C ∗ ws ∗ (1− ( v
vcr
)2) (2.1)
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dep = λ ∗ C ∗ ws ∗ (1− τ0
τcr
) (2.2)
The key of the Krone formulation is that deposition shows a positive relationship
with suspended sediment concentration and settling velocity. Additionally, deposi-
tion decreases when flow velocity or shear stress increases until velocity, or shear
stress, is equal to a critical value and further deposition is impossible. Both critical
values (vcr, τcr) and ws are related to the properties of the fine sediment (primarily
the grain size). This implies that it is not sufficient to represent a fine sediment mix-
ture with one value of vcr, τcr, and ws , where the sediment is composed of a range
of grain sizes. Consequently, the Krone formulation should be applied to several
distinct grain size classes with the total sediment concentration distributed between
these classes. The Krone formulation does not include a separate quantification of
fine sediment re-suspension. Net re-suspension of fine sediment from the bed is
assumed to take place only when the gravel bed of the river is itself mobilised. The
critical velocities and critical shear stresses to move the much larger gravel particles
are not considered in the context of the flume experiments, since flow conditions
were never sufficient to move the gravel bed.
In order to produce a comprehensive calibration data set in order to apply the
Krone formulation to the gravel bed environment, the following components need to
be investigated:
• Suspended sediment concentration (C), its distribution and development,
• grain size distribution of suspended and deposited sediment (because it is crit-
ical for ws, vcr and τcr),
• hydraulic conditions in the water column at different levels above the bed (in
order to calculate the bed shear stress τ0 as a function of the velocity gradients
and to investigate the influence of average and near bed velocity - v)
• hydraulic conditions above alterations of the river bed (causing acceleration,
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deceleration and flow with higher turbulence) and
• bed characteristics (gravel grain size and pore volume).
Independently of the applicability of the results as calibration data, the following hy-
potheses will be tested in the experiments:
1. Finer suspended sediment grain sizes, higher flow velocities and higher shear
stresses each result in a more persistent and higher suspended sediment con-
centration.
2. A coarser suspended sediment distribution results in higher and faster deposi-
tion.
3. Bed areas with higher velocity and higher bed shear stress experience lower
deposition, compared to areas with lower velocity, respectively bed shear stress.
4. The gravel bed grain size and structure and the resulting bed roughness has a
significant influence on amounts and rates of deposition, i.e. rougher conditions
result in lower deposition.
HIER: experiment is set up in such a way that a they vary inbetween each other
by one variable. For example, same bed, same velocity, but once with silty fine
sediment, once with sandy fine sediment. Allows for direct comparison, what the
effect of grain size distribution on deposition is. Similar, identical setup, but variation
of bed grain size, velocity,
2.2 Experimental setup
2.2.1 Experimental facilities
The experimental and analytical work was carried out at the facilities of the Geogra-
phy Department of the University of Exeter between winter 2008 and spring 2010.
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The following three paragraphs provide an overview of the available facilities used in
the flume experiments.
Flume and Pump: The flume is an Armfield recirculating flume with a 10 m long,
0.6 m wide and 0.6 m high glass walled experimental channel. A sketch of the flume
can be found in Figure 2.2. The flume is visually divided into eight segments by
its metal framework, each segment being 1.25 m long. The experimental channel is
elevated 1.2 m and can be tilted up to an angle of 15◦ but was used in a level position.
Pumpage can be regulated using a wheel which allows the user to close or open the
recirculating pipe while keeping the revolutions of the pump constant. The readout at
the pump was in L s-1. Pumpage resulting in a stable discharge (without occilations)
in an empty flume ranged from 10 to ca 225 L s-1. The flume already provides a
sediment trap for coarse material at the end of the experimental channel before the
inlet into the recirculating pipe in order to protect the pump from damaging particles.
The manual of the manufacturer suggests the use of gravel no smaller than 20 mm
in diameter, which is coarse compared to the sizes expected in natural gravel bed
rivers. To address this issue, a custom made screen was fitted behind the sediment
trap with a mesh diameter of 10 mm. Therefore, gravel no smaller than 11.3 mm
could be used in the experiments. Later, the screen was replaced by a perforated
sheet with round holes of 3.8 mm, allowing us the use of gravel as fine as 4 mm.
However, the screen caused several problems. For certain pumpage rates, an
oscillation in the flume emerged. Testing showed that oscillations were especially
problematic for a pumpage rate around 90 L s-1. Consequently, this discharge was
not applied in the flume experiments. Furthermore, a comb-like wall was added
between the basin at the exit of the recirculating pipe and the upstream end of the
experimental channel to equalise the flow coming out of the recirculating pipe, similar
as in the experiments of Ghoshal et al. (2010). The aim was to aid the uniform
distribution of the water flow.
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Gravel bed: The flume’s experimental channel was fitted with a minimum 18 cm
deep gravel bed, which amounts to a volume of 1020 L. The gravel was cleaned prior
to each experimental run outside the flume with a power hose and a custom made
screen. The gravel was then mixed, loaded and distributed by hand. The gravel used
for the experiments was a combination of gravel already available at the department,
commercially acquired gravel and collected samples from the field. Apart from the
latter, the entirety of the gravel had to be carefully selected, since river gravel in the
river Culm is mainly flat and angular shaped. Therefore, the available gravel had to
be sorted into gravel likely coming from a riverine source and gravel with a likely ma-
rine origin, which was subsequently excluded. In order to understand the influence
of the grain size of the gravel framework on fine sediment deposition, two gravel grain
size distributions were used in the experiments. With the available resources, it was
possible to achieve the two grain size distributions of flat and angular gravel shown
in Table 2.1: One comparatively coarse bed grain size distribution (D50 = 48 mm,
from now on referred to as D48) and - after improving the screen at the outlet - a
finer grain size distribution (D50 =37 mm, from now on referred to as D37).
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size Wentworth D48 bed D37 bed field average
scale D50=48 mm D50=37 mm ( ≥ 11.3 mm)
mm φ mass-% mass-% mass-%
128-181 -7 to -8.5 0.51 0.35 0
90-128 -6.5 to -7 3.08 2.22 0.96 (1.18)
64-90 -6 to -6.5 24.98 17.97 7.66 (9.19)
45-64 -5.5 to -6 27.49 19.77 14.68 (17.97)
32-45 -5 to -5.5 21.18 18.68 18.23 (22.52)
23-32 -4.5 to -5 15.32 15.63 15.97 (19.96)
16-23 -4 to -4.5 2.25 7.61 11.32 (13.87)
11.3-16 -3.5 to -4 0 2.74 10.66
8-11.3 -3 to -3.5 0 2.10 4.17
4-8 -2 to -3 0 2.04 3.90
characteristic values
total weight kg 1557 2165
total volume L 1020 1155
average density w. pores kg L-1 1.53 1.88
measured pore volume % 38.5 24.3
average density no pores kg L-1 2.65 2.65
average bed depth m 0.18 0.20
pore space % 35 29
D10 mm 24 13 9 (15)
D50 mm 48 37 26 (32)
D90 mm 82 78 61 (64)
Table 2.1: Gravel grain size distributions and characteristic values for the two bed
grain size distribution (referred to as D48 and D37) and the average of all field sam-
ples. Field values refer to a distribution including grains from 4 mm to 181 mm and in
parentheses for a distribution only from 11.3 mm to 181 mm, reflecting the restric-
tions of the screen respectively the perforated sheet.
Both flume bed grain size distributions have a unimodal distribution. In compar-
ison, the average grain size distribution based on field data taken from the River
Culm is characterised by a larger fraction of finer grain size classes and a bimodal
distribution. The gravel grain size distribution of the River Culm is discussed in detail
in Section 4.3.
The literature suggests that a finer grain size distribution is associated with a
larger pore volume (as for example in Haschenburger and Roest, 2009). However,
the pore space of the experimental gravel bed, as listed in Table 2.1, has a larger
pore volume for the D48 bed. These conflicting findings may be explained by the
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lack of arrangement through flow. The flow velocities in the flume are not sufficient
to create a water worked bed. This leads to an unnatural large pore space. The
arrangement effect might not be as significant for the finer D37 mixture, which can
fill the pores of the coarser particles. This assumption is supported by the fact that
although the mass of the finer D37 bed exceeds that of the coarser D48 bed by 30 %,
the gravel bed rises only by 2 cm which is approximately 11 %.
Fine sediment: In order to understand more about the intrusion of silty size sus-
pended sediment into gravel beds, most experiments were run with fine sediment
originating from a Cambisol from Devon. The soil was sieved through a 2 mm sieve
before being soaked in 30 L of water for three days with regular mixing. The resulting
sediment mixture was stirred well before decanting into ten beakers. At the begin-
ning of each experimental run, the content of the ten beaker was then added at the
downstream end of the experimental channel (see Figure 2.1b with beakers ready
for pouring). The downstream end was chosen as the input point in order to achieve
a thorough mixing of water and suspended sediment in the recirculating pipe before
entering the experimental channel from the upstream end.
size Cambisol Initial susp.
µm mass-% mass-%
sand ≥ 125 1.98 0.06
63-125 3.44 0.04
silt 32-63 6.98 0.85
16-32 13.92 8.22
8-16 16.72 18.29
4-8 18.78 23.29
clay 2-4 16.77 22.48
1-2 10.46 13.67
colloidal 0.5-1 7.68 9.25
0.25-0.5 2.95 3.49
-0.25 0.30 0.40
Table 2.2: Fractions of the grain size distribution of Cambisol used as silty fine sed-
iment and the average of initially suspended sample drawn at 15 cm height at the
beginning of each experimental run, both measured absolute grain size with the Digi-
Sizer
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The grain size distribution of the silty fine sediment (Cambisol) shown in Table
2.2 (measured with the DigiSizer as later explained in Section 2.2.2) is the average
of four samples with a standard deviation of 3.3 %. The grain size distribution of
the initial suspended sediment sample is the average of all silty experimental runs
with a mean standard deviation of all samples of 2.7 %. These numbers are visually
represented in Figure 2.1. The grain size distribution of the soil sample is coarser
than that of the initial suspended sediment sample. This is most likely due to a rapid
loss of coarser grain sizes from the suspended load in the first few minutes after the
sediment input and before the initial sample was drawn. This phenomenon is here
after referred to as ’time lag’ in the initial concentration measurement.
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(a) Grain size distribution of silty fine sed-
iment, for the Cambisol used as silty fine
sediment and the average of initially sus-
pended sample drawn at 15 cm height at
the beginning of each experimental run,
both measured absolute grain size with the
DigiSizer.
(b) Beakers with silty fine sediment sus-
pension ready to be poured at the down-
stream end of the experimental channel,
screen visible on the right.
Figure 2.1: Silty fine sediment input procedure and grain size distribution.
Additionally, in a smaller number of experiments, a sandy fine sediment is used.
The source of this was a commercially available sand, which was sieved to 63 to
500 µm and into subset of 63 to 250 µm and 250 to 500 µm. The sieved grain size
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distribution of the whole sand as well as its finer and coarser subset can be seen in
Table 2.3. For sieving, vibrating squared screens were used. In contrast to the silty
fine sediment, the dry sand was added at the start of the experimental run at the
beginning of the experimental channel.
sand fine sand coarse sand
µm 100-500 100-250 250-500
mass-% mass-% mass-%
63-90 3.21 8.41
90-125 7.46 18.98
125-181 10.32 27.13
181-250 17.32 45.48
250-375 47.54 78.53
375-500 14.15 21.47
Table 2.3: Grain size distribution of sand used as sandy fine sediment source mea-
sured by dry sieving through square holed sieves.
2.2.2 Methods and measurements
Velocity distribution
The source of flow information were velocity measurements taken with a Nortek
Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV). Each value was the average of a two minute
measurement. The ADV setup consisted of four heads, which were mounted on one
vertical joist with 5 cm distance between each of the heads. The joist was mounted
on top of the flume, reaching into the experimental channel. This setup could be
moved with the help of a computer controlled motor on rails in both cross- and down-
stream directions with an accuracy of 1 mm and manually to different heights above
the bed. The lowest safe measurement was at 5 cm above the bed, which resulted
in measurements at 5, 10, 15 and 20 cm height above bed. For all runs, velocity
measurements were taken in clear water, with the already laid out gravel bed and
installed traps. This approach meant that measurements were taken prior to the fine
sediment input, which was defined as the actual start of the experimental run. In
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turbid conditions, the operation of the velocimeter includes the risk of driving into
elevated bed areas. Therefore, repeat velocity measurements during experimental
runs were only conducted for runs with a flat gravel bed. The computer controlled
steerage ensured an exact replication of the measured cross- and downstream posi-
tions for all experimental runs. In the first part of the experimental runs, the velocity
measurements were only operated directly above the traps. In later experimental
runs, the sampling regime included detailed probing on three levels: (a) three lateral
positions for each downstream position (each 10 cm from the side walls and one in
the centre), (b) systematic scans every 62.5 cm downstream (at half segment dis-
tances) and (c) scans in the middle, beginning (5 cm into trap) and end (5 cm before
end) of each trap. The measurements were corrected for errors, viewed, processed
and exported with WinADV32. The results of repeated ADV scans are shown and
discussed in Subsection 2.3.1.
Calculation of bed shear stress
There is a multitude of different methods to estimate shear stress from velocity mea-
surements. In this study, two fundamentally different approaches are pursued. Both
are introduced in 1.2.2: (a) a velocity profile method and (b) a turbulence based
method. Method (a) deduces bed shear stress based on the logarithmic velocity
profile from vertical aligned measurements, shown in Equation 2.3, where v∗ is the
bed shear velocity, H the height above the bed and z0 is the roughness length where
flow velocity reaches zero and κ being the Karman constant, for which typically the
value 0.41 is used, see for example Biron et al. (2004); Petrie et al. (2010).
v
v∗
=
1
κ
ln(
H
z0
) (2.3)
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v∗ can be transferred into bed shear stress (τ0) as shown in Equation 2.4, with ρf
being the fluid density.
v∗ =
√
τ0
ρf
(2.4)
The first step for this method is to calculate the logarithmic height of the measure-
ment points above the river bed. A linear model is fitted for logarithmic height versus
velocity and is used to calculate velocity at z0. This can be then converted first into
u∗ and consequently into τ0 using Equation 2.4.
Method (b) is the Turbulent Kinetic Energy approach (TKE) after Soulsby (1983)
and Kim et al. (2000), which is reviewed in Biron et al. (2004). The TKE method
calculates τ0 using the velocity fluctuation of the velocity measurements closest to
the bed. The original method uses the fluctuation of all velocity vectors, x vertical
orthogonal to flow, y horizontal orthogonal to main flow direction and z the main flow
direction. This is shown in Equation 2.5 with c1 being a proportionality constant of
0.19 and x’, y’ and z’ the fluctuation of each velocity vector. This is given as the Root
Mean Square (RMS) of the fluctuation around the mean velocity, which is equivalent
to the standard deviation of each individual measurement (see WinADV32 manual
p.23). Kim et al. (2000) developed and tested the slightly simpler method using
only fluctuation information in downstream direction (z direction), which is shown in
Equation 2.6 with a different proportionality constant c2=0.9.
τ0 = c1 ∗ [0.5 ∗ ρf ∗ (< x′2 > + < y′2 > + < z′2 >)] (2.5)
τ0 = c2 ∗ [0.5 ∗ ρf ∗ (< z′2 >)] (2.6)
The validity of TKE established bed shear stress was proven by annular flume ex-
periments of Pope et al. (2006). The two methods are later referred to as Txyz and
Tz.
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Suspended fine sediment concentration
The main concentration information was based on two 0.5 L replica bottled samples
drawn with a tube fixed to the glass channel wall at 15 cm above the gravel bed
with a frequency of either 15 or 30 minutes. The sampling position in the experi-
mental channel was directly at the inlet. This is based on the assumption that the
suspended sediment with the highest degree of mixing comes directly out of the re-
circulating pipe. Additional control samples were taken from tubes fixed at the same
height above the gravel bed at 5 and 9.25 m into the experimental channel. Fur-
thermore, sampling tubes were attached to the ADV heads and fixed along the ADV
connecting cables and led to the outside of the experimental channel. With these
tubes, samples could be drawn at different heights to establish the concentration
profile of the suspended sediment. Each of the 0.5 L bottled samples was filtered
through a rinsed, dried (at 105◦ C) and pre-weighted glass fibre filter with the help of
a vacuum pump. The filter water was collected and its volume recorded. The used
filters were dried again at 105◦ C for 12 h and weighed. The concentration was cal-
culated for each sample from filter weight difference and water volume. This method
was very exact with a standard deviation of the concentration between replica bottled
samples of less than 3 %.
Fine sediment grain size distribution
Fine sediment in suspension often consists of clay and organic rich material. These
fine particles are often referred to as cohesive sediment. Their physio-chemical prop-
erties cause aggregation. Such particles results in much larger composite particles,
which have a crucially different depositional behaviour compared to their disaggre-
gated mineral components. The grain size distribution of aggregated particles is re-
ferred to as effective grain size, whereas the grain size of the disaggregated particles
is defined as the absolute grain size of the sediment.
In order to measure both of the above silty sediment grain size distributions, two
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different instrument were employed, the DigiSizer and the LISST-100. The following
paragraphs describe the different size analysis methods of these instruments based
on the manuals and the experience of the laboratory staff at the University of Exeter
Geography Department.
DigiSizer: All absolute fine sediment grain size distribution measurements were
carried out with a Saturn DigiSizer 5200 from Micrometrics. The DigiSizer uses a
laser based size analysis, measuring grain size as a function of scattering angle and
concentration as a function of obscurity in a range from 1 - 1000 µm. The DigiSizer
measures absolute grain size distribution in three repetitions for each sample and
offers a high rate of accuracy and reproducibility, in an acceptable time span of ca.
8 to 10 samples per hour. Additionally to the sampling itself, each sample needs
a thorough preparation. The DigiSizer requires an organic free sample of 1-3 g of
sediment. Therefore, large bottled samples with 10 L flume bulk water were drawn
at two hour intervals. Bulk samples were split up into one litre samples to be cen-
trifuged with a Thermo Scientific Haraeus Multifuge centrifuge holding four buckets
each containing a one litre liquid sample. To achive complete deposition, the cen-
trifuge had to run on 2500 rounds per minute (rpm) for 60 minutes. The supernatant
was decanted and the deposit collected in smaller centrifuge tubes and centrifuged
again at 2500 rpm for 60 minutes. Finally, the supernatant was decanted and the de-
posit rinsed into a small glass beaker. The first step in the oxidation of organic matter
of the sample was to add 5 mL of 0.5 % hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). After two hours,
another 5 mL H2O2 was added and left for consumption over night at room temper-
ature with watch glass lids to avoid drying out. The second step was to heat the
sample for approximately one day on hotplates, starting with 80◦ C rising slowly to
100◦ C. To avoid drying out, re-aggregation or destruction of the sample, deionised
water was added regularly. Only when the supernatant was completely clear, the
sample was centrifuged again at 2500 rpm for 60 minutes. After decanting, the de-
posit of each sample was flushed with 50 mL of 0.04 % sodium-hexametaphospahte
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((NaPO3)6) into probe beakers, which were then placed on the horizontal rotating
table of a Micrometrics MasterTech 052 autosampler. This autosampler has two ad-
vantages: First, it allows the sample to be drawn from a sampling head directly into
the DigiSizer and changes automatically to the next sample; second, the sampling
head was equipped with a mechanic stirrer and ultrasound to disperse the sample.
To achieve an optimal output, the DigiSizer uses bubble free deionised water as a
carrier fluid, which was prepared with a Micrometrics AquaPrep. The DigiSizer auto-
dilutes the sample to an aimed obscurity of 15 %, accepting only measurements
with an obscurity of 5 to 30 %. The results are three repetition distribution curves
per sample with their average as the final result. The standard deviation between the
repetitions of the samples measured for this work never exceeded 3.2 %.
LISST-100: LISST stands for Laser In-Situ Scattering and Transmissiometry. The
LISST-100 instrument (produced by the company ‘Sequoia’) measures effective grain
size distribution and volume concentration for grain sizes 1-500 µm, with a lower ac-
curacy for larger particles. The principle of the LISST technique is the proportionality
of the laser scatter angle to the particle size. A single laser beam with 6 mm diameter
is emitted at one side of the u-shaped sample head and first checked by a reference
detector, then attenuated and reflected in the 5 cm water column enclosed by the
sample head to subsequently be collected by 32 detector rings on the other side of
the sample head. Each of the 32 rings detects with a photo-diode a small range of
logarithmically increasing scatter angles. The largest particles are measured with
the innermost detector ring and the finest particles with the largest outer ring. The
magnitude of scatter increases linearly with the number of particles. In addition,
the transmitted beam hits a sensor behind the detector rings and its attenuation is a
measure of the overall sediment concentration. The LISST-100 is a very effective and
reasonably exact instrument for effective grain size distribution measurement. One
of its restrictions is that it is only effective with an optical transmission of more than
30 %, which as a rule of thumb is less than 200 mg L-1, see Berlamont et al. (1993).
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Therefore, the probe could not be directly used in the flume, but a sample had to be
extracted and diluted for measurement. For the measurement, the calibration cham-
ber of the instrument was used. This chamber is a 4 L Plexiglas container with a
circular opening at one side. The probe head can slide into the circular opening. To
avoid settling during the measurement period of two minutes per sample (with one
reading every second), the whole setup was elevated in order to mount a magnetic
stirring device under the experimental chamber. The dilution rate was 1:3 with 1 L
flume sample and 3 L deionised water. However, some settling occurred during the
measurement period, which was obvious when looking at the recorded concentra-
tions for each single reading. Therefore, only readings of grain size distributions with
concentration of >95 % of the maximum concentration value were considered and
consequently averaged. Nevertheless, the standard deviation of the D50 of the single
readings compared to the average was 11.5 %. This means LISST-100 samples are
connected to considerable more noise than DigiSizer readings. For more in-depth in-
formation on the LISST-100, see Agrawal and Pottsmith (2000) and Berlamont et al.
(1993).
Fine sediment deposition
The deposition of fine sediment was measured with custom made sediment traps.
These traps consisted of 0.2 m*0.18 m*0.3 m metal grid baskets with a wire diameter
of 2 mm and grid height and width of 18 mm (covering an area of 0.054 m2 and a
volume of 0.010 m3). These were filled with gravel and provided with a plastic sleeve.
Figure 2.3a shows an empty trap with a folded sleeve prior to the installation in the
flume and filling with bed gravel. The plastic sleeve was folded down leaving only two
handles reaching the bed surface. For recovery, the sleeve was raised by pulling the
two handles. The sleeve was long enough to fold over the top of the trap, therefore
sealing it. With this procedure, traps recovered during experimental runs could be left
in place until the end of the experimental run to minimise disturbance. Additionally,
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tiles were used to secure the plastic sleeve safely on top of the trap. After each
experimental run, the experimental channel was drained down to the bed surface, so
the traps were still surrounded by water in order to achieve minimum leaking. Only
then, the traps were removed from the flume. Gravel, grid basket and sleeve were
thoroughly rinsed and the washing water was collected in the same bucket. The trap
content was left to settle for two days and supernatant was removed with a siphon
tube. The deposit at the bottom was then flushed into a shallow bowl and dried at
105◦ C and weight. A subsample of 5 g was used for further grain size distribution
measurement in the DigiSizer. The weight of the fine sediment divided by the trap
area of 0.054 m2 is defined as the trapping rate (TR) and is given in kg m-2.
2.2.3 Experimental parameters
The flume experiments consisted of 17 individual runs of which three are completely
excluded from the results discussion and two are only partially valid due to irregu-
larities in flow or fine sediment character. Consequently, Series 1 had three valid
runs, Series 2 consisted of eleven valid runs of which seven were run with silty and
four with sandy fine sediment. Each experimental run was operated under constant
hydraulic conditions, hence there was no variation in discharge, flow velocity or bed
structure. Series 1 was run with a flat bed. In Series 2, the area of the flume was
divided into several patches with different bed elevations. For a schematic overview
of the setup of the two series, see Figure 2.2.
The water volume for all experimental runs was fixed to 3750 L. This was mea-
sured by water input per time and controlled by calculating water volume in the ac-
tual flume experimental channel using water level and pore space calculations. The
naming of the experimental runs is as follows: S1 (flat bed) and S2 (alternate bed
elevation) stand for the two series, Q signifies the discharge and was followed by the
discharge in L s-1 and D characterised the bed grain size distribution and is followed
by the D50 in mm for Series 2 runs. In the case of sandy experimental runs, this is
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then followed by -s. Finally, repeat experimental runs with identical setups are in-
dicated by numbers (-1 or -2). The following two subsections describe in detail the
experimental setup of each series and the single runs.
Series 1: This series was setup as a test series in order to identify practical prob-
lems. Therefore, of the five experimental runs only three were included in the result
discussion. All experiments used suspended silty fine sediment from the described
silty sediment, although with different amounts and successively longer soaking
times (soaking times: S1Q80 8 h, S1Q50-1 24 h and S1Q50-1 for three full days).
The bed was furbished with 9 sediment traps situated in triplets (A1 to A3, B1 to B3,
C1 to C3). Traps with the same letter are of the same character. Traps with the same
number were recovered at the same time in the experimental runs. It is important
to mention that traps are named in downstream direction from 1 to 3, but recovered
in opposite direction from 3 to 1 to limit disturbance of neighbouring traps as far as
possible. Two of the valid experiments were run with a completely flat 18 cm deep
D48 gravel bed, one experiment at 80, the other at 50 L s-1. I order to test the range
of influence of the gravel grain size distribution,the trap sets (A, B and C) varied inso-
far that each set contained a different gravel grain size distribution, which is listed in
Table 2.4. The third valid experimental run of Series 1 operated at 50 L s-1 and had
a gravel bed of D48 in bed and traps. Here the influence of bed alteration as tested.
The general gravel bed height was 18 cm, but gravel between 3.75 m and 6.25 m
in the experimental channel was cumulated to 28 cm, with gentle slopes reaching
upstream towards 3 m and downstream to 7 m. The setup and trap positions of
S1Q80 and S1Q50-1 are shown in Figure 2.2a. Velocity scans using an ADV (as
described in 2.2.2) were conducted prior to each experimental run and for S1Q80 at
three times during the experimental run (listed in Table 2.4). The defined combina-
tion of bed grain size distribution and discharge was referred to as an experimental
setting. For Series 1, there were two experimental settings.
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Q vmean duration variation recovery 2x0.5L 10L ADV
at every every at
L s-1 m s-1 h h x h xh h
S1Q80 80 0.53 15 in trap GSD: 3,6,9 0.5 2 1.75,4.75,7.75
A=D135,
B=D48pure,
C=D48mix
S1Q50-1 50 0.33 10 in trap GSD: 2,5,8 0.5 2 pre exp.
A=D135,
B=D48pure,
C=D48mix
S1Q50-2 50 0.33 10 bed elevation 3,6,9 0.5 2 pre exp.
Table 2.4: Experimental parameters of flume experiments in Series 1 with constant
discharge (Q) and resulting mean velocity in the experimental channel (vmean) and the
total duration of the experimental run. The character of the variation between traps
is indicated. For trap sets with varied D50 D is followed by the D50 in mm. Subscripts
for D48 indicate the nature, where mix stands for a distribution equivalent to the
surrounding bed, opposed to pure which includes material from only one grain size
class, here 32-44 mm. Recovery indicates the time of trap sealing. 2x0.5 L gives the
timing of 0.5 L bottled samples taken for concentration measurement and 10 L gives
the frequency of 10 L samples drawn for grain size distribution measurements with
the DigiSizer. Finally, ADV lists the frequency of velocity scans.
Series 2: Since the tests in Series 1 showed a clear influence of elevation patterns,
but a marginal (disputable) influence of in trap gravel framework grain size distribu-
tion, all experiments in Series 2 were run with an uniform bed gravel distribution and
and alternated bed elevation. Bed elevation patterns were designed to imitate rapid
flow, decelerating and acceleration flow or as a reference to a natural river, riffle (A,
B and E), end riffle (C) and end pool positions (D). The bed was replicated for each
experiment using the flume construction framework, markers on the floor and glass
wall of the experimental channel and wooden wedges to support the traps to keep
them in the same place and angle. All experimental runs in Series 2 were furbished
with eight traps (A, B1, B2, C1, C2, D1, D2, E). Trap A and trap E were setup at the
beginning and end of the experimental channel in a flat bed resembling traps in Se-
ries 1. The B trap pair was positioned behind a 10 cm high obstacle aimed to cause
disturbance of the flow. The C trap pair was positioned at the down-sloping side of
a gravel accumulation with the trap surface tilting away from the flow. Trap pair D
was positioned at the rising side of an identical gravel accumulation, tilted towards
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the flow. The area between these two gravel accumulations had a shallower bed of
10 cm depth. The setup, including the trap positions, is shown in Figure 2.2b. The
traps were recovered at different points in time. In general, experimental runs were
run for 8 h and typically the recovery of traps B1 and C1 was after 2 h, A and E after
3 h, C1 and D1 after 5 h and eventually B2 and D2 after 8 h. Further, in order to am-
plify the effect of overall discharge in the experimental runs, the divergence between
fast and flow discharge experiments was larger with 30 and 100 L s-1 pumpage. The
variation between different runs followed a systematic matrix (shown in Table 2.5)
with the variation in bed sediment, discharge and fine sediment character. The four
combinations of discharge and bed grain size distribution are each referred to as one
experimental setting.
silty fine sediment sandy fine sediment
Q = 30 L s-1 S2Q30D37 S2Q30D48-1 & 2 - -
Q = 100 L s-1 S2Q100D37 S2Q100D48-1 (-2&-3) S2Q100D37-s-1 &-2 S2Q100D48-s-1 &-2
fine bed (D37) coarse bed (D48) fine bed (D37) coarse bed (D48)
Table 2.5: Matrix of experimental setup in Series 2, showing names of experimental
runs with the variation of fine sediment (silty and sandy) in left and right column, vari-
ation of discharge (30 and 100 Ls-1) at top and variation of bed grain size distribution
for each split column at the bottom.
Table 2.6 gives the experimental parameters and specification of the measure-
ment routine for the single experimental runs in Series 2. For all experimental runs
in Series 2, ADV velocity measurements were carried out prior to the experimental
runs. As a further differentiation for S2Q100D37-s, the sandy fine sediment was
again split into two sub-ranges. One with sand >250 µm (used in S2Q100D37-s1)
and one <250 µm (used in S2Q100D37-s2). This grain size distribution is shown in
Table 2.3.
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Q vmean dur recovery 2x0.5 10L D50
at every every
L s-1 m s-1 h h x h x h mm
silty
S2Q30D48-1 30 0.2 8 2,3,5,8 0.5 hour1 48
S2Q30D48-2 30 0.2 5 2,3,5,8 0.5 - 48
S2Q30D37 30 0.2 8 2,3,5,8 0.5 0,1,3,4,6,8 37
S2Q100D48-1 100 0.67 8 2,3,5,8 0.5 hour 48
S2Q100D48-2 100 0.67 8 2,3,5,8 0.25 0,1,5,8 48
S2Q100D37 100 0.67 8 2,3,5,8 0.5 till 3h, then 1 0,1,3,4,6,8 37
sandy
S2Q100D48-s-1 100 0.67 4 1,1.5,2.5,4 0.25 - 48
S2Q100D48-s-2 100 0.67 2 1,1.5,2 0.25 0,0.5,1 48
S2Q100D37-s-1 100 0.67 4 1,2,4 0.25 0,1 37
S2Q100D37-s-2 100 0.67 4 1,2,4 0.25 2 37
Table 2.6: Experimental parameters of experimental runs in Series 2 with constant
Q and resulting (vmean) and the total duration of the experimental run (dur). Recov-
ery indicates the time of the trap sealing. 2x0.5 L gives the timing of 0.5 L bottled
samples taken for concentration measurement and 10 L gives the frequency of 10 L
samples drawn for grain size distribution measurements with the DigiSizer. Finally,
D50 gives the 50 % percentile of the grain size distribution of the bed in mm.
2.3 Results of flume experiments
2.3.1 Standardisation
For a meaningful discussion of results, the standardisation of the experimental con-
ditions for the different runs is important. For a direct comparison of the different
experimental runs, the bed structure and flow patterns need to variate only in the
way intended by the experimental setup. The first step of each experimental run was
the replication of the bed structure. The replication was achieved with the help of
markers and angled wood blocks. Besides, during the filling of the flume with gravel,
the incoming bed material was thoroughly mixed. The bed setup was controlled by
water depth measurements over each trap at two points. For Series 1 with a com-
pletely flat bed, the measurement was simple, since all traps were positioned directly
on the channel floor and the gravel was filled around, lining up with the trap rim (see
Figure 2.3b). For experimental runs in Series 1 the variation in bed elevation was
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(a) Empty basket trap with folded sleeve
before installing in the bed, wire with 2 mm
diameter and 16 mm grid squares.
(b) Lateral view of the gravel bed with
installed basket trap, rim aligned with the
surface of the gravel bed.
Figure 2.3: Basket traps used for fine sediment deposition measurement.
less than 2 cm. In the case of Series 2, the bed structure was more complex. Figure
2.4a shows a not to scale sketch of the longitudinal cross-section through the experi-
mental channel. For orientation purposes, a line is plotted at 20 cm giving the aimed
plane for the flat bed areas in Series 2 D37. The overall variation is very small con-
sidering a grain size distribution with a D50 of 48 and 37 mm. Most variation is due to
the change from a coarser to a finer gravel bed, which caused a general rise of the
bed of ca. 2 cm. For both series, the standardisation of the bed is very satisfactory.
The second step of verifying the standardisation was to compare velocity profiles
over replica traps and between experimental runs with identical setup and discharge.
A picture of the ADV heads in the flume is shown in Figure 2.4b, showing the joist
with the four vertically mounted ADV heads with 5 cm distance to the bed and to
each other.
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(a) Bed and resulting water depth variation
in Series 2: Averaged bed elevation over
traps (respectively trap pairs) for all exper-
imental runs in Series 2 ordered in down-
stream direction with error bars showing
the maximal and minimal value. The blue
line indicates the water surface and the or-
ange line the bed level for D37 flat areas.
(b) Lateral view into experimental channel
during fill up for S2Q30D48-1 with ADV
heads mounted at 5, 10, 15 and 20 cm
above the bed. Further the picture shows
the sampling tubes used for concentration
measurement at different heights which
were attached to each head.
Figure 2.4: Bed elevation and setup
of ADV measurement heads.
The measured velocity magnitude for the three experimental runs in Series 1 are
shown in Figure 2.5a, 2.5b and 2.5c. Repeated velocity measurement were only
conducted in S1Q80 resulting in the display of error bars only for this experimental
run. The error bars indicate the maximum and minimum measured value. The posi-
tions close to the bed displays the largest error bar, caused by disturbances during
the trap recovery. Still, velocity variations were small over the whole period of this
experimental run. Also, variation between replica traps is very small. For S1Q80,
trap C3 is an outlier, with very high near bed velocities. This might have been a posi-
tioning effect of the gravel, since the bed elevation does not show any irregularities.
This unexpected behaviour needs to be considered when discussing trapping rates.
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(a) Averaged velocities measured at 0, 3
and 6 h into the experimental run S1Q80.
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(b) Velocity measurement above the traps
for S1Q50-1
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(c) Velocity measurement above the traps
for S1Q50-2. Measurements at 15 and
20 cm above triplet B were not possible
due to higher bed elevation and conse-
quently shallower water depth
Figure 2.5: Velocity above replica traps in Series 1: velocity magnitude at 5,
10, 15 and 20 cm (as shown on x-axis) of trap triplets A, B and C. Different
traps in triplet are represented by colour (trap 1 blue, trap 2 red, trap 3
green).
For Series 1 experimental runs with 50 L s-1 discharge, the velocity profile gradi-
ent was less steep (see Figure 2.5b and 2.5c). Traps A1 to A3 record the develop-
ment of a typical velocity profile in both experimental runs with 50 L s-1 discharge.
In trap A1, there is still a uniform velocity distribution for all four heights, A2 displays
an intermediate velocity distribution. A3 has a fully developed velocity profile. The
uniform velocities over A1 are the residues of the flow in the pipe and the effect of the
comb-like structure. This phenomenon needs to be considered in the discussion of
the trapping ratios, too. Apart from traps A1 and A2, the velocity pattern in S1Q50-1
(Figure 2.5b) are very similar for all traps. S1Q50-2 shows a similar effect for trap set
A, very high and variable velocities over the elevated trap set B and a slowing of the
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velocity in C, especially C1. The comparatively low velocities over C1 are the result
of a shadowing effect of the bed elevation around trap set B.
Figure 2.6 plots the velocity distribution over the traps for the four experimental
settings in Series 2 (see Table 2.5). Error bars indicate maximum and minimum
measured values.
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(a) S2Q30D37
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(b) S2Q100D37
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(c) S2Q30D48
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(d) S2Q100D48, missing 0.2 m values due
to ADV head failure
Figure 2.6: Velocity magnitudes in Series 2: at 5, 10, 15 and 20 m above the bed
for the four experimental settings (Q30D37, Q100D37, Q30D48 and Q30D48) for all
traps. For the trap pairs B, C and D, trap 1 is shown in blue and trap 2 in red. Values
for various positions over the traps are averaged. Error bars give the maximum and
minimum value measured at this position.
The range between minimum and maximum values for a discharge of 30 L s-1
was smaller than for 100 L s-1. This is to be expected since higher velocities cause
higher turbulence. The value range over trap pairs B, C and D was larger than the
range over A and E. This difference is an intended variation, since B experienced
turbulence caused by the upstream obstacle and C and D are positioned on rising
respectively falling parts of the gravel bed, which are also a source of fluctuations.
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Seemingly, the variations are larger for experimental runs with a finer bed grain size
of D37. However, this is misleading because in experimental runs with D37, the
ADV scanning was operated for three positions (front, middle and end of the trap).
Consequently, more variation was measured resulting in more discrepancy between
minimum and maximum values. All trap pairs show consistently similar average and
magnitude of error bars. Overall, the velocity distribution for the D48 bed is not sig-
nificantly different to the D37 bed. This was tested using a two sample Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test, which resulted in a D-value of 3.8* 10-7 and a p-value of 0.873 (with
D=0 and p=1 being a perfect fit).
2.3.2 Velocity and bed shear stress distribution
Figure 2.7 consists of three scatterplots comparing the three methods to establish
τ0. The bed shear stress range extends up to 10 Pa, but the main data concentrates
around 1 Pa. Therefore, the axes were chosen to enable the illustration of the di-
vergences. Comparing the log method to both TKE methods, the log method covers
a much smaller range of values (in Figure 2.7a and 2.7b). This is caused by the
considerable limitations of the log method in this flume setup. Due to the shallow
water and the minimum distance of 5 cm between ADV heads, only four points were
available to establish a profile. Furthermore, with a distance of 5 cm to the bed,
the velocity in the boundary layer could not be fully measured. Therefore, the linear
model of logarithmic depth and velocity exhibits small slopes. Consequently, a low
bed shear stress is established. A further complication arises from the fact that the
ADV head at 20 cm distance from the bed failed during Series 2 and therefore some
experimental runs have only three points in the velocity profile. Hence, a large pro-
portion of log method derived shear stress values plot around zero.
Concerning the two TKE based methods (shown in Figure 2.7c), there is no sys-
tematic divergence between the two. However, Biron et al. (2004) suggest that using
only velocity fluctuations in z direction results in smoother and more reliable values.
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Figure 2.7: Comparative scatterplot of methods to derive bed shear stress values
with three different methods, using kinetic turbulent energy with all velocity fluctuation
(Txyz) and only downstream velocity fluctuation (Tz) and the logarithmic velocity
profile method (log)
Additionally, Tz covers a larger range than Txyz and therefore tends to emphasise
the difference of flow pattern. Consequently, the values based on the Tz method are
used for the further discussions in this chapter. The ultimate interest of this study is
to understand interstitial deposition of suspended sediment. Therefore, it is central
to understand the conditions above the traps (the actual points where deposition is
measured) in relation to the range of flow conditions in the rest of the experimen-
tal channel. Ideally, uniform bed sections and discharge should result in identical
velocity and bed shear stress. The following analysis aims to show the degree of
uniformity within identical settings and the degree of divergence between different
settings. For this purpose, ADV data was divided into four sub-datasets. The first
set includes measurements at regular distances for the whole flume, the second set
comprises data measured above the traps, the third set only includes data from the
centre of the flume for both trap and non-trap positions and the fourth set comprises
all measurements at 10 cm distance to the walls. The sub-datasets are referred to as
’flume’, ’traps’, ’centre’ and ’side’. Moreover, these sub-datasets were defined each
for a discharge of 30 L s-1 (Q30) and 100 L s-1 (Q100).
Table 2.7 shows the results of the statistical evaluation of the ADV velocity and
resulting shear stress data using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Measurements from
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov test Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
centre versus sides traps versus flume
Q p D p D
velocity 30 L s-1 0.83 0.18 0.53 0.18
100 L s-1 0.95 0.15 0.23 0.43
shear stress 30 L s-1 0.54 0.25 0.78 0.53
100 L s-1 0.53 0.18 0.35 0.02
centre sides traps flume
n 56 112 78 90
mean
Q centre sides traps flume
velocity 30 L s-1 0.21 0.18 0.20 0.19
100 L s-1 0.95 0.58 0.53 0.64
shear stress 30 L s-1 0.44 0.43 0.47 0.39
100 L s-1 5.34 4.93 4.43 5.91
Table 2.7: Statistical evaluation of velocity and shear stress data performed with
a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, comparing centre and side values as well as trap and
overall flume values with n being the number of measurements. Additionally, the
mean v and τ0 (established using the Tz method) of the groups are listed.
the centre are compared to measurements at the side, in order to prove that patches
can be defined from side to side and marginal areas do not have to be excluded.
For velocity, this results in a satisfactory accordance of the two sub-datasets with
p-values higher than 0.8. Concerning shear stress, side and middle values differ to
a greater extent. Still, the p-values are over 0.5. If we are comparing the trap values
with the overall flume values, the accordance is much weaker. For the Q30 exper-
imental runs, the divergence is smaller than for the Q100 results. This is a clear
indication that the average of the traps is not representative for the whole flume. At
Q100, average velocities and shear stress for the flume are higher than for the traps.
However, if we are looking at the distribution of the data, trap values are covering
the same range compared to the overall flume values. Table 2.7 summarises the
velocity and shear stress data at the bottom by listing the mean for all sub-datasets.
Concluding, the cross-sectional variation of velocity and shear stress are not signif-
icant. Yet, traps are not representative, but are within the range of v and τ0 of the
experimental channel.
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Having established the difference of v and τ0 of the side, centre, trap and flume
dataset, the following looks at the longitudinal distribution of flow conditions. Figure
2.8 looks at the velocity and bed shear stress distribution in Series 1. The graph is
arranged as a longitudinal profile of the experimental channel. The velocity at 10 cm
height is chosen as a compromise. Despite the fact that deposition might be primarily
influenced by near bed velocities, the values at 5 cm distance to the bed show a high
degree of fluctuation due to small scale bed patterns.
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Figure 2.8: Velocity at 10 cm distance from bed (bars) and bed shear stress (circles)
over trap triplets with trap names indicated at the bottom for experimental runs in
Series 1 (n = 1 for S1Q50-2 and n = 3 for S1Q50-1 and S1Q80). Data from identical
positions of the three experimental runs are plotted with an offset for legibility. Bed
elevation is indicated with a brown line for S1Q80 and S1Q50-1 and in black for
S1Q50-2.
In the case of S1Q50-2, the elevated bed caused velocities and bed shear stress
to rise over its length. Remarkably, it further results in higher bed shear stress at
the downstream side of the obstacle. A part of the explanation for this phenomenon
is that the elevated bed forces the main flow higher up in the water column and
introduces turbulences, which become effective over traps C.
The v and τ0 distribution plots of Series 2 are grouped according to their bed of
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D48 and D37. This is due to the different ADV scan routine. Figure 2.9 shows the
plot for all experimental runs in Series 2 with D48.
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Figure 2.9: Velocity at 10 cm distance from bed (bars) and bed shear stress (circles)
over traps and three extra inter trap positions for S2Q100D48-s with trap names at
the bottom for experimental runs in Series 2 with a D48 bed (n=3 for all trap values
and n=1 for in values between traps). Data from identical positions of the three
experimental runs and trap pairs with same downstream position are plotted with
an offset for legibility. Bed elevation is indicated with a black line. Where multiple
readings, e.g. from beginning, middle and end of a trap, are available, values are
averaged.
Again, the experimental run with low discharge shows only little variation in veloc-
ity and bed shear stress with increased values over trap pairs C and D. Velocity and
bed shear stress values for higher discharge experiments are not only consistently
higher, but also show more variation along the experimental channel.
Figure 2.10 shows velocity and bed shear stress for experimental runs in Series
2 with a D37 bed. Figure 2.10 does not only show values for the trap positions but
also the results of a systematic scan every 62.5 cm.
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Figure 2.10: Velocity at 10 cm distance from bed (bars) and bed shear stress (cir-
cles) over traps with trap names indicated at the bottom and systematic measure-
ments every 0.62 m for experimental runs in Series 2 with a fine D37 bed (n=3 for
all positions). Data from identical positions of the three groups and trap pairs with
the same downstream position are plotted with an offset for legibility. Bed elevation
is indicated with a black line. Where multiple readings, e.g. from beginning, middle
and end of the trap, are available, values are averaged.
The close meshed positioning of scanning points allows us to see more detailed
velocity patterns for low discharge. At the upstream end of the experimental chan-
nel, velocities are stable, further into the experimental channel they increase with the
rise of the bed elevation and decline again in the shallow bed area around 5 to 7 m,
then rise again over the next bed elevation and recover to the same magnitude ap-
parent at the upstream end of the experimental channel. For S2Q30D37, bed shear
stress over the whole experimental channel is low. However, a moderate increase is
observed over both elevations in the bed. Again, higher discharge results in higher
velocity, higher bed shear stress and a higher variability of these values. The veloc-
ity distribution is very similar to the distribution for the D48 bed (as shown in Figure
2.9). Only if we are comparing the shear stress distribution, D37 exhibits consider-
ably more equalised and lower values than D48. As seen before, the elevated bed
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parts result in increased bed shear stress downstream. This shows that turbulence
introduced by the elevated bed parts have further effects downstream. The effect of
elevated bed areas is different for low and high discharge. At 30 L s-1, the elevated
bed caused only a local increase in velocity and bed shear stress. For S1Q50-2 and
even more so for S2Q100 experimental runs, raised bed areas caused an accelera-
tion of flow at the elevated point and increased local bed shear stress and additionally
increased bed shear stress for positions further downstream. In summary, the veloc-
ity and bed shear stress within indentical settings shows a degree of variability which
is considerable smaller than the difference between environmental settings and trap
positions in Series 2.
2.3.3 Suspended fine sediment concentration
With regard to the fine sediment mass balance, the suspended sediment concen-
tration loss from the bulk water mirrors the deposition in the interstices of the gravel
bed in the experimental channel. Following Krone’s formulation (Equation 2.1), the
behaviour of the suspended sediment concentration loss is highly dependent on ws,
which in turn is mainly dependent on the grain size. Due to the crucial influence of
grain size on settling velocity, silty and sandy experimental runs are discussed sep-
arately. This subsection first looks into the distribution of the suspended sediment
in the vertical and longitudinal direction. Then, it reports on the suspended sedi-
ment concentration development during the course of all experimental runs with silty
fine sediment and their absolute and effective grain size distribution. Subsequently,
the concentration loss and grain size distribution of the sandy experimental runs are
discussed.
Silty suspended fine sediment Figure 2.11 investigates a possible concentration
profile of the suspended sediment, using data of four experimental runs.
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Figure 2.11: Suspended sediment concentration layering at 5 m distance in the ex-
perimental channel for all four discharges.
For all discharges, concentration layering is not apparent after 5 m into the flume,
which suggests a thorough mixing of the fine sediment. This means the flow length
was too short and the water column too shallow to enable the development of a
concentration profile. Also, no concentration divergence could be found between the
beginning, middle and end of the flume (see Figure 2.12).
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Figure 2.12: Suspended sediment concentration development at different positions
in the experimental channel at minimal discharge of 30 L/s.
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This allows us to generalise the concentration measured at the inlet into the ex-
perimental channel for the bulk water in the flume. Figure 2.13 shows the concentra-
tion development for experimental runs with silty fine sediment for the whole duration
of each experimental run, each point being the average concentration of two bottled
samples.
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Figure 2.13: Concentration development of experimental runs in Series 1 (in black
lines) and Series 2 (with one representative of each experimental setting) repre-
sented in different colours.
Figure 2.13a gives the measured concentration [gL−1] and Figure 2.13b shows
the same data as dimensionless concentration C ′ by dividing the concentration at
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time i (Ci) by the initial concentration (C0), see Equation 2.7.
C ′ =
Ci
C0
(2.7)
All concentration curves experience a steep decline at the beginning of the experi-
mental run, then level out to reach the so called equilibrium concentration. Following
the theory of Krishnappan (2006), the equilibrium concentration depends on flow and
grain size distribution and is a particular fraction of the initial concentration. Since
all silty experimental runs use the same source of suspended sediment and conse-
quently have the same initial suspended sediment grain size distribution, the equilib-
rium concentrations in Figure 2.13 are the result of the flow character. To investigate
the systematic behaviour of the equilibrium concentration, the normalised concentra-
tion loss (C ′loss) is introduced. C ′loss is the difference between initial concentration
and final concentration divided by the initial concentration, see Equation 2.8.
C ′loss =
C0 − Cend
C0
(2.8)
Figure 2.14 shows a scatterplot of the normalised concentration loss compared to
the mean velocity. The data shows that the concentration loss is dependent on
velocity and decreases with rising mean velocities. Equilibrium concentration for
D48Q100 is at 40 % of the initial concentration, whereas the equilibrium concentra-
tion for D48Q30 is at ca 20 %. The divergence for the smoother D37 bed is smaller
with 30 % at Q100 and 18 % at Q30. This shows that also the two bed grain size
distribution in Series 2 have an influence on equilibrium concentration. The finer D37
bed results in a higher concentration loss compared to the coarser D48 bed, both for
Q30 and Q100.
Absolute and effective grain size distribution: The relation of concentration de-
velopment, equilibrium concentration and discharge is only valid for the specific fine
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sediment used in these experiments. Therefore, it is crucial for the further under-
standing of the deposition behaviour in the flume to analyse the grain size distribution
of the suspended sediment.
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Figure 2.14: Normalised concentration loss (C ′loss) in relationship to mean velocity
for silty experimental runs.
Figure 2.15 enables us to make two comparisons, first, between the soil used
as the base for the suspended fine sediment and the initial sample drawn from the
bulk water, and second, between the initial sample’s absolute and effective grain size
distribution.
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Figure 2.15: Comparison of the fine sediment grain size distributions original silty soil
measured with the DigiSizer, initial suspended sediment measured with the DigiSizer
and the LISST-100.
The soil grain size distribution is much coarser than the first suspended sediment
sample (both measured with the DigiSizer), which is also obvious if we compare the
D50 of 16.71 and 6.71 µm. This means particles have already left the suspended
fraction in the flume and are already deposited before the first sample is taken. This
problem was already noticed in the experimental setup in 2.2. Still, it also needs to
be considered under the angle of the grain size distribution, when trying to compare
the bulk sediment loss and the deposition measured. Moreover, the distribution of
the initial suspended sediment sample is different for absolute grain size measure-
ment (with the DigiSizer) compared to the effective grain size measurement (with the
LISST-100). With a D50 of 17.96 µm, the effective distribution of the initial sample is
slightly coarser than the absolute distribution of the soil sample. The coarser effec-
tive distribution is caused by the presence of aggregates and flocs, which are only
measured with the LISST instrument but destroyed in the preparation procedure for
the DigiSizer.
The next step of the grain size analysis is to understand the grain size distribution
development over the term of an experimental run. Figure 2.16 shows the grain size
distribution development measured for S2Q100D48-1 in 2.16a as absolute values
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with the DigiSizer and in 2.16b as effective values with the LISST-100. The effective
grain size distribution is the average of measurements at the beginning, middle and
end of the flume with error bars indicating the total maximum and minimum. As seen
before, the absolute grain size distribution is finer than the effective distribution with
almost no particles coarser than 32 µm, whereas the effective grain size distribution
shows ca. 30 % of the particles larger than 32 µm. Additionally, Figure 2.16a shows
a fining over the term of the run with the 0-4 µm class increasing from 50 to 58 %.
The fractions 8-16 µm and 16-32 µm are decreasing at the same time. The effective
grain size distribution in Figure 2.16b comprises more noise, which is particularly
obvious when looking at the comparatively large error bars. Nonetheless, the trends
for the absolute grain size are more distinct for the effective grain size.
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Figure 2.16: Grain size distribution development during S2Q100D48-1 measured as
absolute and effective values from samples taken at 15 cm above the bed.
Class 0-4 µm increases relatively from 40 to 60 % and all classes between 8-
125 µm experience a decline. At the same time, another process is recorded in the
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overall rising fraction of particles larger than 125 µm. This increase indicates a floc-
culation process. Solid soil particles of 125 µm should settle out immediately. Only
flocs of that size, including large proportions of water have a density low enough to
stay in suspension. A similar process was recorded in Lau et al. (2001) in flume
experiments with kaolinite, where floc formation was detected after ca. 150 minutes
into the experimental run. Haralampides et al. (2003) as well showed floc formation
in the range of 80 to 120 µm over time. Although the effective GSD shows a distinct
coarser distribution than the absolute grain size distribution, it is not clear that the
effective distribution is more decisive for the deposition processes. Especially after
a longer period of suspended sediment transport, the effective grain size distribution
can not be used with the same density as for the mineral grains to calculate values
for settling velocity. Moreover, the use of absolute GSD has important practical ad-
vantages. Often it is easier to apply and it is more reproducible and applicable to
dry sediment and therefore not dependent on, e.g., sample storage or suspended
sediment preparation.
2.3.4 Suspended sandy fine sediment
The initial concentration for the sandy experimental runs is the sediment input di-
vided by the total water volume. All sandy experimental runs experience an extreme
steep drop in fine sediment concentration in the first minutes of the experimental
run, followed by a constant very low equilibrium concentration, which can be seen in
Figure 2.17a as measured C and in 2.17b in relative concentration (C ′).
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Figure 2.17: Concentration development of all sandy experimental runs
All experimental runs behave very similar with a nearly complete deposition in the
first 15 minutes. Only experimental run S2Q100D37-s2 with the finest sand (plotted
in yellow) results in a recognisable equilibrium concentration at around 15 % of the
initial input.
2.3.5 Fine sediment deposition - silt size
The final result presented in this chapter is the interstitial fine sediment deposition
recorded during the different experimental runs. Fine sediment deposition is mea-
sured as the trapping ratio (TR), which is the fine sediment found in one trap given
in kg m-2. In the experiments, all fine sediment is derived from the suspended sedi-
ment. The single TRs are local information about fine sediment deposition. For the
estimation of the overall deposition, the concept of potential deposition is used, which
is based on the measured concentration loss (Closs). Potential deposition (Dpoti) is
the measured concentration decline at point i in time applied to the area of the ex-
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perimental channel, as defined in Equation 2.9.
Dpoti =
Clossi ∗ V ol
Area
(2.9)
with V ol being the total water volume of the flume and Area the total area of the
experimental channel.
Figure 2.18 shows the development of Dpot and the single measured trapping
ratios for silty experimental runs. The duration of the experimental run is given on
the x-axis, Dpot and TR are indicated on the y-axis. The TR of the single traps is
plotted at the time of recovery with the trap set naming letter. For all experimental
runs, TR shows a wide range of variation. Still, some general trends can be iden-
tified. In Series 1 (Figures 2.18b and 2.18a) with a flat bed and comparatively little
noise and turbulence, two trends are visible in the data. (1) Especially for S1Q50-1
in Figures 2.18b, but also for S1Q80 in Figures 2.18a TR is higher for traps recov-
ered later in the experimental run. (2) Additionally, traps A display higher trapping
ratios than traps B which again are higher than TR in traps C. Trend (1), the higher
TR over time is not consistent with the development of Dpot. Dpot shows, that after
an initial phase of fast deposition (approximately the first hour of the experimental
run), deposition levels out to a stable value. Therefore, further deposition between
the different times of recovery can only be explained with a source other than the
suspended sediment, for example from the surrounding gravel bed. Another expla-
nation for the apparent continuous deposition over time is the distance of the traps to
the inlet of the experimental channel. Coarser particles can be deposited promptly
after entering the experimental channel and cause enhanced deposition close to the
inlet. For example, the highest TR in A1 (which is the A trap recovered last) can
be explained with both theories: A1 is both the trap closest to the inlet and the trap
recovered last. Trend (2) can be caused by two processes: It can either be a func-
tion of the distance to the inlet or a function of the gravel GSD, which is finest in A,
medium in B and coarsest in C. A special case in S1Q80 (Figure 2.18b) is the high
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TR of C at 2 h (which is trap C3). If we are looking back at Figure 2.5a, C3 has an
unusually high velocity at 5 cm of approximately 0.5 ms-1 compared to 0.2 ms-1 for
all other traps. This might indicate that faster velocities result in a higher deposition.
This stands in contrast to the theoretical background of the Krone formulation, where
higher velocities should result in less deposition. The question if this is a trend or just
an outlier can not be answered at this point, but will be discussed later.
Irrespective of the trapping ratio in S1Q80 C3, the trapping data suggests that at
least two of the three above described processes overlap to result in the measured
trapping ratios. Although both trends (1) and (2) can in parts be explained by ele-
vated trapping closer to the experimental channel inlet, another process needs to
contribute as well, since for example trap B which has been recovered last displays
a higher TR than trap A which has been recovered first. Concluding, the TR patterns
in Series 1 originate most likely from a combination of the following three processes:
Distance from the inlet plus either additional trapping from other sources than the
suspended sediment effective over time or the effect of different gravel grain sizes
in the traps. In Series 2 with the non-uniform bed, the TR displays higher variations
compared to Series 1. The TR data does not show continuous higher values for re-
coveries later in the experimental run. Although, for some trap pairs a considerably
different TR is found for the two recovery times (for example between the D traps in
S2Q30D48-1 and S2Q100D48-1 in Figure 2.18c and 2.18d). In Series 2, a differ-
ence between the beginning and the end of the experimental channel is apparent.
Generally, trap A has a higher TR than trap E, despite the similar bed environment
and flow condition. This is a strong evidence for the existence of an increased depo-
sition in the proximity to the inlet. Clear patterns in TR for the three trap pairs B, C
and D are not obvious. Despite the high variation in TR in Series 2, there are consis-
tent differences between the magnitude of TRs of runs with different discharge. For
experimental runs with a discharge of 30 L s-1, TRs range in the same magnitude as
Dpot.
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Figure 2.18: Measured trapping ratio (TR), given as the trap naming capital letter
plotted at time of recovery and potential deposition (Dpot) for experimental runs with
silty fine sediment. Top panels (a and b) show Series 1 experimental runs with a
complete flat bed. The six lower panels (c to h) show Series 2 Q30 runs on the left
and Series 2 Q100 runs on the right, all with a non-uniform bed.
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For experimental runs with Q100, the overall magnitude of TR is much higher
than deposition suggested by Dpot. This indicates a systematic divergence in the
fine sediment mass balance dependent on discharge, which will be discussed in the
next paragraph.
Mass balance of silty fine sediment: In order to compare the single measured
deposition ratios (TR) with the potential deposition Dpot, the average of the trapping
ratios (TRmean) is used as defined in Equation 2.10.
TRmean =
n∑
i=1
TRi (2.10)
Where i refers to the single traps in the experimental channel from A to F Arguably,
TRmean is not representative for the whole experimental channel because the flow
conditions over the traps are not representative for the flow conditions in the exper-
imental channel. Further, TRmean is averaged for the different recovery times and
not accounting for potential differences in deposition over time. Still, this is seen as
a small error, since the main deposition from the suspended sediment is completed
before the first trap is recovered and TR data does not show clear temporal trend for
most experimental runs. Therefore despite its limitations, the magnitude of TRmean
in relationship to Dpot is an indicator for the overall fine sediment mass balance. Fig-
ure 2.19 plots one data point for each silty experimental run. The x-axis is the mean
velocity, which is the overall velocity deduced from the discharge and the experi-
mental channel cross-sectional area. The y-axis shows TRmean divided by Dpot.
The data presented in Figure 2.18 suggests a disproportionate rise of TRmean com-
pared to Dpot for rising discharge. Further, it suggests a higher TRmean/Dpot for
the rougher D48 bed.
Processes in the five minutes of the experimental run prior to the first measure-
ment can be identified to cause this discrepancy. The fining of the grain size distribu-
tion is a first indicator for the amounts deposited. Still, the dynamics of the fine sedi-
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ment in the time lag period are a black box without measurements. A further attempt
to quantify the suspended concentration loss in the first five minutes was assuming
an exponential decline of C. On average, this resulted in an approximately 15 %
higher C0, with only minimal higher values for Q100 compared to Q30. Therefore,
this attempt alone does not deliver a coherent explanation, because it cannot explain
the rise in TRmean/Dpot with rising discharge. Further, the amount of sediment es-
timated from the concentration loss is much smaller than TRmean (see Figure 2.19
with y-axis values up to 8). Even with a limited explanatory power of TRmean for
the whole experimental channel, this raises questions. A further indicator hinting at
a fundamental problem is that the suspended load calculated from the total water
volume and measured concentration is not equal to the sediment input into the flume
plus the measured TR. This difference means that there is fine sediment, which is
not accounted for in the measured parts of the fine sediment mass balance. The
difference of the input load to the initial suspended load is higher for experimental
runs with Q30 compared to Q100. Moreover, observations showed that fine sedi-
ment was deposited outside the experimental channel. After all experimental runs, a
considerable accumulation of fine sediment was found at the exit of the recirculating
pipe, the basin in front of the comb-like screen (see again Figure 2.2). In retrospect,
deposition in this area is not surprising. High velocity and turbulence cause a high
transport capacity in the recirculating pipe. When the velocity slows after the exit of
the recirculating pipe into the basin in front of the comb-like screen, the transport
capacity decreases and fine sediment deposits.
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Figure 2.19: Relationship of the ration of the mean trapping ratio in relation and
potential deposition to mean velocity of all experimental runs with silty fine sediment.
If the magnitude of deposition in this area is dependent on velocity and turbu-
lence, the difference in TRmean/Dpot in relationship to discharge can be explained
as follows. Velocity and turbulence between the exit of the recirculating pipe and
the entry into the experimental channel are lower for Q30 compared to Q100 and
therefore deposition is higher. If deposition for Q100 in the unaccounted storage is
lower, more coarse suspended particles enter the experimental channel and settle
out in the five minutes prior to the initial concentration measurements. This theory
could not be proven conclusively, despite several attempts to do so. The statistical
analysis probably failed due to the high noise in the data and the comparatively low
number of data points.
Grain size distribution of trapped material: The processes described above,
which explain the observed TR patterns, are all connected to the fine sediment grain
size. Prompt deposition of coarse grains in- and outside of the experimental channel
should lead to a depletion of coarse particles in the initial sample compared to the
original silty sediment. Further, the difference in the amount of deposition outside
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the experimental channel between Q30 and Q100 runs should also be reflected in
the grain size distribution. Higher deposition close to the inlet due to fast deposition
of coarser particles should lead to the coarsest distribution of fine sediment in the
traps furthest upstream. Additionally, deposition after the initial intensive suspended
sediment deposition should result in a fining of trapped sediment in traps with a later
recovery time.
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Figure 2.20: Grain size distribution of trapped material in silty experimental runs
grouped in discharge and recovery time (Series 1: Q50 and Q80, 3, 6 and 9 h
recovery; Series 2: Q30 and Q100, 2, 3, 5 and 8 h recovery).
Finally, the different trapping of different gravel grain sizes might be as well con-
nected to a trapping of different grain sizes. Regarding this assumption, Figure 2.20
shows the grain size distribution of the trapped material separately for Series 1 and
Series 2 with data split according to the experimental discharge and recovery time
of the trap. The error bars indicate the maximum and minimum fraction measured in
this group. There is no fining of the grain size distribution for the three recovery times
in Series 1, respectively the four recovery times in Series 2. This means further trap-
ping over time from sources other than the suspended sediment is not visible in the
fine sediment grain size distribution of the trapped material. However, both Series 1
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and Series 2 data show considerable divergences between the different discharges.
In Series 1, Q50 and Q80 result in a consistent small divergence with coarser trapped
material in Q80 compared to Q50. This difference is more pronounced in Series 2
between Q30 and Q100. In Q30, no material >63µm is measured in the traps. This
suggests that all coarser material is deposited outside the experimental channel.
Particles >63µm represent 12.5 % of the original silty sediment (see Table 2.2). Fig-
ure 2.21 shows the D50 of the trapped material for each trap and experimental runs
in Series 1 (Figure 2.21a) and as averaged values for Q30 and Q100 for Series 2
(Figure 2.21b). Averaged values for the D50 of the trap sets in Series 1 and Series
2 are listed in Table 2.8. For silty experimental runs, the variation between the fine
sediment grain size distribution of the single traps is small. The largest variation is
found in Series 1, where D50 is coarsest for B in all three runs. Further, the finest
mean D50 of the three runs is found for S1Q50-1 with the lowest flow velocities.
In Series 2, the average D50 of all traps of one discharge is remarkably similar.
However, the difference in average and range between Q30 and Q100 is large. In
Q30, the total variance is around 2 µm, whereas in Q100 the average values of
the single traps are very similar but maximum and minimum values range from 12
to 24 µm. With regards to the initially stated assumption, the following conclusions
can be drawn. The grain size distribution data gives clear evidence of discharge de-
pendent loss of coarse grain sizes outside the experimental channel. The strongest
effect is found for Q30 experimental runs, where all particles >63µm, which is equal
to 12.5 % of the silty fine sediment, are lost prior to the initial suspended sediment
sample. However, this prompt loss of coarse fine sediment from the suspended load
is not visible in the traps close to the inlet into the experimental channel. This means
other processes than surplus trapping of coarse material close to the inlet, such as ir-
regularities in flow, are the cause for the high trapping in A. The grain size distribution
showed no evidence of fining for traps recovered later in the experimental run. This
means that additional trapping from sources other than the suspended sediment are
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Serie 1
trap set A B C mean
S1Q80 16.3 18.0 16.9 17.1
S1Q50-1 14.0 15.78 15.7 15.2
S1Q50-2 15.3 18.8 17.2 17.1
Serie 2
trap set A B C D E
Q30 mean 10.1 9.9 10.3 11.8 10.39
Q30 min 9.1 9.2 9.3 10.2 10.0
Q30 max 11.1 10.4 11.1 14.1 10.7
Q100 mean 16.8 18.3 16.4 16.8 17.6
Q100 min 15.1 15.2 12.0 14.5 13.7
Q100 max 19.4 23.78 21.7 22.2 24.2
Table 2.8: D50 in µm of trapped silty material in Series 1 for all experimental runs
averaged for the three trap sets and in Series 2 averaged for Q30 and Q100 for the
five different trap positions.
an unlikely cause for the apparent higher trapping over times in Series 1.
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Figure 2.21: D50 of trapped material in silty experimental runs grouped in discharge
and traps.
Analysis of trapping ratios in relation to flow: Although TR, Dpot and the grain
size distribution of the suspended and trapped sediment clearly show the processes
causing the problems in the mass balance, no attempts of correcting the data re-
sulted in a satisfactory and statistically defendable solution of the overall mass bal-
ance. Despite these limitations, this section investigates the relationship of the TR
distribution to flow distribution.
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Figure 2.22 plots observed TR versus the local flow velocities at 10 cm. The pan-
els represent different subsets of the data for the silty experimental runs (complete
dataset, Series 1 data, Series 2 data, and data for the six experimental settings) in
nine different panels.
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Figure 2.22: Scatterplots of TR compared to local velocity at 10 cm height above the
river bed for silty experimental runs. Trend lines of least square linear regressions.
Further, the trend line of a least square linear regression was added to the plot in
red. Although for some datasets trends are visible (e.g. S1 or the experimental run
S2Q100D37), other datasets do not show a correlation between TR and local veloc-
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ity. The lack of a consistent trend is confirmed by the results of the linear regression
applied to these datasets and summarised in Table 2.9. Given the high variability of
TR, data points within one experimental run are too little for a meaningful analysis
of correlations. Therefore, the data of the different experimental runs need to be
normalised.
dataset r2 intercept slope
all 0.00 0.42 -0.03
Series1 0.05 0.54 -0.10
Series 2 0.00 0.32 0.05
S1Q80 0.03 0.62 -0.01
S1Q50 0.08 0.49 -0.11
S2Q30D48 0.09 0.17 -0.01
S2Q100D48 0.01 0.64 -0.06
S2Q30D37 0.03 0.22 -0.03
S2Q100D37 0.40 0.89 -0.34
Table 2.9: Statistical evaluation of TR compared to local velocity at 10 cm height
using least square linear regressions
The normalisation of the velocities was conducted using the mean velocity cal-
culated from discharge and channel cross-section (vmean). Local shear stress was
normalised using the average of all shear stress values (τmean). For the normalisation
of the trapping ratios, there are two fundamentally different possibilities. On the one
hand, TR can be normalised with Dpot or other specifications of the measured con-
centration (for example load calculated from the sediment input or the final concen-
tration). On the other hand, TR can be normalised with the average TR (TRmean).
The latter was chosen because it is not dependent on flow per se. It shows the
relationship of the single TRs towards each other in one experimental run. Figure
2.23 and 2.24 show plots of the normalised TR and normalised velocity, respectively
bed shear stress for the same data set as seen in Figure 2.22. Velocity is the av-
erage velocity of the four measured heights (v-average), bed shear stress is the Tz
specification.
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Figure 2.23: Scatterplots of TR/TRmean compared to local normalised velocity for
silty experimental runs. Trend lines of least square linear regressions are added in
red.
The influence of velocity on TR for all experimental runs is overall weak, which
also becomes obvious when looking at r2 in Table 2.10. For Series 1 data as a whole
and also for S1Q80 and S1Q50, the trend line of the linear model has a slope close
to zero. This is not surprising since the experimental runs were conducted with a flat
bed resulting in a lack of velocity variation. Therefore, all variation in TR can only be
dependent on other factors than the variation in velocity.
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Figure 2.24: Scatterplots of TR/TRmean compared to local normalised normalised
bed shear stress for silty experimental runs. Trend lines of least square linear re-
gressions are added in red.
As for Series 2, all experimental runs (apart from S2Q100D48) show a slight de-
cline of TR/TRmean with rising v-average/v-mean. This means that for a non-uniform
bed the acceleration of flow over elevated bed parts reduces TR. The correlation for
normalised TR and normalised τ0 (data plotted in Figure 2.24 and statistical values
listed in Table 2.10) are overall higher, but not consistent in their trend. For the flat
bed setup in Series 1, TR/TRmean declines with rising τ /τ -mean. Remarkably, the
trend line of the linear regressions in Series 1 are very similar. In Series 2 the trend
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velocity bed shear stress
dataset r2 intercept slope r2 intercept slope
all 0.025 0.98 -0.10 0.38 1.11 -0.11
Series1 0.008 0.99 -0.03 0.17 1.23 -0.066
Series 2 0.057 1.03 -0.20 0.086 0.37 0.66
S1Q80 0.025 1.05 -0.02 0.29 2.27 -1.50
S1Q50 0.056 0.93 0 0.056 2.10 -1.10
S2Q30D48 0.130 0.96 -0.10 0 1.06 -0.02
S2Q100D48 0.017 0.65 0.05 0.26 -1.04 2.04
S2Q30D37 0.60 1.27 -0.45 0.38 1.11 -0.11
S2Q100D37 0.057 1.47 -0.37 0.31 0.15 0.85
Table 2.10: Statistical evaluation of normalised TR compared to normalised velocity
and bed shear stress using least square linear regressions are added in red.
between TR/TRmean and τ /τ -mean are different for low (Q30) and high discharge
(Q100) experimental runs. The bed shear stress has very limited influence on the
deposition behaviour for low discharge situations, whereas for Q100, higher shear
stress results in higher deposition. Despite the few data points and the weak cor-
relations, this is a remarkable finding. For a flat bed with uniform velocity, velocity
has naturally no influence on the distribution of deposition. However, for a flat undis-
turbed bed (as used in Series 1), there is a correlation between rising bed shear
stress and declining trapping ratios. In situations with altering bed elevations, the
change of velocity causes a response in the deposition distribution with acceleration
resulting in lower trapping ratios. This trend is stronger for the D37 bed with a lower
bed roughness. With regards to shear stress, Series 2 Q30 experimental runs do not
show any influence, due to uniform shear stress values for the whole experimental
channel. However for higher discharge, the bed elevation changes shear stress and
a clear correlation between bed shear stress and deposition can be seen. Yet, this
trend is opposed to the one shown for velocity and opposed to the one described
in the Krone formulation. A possible explanation for this finding is that velocity is a
measure of conditions in the water column and a descriptor of the competence to
transport suspended sediment. Bed shear stress, although connected to the veloc-
ity, is a measure of the roughness conditions close to the river bed. Therefore higher
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bed shear stress is an indicator for turbulence and a higher probability of particle
deposition. These trends regarding the interrelation of TR and flow conditions need
to be treated with caution due to the small number of data points and the high noise
of the trapping data.
2.3.6 Fine sediment deposition - sand size
The following section discusses the deposition during the sandy experimental runs.
Here, a different fine sediment input routine was applied to ensure all sediment was
deposited in the experimental channel: To avoid deposition in the area in front of
the comb-like screen, sandy fine sediment was added at the upstream end of the
experimental channel.
Figure 2.25 plots the trapping ratios for all four sandy experimental runs in Series
2 along the experimental channel with the flow direction from left to right. Figure
2.25a plots the data in absolute numbers, whereas Figure 2.25b normalises the TR
by dividing them by TRmean. By far the highest trapping ratios are measured in
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Figure 2.25: Trapping ratios for experimental runs with Q100 and sandy fine sedi-
ment in Series 2 ordered in downstream direction with recovery times given at bot-
tom.
trap A at the beginning of the experimental channel. Figure 2.25 shows that the
main difference in TR is dependent on the distance to the inlet. In all trap pairs,
the magnitudes of TR is the same for the first and second recovery in one trap pair.
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For all sandy experimental runs, TRs of B, C and D trap pairs decline in this order.
TR/TRmean values of trap A are very similar for all three runs with the same sandy
grain size distributions. This suggests that a defined proportion of the sand gets
deposited. Only for S2Q100D37-s2 with a finer sand grain size distribution, the TR
for trap A is of a similar magnitude compared to the TRs of the other traps. These
findings are in accordance to the experiments conducted by Grams and Wilcock
(2007), where the highest sand deposition was also measured in the proximity of
the flume inlet. This effect was most pronounced for experiments with coarser sand
distribution, higher feeding ratios and lower discharge.
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Figure 2.26: Grain size distribution of trapped fine sediment in sandy experimental
runs, grouped into traps.
The high trapping ratios at the beginning and the constantly declining trapping
ratios over the length of the experimental channel are closely connected to the sandy
grain size distribution. Figure 2.26 shows the grain size distribution grouped into
traps. The coarsest distribution is found in trap A with constant fining towards the
end of the experimental channel. The flow conditions in the flume resulted in the
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immediate settling of the sandy fine sediment, especially for grains coarser than
250 µ m. Therefore, trapping ratios do not reflect the difference in flow character of
the trap positions but are rather the result of the travelling time of the single grains.
For the coarsest sand, the time scale over which deposition occurs is shorter than
the time it takes to be transported down the experimental channel.
2.4 Conclusion
Chapter 2 discussed the theoretical background, experimental setup, implementa-
tion and the results of the 14 (in two series) successful flume based experimental
runs investigating suspended fine sediment deposition. The single experimen-
tal runs were setup identically, with the exemption of one variable to differ so the
influence of this one variable on deposition behaviour could be quantified. The ex-
perimental setup recreated a semi-natural gravel bed. It was used to test various
flow and sediment conditions. Based on the limitations of the equipment, flow and
bed conditions could not exceed the maximum velocity of ca. 1 m s-1 and the gravel
bed was restricted to grains coarser than 4 mm. The fine sediment used as the sus-
pended load was a silty soil and quartz sand.
In terms of the implementation of the single experimental runs a standardised
bed setup was of high priority, which resulted in minimal bed variation. Conse-
quently, the intended variation between experimental runs and single patches was
larger than the noise in the velocity and bed shear stress data.
To ensure that only the variable intended to differ indeed abbreviates from the
conditions in all other experimental runs, flow and shear stress distribution was in-
vestigated in details. The flat bed in Series 1 showed uniform flow conditions
for the middle part of the flume. However, some irregularities were observed for
conditions above positions at the very beginning and very end of the experimental
channel. Series 2 clearly showed the influence of bed elevation on local flow pat-
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tern. The flow data suggests that bed structures have mainly a local influence on
velocity and shear stress for low velocities (vmean = 0.2 m s-1 or Q30). However, for
higher velocities (vmean = 0.67 m s-1 or Q100) bed structures had a clear influence on
the flow character of down-stream positions, where near bed velocity declines and
bed shear stress and fluctuation rises. Although flow velocity and even more so bed
shear stress showed heterogeneity for seemingly identical positions and set-ups, the
intended variation clearly exceeded the unintended.
With regards to the measured sediment, the fine sediment budget was measured
as the concentration development of the suspended sediment and the trapping
ratios of interstitial fine sediment. Simultaneous suspended sediment measure-
ments at different levels and positions in the flume showed well mixed sediment
concentrations for all positions. Therefore, the concentrations measured at the inlet
into the experimental channel could be applied to the whole flume.
For all experimental runs, the suspended sediment declined exponentially,
reaching an equilibrium concentration within the time frame of the experimental runs.
An extreme fast deposition was observed for all sandy experimental runs with the
deposition being completed after several minutes. For the silty fine sediment, the
discharge had a crucial influence on the development of the concentration and the
magnitude of the equilibrium concentration. A higher discharge results in a faster
achievement of a higher equilibrium concentration, whereas for lower discharge the
concentration loss is higher and continues for a longer period. The experiments
could also show that the D50 of the bed influences the concentration development.
Equilibrium concentrations for vmean = 0.2 m s-1 (Q30) runs slightly differed with just
under and just over 0.2 C0 for a finer D37 and a coarser D48 bed respectively. This
difference is more obvious for vmean = 0.67 m s-1 (Q100) experimental runs, where for
D48 the equilibrium concentration is at 0.35 C0 compared to 0.3 C0 for D37. Further,
the concentration development is closely interlinked with the grain size distribution of
the fine sediment. This is most obvious for the rapid decline of concentration during
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sandy experimental runs. Therefore, finding an applicable and meaningful method
to establish grain size distribution is very important. Both methods introduced here
have advantages and disadvantages. Effective grain size measures flocs and ag-
gregates. Unfortunately, it can only be applied to in situ suspended sediment. This
means effective grain size measurements can not be carried out for source soil mate-
rial or trapped sediment. Absolute grain size measurements show much finer grain
size distribution for the same samples because aggregates and flocs are destroyed
during sample preparation. Absolute measurements are easier to reproduce and
can be applied to all sediments (soil, suspended and trapped material) and there-
fore allow comparisons. If we compare absolute measurements of soil and samples
drawn at the beginning of the experimental run, a strong depletion of coarse grain
sizes was found. This can be explained by the prompt deposition of coarser particles
in the period between the sediment input and the initial measurement.
As a measure of overall deposition in the flume, the concept of potential de-
position (Dpot) was introduced, with Dpot being the measured concentration loss
from the suspended load applied over the whole area of the experimental channel.
The comparison of trapping ratios with Dpot showed discrepancies in the silty fine
sediment mass balance, especially for high discharge. The source of the imbal-
ance was found to be the deposition of fast settling material outside the experimental
channel in the basin between recirculating pipe and experimental channel inlet. This
theory, although consistent with all data could not be confirmed conclusively with
statistical methods due to the low number of data points and considerable noise in
the single data points.
An investigation of the relationship between local flow conditions and trapping ra-
tios for silty experimental runs was conducted with linear regressions. Due to the low
number of data points and noise in the trapping data, the results have to be treated
with care. However, the data suggests some relationships opposed to the Krone for-
mulation. A decline of TR with rising velocity was only found for all experimental runs
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with a non-uniform bed resulting in a variation of velocity. For Series 1 with uniform
velocities, a clear correlation between TR and τ0 could be shown, where TR declines
with rising τ0. In Series 2 Q30, τ0 was uniform and therefore did not influence TR
patterns. However for Q100 in Series 2, the rinsing τ0 stands in opposition to the
effects suggested by the Krone formulation. In conclusion, the following for aspect
are the key results of Chapter 3:
1. The experiments confirmed that equilibrium concentrations are highly depen-
dent on grain size. All silty experimental runs showed clear equilibrium concen-
trations, whereas the sandy experiment runs showed a complete deposition
of all sandy grain sizes. Further, the equilibrium concentrations found in the
silty experimental runs did differ between environmental settings. The highest
equilibrium concentrations were found for high discharge in combination with a
coarser D48 bed. The lowest equilibrium concentration could be identified for
low discharge and a finer D37 bed.
2. The flume experiments showed a clear dependency of deposition patterns on
the grain size distribution of the suspended sediment. Coarse sandy sus-
pended sediment did deposit rapidly as a function of the limited transport ca-
pacity. For finer suspended sediment, the local flow patterns were most influ-
ential.
3. The comparison of the trapping ratios of all silty experimental runs with variation
in local velocity and bed shear stress needs to be considered with caution,
since overall variability is high. Nevertheless, the data exhibits several trends.
For runs with no variation in velocity (flat bed in Series 1), τ0 was influential for
deposition with declining TR for rising τ0. However, for the non-uniform bed and
higher discharge, rising τ0 resulted in rising TR. Due to the high variation in the
data, this trend was underpinned with linear regression with low r2.
4. As already mentioned under (1), the grain size distribution of the gravel bed
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did influence the equilibrium concentration. The coarser D48 bed resulted in
higher equilibrium concentrations compared to the finer D37 bed. This effect is
more pronounced for the higher discharge experimental runs with higher vmean.
Chapter 3
Flume scale numerical deposition
model
This chapter introduces a simple numerical model for suspended fine sediment de-
position based on the findings of the flume experiments discussed in Chapter 2.
The model presented here is a deposition model, calculating both the concentra-
tion loss from the water column and the deposition in the bed. Remobilisation (as
a factor counterbalancing deposition) is not included as a separate process. The
model is designed to explain in-bed deposition based on flow, suspended fine sed-
iment and bed characteristics with the help of the Krone formulation (1962). The
Krone formulation is both simple and comprehensive, as it includes all parameters
generally believed to influence deposition. Therefore, it is often used in studies to
describe fine sediment bed deposition (see amongst others Krishnappan, 2006; Liu
et al., 2002; Maa et al., 2008). The model shown in this chapter assumes constant
conditions for the bed structure. The model consists of a base module of sediment
dynamics, which can be applied under different conditions. Complex environments
can be modelled as a combination of numerous base modules.
Section 3.1 describes the concept of the model with reference to the Krone formu-
lation. Section 3.2 specifies the input parameters for the model. Input data originates
from two different sources: Grain size class dependent data is based on literature in-
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formation. Input data defining flow and sediment conditions - for the calibration of the
model - are derived from measurements during the experimental flume runs. Sec-
tion 3.3 calibrates the model with regard to the model parameters and the calibration
coefficient of the Krone formulation in four separate steps. The calibration data is
the concentration and trapping information from the flume experiments in Chapter
2. Section 3.4 takes a closer look at the model sensitivity and performance. Finally,
Section 3.5 summarises the Chapter.
3.1 Concept and execution
In addition to the theoretical framework discussed in Chapter 2, the numerical model
based on the flume investigation needs to include descriptors of time and space.
Equation 3.1 shows an extended Krone formulation (1962) for deposition (dep), with
λ being the calibration coefficient, ws being the settling velocity, C the suspended
sediment concentration, τ0 the bed shear stress and τcr the critical shear stress mul-
tiplied by the time span these conditions are apparent (duration) and the area they
apply for (area). In the text, the formulation will only be discussed including shear
stress (referred to as shear stress deposition model). However for the model calibra-
tion, the quotient of the local velocity divided by the critical velocity will be considered,
too (see Equation 2.1, this is referred to as velocity deposition model).
Deposition = λ ∗ ws ∗ C ∗ (1− ( τ
τcr
)) ∗ duration ∗ area (3.1)
Interstitial deposition is only possible up to a point, where 100 % of the available
pore space is filled with fine sediment. An active deposition layer of 20 cm is as-
sumed to be the limit of in bed deposition. Hence, maximum deposition is restricted
to the pore volume of this layer. Equation 3.1 is only valid for one point with one
hydraulic condition and one particle size (with according ws, τcr) during a finite time
period. To create a functional model of a continuously changing environment, en-
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vironmental conditions have to be discretised. This means that points are grouped
into distinct patches, particle sizes into size classes and time into time steps. The
total deposition (totDep) is consequently the sum of deposition of all base modules
executed for all different patches (patch = 1 to p), grain size classes (gsc = 1 to g)
and time steps (ts = 1 to t). Equation 3.2 puts this into one formulation:
totDep =
g∑
gsc=1
p∑
patch=1
t∑
ts=1
ws(gsc) ∗p(gsd) ∗C(ts) ∗ (1− (
v(ts)
vcr(gsc)
)2)∗duration(ts) ∗area(patch)
(3.2)
With pgsd being the fraction of the grain size class of the total sediment concentration.
The patch sizing, the amount of grain size classes and the longevity of the time
steps are primarily practical decisions. In this model on flume scale, the patches are
defined by the setup of the flume experiments. Patches are identified with regard to
a typical or uniform bed character and aligned along the experimental channel, each
covering the whole area between the glass walls. For the calibration of the model
with the experimental data, nine patches are defined.
The time step is defined as the travelling time of water through the experimental
channel depending on the averaged velocity.
Nr from to D50
of class µm µm φ
1 0-16 8 <6
2 16-32 24 6 to 5
3 32-63 48 5 to 4
4 63-125 94 4 to 3
5 125-250 188 3 to 2
6 250-500 375 2 to 1
7 500-1000 750 1 to 0
8 1000-2000 1500 0 to -1
Table 3.1: Grain size classes in the flume scale numerical deposition model.
The grain size classes followed the well-established φ-units (after Wentworth,
1928), which facilitates the use of readily available literature data for settling velocity,
critical velocity and critical shear stress. Fine φ-classes are grouped into one grain
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size class for all particles smaller 16 µm. Sediment between 16 µm and 2 mm is
divided into seven further grain size classes in φ steps, resulting in a total of eight
grain size classes, as shown in Table 3.1. For each grain size class, deposition is
calculated for each patch in sequence. The amount of already deposited sediment
is substracted from the suspended sediment concentration for the following patches.
3.1.1 Realisation of the model in R-code
The model is coded in R (R Core Team, 2012). R is a open source programming lan-
guage as well as an environment for statistical calculations and data analysis. This
software was chosen for several reasons. R is a frequently used software for many
applications and on-line documentation is extensive and easily accessible. One of
its many advantages is that it offers innumerable functions defined by other users,
for example established statistical methods. Furthermore, its graphical outputs are
very flexible.
The model consists of a read-in phase, followed by two nested loops. The inner
loop is the execution of the base module over all patches, e.g. all hydraulic condi-
tions. This inner loop is executed in an outer loop for all grain size classes. The
deposition in each patch is zero, if the bed shear stress in the patch is higher than
the critical shear stress (τ0 > τcr). The read-in phase consists of three types of pa-
rameters referring to each one of the three sequences of summation in Equation 3.2:
First, the grain size class dependent data - ws, τcr- taken from the literature; second,
patch dependent data - in the case of the calibration procedure from the experimen-
tal runs (τ , area, duration) and third, the time step specific sediment information -
initially taken from the experimental runs (GSD of fine sediment in the single classes,
total fine sediment) later calculated from the model. These are listed in Table 3.2.
The single value sets will be described in more detail in Section 3.2.
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grain size class de-
pendent data
patch dependent
data
time specific sediment
information
source from literature from experiments initially from experi-
ments, subsequently
calculated by the model
dependent
parameters
ws, τcr, vcr τ , v, duration, area pgsc, C
Table 3.2: Model input parameters in dependence on the three sequences of sum-
mations of the base module, the grain size class, the patch and the time step as
shown in Equation 3.2.
3.2 Input data
The input data originates from two sources. Subsection 3.2.1 introduces data from
the literature concerning the grain size class dependent parameters and Subsection
3.2.2 summarises the hydrological and sedimentological data from the experimental
runs for the calibration runs. A vector of input data including one value for each
grain sizes or each patch is referred to as a value set, for example the shear stress
for each patch derived from a specific method. A large number of studies deliver
values for the parameter of the Krone formulation. However, their exact values vary
greatly depending on the method and the specific experiments these were derived
from. Since the Krone formulation is a basic a in many way simplified description
of deposition and the data from the literature is derived from many specific cases, it
is not possible to derive a priori a working combination of value sets for the model.
Therfore the starting point of the calibration procedure is a wide range of value sets
for each input parameter, which allows to make a general formulation useful in this
specific context.
3.2.1 Input data from the literature
Settling velocity is a key parameter influencing deposition processes. Direct mea-
surements produce the most exact values. However, all measurement methods in-
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volve laborious procedures and are eventually only applicable to the one sediment
mixture analysed. This stands in sharp contrast to literature data, which is often
tested with several sets of data and is more likely to offer representative values. For
the model of this research, four descriptions of settling velocity found in the litera-
ture were used for the calibration. These all describe settling velocity as a function
of grain size, which means that settling velocity values are all based on physical
principles. The data is plotted in Figure 3.1, left panel.
Model calibration runs are operated with Stokes (St), Gibbs (Gi), van Rijn (Ri)
and Le Roux (Ro) value sets for settling velocity, see 1.2.2 for a detailed description.
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Figure 3.1: Plots of grain size dependent value sets from the literature for the eight
grain size classes used in the flume scale deposition model.
Critical values for sediment transport: A critical value for sediment transport is
the magnitude of force determining the thresholds for both deposition and erosion.
In order to cover a large range of critical velocities, the model calibration runs are
operated with Shields (Sh), Inman (In) and Lane (La) value sets for critical velocity,
which are all plotted in Figure 3.1, middle panel. The critical shear stress value
sets were chosen on the basis of vcr. Additionally, White values (see Buffington
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and Montgomery, 1997) were included, because these are comparatively low and
extend the range of τcr value sets. Further, the iterative threshold curve of Bangold
was added to cover the middle ranges of the τcr value sets (Bagnold, 1966). The
critical values introduced here are critical velocity and shear stress for deposition.
Only for Shields, both the critical values for deposition and erosion were included.
Consequently, the model calibration runs were operated with Shields (Sh), White
(Wh), Lane (La), Inman (In) and Bangold (Ba) value sets for critical shear stress,
which are all plotted in 3.1.
3.2.2 Input data from experimental runs
For the calibration, information about environmental settings were taken from mea-
surements during the flume experiments. Primarily, these are velocity, bed shear
stress and the grain size distribution of the fine sediment but also the size of the de-
ployed patches and the total sediment concentration. The following paragraphs will
explain each of these parameters.
Velocity was directly measured with an acoustic doppler velocimeter (as described
in Subsection 2.2). Values for 5, 10, 15 and 20 cm above the bed were available.
Two sets of velocity information were used for the calibration: (1) The conditions in
the boundary layer were believed to be crucial for fine sediment deposition. Hence,
values measured at 5 cm above the bed were used in the velocity value set, named
ave5. (2) ave5 values exhibit very strong fluctuations, therefore a second velocity
value set was calculated using the mean velocity of all four heights and referred to
as mean.
Bed shear stress is established following the methods described in 2.2. For the
calibration, three different kinds of bed shear stress value sets were used: (1) Turbu-
lent kinetic energy using the variation of all velocity vectors named Txyz, (2) turbulent
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kinetic energy using only the variation of the downstream velocity vector named Tz
and (3) bed shear stress derived by using the logarithmic velocity law, named log
(see 1.2.1).
Grain size distribution of the fine sediment was available in three different spec-
ifications, which are all used in the calibration procedure. (1) DigiSizer data from the
soil used in the experiments, named Digisoil, (2) averaged DigiSizer values from the
initial sample drawn from the flume, named Digiini and (3) averaged LISST values
for the initial measurement of several experimental runs, named LISST . For a more
detailed description of these methods see Subsection 2.2.
Other relevant values for the experimental setting were directly taken from the
measurements, such as the initial sediment concentration (C0). Table 3.3 sums up
the value sets used in the calibration procedure for each of the parameters in Equa-
tion 3.2. It indicates their source and lists the the value sets by the name.
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parameter for
model equation
source value sets
ws literature Stokes, Gibbs, VanRijn, LeRoux
vcr literature Hjulstro¨m, Shields, Inman, Lane
τcr literature Shield, White, Inman, Bangold
v direct from ADV measure-
ments
5 cm, averaged
τ0 deducted from ADV mea-
surements
Txyz, Tz, log
GSD measurements Digisoil , Digiini, LISSTini
C0 measurements
patch area measurements
time step deduced from vmean and
patch length
observed values for
model calibration
trapping rate measurement
concentration measurement
Table 3.3: Overview of value sets for model parameters and calibration data with
source and specification of value sets used for calibration. Value sets emphasised in
green were used in the first step of the calibration procedure, these cover the middle
range of the value sets.
3.3 Calibration
The calibration of a model, using various sets of parameters, is by all means com-
plex. The execution of all possible value set combinations as listed in Table 3.3 would
result in 3456 simulation options, which each again can be calibrated with the cali-
bration coefficients λ for each of the six environmental settings of the experimental
runs. In order to reduce complexity, the calibration is carried out in four separate
steps (which are listed in Table 3.4, with details about calibration data, calibration
parameters, the execution and the evaluation of the single calibration steps). Step 1
aims to reduce the number of value set combinations by identifying the most suotable
value sets. The step relies on graphical representation, comparing modelled (mod)
and observed (obs) concentration loss.
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aim calibration
data
tested model pa-
rameters
evaluation
method
Step 1 pre-selection of
feasible value
sets
suspended
sediment
concentration
all selected value
sets from litera-
ture and experi-
ments
graphical
Step 2 determine best
performing
value set using
concentration
data
suspended
sediment
concentration
feasible value
set combinations
determined in
Step 1
statistical
Step 3 testing best per-
forming value
set using TR
data
TRs feasible value
set combinations
determined in
Step 1
graphical
(silty)
and sta-
tistical
(sandy)
Step 4 λ calibration for
best performing
value set com-
bination
suspended
sediment
concentration
best performing
value set com-
bination from
Step 2 with de-
tailed grading of
λ
statistical
Table 3.4: Overview of steps for the calibration of the flume scale deposition model,
listing the aim of the four calibrations steps, the calibration data used to evaluate
the performance, the parameter value sets regarded in the steps and the evaluation
method (either with a graphical representation or a suite of statistical methods).
Step 1 is discussed in Subsection 3.3.2 and covers both the shear stress and
velocity deposition model in the same evaluation plots. Step 2 will then execute all
remaining value set combinations and compares modelled and observed concentra-
tion loss systematically with statistical methods (specified in Subsection 3.3.1). For
the discussion of the calibration results, only figures for S2Q30D48 are shown in the
main text, plots for all other environmental settings can be found in the Appendix.
Step 2 and 3 will be discussed separately for the velocity and the shear stress de-
position model. First, for all silty, then for all sandy experimental runs. Finally, the
calibration is completed in Step 4 by calibrating the best performing value set brought
forward with a detailed range of λ calibration coefficients .
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3.3.1 Statistics used for evaluation of the calibration runs
In order to calibrate the model, a combination of widely used statistical indices was
applied to compare the modelled and observed data. The ’best performance’ is
based on reaching optimum values in several, ideally all applied statistical indices for
a value set combination. The following gives a short introduction of these indices:
The Pearson coefficient is probably the most commonly used statistical index
and shown in Equation 3.3:
r =
Cov(X, Y )
σx ∗ σy =
E((X − E(X))(Y − (E(Y ))))
σx ∗ σy (3.3)
r2 = (r)2 (3.4)
There is no general rule stating which r2 is acceptable and different scientific dis-
ciplines evaluate r2 very differently. In the calibration of the flume scale deposition
model, the r2 of the different runs are compared to each other and the best perform-
ing value set combinations are brought forward.
Linear regression model (LM): Linear regression models evaluate the quality of
linear correlations between the observed and modelled values. Here a least square
linear regression was applied. Conventionally, the observed data is used as the x
and the modelled data as the y values. If the linear model passes through the origin,
the slope shows if there is an under (slope ≥ 1) or over prediction (slope ≤ 1) of the
modelled data. The value of the intercept shows a lag or offset between the two data
sets. In this work, the regression lines are fitted with the modelled values treated as
the independent variable and also with the flume data treated as the independent
variable. Thus, two linear regressions for each model run are calculated with first the
modelled data and second the observed data as the independent variable.
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Mean Standard Error (MSE): Following Davies and Fearn (2006), the magnitude
of errors is a very clear sign for the performance of a model. The mean standard
error is the mean difference between modelled and observed values. This can be
noted directly (MSE), or in a squared expression (SMSE).
MSE =
∑
n
i=1(x
obs
i − xmodi )
1
n
(3.5)
SMSE =
∑
n
i=1(x
obs
i − xmodi )2
1
n
(3.6)
with xobsi as the observed value at point i and xmodi as the modelled value at point i.
The MSE is only useful in cases with a consistent over- or underprediction, because
positive and negative errors do cancel out. This issue is avoided by using the SMSE.
Percent Bias (PBIAS): The PBIAS is similar to the MSE. It is the expression of the
error as a percentage of the observed value. A positive value suggests underesti-
mation by the model and a negative value suggests overestimation.
PBIAS =
∑
n
i=1(x
obs
i − ymodi ) ∗ 100∑
n
i=1y
obs
i
(3.7)
To ensure the results of the experimental settings are comparable, all statistics
are based on the same number of data points.
3.3.2 Step 1 calibration of the silty experimental runs
The aim of this step is to delimit feasible value sets by comparing modelled and ob-
served concentration. As a starting point for the calibration runs, the value set cov-
ering the middle range of each parameter is chosen. These are highlighted green in
Table 3.3. Step 1 evaluates each parameter at a time. Calibration runs were con-
ducted for all value sets of one parameter in combination with the middle range value
sets of the other parameters. The distinction between feasible and non-feasible value
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set combinations bases on the comparison of observed and modelled concentration
loss. For each parameter, one plot with concentration loss curves for all value sets
of this parameter is shown at the end of the chapter, including the velocity and shear
stress deposition model.
λ calibration coefficient: Figure 3.15 shows the observed concentration loss
of each experimental setting (shown in panels a to f). Additionally, each panel in-
cludes the modelled concentration loss for seven different λ values with the above
discussed middle values of the input parameters. λ values are reaching from 0.1
to 20. Higher λ values result in better accordance with the observed Closs. For λ
values 3 and higher, the simulated concentration curves parallel the observed Closs.
The difference between the shear stress and velocity deposition model gets succes-
sively larger with increasing λ. Since λ is the central calibration coefficient of the
Krone formulation, all following calibration runs in Step 1 are executed with λ = 1, 5
and 7. Using these three λ values ensures that Step 1 is not excluding combination
possibilities from later detailed λ calibrations in Step 4.
Grain Size Distribution: Figure 3.16 shows the results of simulations based on
three different grain size distributions. Grain size distribution measurements from
bulk water, drawn immediately after the flume experiment started (Digiini, LISST )
perform less adequate than measurements from the original silty suspended sedi-
ment source (Digisoil). For the suspended sediment grain size distribution, effective
grain size measurements (LISST ) perform better than absolute grain size measure-
ments (Digiini). Therefore, the absolute grain size distribution of the soil measured
with the DigiSizer and the effective grain size distribution of the initial samples mea-
sured with the LISST-100 are used in the further calibration steps.
Settling velocity: Figure 3.17 shows the results of the different setting velocity
value sets. The values from van Rijn and Stokes offer best fitting results, whereas
LeRoux values result in lower than observed concentration loss and Gibbs values
result in higher concentration loss. Therefore, the Step 2 calibration is executed with
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van Rijn and Stokes value sets for settling velocity.
Critical shear stress: Figure 3.18 shows results for critical shear stress value
sets from White, Bangold, Inman and Shield. The first three describe concentration
development better than the Shields value set. Notably, Bangold and Inman results
are very close. Therefore, Step 2 calibrations exclude the Bangold values and use
only White and Inman critical shear stress values for further calibration.
Bed shear stress: Figure 3.19 offers plots comparing results of the three differ-
ent methods to establish bed shear stress. Txyz performs best for both fast and slow
velocity experimental runs. For slow velocity experimental runs, the log method per-
forms well, too. For the fast velocity experimental runs, the turbulent kinetic energy
Tz results in better performance. To cover the two fundamental different methods,
the better performing representative of the TKE method Txyz and the log method
are selected for further calibration.
Critical velocity: Figure 3.20 shows the results of calibration runs with three
different critical velocity sets. The Shields value set underestimates concentration
loss in all cases. Results for Inman and Lane sets are both adequate to describe
the observed concentration loss and are therefore chosen for calibration Step 2 and
Step 3.
Velocity: Figure 3.21 shows the concentration loss for the two velocity repre-
sentations, the near bed velocity and the average velocity of the water column. The
averaged velocity results in adequate values for the shear stress deposition model
(where it is used for the calculation of one time step) as well as the velocity deposition
model. The near bed velocity only delivers suitable results for the velocity deposition
model. Consequently, in Step 2 and Step 3 the time step is established with the
mean velocity. For the velocity deposition model calibration, both ave5 and mean are
considered.
Table 3.5 lists all value sets brought forward in Step 1, in all possible value set
combinations with the shear stress deposition model on the left and the velocity de-
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position model on the right.
z λ fine GSD ws τcr τ fine GSD ws vcr v
1-3 1,5,10 Digisoil Ri Wh log (Tz) Digisoil Ri In mean
4-6 1,5,10 LISSTini Ri Wh log (Tz) LISSTini Ri In mean
7 -9 1,5,10 Digisoil St Wh log (Tz) Digisoil St In mean
10-12 1,5,10 LISSTini St Wh log (Tz) LISSTini St In mean
13-15 1,5,10 Digisoil Ri La log (Tz) Digisoil Ri La mean
16-18 1,5,10 LISSTini Ri La log (Tz) LISSTini Ri La mean
19-21 1,5,10 Digisoil St La log (Tz) Digisoil St La mean
22-24 1,5,10 LISSTini St La log (Tz) LISSTini St La mean
25-27 1,5,10 Digisoil Ri Wh Txyz Digisoil Ri In ave5
28-30 1,5,10 LISSTini Ri Wh Txyz LISSTini Ri In ave5
31-33 1,5,10 Digisoil St Wh Txyz Digisoil St In ave5
34-36 1,5,10 LISSTini St Wh Txyz LISSTini St In ave5
37-39 1,5,10 Digisoil Ri La Txyz Digisoil Ri La ave5
40-42 1,5,10 LISSTini Ri La Txyz LISSTini Ri La ave5
43-45 1,5,10 Digisoil St La Txyz Digisoil St La ave5
46-48 1,5,10 LISSTini St La Txyz LISSTini St La ave5
Table 3.5: Matrix of value sets and calibration parameters used in Step 2, with 16
value set combinations each combined with the three selected λ values. Abbrevi-
ations: z = unique number of calibration run, LISSTini for LISST initial measure-
ments, Digisoil for DigiSizer soil sample, St = Stokes, Ri = van Rijn, La = Lane, Wh
= White, log = logarithmic velocity law, Txyz = turbulent kinetic energy using all ve-
locity vector fluctuations, mean = average velocity of all four levels, ave5 = averaged
velocity measured at 5 cm distance to bed, log (Tz) refers to the alteration of the
value set combination from log to Tz after irregularities in the Step 3 calibration.
.
This matrix is used for systematic calibration in Step 2. The selected value sets
combinations results in 16 calibration possibilities each for three λ values with z being
the unique number of the combination. Each unique value set combination is run for
all six experimental settings.
3.3.3 Step 2 shear stress deposition model - silty experimental
runs
Figure 3.2 for S2Q30D48 (see also according Figures A.1 to A.5 in the Appendix for
all other environmental settings) shows a graphical representation of the calibration
statistics for Step 2 using the shear stress deposition model. The ideal value of each
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statistical index is marked with a black horizontal line. Each plot consists of four
subplots: each one for correlation, slope of the two linear models, intercept of the
two linear models and the error in absolute and relative numbers.
For all value set combinations and each of the six experimental settings, r2 is
higher than 0.95 at least for one of the three λ values. This reveals a generally good
fit of the model for concentration.
With regard to the single parameters, for the grain size distribution, the Digsoil
distribution results in slightly higher r2, linear models with slopes closer to 1 and
smaller intercepts as well as a in many cases a smaller error and bias. For settling
velocity, overall the van Rijn value set performs better. For the critical shear stress,
the Shields erosion value set is superior to the Lane value set. Txyz in combination
with the Shields erosion value set performs best. For λ, performance is best for
different values, depending on the statistical parameter and experimental run. r2 is
highest for a low λ, but the linear model fits are better for λ = 5 and 10. Preliminary,
the mid-range value of 5 is seen as an optimum for all statistical parameters and
experimental runs. Additionally to the plots, all statistical values of these calibration
runs are listed in Table A.1 to A.6 in the Appendix.
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Figure 3.2: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed concentration loss in
S2Q30D48, shear stress deposition model. Abbreviations as follow: L further ab-
brevation for LISSTini = LISST-100 initial measurements, D further abbrevation for
Digisoil = DigiSizer soil sample, St = Stokes, Ri = van Rijn, La = Lane, Wh = White,
log = logarithmic profile law, Txyz = turbulent kinetic energy using all velocity vector
fluctuations.
Concluding, the best performing value set for the shear stress deposition model,
taking all experimental settings into account is: λ = 5, ws = van Rijn , GSD = Digsoil,
τcr = Shields erosion and τ = Txyz.
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3.3.4 Step 3 shear stress deposition model - silty experimental
runs
Due to the high variability and questions about the fine sediment mass balance, the
trapping rate data of the experimental runs are only partially useful for the calibration.
The trapping rate data showed low correlations to the flow parameters stated in the
Krone formulation. However, modelled trapping rates are proportional to the same
flow parameters. Consequently, the comparison of the observed and modelled trap-
ping data for the silty experimental runs are not in line. However, a comparison of
modelled and observed interstitial deposition might strengthen or weaken the validity
of the value set combination determined as best performing in Step 2, in compari-
son to other value set combinations. Figure 3.3 for S2Q100D37 and Figure 3.4 for
S2Q30D48-1 compare modelled and observed trapping rates for a selection of value
set combinations. They show the different functionality of observed and modelled
deposition. The top left panel shows the results of the value set combination found
to perform best in Step 2. For S2Q30D48-1, given the variability within the observed
data, the results are acceptable, showing higher deposition for A and B traps com-
pared to C and D. Yet, there are strikingly higher modelled than observed TR in E
for all value set combinations. Conditions over trap E are very similar to conditions
over trap A, so are the modelled trapping rates. The low observed TR in E can be
explained by the depletion of coarser aggregates. These have short travelling times
and settle out at the upper end of the experimental channel (A and B). However,
the coarser grain size distribution is not visible in the grain size distribution data in
Section 2.3.5. An explanation for this is that all aggregates are destroyed during
the analysis. Still, the magnitude of the predicted and observed TR is acceptable.
However, Figure 3.4 shows some substantial divergences between observed and
modelled trapping rates for S2Q100D37 with a higher discharge. The observed val-
ues all range in a similar magnitude, whereas the modelled values give higher TR for
A, B and E and low TR for C and D.
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Figure 3.3: Modelled (black) and observed (red) interstitial deposition for S2Q30D48-
1, shear stress deposition model. Abbreviations as follow: L further abbrevation
for LISSTini = LISST-100 initial measurements, D further abbrevation for Digisoil
= DigiSizer soil sample, St = Stokes, Ri = van Rijn, La = Lane, Wh = White, log
= logarithmic profile law, Txyz = turbulent kinetic energy using all velocity vector
fluctuations.
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Figure 3.4: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition for S2Q100D37, shear
stress deposition model. Abbreviations as follow: L further abbrevation for LISSTini
= LISST-100 initial measurements, D further abbrevation for Digisoil = DigiSizer soil
sample, St = Stokes, Ri = van Rijn, La = Lane, Wh = White, log = logarithmic profile
law, Txyz = turbulent kinetic energy using all velocity vector fluctuations.
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Overall, these results suggest that in the experimental setting the shear stress
distribution does contribute to a lesser extent to deposition patterns, as suggested
by the Krone formulation. Still, the findings in both Fig. 3.3 and 3.4 do not contradict
the choice of the best performing value set combination in Step 2. The alternative
value set combinations (for example the ones plotted in Fig. 3.4) result in similar or
worse fits for the distributions of TR.
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3.3.5 Step 2 velocity deposition model - silty experimental runs
Figure 3.5 (see also according Figures A.13 to A.17 in the Appendix) shows the Step
2 calibration results for the velocity deposition model. r2 is overall high with all values
of 0.93 and higher. For the λ values, there are two trends. Low λ values result in
better r2 and higher λ values resulting in better linear model fits and smaller errors.
λ = 5 is seen as a good compromise.
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Figure 3.5: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed concentration loss in
S2Q30D48, velocity deposition model. Abbreviations: L further abbrevation for
LISSTini = LISST-100 initial measurements, D further abbrevation for Digisoil =
DigiSizer soil sample, St = Stokes, Ri = van Rijn, La = Lane, Wh = White, mean =
mean velocity of all four levels, ave5 = averaged velocity measured at 5 cm distance
to the bed.
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In terms of the single parameters, the DigiSoil grain size distribution results in
marginal better fits. For the settling velocity the picture is very clear with Gibbs values
performing consistently better than Stokes values. As for the critical velocity, there
is clearly a better performance of the Lane value set. For all experimental runs, the
two velocity value sets achieve good results. Still, if comparing the statistical values
in the table, the mean velocity performs consistently better.
Concluding, the best performing value set for the velocity deposition model, taking
all experimental settings into account is: λ = 5, GSD = Digisoil, ws= Gibbs, vcr= Lane
and v = mean.
3.3.6 Step 3 velocity deposition model - silty experimental runs
Figure 3.6 gives an example of the application of the best performing value set with
regard to the modelled and observed trapping rates. The best performing value set of
Step 2 is plotted as the third top panel. Again the agreement between modelled and
observed TR is acceptable given the level of noise. The other plotted value set com-
binations perform similar (with Lane vcr) or weaker (with Inman vcr). As seen for the
shear stress deposition model, the modelled TR in E is considerably higher than the
observed TR. Figure 3.7 shows modelled and observed TR for S2Q100D37. Here
the difference in the magnitude of TR between model and observation is extreme for
all value set combinations. This is to be expected, since the ratio of TRmean/Dpot
was as high as six, showing a large discrepancy in the fine sediment mass balance
(see Figure 2.19). Still, if the error in magnitude is set aside, the accordance of mod-
elled and observed TR follows the same trends as seen before. For the traps A, B
and E, modelled deposition is higher than for the elevated positions C and D. The
best performing value set combination from Step 2 (third top panel) performs well
compared to all other combinations. Hence, similar to the shear stress deposition
model, the data presented in Figure 3.6 and 3.7 does not contradict the findings of
the best performing value set combination in Step 2.
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Figure 3.6: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition for S2Q30D48-1, velocity
deposition model. Abbreviations: L further abbreviation for LISSTini = LISST-100
initial measurements, D further abbreviation for Digisoil = DigiSizer soil sample, St
= Stokes, Ri = van Rijn, La = Lane, Wh = White, mean = mean velocity of all four
levels, ave5 = averaged velocity measured at 5 cm distance to the bed.
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Figure 3.7: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition for S2Q100D37, velocity
deposition model. Abbreviations: L further abbrevation for LISSTini = LISST-100
initial measurements, D further abbrevation for Digisoil = DigiSizer soil sample, St
= Stokes, Ri = van Rijn, La = Lane, Wh = White, mean = mean velocity of all four
levels, ave5 = averaged velocity measured at 5 cm distance to the bed.
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3.3.7 Step 1 calibration of sandy experimental
The Step 1 calibration of sandy experimental runs universally results in very good
accordance of modelled and observed concentration loss. Due to the fast concen-
tration loss, experimental data consists of one initial high concentration and all sub-
sequent measurements close to the equilibrium concentration. The instant nature of
deposition results in a lack of intermediate measurements. The calibration runs for
all value set combinations result in identical good linear fits. Therefore, on grounds
of Step 1, a discrimination between the single calibration runs is not possible. For
Step 2, the suitable value set combinations of the silty experimental runs from Step 1
are also adopted for the sandy experimental runs. The log method to establish shear
stress was replaced with the Tz method. Furthermore, calibration runs to establish
the grain size distribution method are not necessary, because the sand grain size
distribution was determined using square holed sieves in all cases. The results of
these simulations are analysed for Step 2 and Step 3 in the following paragraphs.
3.3.8 Step 2 and 3 shear stress deposition model calibration -
sandy experimental runs
Figure 3.8 shows the Step 2 calibration plot and the already discussed extreme good
accordance of modelled and observed concentration loss for the shear stress depo-
sition model. The same can be seen for the other three sandy experimental runs in
Appendix A.33 to A.28 and the according Tables A.28 to A.31. For many value set
combinations r2 reaches 1. The only noticeable difference in the statistical evalua-
tion is between runs with the Txyz and Tz method. Txyz shows more divergence
between the different λ values and Tz results in more uniform statistical results. If a
decision has to be made for the other parameters, then Gibbs settling velocity and
Shields critical shear stress will perform marginally better than the van Rijn settling
velocity and the Lane critical shear stress. These also performed best in the silty
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experimental runs.
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Figure 3.8: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed concentration loss in
S2Q100D48-s1, shear stress deposition model. Abbreviations as follow: L further
abbreviation for LISSTini = LISST-100 initial measurements, D further abbreviation
for Digisoil = DigiSizer soil sample, St = Stokes, Ri = van Rijn, La = Lane, Wh =
White, log = logarithmic profile law, Txyz = turbulent kinetic energy using all velocity
vector fluctuations.
Although the fit between modelled and observed concentration is very good, the
modelled trapping rates of the sandy experimental runs are not in accordance with
the observed trapping rates. Especially trap A and E do perform decisively different
in the model compared to the experimental data, which is obvious when looking at
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Figure 3.9 for S2Q100D48-s1. Calibration runs with Tz result in a complete lack
of deposition for trap B to E. These discrepancies show that modelled deposition
is in accordance to the v respectively τ0 distribution, whereas the observed data
suggests that the travel time of the single grains is most decisive for deposition.
This means the model underestimates the particle deposition speed. To address the
underestimation, one possibility is to adapt the τcr for the sandy grain size classes.
Four different adaptions were applied in order to investigate if there is a systemic
error in the τcr definition for sandy grain sizes.
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Figure 3.9: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition for selected value set com-
binations in S2Q100D48-s1, shear stress deposition model. Abbreviations as follow:
L further abbreviation for LISSTini = LISST-100 initial measurements, D further ab-
breviation for Digisoil = DigiSizer soil sample, St = Stokes, Ri = van Rijn, La = Lane,
Wh=White, log = logarithmic profile law, Txyz = turbulent kinetic energy using all
velocity vector fluctuations.
The adaption of the critical shear stress for grain size classes coarser than 63 µm
bases on the Shields value set and is shown in Table 3.6. The adapted value sets
are created by fitting exponential curves through the critical shear stress values for
grain size class one to three and the critical shear stress value for the grain size
class eight, of which the latter is risen from adaption to adaption. The values for
grain size classes four to seven are calculated and rounded from these exponential
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curves. All Step 2 calibration runs with the adapted critical shear stress value sets
Shield ad1 ad2 ad3 ad4
grain size class µm Pa Pa Pa Pa Pa
1 <16 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00
2 16-32 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
3 32-63 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50
4 63-125 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00
5 125-250 2.00 3.50 5.00 6.50 8.00
6 250-500 2.50 4.50 6.50 8.50 10.50
7 500-1000 3.00 5.50 8.00 10.50 13.00
8 1000-2000 4.50 11.00 14.00 17.00 20.00
Table 3.6: Original Shields critical shear stress values set and four value sets with
adapted (ad1 to ad4) critical shear stress for grain size classes four to eight.
result in very good fits with r2 close to 1. Again, from the Step 2 calibration results
no best performing value set combination can be identified. The Step 3 results for
S2Q100D48-s1 are shown in Figure 3.10 with four selected value set combinations
for each adaption. According plots and tables for all other sandy experimental runs
can be found in the Appendix (Figures: A.37 to A.38, Tables: A.44 to A.51). The
performance of the model for sandy experimental runs improves with the adaption
of the critical shear stress. Modelled sedimentation covers now all positions in the
experimental channel and TR for E is reduced to a similar magnitude compared to
the observed value. Still, modelled TR in A is lower than the very high observed
values. Remarkably, the different adaptions do not result in considerably different
behaviour. This insensitivity to further increase of the τcr value shows that possibly
not the τcr range, but the flow conditions measured and the marginal positions A and
E are causing this discrepancy. However, the model performance would benefit from
a slight increase of τcr for particles >63 µm. A possible solution is the combination
of Shields values for grain size class one to four with Bangold values for grain size
class five to eight.
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Figure 3.10: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition for selected value set
combinations in S2Q100D48-s1 with adapted critical shear stress. Abbreviations
as follow: L further abbreviation for LISSTini = LISST-100 initial measurements, D
further abbreviation for Digisoil = DigiSizer soil sample, St = Stokes, Ri = van Rijn,
La = Lane, Wh = White, log = logarithmic profile law, Txyz = turbulent kinetic energy
using all velocity vector fluctuations.
Given the consistency with the silty experimental runs, for the further application
of the model, the value set combination GSD = Digisoil, λ = 5, ws = Gibbs, critical
shear stress= ad1 and shear stress= Txyz is defined as the best performing value
set combination.
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3.3.9 Step 2 and 3 velocity deposition model calibration - sandy
experimental runs
For the velocity deposition model in Step 2 of the calibration, all values set com-
binations perform well. Figure 3.11 plots the results of the calibration statistics for
S2Q100D48-s1 for the velocity deposition model.
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Figure 3.11: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed concentration loss in
S2Q100D48-s1, velocity deposition model. Abbreviations: L further abbreviation for
LISSTini = LISST-100 initial measurements, D further abbreviation for Digisoil =
DigiSizer soil sample, St = Stokes, Ri = van Rijn, La = Lane, Wh = White, mean =
mean velocity of all four levels, ave5 = averaged velocity measured at 5 cm distance
to the bed.
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According plots and tables for the other sandy experimental runs can be found in
the Appendix (Figure A.39 to A.41 and Table A.52 to A.55). Due to the continuously
good accordance of observed and modelled concentration, the Step 2 calibration
results do not include reasonable distinctions between the single value set combina-
tions and a best performing combination can not be identified. The Step 3 calibration
results of the velocity deposition model show a good accordance between modelled
and observed trapping rates. Figure 3.12 plots the modelled and observed trapping
rates for S2Q100D48-s1 for the velocity deposition model. According plots and ta-
bles for the other sandy experimental runs can be found in the Appendix (Figure A.42
to A.44 and Table A.56 to A.59).
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Figure 3.12: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition for selected value set com-
binations in S2Q100D48-s1, velocity deposition model. Abbreviations: L further ab-
breviation for LISSTini = LISST-100 initial measurements, D further abbreviation for
Digisoil = DigiSizer soil sample, St = Stokes, Ri = van Rijn, La = Lane, Wh = White,
mean = mean velocity of all four levels, ave5 = averaged velocity measured at 5 cm
distance to the bed.
All value set combination perform similarly well with regard to trapping rates of
the sandy fine sediment fraction. However, the problem of underestimating TR in A
and overestimating TR in E is also apparent, but to a lesser degree. A decision on
the best performing value set combination on the grounds of the sandy experimental
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runs is not possible. The only distinction is the clear superiority of λ = 5 compared
to 1 and 10. With this comprehensively good performance, the choice of the best
performing value set combination can only be based on the results of the calibration
of the silty experimental runs. These performed best for λ = 5, GSD = Digisoil, ws=
Gibbs, vcr= Lane and v= mean.
3.3.10 Step 4 refined λ calibration
The calibration procedure from Step 1 to Step 3 suggests the best fitting value set
combinations for both deposition models.
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Figure 3.13: Step 4, λ calibration for modelled and observed concentration loss in
S2Q30D48, shear stress deposition model.
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These are both identified with λ = 5. Step 4 carries out a more detailed calibration
of the λ value. Simulations of the best performing value set are executed for λ in the
range between 3 and 10 in small steps (3.0, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5,
8.0, 9.0 and 10.0). Figure 3.13 shows the result for S2Q30D48 (according plots are
found in the Appendix Figure A.45 to A.49) for the shear stress deposition model. In
the case of S2Q30D48, r2 does not indicate an optimum.
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Figure 3.14: Step 4, λ calibration for modelled and observed concentration loss in
S2Q30D48, velocity deposition model.
The slope of the linear model shows and optimum for 6.5, the intercept of the
linear model shows an optimum for 5 and bias calculations have their optimum at
4. These diverging suggestions need to be balanced and consequently λ = 5 is
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seen as a good compromise. Therefore, λ = 5 can be confirmed as the consistently
best performing calibration coefficient. Figure 3.14 shows the result for S2Q30D48
(according plots are found in the Appendix A.50 to A.54) for the velocity deposition
model. Again, r2 does not result in a clear indication for a best performing λ value.
The balanced result of an optimum slope at λ = 6, optimum intercept at λ = 4.5 and
a smallest bias at λ =4 suggests an overall λ of 5. For all other experimental runs
and all evaluated statistical parameters the optimum λ ranges between 4.5 and 6.5,
which again confirms λ = 5 as the best performing calibration coefficient.
3.4 Model sensitivity and performance
This section discusses the models reaction to changes of the different input param-
eters and tries to exlpain the models behaviour regarding interstitial deposition in
comparison to the observed data. The calibration aimed to produce a best possible
fit between modelled and observed suspended concentration and interstitial deposi-
tion. With regard to the suspended concentration development, the calibration pro-
cedure could identify a well performing value set combination. Still, the existence of
other value set combinations with similar good results is very likely.
In general, the concentration calibration behaves as expected. If parameters
promoting deposition rise (namely these are λ, ws, coarser GSD and the critical
values), then parameters prohibiting deposition (namely v and τ ) will need to be
elevated as well to result in a similar deposition behaviour. For example, the log shear
stress in combination with a low λ of 1 results in similar concentration loss curves as
the Txyz shear stress with high λ of 5 or 7 (see Figure 3.19). Furthermore, if one of
the parameters promoting deposition rises and another is reduced at the same time,
then again deposition curves will behave similarly. This can be seen for example in
Figure 3.17, where the Gibbs ws value set (with the highest ws values) results in a
similar concentration loss curve with λ of 1 compared to the Stokes ws value set with
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a λ of 7.
With regard to the interstitial deposition calibration, the model displays system-
atic discrepancies, especially for positions at the experimental channel margins. For
the further discussion, the difference in the magnitude of fine sediment deposition
(as discussed in 2.3.5) are set aside and only deposition of the single positions in
relation to the deposition of the experimental run are discussed. For a flat bed in Se-
ries 1, modelled and observed deposition does not show systematic discrepancies,
but generally a high variability. However, deposition in model runs for Series 2 dis-
play consistent patterns of discrepancy to the observed data. If set in relation of the
averaged trapping of the experimental run, the modelled TR in trap A is lower than
observed. Trap B is approximately in the same range, C and D are underestimated
by the model and E is overestimated. An explanation for this outcome is that the
modelled TR for silty experimental runs is directly dependent on the shear stresses
and velocities measured above the traps, where A, B and E experience lower val-
ues than C and D. However, the observations show that the influence of velocity and
shear stress are not as clear as stated by the Krone formulation (see the discussion
of influence factors on TR in 2.3.5). Processes, such as deceleration (over trap A)
might amplify deposition, whereas acceleration (over trap E) might lessen deposi-
tion. There is possibly a combing effect helping deposition in the elevated bed areas
(at trap C and D). The model in its current state does not include any parameters ac-
counting for the above mentioned processes. The inclusion of the above processes
(or similar ones) require a new set of calibration data. This means the discrepancies
between modelled and observed in-bed deposition are not a problem of the calibra-
tion, but an indicator that that the Krone formulation is not including all paramters
relevant for deposition. Therefore, none of the tested value set combinations is able
to deliver a better model accordance with regard to deposition patterns.
However, the modelled deposition is more consistent with the observed data for
the velocity deposition model for silty and sandy experimental runs. This is in accor-
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dance with the clearer correlation of velocity to TR in 2.3.5. Therefore, the velocity
deposition model is seen as a good descriptor of the suspended sediment loss and
a promissing starting point to improve the prediction of interstitial deposition.
Table 3.7 summarises the calibration statistics for the best performing value set
combination of the silty experimental runs (Step 2). It shows a very good fit for the
suspended sediment concentration. The linear regression of trapping ratios however
shows again that even the best performing model runs result in a weak predition of
observed deposition (Step 3).
value set best fit exp R2 slope intercept SRME %-bias
Velocity deposition model
Step 2
GSD Digisoil S1Q50 0.96 0.82 0.06 0.62 -13.25
ws Gibbs S1Q80 0.95 0.90 -0.04 0.53 19.87
vcr Lane S2Q30D48 0.97 0.92 -0.05 1.16 15.82
v mean S2Q30D37 0.96 0.90 0.02 0.63 5.68
λ 5 S2Q100D48 0.96 0.95 0.14 1.28 18.27
S2Q100D37 0.97 1.11 -0.46 2.32 37.60
Step 3
S1Q50 0.44 2.04 -0.12 1.23 -61.44
S1Q80 0.32 0.18 0.07 0.79 40.15
S2Q30D48-1 0.94 1.47 -0.02 1.20 -42.72
S2Q30D48-2 0.54 1.01 0.19 1.25 -45.57
S2Q30D37 0.54 0.75 0.09 0.35 3.68
S2Q100D48-1 0.62 0.66 0.33 0.96 8.75
S2Q100D48-2 0.68 1.20 0.20 1.69 -43.81
S2Q100D37 0.81 0.58 0.11 1.81 33.36
Table 3.7: Calibration statistics (correlation, linear model modelled data versus ob-
served data slope and intercept, square root mean error and percentage bias) for
best performing value set combination in Step 2 and Step 3 for the velocity deposi-
tion model.
3.5 Conclusion
This chapter introduced a numerical fine sediment deposition model aligned to
and calibrated with the results of the flume experiments described in Chapter 2. The
model introduced is based on the Krone formulation (Krone, 1962) and is executed
in two specifications: A shear stress dependent and a velocity dependent, referred to
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as the shear stress and the velocity deposition model. The model is able to compute
the concentration loss of fine sediment from the water column as well as the deposi-
tion in the bed as a function of the sediment characteristics (settling velocity, critical
velocity and critical shear stress) and the competence of flow (bed shear stress and
velocity). The execution of the model and all input parameters refer to fine sediment
subdivided into grain size classes and flow conditions subdivided into patches. The
behaviour of grains in one grain size class and the flow conditions within one patch
are treated as uniform. The base module is executed for each grain size class and
for each patch separately.
The model input parameters relating to the behaviour of the fine sediment are
taken from the literature. The model input parameters relating to the flow character
are taken from the experimental data in Chapter 2. For each model input parameter,
several value sets, each consisting of different single values for each class respec-
tively patch, were brought forward for the calibration in order to find parameters which
enable the general Krone formulation to be applicable for the specific gravel-bed en-
vironment.
The calibration successfully determined a best performing value set com-
bination and a best performing calibration coefficient. The calibration of the
model input parameters was based on the concentration and the trapping ratio data
of the two series of flume experiments covering six different environmental settings
(i.e. unique combinations of bed and flow character) with two different fine sediment
sources, which are described in Chapter 2. The calibration was conducted in four
consecutive calibration steps. Step 1 used a base of mid range value sets to cal-
ibrate each model parameter on the basis of concentration curves and resulted in a
pre-selection of feasible value sets. The feasible value sets resulted in 16 possible
value set combinations, which were simulated for each three values of the calibration
coefficient (λ) and all environmental settings. The resulting data was calibrated sys-
tematically in Step 2 with regard to concentration, applying established statistical
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methods. Further, in Step 3 modelled and observed trapping ratios were com-
pared. The shear stress and velocity deposition model were evaluated separately in
Step 2 and 3. Further, due to their different behaviour, runs with silty and sandy fine
sediment were evaluated separately.
For the silty experimental runs, the Step 2 calibration results for the concentra-
tion data were throughout good. However, Step 3 of the calibration could not deliver
a value set combination resulting in a good agreement of modelled and observed
deposition patterns. The existence of systematic disagreement of the deposition in
different positions in the flume showed, that this was not a problem of the calibration
procedure, but a problem of the application of the Krone formulation to the specific
gravel bed environment. The author believes that only if further numerical process
descriptors (for example for acceleration or combing effects) are included in the for-
mal description of the model a better accordance of the observed and modelled
deposition can be achieved. Alltogether, the performance of the velocity deposition
model was more consistent for all experimental runs. The superior performance of
the velocity deposition model is in accordance with the findings in the discussion
of trapping rates in Chapter 2, where the strongest positive correlation was found for
trapping rates with local velocities.
For the sandy experimental runs, the Step 2 calibration resulted in almost iden-
tical statistical results for all value set combinations, both for the shear stress and the
velocity deposition model. These identical results are due to the very fast decline in
concentration of the observed and the modelled data and the lack of measurements
of intermediate concentrations. The determination of a best fitting value set com-
bination on the ground of concentration was therefore not possible. The Step 3 of
the calibration of sandy experimental runs using the shear stress deposition model
showed an overestimation of the deposition speed. Consequently several adaptions
of the critical shear stress values for the sandy grain size classes were tested.
These resulted in a better accordance of modelled and observed trapping rates and
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the choice of an adaption with a very good model performance. For the velocity de-
position model, the Step 3 calibration of sandy experimental runs was satisfactory
without the need of an adaption of the critical velocity values. In the final stage -
Step 4 - of the model calibration, the best performing value set combination for both
deposition models were tested with a detailed range of λ calibration coefficients. The
detailed calibration confirmed the findings of the previous steps.
Concluding, this Chapter showed that a model based on the Krone formulation
is an adequate tool to simulate fine sediment concentration loss, but not the
distribution of fine sediment deposition in the gravel bed. In order to achieve an
adequate computation of the observed interstitial deposition, new process descrip-
tions need to be included into the numerical model. Such an extended model needs
to be tested and calibrated with new experimental data quantifying these processes.
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Figure 3.15: Modelled and observed concentration loss for 7 λ values in the range
of 0.1 to 20.
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Figure 3.16: Modelled and observed concentration loss for 3 grain size distribu-
tions, LISST = using in situ LISST-100, DigiIni = using results of DigiSizer measure-
ments of the initial sample, Digisoil = using DigiSizer results of the soil used in the
experiments
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Figure 3.17: Modelled and observed concentration loss for 4 settling velocity value
sets, Ri= vanRijn, St=Stokes, Ro= LeRoux, Gi= Gibbs.
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Figure 3.18: Modelled and observed concentration loss for 4 critical shear stress
value sets, Wh=White, Ba= Bangold, In=Inman, Sh= Shields.
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Figure 3.19: Modelled and observed concentration loss for 3 bed shear stress value
sets, log= log law, TKExyz=turbulent kinetic energy of fluctuations of all three velocity
vectors and TKEz =turbulent kinetic energy method using only fluctuations of the
downstream velocity vector.
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Figure 3.20: Modelled and observed concentration loss for 3 critical velocity value
sets, Sh= Shield, In=Inman, La=Lane.
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Figure 3.21: Modelled and observed concentration loss for 2 velocity values sets,
ave5= average velocity at 5 cm above the bed and mean = mean velocity of mea-
surements at 4 heights above the bed (5, 10, 15 and 20 cm).
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Part II
Reach scale investigation
153
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Aims of reach scale investigation
The field investigation is designed to parallel flume scale investigation. The collected
field data aims to demostrate the range of different interstitial fine sediment dynamics
(especially in the upper, middle and lower reaches), show the divergences in results
due to the different scale and the more variable nature of the field sites and eventually
verify the relations found in the flume experiments for field conditions. Also, the field
data is the basis for the reach scale model calibration. As in the flume experiments,
the data is collected concerning the suspended sediment, distribution of flow and
magnitude and distribution of trapped sediment. Flow and sediment condition in the
flume are relatively easy to measure compared to the field. Especially measurement
during flow conditions with high discharge - when most fine sediment is transported
- are difficult and dangerous to access. Therefore, an intermediate step to generate
flow information was introduced using hydrodynamic modelling to simulate condi-
tions during high flow. This leads to three chapters in the reach scale investigation:
Chapter 4 reports on all fieldwork carried out to produce a hydrodynamic model,
establish key discharge and sediment dynamics and to measure fine sediment de-
position. Chapter 5 picks up on the data collected for the hydrodynamic models. It
specifies the generation of coherent elevation models for the study reaches, shows
the setup of hydrodynamic models in the software package Delft3D and calibrates
these models with the collected field data. Finally, Chapter 6 details the adaption of
the flume scale fine sediment deposition model to be applied at the reach scale. For
the model calibration, the results of hydrodynamic simulations for conditions during
calibration periods are connected with the measured suspended sediment and de-
position data from the field itself. Finally, in order to test its applicability, the reach
scale model is used to simulate scenarios of sediment transport and deposition.
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Chapter 4
Fieldwork
This chapter is divided into four main sections. Section 4.1 describes the River
Culm catchment and gives an introduction into the characteristics of the three study
reaches where the field investigations took place. The data collection included infor-
mation for direct calibration data, like the turbidity record and trapping rates during
calibration periods. Additionally, field data is collected for the setup of an auxiliary
hydrodynamic model, which is used to sample indirectly the velocity and shear stress
conditions during the calibration periods. Section 4.2 describes the methods used to
collect the data to setup a hydrodynamic model for the study reaches. Section 4.3
covers the gravel bed sampling. It describes the methods applied to retrieve samples
and the evaluation of their grain size distributions. This section also describes the
systematic patterns and divergences in and between the three study reaches. Sec-
tion 4.4 discusses the methods used to measure fine sediment in suspension and in
the river bed. This includes the turbidity and stage record and their transformation
into concentration, discharge and suspended sediment loads. Further, the section
introduces two methods of fine-grained bed sediment sampling. Finally, Section 4.5
concludes on the principal findings of the chapter and sign posts the potential for
further use of the field data.
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4.1 Description of field reaches
Figure 4.1 shows an elevation map of the River Culm catchment with arrows pointing
to the three field study reaches and their corresponding gauging stations (Smithin-
cott with the gauging station on the site of the study reach, Stonyford with the gaug-
ing station about 1 km downstream at Woodmill and Rewe with the gauging station
500 m downstream in Rewe village).
Figure 4.1: Map of the River Culm catchment with field study reaches (indicated
with red arrows) and associated gauging stations (indicated with blue arrows), base
map generated by and published with the kind permission of the University of Exeter
Geography Department, Map Office.
The River Culm is a main tributary of the River Exe in Devon. It rises close
to the former RAF airfield Culmhead in the Blackdown Hills at 267 m.a.s.l. and
stretches from there approximately 50 km to join the River Exe 5 km north of Ex-
eter at 17 m.a.s.l.. A major tributary to the River Culm is the Spratford Stream, in
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Collumpton just upstream of the second study reach (Stonyford). The Culm covers
a drainage area of 276 km2. The River Culm is a gravel bed river with the present
fluvial environment reworking relict pointbars and other channel deposits dating from
the Pleistocene (Hardy et al., 2000).
Figure 4.2: Geological map of the River Culm catchment, showing main bedrock
types, source: Digimap Geology (Digimap, 2012)
Figure 4.2 shows the bedrock for the River Culm catchment and parts of the
River Exe catchment. The area is completely underlain by sedimentary rocks. All
valleys are formed by fluvial erosion since no glaciation occurred during the last
ice age. The area is dominated by agricultural land use with mainly villages and
a few small towns. Pastures for grazing and fodder crops (e.g. maize) make up
most of the agricultural land. Patchy bush vegetation extends in varying degrees of
thickness along the river banks. After Hardy et al. (2000), the Culm bankful discharge
is exceeded on average five to eight times per year. Maximum suspended sediment
concentrations in the Culm are around 1000 mgL-1 (Walling and Moorhead, 1987).
A monitoring program over 731 days by Ashbridge (1990) suggested that 7 % of
the total suspended sediment was transported in one day and only 4 % of the total
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sediment load is associated with non storm events. The three study reaches are
located at 20 km, 26 km and 40 km (measured based on Open Street Map data)
from the source and are representative of different hydraulic regimes. On the one
hand, the study reaches were choosen to cover a preferably large range of typical
gravel bed river conditions. On the other hand, the best possible infrastructure was
decicive. In the case of Rewe and Stonyford, the availability of A gauging stations
and previous research were pivotal. THe reach at Smithincott was identified as a
suitable compliment with ustream characteristics, a predominant natural flow path,
still acceptable access and a welcoming permission of the farmer. All study reaches
are at least ten times the average channel widths long, as suggested in Bunte and
Abt (2001) to include all morphological variability. Furthermore, the reaches are
chosen to have little interference from large fixed structures like large woody debris
or human made steps and weirs. With regards to the classification of the reaches,
the Smithincott reach is still a part of the headwaters, whereas the Stonyford reach
and Rewe reach are parts of the middle and lower reaches, respectively. All fields
surrounding the study reaches are used for grazing and the production of silage
grass.
Before discussing the nature of the individual reaches, this paragraph gives a
short overview of the structures present in gravel bed rivers. A meandering gravel
bed river, such as the River Culm, typically has a riffle-pool-bar structure (Rosgen,
1994). During low flow conditions, pools are deep areas with slower flow, riffles
are more shallow and fast flowing areas and bars are generally exposed during low
flow conditions. Pools are found in the outside area of a channel bend and bars in
the inside, whereas riffles occur in the straight stretch connecting two bends. Flow
typically occurs in two helices, where one main helix is in the middle and inside of a
bend and a smaller one at the outside. Over the riffles, the two helices reach equal
dimensions. After the riffle, the former smaller helix develops into the larger helix
and the former larger helix into the smaller outside helix. The small double helix in
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the pool causes scour, whereas the larger helix inside the bend supports sediment
deposition. The equal helices over riffles encourage a bar to build up in the middle of
the riffle. This was first shown in flume experiments by Einstein and Shen (1964) and
confirmed with more sophisticated measurements and models by Ferguson (2003b),
who created a model of meander development. Furthermore, bars can be divided
into head (upstream end) and tail (downstream end) and pools into head, middle and
tail. Riffles inherit a more even structure and are therefore not subdivided. Different
reach types can, however, show different kind of riffles. This work differentiates
rapids and runs. Rapids support supercritical flow with Froude numbers larger than
one (Fr>1) even during low flow conditions, whereas runs are defined as a more
shallow and straight stretches of a river with sub-critical flow during low flow. This
classification is based on the work of Bunte and Abt (2001).
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4.1.1 Smithincott, Uffculm
Figure 4.3: Satellite image of river channel and floodplain at Smithincott outlining the
original study reach in blue, final study reach in green and a gravel bar which formed
in December 2009 in white. The latter was not yet formed when satellite image
was taken. The date (01/01/2010) watermarked on the Google image is not correct
because, first, the gravel bar in the upper part of the reach is not visible, despite low
water levels with exposed gravel and, second, trees are foliated. It seems plausible
that the picture was taken in summer 2009. Additionally, new features appeared
between 2010 and 2011 in red, these features being a gravel bar blocking inflow
in the lower meander bow and a new cut through connecting the upper part of the
reach directly to its outlet.
Figure 4.3 shows a satellite picture of the study reach at Smithincott. The blue out-
line shows the original study reach with measurements from spring 2009 (240 m
straight length and 270 m including meander). The red outline shows the study
reach eventually used in the model, which was sampled in summer 2011 (130 m
straight length and 163 m with meander), with a water level drop at low flow from
73.4 to 72.5 m.a.s.l. and an average channel width of 20 m. This study reach is
situated 500 m downstream of the small Southwest Water works house at the bridge
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between Uffculm and Smithincott. With 20 km distance to the source and a channel
slope of 0.6 %, it is the reach with the highest sediment transport capacity, the least
regulated and most dynamic flow, resulting in considerable gravel movement each
winter. The main features formed in the 4 years of this study are the appearance of a
new gravel bar in the upper north flowing part of the study reach (winter 2009/2010)
and the cut through in combination with channel blockage in the lower part of the
study reach at the end of the west flowing channel. The gravel bar succession can
be seen between Images 4.4a, 4.4b and 4.4c. These three pictures all show the
upper part of the study reach at low flow with the straight channel flowing south to
north, where a gravel bar is indicated in white outlines in Figure 4.3. Figure 4.4a,
which was taken from the east river bank facing west, shows no gravel in the middle
of the channel. Figure 4.4b, which was taken from a similar position facing more
upstream in a southern direction, shows the first occurrence of the gravel bar in De-
cember 2009, which then further grew as shown in Figure 4.4c, which was taken
from the west river bank facing downstream in a northerly direction and showing the
maximum extent of the gravel bar. The new channel is shown in Figure 4.4d. It cuts
through the highly vegetated area inside the meander bow with extreme steep banks
and high rates of bank erosion (several large blocks of bank material were found in
the channel). In the same period, a gravel bar built up at the entrance into the me-
ander bow channel. The combination of limited accessibility and high fine sediment
input from bank erosion, rather than suspended sediment deposition and a change
of flow regime led to the decision to exclude this part of the channel from the study
reach.
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(a) Riffle at Smithincott reach September
2009 with wooded area in a meander bow
in the background and trap survey equip-
ment in the foreground.
(b) New build up of gravel bar on riffle at
Smithincott, December 2009.
(c) Maximum extension of new gravel bar
at Smithincott January 2010.
(d) Densely vegetated new cut channel at
Smithincott, July 2011, with fast flow caus-
ing strong bank erosion.
Figure 4.4: Photographs showing different views of the channel at Smithincott be-
tween September 2009 and July 2011.
Therefore, the final study reach includes only two riffles and three pools and is
ca. ten times the river width. The most upstream pool is deep with an overgrown bar
at the inside bend. The upstream riffle displays a typical two part structure with a
large gravel bar in the middle, starting with the run character at the top. It develops
into a rapid before reaching the mid-reach pool. The mid-reach pool is accompanied
by a large, comparatively fresh gravel bar at the inside of the bend. This leads into
the second riffle with run character all the way through until reaching the pool at the
downstream end of the reach. This pool descends into a slack water area at the
outside of the bend and a smaller gravel bar at the inside. Additionally, the pool
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is blocked by a fallen tree stretching from the bar into approximately the middle of
the wetted channel at low flow. The river channel around Smithincott is fairly un-
managed. The study reach displayed comparatively little obstruction and only one
occurrence of large woody debris, which was less than in all adjacent stretches of
the river.
4.1.2 Stonyford, Collumpton
Figure 4.6 shows the study reach at Stonyford. It is located 1 km downstream of the
Cullompton M5 exit and ca. 26 km from its source. A 0.55 m (47.55-46.9 m.a.s.l.)
water level drop over this 285 m reach results in a slope of 0.2 %. It signifies a typical
middle reach section. The channel is mainly straight with a width between 15 and
25 m. Therefore, the reach is in accordance with the criteria to cover the full variability
of the reach, with the lengths of the reach being about 15 times the channel width
(Bunte and Abt, 2001). The banks are covered in very little bush and tree vegetation.
Some bank erosion caused by grazing cows caused a minimal change to the channel
banks. Over the last four years, no substantial gravel movement was observed.
Figure 4.5: Gravel sampling equipment at the Stonyford reach, spring 2010, with
small grassy island in the background.
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Figure 4.6: Satellite image of channel and floodplain at Stonyford, with the study
reach outlined in red.
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Concerning the riffle-pool-bar structures, the reach incorporates one pool tail (up-
stream end of reach), two full pools and three riffles. Furthermore, two grassy islands
with steep rims are present in the study reach (one can be seen in Figure 4.5). The
upstream riffle is slightly disturbed since it is a ford used by cattle. The ford like
riffle part is followed by a short stretch of rapids, reaching into the first and only pro-
nounced pool of the reach, which is not accompanied by a gravel bar. The pool ends
in a run like riffle, which includes the smaller of the two grassy islands. This run does
not develop into a full pool. Therefore, the second pool can be seen as a mixture of
a run like riffle and a pool. An overgrown gravel bar is situated at the inside of this
bend. This is again leading into a riffle with clear rapid character accompanied by a
grassy island.
4.1.3 Rewe
(a) Satellite overview of the Rewe area
with two split channels between Columb-
john and Rewe - main channel to the right
and smaller side channel with red outlined
survey area to the left, close to railway line.
(b) Image of the upstream riffle in the
Rewe study reach in Summer 2010.
Figure 4.7: The Rewe study reach.
The study reach at Rewe is located just downstream of the railway bridge be-
tween Rewe and Columbjohn. The reach is located 40 km from the source and close
to the inflow of the River Culm into the River Exe. It is typical for the lower reaches
of the study river. Figure 4.7a shows a satellite image of the area surrounding the
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study reach at Rewe. The channel is split into two sub channels, with approximately
the same size. The relative size of the two channels was calculated from four width
measurements on site and 20 equidistant satellite image measurements of both side
channels. The non-investigated split channel is on average 4 % wider. This means
the investigated channel represents approximately 50 % of the discharge of the River
Culm at this site. The whole floodplain is ca. 450 m wide. The side channel shown
at the top of the satellite image was chosen due to its accessibility, in particular re-
garding the surveying of the river bed. The selected sub-channel is shown in Figure
4.8. The inflow into the two side channels is not controlled by a weir and therefore
they have the same flood dynamics. The survey reach is 237 m long and the water
level drops from 25.45 to 25.20 m.a.s.l. which results in a slope of 0.1 % - a typical
inclination of a lower reach channel. With an average width of 12 m the length is
more than 20 times the channel widths. The upstream pool is deep without a gravel
bar and carries on into a riffle with a run character. The river has an extensive flood-
plain accommodating slow waning floods and long water logged periods every year.
Following Walling et al. (1986) the floodplain between Rewe and Stoke Cannon is
inundated with floodwater five times in the winter months with a typical inundation
depth of 40 cm for the mean annual flood and 70 cm for the fifty year flood. The
reach is lined by very little bank vegetation. Grazing takes place right up to the river
edge. In the four years of this study, no evidence of gravel movement or bank erosion
was observed. Three pools, one pool head (at the outflow of the reach) and three
riffles are present in the study reach. The second pool is deeper and accompanied
by an overgrown gravel bar at the inside bend of the pool and ends into a sparse
vegetated gravel bar. This bar runs parallel to the second riffle, which shows a rapid
character with very shallow and fast flow during low flow. The third pool is accom-
panied by a slack water area at the outside of the bend and the inside gravel bar is
small and overgrown. The riffle leaving this pool, again displays a rapid character
and ends in a run like pool head at the outflow of the study reach.
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Figure 4.8: Satellite image of the split channel and floodplain at Rewe, with the study
reach outlined in red.
In conclusion, these three study reaches cover the main fluvial structures of the
River Culm with head water, middle and lower reaches. Their accompanying gaug-
ing stations were in one case set up for the purpose on site (Smithincott) and in
the remaining two other cases by the University of Exeter and the Environmental
Agency (Woodmill for Stonyford reach and Rewe village for the Rewe study reach).
All fieldwork was planned to cover all three study reaches with the same methods
and intensity. These methods are described in the following Sections.
4.2 Data for hydrodynamic model
The investigation of flow conditions in the field is restricted, especially during periods
relevant for fine sediment deposition, i.e. during floods. Direct depth and veloc-
ity measurements during high stage and sediment concentration are difficult and in
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many cases dangerous. Therefore, the aim is to predict flow conditions indirectly
using the simulation results of hydrodynamic models of the study reaches. To setup
these models, specified data had to be collected: a) GPS measured elevation points
(in transects at half a river width, including parts of the floodplain) to create a digital
elevation model (DEM); b) control GPS measurements of the river bed in a longi-
tudinal profile to test the quality of the DEM; c) water surface, depth and velocity
data for boundary condition definition and calibration. Subsection 4.2.1 shows the
equipment and general approach to the GPS elevation survey, which includes also
the positions of all other sampling. Subsection 4.2.2 explains how additional data for
the calibration of the hydrodynamic model was collected. Detailed information on the
application of this data can be found in Chapter 5.
4.2.1 Elevation survey
Figure 4.9 shows photos of the differential GPS used for the elevation survey and
the localisation of all sampling points. It is a Leica GPS System 500/1200 Full RTK
Base Station and Rover Kit. This system consists of a stationary reference station
(GPS 500) shown in 4.9a recording one position over longer period of time (at least
2 h). This setup allows users to measure positions with errors smaller than 3 cm and
an average accuracy of 1 cm in the x,y and z direction. Accuracy only proved to be
challenging in the direct proximity to trees, where additional points were measured by
hand and digitised in a supplementary step. At each field site, three reference points
were measured on each single survey day. The largest error recorded between two
measurements of the same reference point was 2.97 cm. This high accuracy is pos-
sible because raw GPS base station data was post processed with data from RINEX
(Receiver Independent Exchange Format) local reference stations. Post processing
was carried out with the instrument specific Leica GeoOffice software. The elevation
surveys were carried out over several days.
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(a) Leica 500 base station (b) Leica 1200 rover
Figure 4.9: Differential GPS used for the elevation survey with a base station for exact
reference and mobile rover for detailed mapping of river bed, bank and floodplain
Elevation sampling at Smithincott was completed in July 2011, elevation sampling
at Stonyford in May 2010 and elevation sampling at Rewe in June 2009. Plots of
sampling point distribution and further processing can all be found in Chapter 5.
4.2.2 Calibration measurements
For the setup of the hydrodynamic model, depth and velocity field data are necessary
for calibrating the roughness. For this purpose, during a period with low discharge
and good accessibility, ten cross-sections each with ten sampling points were used
in each study reach to collect data on bed elevation, water depth and velocity in
the down- and cross-stream directions. Due to fundamental changes in parts of
the channel at Smithincott, a reduction of the length was necessary, resulting in a
limitation to seven study cross-sections. The bed and water surface points for these
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cross-sections and a longitudinal profile of the bed elevation and water surface was
GPS surveyed at the same period. These measurements were carried out during
one day each and are refereed to as calibration conditions. The position of the cross-
section was defined by a rope across the channel in orthogonal direction to the main
flow and ten roughly equidistant positions across channel were marked with pegs.
A picture of such a cross-section at Rewe is shown in Figure 4.10a. Velocity was
measured at 40 % of hand measured water depth, which experiments have shown
is the average velocity of the vertical profile (see Herschy, 1995). The comparison of
the distance of GPS measured bed elevation and water surface with hand measured
depth showed a mean error of 2.7 % with a maximum of 7.2 %.
(a) Calibration flow cross-section
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(b) Typical profile for Smithincott
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(c) Typical profile for Stonyford
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(d) Typical profile for Rewe
Figure 4.10: Image of one study cross-section with positions marked with pegs and
the selection of one typical cross-section of the calibration measurement for each
study reach. Showing bed elevation in relation to water surface using hand measured
depth (y-axis on the left) as well as the velocity in down-stream (red) and cross-
stream direction (green) with positive values for flow to the left and negative values
for flow to the right (y-axis on the right).
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Figure 4.10b to 4.10d shows a profile of one cross-section for each study reach
as an example with bed and water surface as well as velocity in the down and cross
stream direction. The Smithincott cross-section is positioned in the shallower part
of the reach in the middle of a riffle. For the Stonyford study reach with the widest
profile overall, a divided cross-section is shown with a main flow area and a side area
with considerable horizontal flow. This cross-section is positioned just upstream of
the larger grassy island. The study reach at Rewe exhibits medium channel widths
with a deep profile and slow velocities. Notably, this is just half of the River Culm
due to the split channel at this position. The cross-section in Figure 4.10d is a typical
example.
The discharge for calibration conditions was calculated by segmenting the cross-
section. Total discharge is the sum of the product of width (wi), depth (Di) and
downstream velocity (vi) of each segment as shown in Equation 4.1.
Q =
10∑
i=1
wi ∗ di ∗ vi (4.1)
4.3 Gravel bed grain size distribution
This section reports the character of the gravel bed in the three study reaches. Gravel
characteristics, although not a variable in the Krone formulation, play a central role for
fine sediment deposition and resuspension. The gravel grain size distribution as the
foremost factor in gravel bed characteristics determines the pore volume available
for sediment deposition. It affects the bed roughness and is key to the re-suspension
of fine sediment, which is believed to occur when the gravel framework starts to
move. Subsection 4.3.1 shows the methods used to sample bed gravel grain size
distribution and the statistics applied. Subsection 4.3.2 displays the distributions and
corresponding indices for the three survey reaches.
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4.3.1 Bed grain size sampling and summary statistics
The aim of the bed grain size distribution sampling is to understand the range of
grain sizes present in one reach and to understand the variability in distribution be-
tween sub-environments and over cross-sections. Moreover, the data should enable
comparisons between the study reaches to show spatial trends and variations in the
catchment of the River Culm.
The spatial variability of bed material is influenced by several factors. There are
some general rules to which the sampled bed grain size distributions can be com-
pared. At larger scales, the grain size distribution of bed material becomes finer
with the decline of the slope in a downstream direction. Various factors can cause
a deviation from this rule, the most important being tributaries delivering inputs with
contrasting grain size distributions, human management and changes in the overall
landscape. Local variation in a reach is determined by the main flow line (the thal-
weg) and the riffle-pool-bar sequences. The coarsest material is found in the thalweg
with the highest transport capacities. Bars exhibit all transportable grain sizes with
coarsest material at the head and fining towards the tail. Riffle sections support
the coarser distributions and the finest distributions are expected in pool areas, as
shown in many studies e.g. Keller (1971); Diplas (1994). Still, there are studies de-
scribing a reverse distribution pattern for riffles and pools. This can be explained by
the velocity and shear stress distribution during high and recessing floods and the
associated transport capacity (Thompson et al., 1999; Sawyer et al., 2010; Bunte
and Abt, 2001). During low flow conditions riffles exhibit higher flow velocities than
pools. At bankful discharge, a reversal of velocity and shear stress occurs. Coarse
particles scour from the deep pool with only particles coarser than the transport ca-
pacity remaining. The mobilised particles deposit on the riffles, which feature lower
shear stresses. This process leads to a coarser distribution in the pool compared to
the riffle. This finding was first described by Keller (1971) and was confirmed and
refined later for example by Thompson et al. (1999). However in many cases during
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recessing stages, pools move towards lower shear stresses, whereas riffles are still
exposed to comparatively higher shear stresses. This causes finer material to be
removed from riffles and deposited in the pool. Reflecting the higher variability in
shear stresses in pools, both coarser and finer particles should be found in pools
compared to riffles with a smaller grain size range as argued by Lisle (1979) and
Campbell and Sidle (1985). The results of the gravel grain size distribution investi-
gation is discussed in the context of the above theories.
Regarding grain size distribution sampling, all methods are laborious. Therefore,
the amount of sampling was limited. Within this research project, four samples a
day were a realistic work load. To harvest the maximum information with a mini-
mum of sampling points, two strategies were employed. The first strategy was to
sample cross-sections with four to five samples across reach typical features. The
second strategy, which was only applied at Smithincott, consisted of the intensified
random sampling of a riffle run, which is an area of potential fish spawning. The
downstream riffle at Smithincott was equipped with a grid of 30x60 m with 1 m grid
cells. 60 grid cells were chosen with the R function sample (R Core Team, 2012).
Selected cells located outside the river channel were excluded. Additionally to these
two strategies, traps (discussed in Section 4.4.2) were included in the gravel grain
size distribution data set. All in all, a total of 22 gravel samples for the Rewe study
reach, 20 for the Stonyford study reach and 46 samples for the Smithincott study
reach were analysed. After Bunte and Abt (2001), the error of a sampled grain size
distribution depends on the mass of the maximal grain size found in the sampling
area and is therefore equivalent to the percentage of the total sample accounted for
by the coarsest particles. If, for example, the largest particles are allowed to cause
an error of 5 %, the total mass will need to be 20 times that of the coarsest particle.
A 5 % error is seen as adequate by the author. The coarsest particle found in a
preliminary gravel count had a mass of 1.94 kg. Therefore, samples were chosen to
be larger than 40 kg. Since the weighing of a sample in the middle of a stream is
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(a) 40 L grab sample with square
mouthed shovel in background
(b) Wet sieving of gravel sample at river bank
Figure 4.11: Gravel grain size distribution sampling
not feasible, weight was converted into volume. Particles coarser than 8 mm were
defined to be part of the bed framework. The weighing of several volumes of gravel
proved that a sample of 40 L would guarantee a bed framework content larger than
40 kg with an average mass of bed material of 53 kg.
On the above basis, the sampling technique applied was volumetric grab sam-
pling. A square mouthed shovel was used to fill a 40 L bucket. Amour layer and sub-
surface substrate were not differentiated since the fine sediment gravel traps applied
for fine sediment measurements are also not designed to make this differentiation.
The dug hole had an approximate depth of 0.2 m (aiming to replicate depth of the
gravel traps) and was 0.5 m in diameter. A complete dug sample with submerged
shovel and hole in the bed in the background is shown in Figure 4.11a. Following
Grost et al. (1991), this method applied to shallow streams produces similar results
compared to more elaborate gravel sampling methods like excavator-cores or freeze
coring. At the same time, it is superior in its ease of application with minimal equip-
ment requirements and fast application. After the digging, the sample was directly
analysed on the river bank. The application of the sieving procedure on the bank with
buckets for each grain size class and sieves can be seen in Figure 4.11b. In a first
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step, particles coarser than 45 mm were sorted through templates and the remaining
sample was sieved in five to ten portions through consecutively smaller sieves. To
flush off smaller particles attached to the coarser grains, all steps included rinsing
with clear river water. The rinsing water was not collected and therefore the analysis
of the silty sediment was not possible. The sorted samples were weighed with an
electric spring scale with an accuracy of 20 g in a drained but still damp condition.
Afterwards the material was refilled into the river bed hole. All grain size distribution
statistics were computed using the open access software GRADISTAT (Blott and
Pye, 2001). GRADISTAT is a Microsoft Excel based computer program calculating
numerous statistics from distribution data using different recognised methods using
φ-based as well as metric based calculations. Although GRADISTAT computes 43
different statistical values for each sample, only a selection of the distribution statis-
tics were analysed: the D50, the geometric mean, the range between high and low
percentiles (here D90 - D10), the degree of sorting, the skewness towards fine or
coarse distributions and the kurtosis. A similar selection is for example used in Milne
(1982) or discussed by Kondolf and Wolman (1993) with regard to ideal spawning
gravel for salmon and trout. The following lists the evaluated indices in more detail:
Percentiles are grain sizes for which a defined amount of sediment in the distri-
bution is finer than the given size. For example, the D25 is the grain size where
25 % of the sample is finer and 75 % of the sample is coarser than the given grain
size. GRADISTAT uses arithmetic calculations to determine different percentiles, as
shown in Equation 4.2 and 4.3:
log2S − log2(S−)
P − P− =
log2(S
+)− log2(S−)
P+ − P− (4.2)
S = 2
(log2S−log2(S−))∗ log2(S
+)−log2(S−)
P+−P− (4.3)
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With S as the mean grain size of the class, S− as the lower limit and S+ as the upper
limit of the grain size class, with corresponding P as the fraction within the grain size,
P− the fraction finer and P+ the fraction coarser than the given grain size class.
The most prominent percentile used to compare sediment samples is the D50, where
50 % of material is coarser and 50 % is finer. Percentiles for gravel are given in mm.
Mean is the average value of a grain size distribution. GRADISTAT calculates 6
different mean values, which all vary from D50, but offer similar comparison between
samples. The following means are used in the analysis, both after the method of
moments: arithmetic x¯am and geometric x¯gm mean, as shown in Equation 4.4 and
4.5:
x¯am =
∑
f ∗m
100
(4.4)
x¯gm = exp
∑
f∗ln(m)
100 (4.5)
The mean after the Folk and Ward method (Folk and Ward, 1957), as shown in
Equation 4.6:
x¯g = exp
lnD16+lnD50+lnD84
3 (4.6)
The following indices are only calculated and used for the geometric method of mo-
ments:
Sorting is a descriptive value proportional to the amount of sediment between D16
and D84, respectively 68.26 % of the sediment centred around the D50 and is there-
fore another measure for the standard deviation. The calculation of the sorting index
in the geometric method of moments (σg) is shown in Equation 4.7 with mm as the
midpoint of each grain size class:
σg = exp
√∑
(lnmm − lnx¯g)2
100
(4.7)
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Sorting index σg Skewness index Skg Kurtosis index Kg
well sorted ≤ 1.4 fine skewed ≤-0.43 platykurtic ≤ 2.55
moderate sorted 1.4to 2 not skewed -0.43 to 0.43 mesokurtic 2.55 to 3.7
poorly sorted ≥ 2 coarse skewed ≥ 0.43 leptokurtic ≥ 3.7
Table 4.1: Sorting, skewness and kurtosis index, calculated with the geometric
method of moments and their interpretation in three categories.
Skewness is a measure of the deviation from a normal distribution, in other words
how symmetric the distribution is arranged around the mean. Negative values de-
scribe a bias towards the finer, positive values a bias towards the coarser side of the
mean. The skewness index (Skg) is given in Equation 4.8:
Skg =
∑
f(lnmm − lnx¯g)3
100lnx¯3g
(4.8)
Kurtosis describes the peakedness or flatness of a distribution. Platykurtic distri-
bution means a wide range with a low peak, leptokurtic a small range with a steep
peak and mesokurtic samples cover intermediate ranges and peaks. The calculation
for the kurtosis index (Kg) is shown in Equation 4.9:
Kg =
∑
f(lnmm − lnx¯g)4
100lnx¯4g
(4.9)
Concluding, Table 4.1 lists the three indices and their interpretation.
4.3.2 Evaluation of the gravel grain size distribution
The discussion in this subsection evaluates the GSD of the study reaches and incor-
porates local flow conditions, represented by velocity magnitude and water depth.
Velocity and depth data originates from calibration flow measurements. This evalu-
ation aims to measure naturally occuring variability in gravel grain sizes and make a
statement on the possibility to distinguish patches on the basis of indexes such as
the mean gravel grain size. Velocity magnitude was chosen because it is indepen-
dent of the main flow direction of the cross-section. The velocity and depth survey
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over the GSD sampling points was carried out over several days. The stage varied
up to 3 cm either side of the stage at calibration conditions. The depth during calibra-
tion flow conditions is relevant because riffles, pools and bars are defined in relation
to water depth at low water. The velocity magnitude might be of little relevance to the
bed grain size distribution, since bed forming conditions can alter or even reverse
velocity distributions. Still, velocity magnitude at the calibration flow highlights the
distinction of riverine sub-environments. Figure 4.12 shows an overview of the grain
size distribution of all gravel samples and traps in the Smithincott study reach with
additional information on flow conditions during calibration stage. All data is sorted
according to the rising D50. It shows a continuous and wide range of D50 with fewer
samples at the coarse end. The divergence between the D50 and geometric mean
is minimal. The D10 has an even monotonically rising distribution when sorted by
D50, whilst the D90 shows fluctuations. Distributions are found with small and large
differences between the D10 and the D90. The combination of velocity and depth are
not following a clear trend. Still, a very small D50 is associated with the shallow to
middle water depth and slow velocities, whereas a large D50 is associated with deep
water and slow velocities. To investigate the differentiation of flow sub-environments,
Figure 4.13 shows three plots to characterise the gravel samples. All samples ex-
hibit a moderate to well sorted distribution with a slight trend towards better sorting
for larger ranges, as seen in the top plot. The middle plot shows a trend, that coarser
D50 is associated with deeper parts of the channel. This is in accordance with the
theory of Keller (1971) and Thompson et al. (1999). Also, the pool samples (trap set
1) exhibit the poorest sorting (whilst still moderately sorted). Overall, the statistical
indices of the sampling sub-environment form clusters. The random samples taken
on the riffle run exhibit comparatively low D50 and small ranges of D90 - D10. This is
clearly different to the coarser D50 of the second cross-section and trap set 2, which
are both situated on the further upstream riffle with a rapid character. The first cross-
section reaches from riffle environment (sample 1) into a pool environment (sample
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Figure 4.12: Smithincott survey reach gravel grain size distribution and indices or-
dered by increasing D50 for all 46 samples. Top plot showing D10, D50, D90 and
geometric mean after the method of moments. Middle plot showing flow conditions
represented by velocity magnitude and water depth during calibration flow conditions
and bottom barplot showing grain size distribution of particles coarser than 8 mm.
2) and shows a fining in the same direction. This fining is the opposite trend found
when comparing trap set 1 in the upstream pool (light green) with the riffle data. The
riffle data shows finer material at the head of a pool compared to the tail of the pool,
which contradicts the finding in Sear (1996), who reported the fining of bed sediment
over the course of a gravel-bed river pool. A possible explanation might be that the
pool area sampled with trap set 1 is rather the head of the extensive gravel bar and
sample 5 of the first cross-section reaches into a calm zone at the side of the pool
and is therefore not a typical pool head sample. Generally in this reach, coarsest
material is found in the pool, medium grain size distribution over the riffle rapid and
the finest in the riffle run. Accordingly, the range between D90 and D10 is largest for
the pool samples (trap set 1) and still comparatively large for samples associated
with the riffle rapid and smallest for the samples taken from the riffle run. Based
on these findings, riffles are a more uniform environment compared to the gradients
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found between pool samples. Still, the difference in D50 between two riffle samples
can be larger than between pool and riffle samples.
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Figure 4.13: Scatterplots of of D90 - D10 versus logarithmic sorting index (top), D50
versus water depth (middle) and bottom plot for reference with the location of gravel
samples taken in the Smithincott study reach. Trap sets are represented by colour
and one number, cross-sections by colour and numbered consecutively, random
samples are plotted with distinctive shapes for recognition in all three plots of the
gravel GSD in the Smithincott reach.
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This means the D50 on its own is no clear indicator to distinguish pool and riffle
environments. Figure 4.14 shows an overview of the grain size distribution of all
gravel samples and traps in the Stonyford study reach with additional information
on flow conditions during calibration stage sorted according to the D50 diameter. It
shows a continuous range of D50 with little divergences to the geometric mean. The
D10 sorted according to risingD50 does not rise but fluctuates around values between
10 and 25 mm. The D90 shows a rising trend with rising D50 but also inherits some
variation. Compared to the Smithincott reach, D50 and geometric mean are higher.
Velocity magnitude and depth are more steady. A clear trend of fast velocities with
shallow water depth and vice versa can be observed.
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Figure 4.14: Stonyford survey reach gravel grain size distribution and indices ar-
ranged by increasing D50 for all 21 samples. Top plot showing D10, D50, D90 and
geometric mean after the method of moments. Middle plot showing flow conditions
represented by velocity magnitude and water depth during calibration flow condition
and bottom barplot showing grain size distribution of particles coarser than 8 mm
The sub-environments investigated by gravel sampling in the Stonyford study
reach are shown in Figure 4.15, right plot, with flow direction in a fairly straight chan-
nel from top left to bottom right end of the plot. Samples include three trap sets, the
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first positioned in a riffle rapid, the second on the side of a riffle run and the third in
the main flow area of the same riffle run. Furthermore, three cross-sections were
sampled, the first at the tail of a pool, the second crossing trap set 2 and 3 at the be-
ginning of the riffle run and the third in the middle of the same riffle run. The smaller
variety of positions is due to a smaller variance in the overall study reach.
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Figure 4.15: Scatterplots of D90 - D10 versus logarithmic sorting index (top left), D50
versus water depth (bottom left) and reference with the location of gravel samples
taken in the Stonyford study reach (right). Trap sets are represented by colour and
one number, cross-sections by colour and numbered consecutively.
The depth variation is comparatively small between 0.15 to 0.5 m and reflects
the smaller variation in the reach. Remarkably, there is a clear distinction between
trap set 2 and 3 with the overlaying second cross-section in dark blue showing a
clear deepening from trap 1 to 5. The third, mid riffle cross-section has a deeper
and more uniform depth. Looking at the D50, trap set 1 and 3, both in the thalweg,
are similar, whereas trap set 2 has a lower D50. Samples from the tail of the pool
show smaller D50 compared to the samples from riffle rapids and riffle runs with the
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main flow. The D50 does not enable a clear distinction between the sampled sub-
environments. The same applies for the distribution of the range between D90 and
D10 in the top plot. The smallest D90 - D10 is associated with the smallest D50 in
trap set 2. D90 - D10 is larger for the riffle samples with main flow, this includes trap
set 1 and the higher numbered traps of cross-section 2 and 3. Even more than at
Smithincott, the D90-D10 in the Stonyford reach correlates positively with the sorting
index. Most samples in the Stonyford reach are well sorted, only some samples from
trap set 2 show moderate sorting. Overall, the samples in the Stonyford reach are
more homogeneous in their D50 but distribute over a larger range regarding D90-D10
and sorting than the Smithincott samples.
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Figure 4.16: Rewe survey reach gravel grain size distribution and indices ordered
by increasing D50 for all 23 samples. Top plot showing D10, D50, D90 and geometric
mean after the method of moments. Middle plot showing flow conditions represented
by velocity magnitude and water depth during low flow conditions and bottom barplot
showing grain size distribution of particles coarser than 8 mm.
Figure 4.16 shows an overview of the grain size distribution of all gravel samples
and traps in the Rewe study reach with additional information on flow conditions
during calibration stage, sorted according to the D50 diameter.
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Figure 4.17: Scatterplots of of D90 - D10 versus logarithmic sorting index (top), D50
versus water depth (middle) and reference with the location of gravel samples taken
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number, cross-sections by colour and numbered consecutively.
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It shows a continuous range of D50 with little divergences to the geometric mean.
D10 rises continuously with sorted D50 and D90 shows some fluctuations with a clear
over all rising trend. Throughout the sample positions, velocity is slow and the water
is comparatively deep. In general, faster velocities are associated with shallower
parts of the channel. D50 and geometric cover smaller ranges and are overall lower
than in the two other study reaches.
The bottom plot in Figure 4.17 shows the positions of the sub-environments sam-
pled in the Rewe study reach with the flow from top right to the bottom left. The
gravel samples in the Rewe study reach include two trap sets, one in a riffle run and
one at the tail of a pool and three sets of traps aligned in cross-sections. Of the three
cross-section, two cover areas with trap and show the cross channel gradient. A
third cross-section is located on the head of a pool following a very short riffle rapid.
This means in the Rewe study reach only three distinguished sub-environments are
sampled. Nevertheless, the three environments represent a large proportion of the
variation in the reach. The D50 of all samples covers a smaller and finer range than
the other two study reaches. This is to be expected for the lower reaches of a river.
Still, there is clear differentiation of the sampled sub-environments: The coarsest
particles were found on the riffle, middle sizes at the tail of the pool/beginning of the
riffle and the finest gravel on the pool head. The distribution of the water depth above
the samples is also more uniform (between 0.2 and 0.6 m) compared to the other
two study reaches. The range of D90 to D10 is similar to Stonyford. The difference
shows more variation than the D50, but does not show a clear distinction between
the sampled sub-environments. The sorting index is moderate for riffle samples and
moderate to good for all samples associated with pool positions. This stands in con-
trast to the results in Smithincott and the theory of larger ranges and weaker sorting
in pools. An explanation might be the lack of a velocity reverse in this more uniform
flow environment. The more uniform nature of this reach compared to the other is
connected with its position in the catchment with shallow slopes and smaller differ-
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Smithincott Stonyford Rewe
D50 [mm] 15-83 (39,36) 32-97 (50,48) 18-57 (35,35)
D10 [mm] 9-41 (16,12) 10-19 (14,13) 9-24 (14,13)
D90 [mm] 37-149 (80,80) 62-156 (102,103) 49-101 (74,76)
mean [mm] 20-73 (44,42) 39-63 (51,49) 24-61 (40,39)
velocity [m s−1] 0.01-1.35 (0.42,0.39) 0.2-0.87 (0.56,0.56) 0.02-0.19 (0.12,0.11)
depth [m] 0.04-0.84 (0.28,0.23) 0.14-0.61 (0.28,0.26) 0.26-0.58 (0.36,0.33)
sorting 1.4-73.8 (4.0,1.9) 1.7-60.4 (7.8,2.1) 1.6-12.0 (2.3,1.9)
skewness -6.6-0.7 (-0.5,-0.3) -4.7-0.0 (-1.6,-0.7) -3.3-0.4 (-0.3,-0.2)
kurtosis 1.8-2.8 (4.0,2.1) 1.8-28.5 (7.9,2.3) 1.8-13.2 (2.6,2.0)
D90/D10 2.7-6.67 (5.5,5.5) 4.0-12.2 (7.7,8.2) 3.4-8.9 (5.8,5.9)
D90-D10[mm] 28-114 (64,65) 45-142 (88,90) 39-80 (60,64)
Table 4.2: Comparison of gravel grain size distribution parameter and indices for all
three reaches with range and their mean and median in brackets, mean of distribu-
tion, sorting, skewness and kurtosis index are calculated with the geometric method
of moments.
ences between riffles and pool in this reach.
Comparison of reaches Table 4.2 lists the range of summary statistic values, flow
velocity and water with their mean and median in brackets. In all reaches, the deep
pools could not be sampled but samples covered all other sub-environments (namely
head and tail of pools and riffles). A lack of pool samples is apparent in all reaches
and the sorted D50 values do not show gaps or plateaus but a continuous rise in all
cases. This means, with some caution, that not only are the ranges of values found
in the three study reaches comparable, but also their means and medians.
The most obvious observation, when looking at Table 4.2 is that the percentiles in
the Smithincott study reach cover a larger range than in the other two reaches. This
is not surprising since it is the steepest and most natural reach. We can expect to
find a fining of bed material over the course of a river as well as narrowing of the
range of bed grain size distribution characteristics (Bunte and Abt, 2001). This is not
the case in this study. Coarsest distributions are found in the Stonyford study reach.
This is due to the managed nature of this study reach, which causes rapid discharge
equally over the reach with a scour of fine sediment and the lack of quiet or slack
water zones. This is also obvious in the velocity distribution over the samples during
low flow, which exhibit a smaller range, but a higher mean and similar mean depth
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compared to the same measurements in the Smithincott study reach. The input
of coarser material through the Stratford stream can be an additional cause. The
study reach at Rewe shows results in accordance with published theory. Rewe has
the finest D50, mean, D90, D10 and also covers in each case a smaller range for all
parameters. Figure 4.18 shows scatterplots of six parameters, where each reach is
presented in a different colour to investigate overall trends. The x-axis is always the
D50, which, as discussed before, shows Smithincott covering a wide range, Stonyford
values being centred in the middle and top of this range and Rewe values in the lower
part of the Smithincott range. A similar distribution can be described for the velocities
above gravel samples, shown in the left plot in the top row. Rewe samples cover
only a very small and slow range of velocities. This pattern of Smithincott samples
covering the whole range and Rewe samples at one end, Stonyford at the other end
of this range can also be found for the depth distribution (see middle plot, top row)
with Rewe towards deeper and Stonyford samples towards the shallower end of the
range. Looking at depth and D50 data from all reaches, a clear trend of coarsening
towards deeper water can be seen at Smithincott, whereas at Stonyford or Rewe,
the data plots do not demonstrate a clear trend. Nevertheless, if we are comparing
Rewe with Smithincott data, the finer D50 at Rewe correlates with a deeper flow
compared to the coarser D50 from Stonyford. Looking at the top right plot in Figure
4.18, the ratio of coarse to fine grain sizes represented by D90/D10 is largest for the
reach with the coarsest grain size distribution and the smallest for those with fine
grain size distribution, as seen in the data from Stonyford and Rewe. However, data
from Smithincott shows low ratios for very high D50 and a peak of the same ratio for
middle D50 values. This means that coarse samples at Smithincott are deprived of
fine and middle grain sizes, compared to samples with comparatively coarse grains
at Stonyford.
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Figure 4.18: Comparative scatterplots of D50 in all study reaches with flow character
(velocity magnitude and depth at low flow).
Looking at the bottom left graph in the same figure, sorting overall seems to be
not connected to D50 and is similar in all three reaches with moderate to well sorted
values. In the case of skewness, a clear correlation to D50 can be observed. Fine
D50 correlates with no skewness and coarse D50 correlates with fine skewness. This
means Rewe values are not skewed, whereas Stonyford data displays samples with
a trend towards fine skewness. Moreover, another separation between the three
reaches is apparent, best visible if we are comparing Smithincott data to Rewe data.
Smithincott data covers lower skewness indices compared to Rewe data for the same
D50 values. Finally, the kurtosis index in the bottom right plot of Figure 4.18 rises
with rising D50. Comparing the reaches, the increase of the kurtosis index seems to
be clearer for data from Smithincott, compared to samples with the same D50 from
Stonyford.
Concluding the discussion of gravel grain size distribution, it can be remarked that
a large range of distributions is covered in the bed sampling of the three field study
reaches. In each reach but also for all samples as a whole, the differentiation of
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sub-environments with regard to their bed grain size distributions is possible. For
example the deepest sampling areas are associated with the coarsest D50. This
differentiation is more pronounced in the headwater reach at Smithincott than for
the middle reaches represented by Stonyford and weakest for the representative of
the lower reaches, i.e. the Rewe study reach. Further a clear distinction regarding
gravel grain size can bee seen between the three study reaches. In brief, the data
from Smithincott covers the largest range, with Rewe data on one end and Stonyford
data at the other end of this spectrum. Despite these opposed grain size distribution
ranges, Rewe and Stonyford have more in common with regard to the correlation of
D50 to the other statistics, like ratio of D90/D10 or skewness, than each of them with
data from Smithincott. As a oveall result, the data gathered here can show trends of
relationships, however it is not sufficient to subdivide the natural reaches into distinct
patches for the purpose of generalisation in the model.
4.4 Fine sediment dynamics
This section covers the investigation of fine sediment as suspended load and as in-
terstitial fines in the gravel bed. The suspended load is recorded as turbidity. The
interstitial sediment within the gravel bed is measured with a re-suspension method
and with retrievable basket traps. Subsection 4.4.1 shows the typical suspended
sediment dynamics for the three study reaches. It includes the calibration of the
field turbidity record with bottled samples to provide a conversion into suspended
sediment concentration and the investigation into the fine sediment grain size dis-
tribution. After this, Subsection 4.4.2 reports on channel bed fine sediment storage
and deposition showing the results of a cylinder re-suspension method and the ap-
plication of sediment basket traps.
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4.4.1 Suspended fine-grained sediment
All suspended fine sediment records are based on the data collected by optical tur-
bidity probes with an embedded self-cleaning wiper set at 10 minute record inter-
vals. The probes were Analite NEP9504GU 195/4/30-G Turbidity Probes (by McVan
Instruments, Australia) with a 4000 NTU (Nephelometric Turbidity Unit) point at 1V
and a 30 m depth rating. The turbidity probes were used in conjunction with 21X
data loggers from Campbell Scientific. The initial setup calibration was done using
1000 ppm formazin solution (equivalent to 1000 mg L-1) and the zero point in clear
water (as suggested in the manual McVan Instruments, 2007). The turbidity probes
were deployed in conjunction with PDCR1830 pressure stage sensors from Camp-
bell Scientific, located at the gauging stations shown in the map in Figure 4.1. The
maintenance included a two weekly readout of the data and the cleaning of the sen-
sor heads and joist as well as an approximately monthly change of batteries.
The literature reports on several challenges when calibrating optical data with mass
sediment concentrations. For example Clifford et al. (1995) finds s-shaped relation
curves between the mass concentration and the optical response curves as well as
different curves for different grain size distributions of the fine sediment. Neverthe-
less, data in the range of 0-0.5 gL-1 resides in the linear section of this relationship
curve. This is consistent with the findings of Kineke and Sternberg (1992), who state
that a linear relationship is prevalent for concentrations smaller than 10 gL-1. This
was confirmed by the research of Guilln et al. (2008) and Minella et al. (2008) with
low concentrations in marine environments with explicit linear relations. With max-
imum concentrations in the River Culm at storm runoff of 1000 mgL-1 (Walling and
Moorehead, 1987; Lambert and Walling, 1987) and available calibration data only up
to 280 mgL-1, the available turbidity data was calibrated with the mass concentration
measurements using linear regression. For calibration purposes bottled samples
were drawn during days of fieldwork with low stages. Additionally to derive data for
higher concentration ranges, samples were drawn during three days with high dis-
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charge (3.11.2009, 14.11.2009 and 23.11.2009). Storm periods are of special inter-
est because the principal periods of sediment runoff are connected with flood events
and these can potentially result in interstitial storage of fine sediment. One 0.5 L
sample for mass concentration measurements and additionally a ca. 10 L sample
for grain size distribution measurements. Figure 4.19 shows the scatterplots and the
linear model fit for the three study reaches. In all three cases, the linear regressions
result in intercepts close to zero, slopes slightly lower than 1 and correlations higher
than 0.97. With these strong ratings, further adjustment of the turbidity record was
not considered necessary. The grain size distribution of the samples drawn parallel
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Figure 4.19: Turbidity probe calibration for all three study reaches, with 1:1 line giv-
ing ideal correlation and linear model fit lm. Additionally key values of the linear
regression with a the intercept, b the slope and r the coefficient of correlation.
to the mass concentration samples are shown as averaged results in Figure 4.20.
Some of the samples with concentrations lower than 100 mg L-1 could not be anal-
ysed in the DigiSizer, due to the lack of material. Therefore, the sample number n
is lower than for the concentration calibration. The D50 of the samples declined from
9.35 at Smithincott, over 8.98 at Stonyford to 7.36 µm at Rewe. This is in the same
order of magnitude as the D50 averaged for Rewe and Woodmill reported by Phillips
and Walling (1999) of 8 and 11 µm for winter and summer. The grain size distribution
data provides limited insight into grain size dynamics. Overall, the samples exhibit
very high variability, like Walling and Moorehead (1989) found in the River Exe. A
much higher number of samples would be necessary to establish clear distribution
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trends for distinct discharge situations, such as rising, peaking and receding floods.
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Figure 4.20: Averaged grain size distribution for the concentration calibration sam-
ples (Smithincott n=16, Stonyford n=15 and Rewe n=4).
The turbidity records allow for an estimation of the suspended sediment load in
the single study reaches. Therefore, records from the 27.10.09 to the 04.12.09 were
chosen as a period of intermediate frequent winter floods to show the suspended
sediment and stage dynamics of the three study reaches. In a second step, a stage
discharge relationship for all reaches is developed and used for the suspended sed-
iment load calculations.
Figure 4.21 compares the stage record of the three gauging stations. This data
shows a clear time lag of peak stage between the three sites. Moreover, these hy-
drographs show the typical behaviour for the three parts of the river (upper, middle
and lower reach). At Smithincott, the stage record displays a very reactive curve with
numerous small events, steep rising peaks and slightly slower recessing floods. The
Woodmill stage record shows a very similar pattern, but with less fluctuations. Finally,
the stage records from Rewe show truncated, wider, more symmetric peaks and no
small fluctuations in the curve. The time lag between Smithincott and Woodmill is
ca. 4 h, with a further 8 h to Rewe. This means for a peak to travel from Smithincott
to Rewe it takes about 12 h. Which again means it travels at ca 1.5 km h-1 between
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Smithincott and Woodmill and ca. 1.75 km h-1 between Woodmill and Rewe. Apply-
ing the velocities to the distance between the gauging stations and the reaches, this
means the peak travels through the Stonyford reach ca 40 min before it is recorded
in Woodmill. At Rewe, the peak travels though the study reach ca 17 min before it is
recorded on the Rewe village gauging station. This divergence is acceptable since it
is much shorter than the investigated periods of flood and bed sediment deposition.
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Figure 4.21: Stage record of the three gauging stations for the period from 27.10.09
to 04.12.09.
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Figure 4.22: Suspended sediment concentration of the three gauging stations for the
period from 27.10.09 to 04.12.09.
The associated turbidity records are shown in Figure 4.22. The records include
several turbidity peaks. The highest peaks are found at Smithincott and Woodmill,
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in two cases reaching 600 mg L-1 . The turbidity peaks in Smithincott wane faster
compared to Woodmill. Furthermore, the record at Woodmill shows additional peaks
compared to Smithincott (e.g. at day 309).This pattern most likely reflects the influ-
ence of the major tributary - the Stradford Stream- just upstream of the Stonyford
study reach. Turbidity at Rewe rises to lower maxima, ca. 50 % or less of the peak
concentrations at Smithincott and Woodmill. In order to calculate suspended loads
from this data, stage records have to be converted into discharges (Q) and multiplied
by the suspended sediment concentration. Equation 4.1 already shows how Q was
calculated for calibration conditions. A stage discharge relationship was developed
in order to calculate Q for stages that were not recorded. The calculation of Q for var-
ious stages is based on data from the cross-sections, slope and water level data from
calibration measurements and the Gaukler-Manning formula for open channels with
a Strickler roughness coefficient with ks = 20 (as used in Harnischmacher, 2007).
Equation 4.10 was applied to ten segments for each three cross-sections in each
study reach and averaged.
Q = A ∗ ks ∗R2/3hyd ∗ S1/2hyd (4.10)
With A as the area crossed by the water, ks the Strickler roughness coefficient, Rhyd
the hydraulic radius and Shyd the slope of the hydraulic gradient. This resulted in the
following relationships:
for Smithincott:
Q = 0.1230 ∗ e(2.3982∗stage) (4.11)
for Stonyford:
Q = 0.612 ∗ e(1.791∗stage) (4.12)
and for Rewe:
Q = 0.184 ∗ e(1.082∗stage) (4.13)
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Figure 4.23 summarises the discharge and suspended sediment load for all three
reaches. Discharge in the Smithincott reach is over all the smallest and the highest
discharge is found at Stonyford. Data from the study reach at Rewe was doubled to
account for the whole River Culm. Discharge and suspended sediment loads behave
parallel to the stage and turbidity records discussed above, with steepest peaks at
Smithincott, intermediate and more rounded peaks at Woodmill and truncated dis-
charge and slower rising and recessing suspended sediment loads at Rewe.
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Figure 4.23: Discharge and suspended sediment load of the three study reaches for
a period in autumn/winter 2009 from 27.10.09 to 04.12.09.
Calculated with the above equations, the load at Smithincott is 224.64 t, which is
approximately 2.5 % of the annual suspended sediment load of the River Exe basin
(according to Lambert and Walling, 1987). The total load at Woodmill is four times as
high with 1042.4 t, which corresponds to 11 % of the total suspended sediment load
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of the River Exe basin. It is of a similar magnitude to the load passing through the
combined channels at Rewe with 2x538.9 = 1077.8 t, which is equivalent to 12 % of
the River Exe basin suspended sediment load. This sums up to a total discharge at
Smithincott of 3.7 million m3, 8.3 million m3 at Woodmill and 15.1 million m3 at Rewe
in the investigated period.
4.4.2 Interstitial sediment
Two methods were applied to measure interstitial fine sediment, a re-suspension
method, which measures interstitial sediment storage and, a basket trap method,
which measures the interstitial deposition during a known period, referred to as the
trapping period.
Cylinder re-suspension technique to measure fine sediment storage: Figure
4.24 shows the field sampling setup for the re-suspension method. This method was
applied in several other studies in medium size gravel-bed Rivers, e.g. in the stud-
ies of Lambert and Walling (1988); Collins and Walling (2006); Owens et al. (1999);
Collins and Walling (2007b) and Walling et al. (1998). Its advantage is the easy
and instantaneous applicability and low material costs. A metal cylinder seals off a
specified bed area and the overlaying water column from the surrounding river. The
cylinder used in this study had a diameter of 0.45 m, enclosing an area of 0.61 m2. It
was lowered onto the river bed and submerged into the gravel bed as deep as pos-
sible. The water depth in the cylinder was noted. After this, the gravel in the cylinder
was agitated with a rod in order to mobilise fine sediment stored in the gravel bed.
For standardisation purposes, this was done with 30 vigorous stirs penetrating the
bed as deep as possible. Immediately after the last stir, a bottled sample of 0.5 L was
collected. Three more bottled samples were collected each after another ten vigor-
ous stirs. Later these samples were filtered in the laboratory and the concentration
was determined with the same method as used for flume experiment concentration
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measurements. The sediment concentration was then multiplied by the total water
enclosed in the cylinder (area of the cylinder (A) times water depth (H).
(a) Sampling fine channel
bed sediment using the
re-suspension technique at
Rewe, spring 2009
(b) Filter residues of bottled
suspended sediment samples
from re-suspension method
Figure 4.24: Photographs applying the cylinder fine sediment re-suspension tech-
nique
The resulting suspended sediment mass was divided by the enclosed area. This
provides an measure of channel bed fine sediment storage in kg m−2 as shown in
Equation 4.4.2.
storage =
H ∗ A ∗ C
A
(4.14)
This procedure was applied to four positions in each of the three study reaches from
February 2009 to September 2009 on seven occasions. The naming of the sam-
pling positions was based on the reach defining letter (S=Smithincott, F=StonyFord
and R=Rewe), plus C for cylinder in the re-suspension method and numbers (1 to
4) for each position. The concentration of the replica bottled samples was highly
variable with no apparent chronological pattern to the four samples. A complete re-
suspension of fine sediment using this method is difficult to achieve. This means
bottles with lower concentration are caused by a partial re-suspension. Following
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this logic, the highest filtered concentration can be assumed to be most representa-
tive of the actual fine sediment storage in situ. Consequently, for the evaluation, only
the bottled sample with the highest fine sediment concentration is considered in the
bed sediment storage results. Intrusion in the bed with the rod was strenuous and
limited to the upper layer of the bed. The depth of intrusion was measured compar-
ing markers on the rod with the cylinder rim. The average agitation depth was 5 cm.
This means the storage measured is approximately the storage in the amour layer of
a gravel-bed river.
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Figure 4.25: Fine-grained sediment storage measured with the cylinder re-
suspension method over nine months in 2009 for four positions in each study reach.
Smithincott Stonyford Rewe
sample point C1 beginning of riffle rapid mid stream riffle riffle tail
sample point C2 mid riffle rapid near bank riffle end pool end
sample point C3 side pool near island riffle run
sample point C4 end of riffle rapid mid channel riffle run pool beginging
Table 4.3: Re-suspension method sampling point characteristics.
Figure 4.25 shows the maximum measured storage at the four positions in each
of the three field reaches for all seven sampling days. The characteristics of the sin-
gle sampling points can be seen in Table 4.3. These points were chosen to cover as
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much variability within the individual reaches as possible, although with the restric-
tion of water depth of a maximum at 0.8 m (based on the dimensions of the sampling
cylinder). This variability is evident in the results. The different sampling positions
show consistent storage patterns for all seven measurements. An exception is RC1
with extraordinary high storage measured on the 03.05.09, but consistently low stor-
age for all other dates. The highest storage is consistently apparent in side positions
like SC3, FC2 and RC4. Lowest storage is measured on riffles. The difference be-
tween summer and autumn/winter measurements is particularly evident, with highest
storage during periods with little or no flood events. This means, although there is
variation in the amount of storage over the year, the relative storage, if comparing
positions in one channel, is similar with positions of high and low storage. Further-
more, the data suggest highest storage rates during periods of lasting low discharge.
Published work about seasonal patterns of within-channel fine sediment storage are
rare and mostly reflect data of one year or season. An example of a study reporting
on temporal storage over 18 months is Collins and Walling (2007b). They sampled
29 positions in the River Frome and Piddle catchments, without detecting a clear
seasonal pattern. Both high storage in summer compared to winter and high storage
in winter compared to summer was observed. Other studies like Walling et al. (2003)
and Wilson et al. (2005) also report the lack of consistent seasonal patterns for in-
channel fine sediment storage. This suggests that either there is no general seasonal
trend in in-channel fine sediment storage or storage is highly variable throughout.
The collection of representative data to provide confirmation of the existence of true
seasonal patterns in bed sediment storage would need a long-term (several years)
and more detailed sampling programme (e.g. after every runoff event responsible for
fine sediment transport).
Gravel filled retrievable basket trap method: In contrast to the cylinder re-suspension
method, which measures the fine sediment storage on, and in, the bed at the time
of sampling, the gravel filled traps are designed to measure deposition during the
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(a) Gravel fine sediment trap F3-A just af-
ter installation for trapping Period 1
(b) Gravel fine sediment trapS1-B just be-
fore recovery in trapping Period 1
Figure 4.26: Gravel filled fine sediment traps installed in the river bed
period between their installation and recovery, a so-called trapping period. The traps
are identical to the ones used in the Flume experiments.The installation, recovery
and assessment of the traps in the field was labour intensive and had to be timed
carefully during relatively low stage. Similar to the gravel grain size sampling, pits of
approximately 25 cm depth and a diameter of 0.5 m were excavated and bed ma-
terial was stored in several 40 L buckets. The content of one representative, bed
material filled bucket was then sieved through square hole sieves and assessed re-
garding the gravel grain size distribution as described in Section 4.3. Material finer
than 8 mm was discarded. The pore volume of the gravel was established measur-
ing the displacement of water through gravel addition in a bucket. The water volume
was converted into potential deposition in kg, assuming a density of trapped material
of 2.6 kg m-2. The empty traps with rolled down sleeves (as shown in the photo-
graph in Figure 2.3a) and additional strings for sleeve pull up were positioned in the
holes, filled with the analysed trap gravel and carefully surrounded by the untreated
excavated material. For the installation of these basket traps, a diversion of flow
(generated using several upstream buckets and boards) was necessary to avoid im-
mediate fine sediment flush into the excavated pit or trap during installation.
The most sensitive part during trap recovery was the pulling up of the permeable
sleeves. Bed alignment during the trapping periods caused smaller gravel to pene-
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trate through the metal grid and jam the sleeves. With upstream flow diversion and
careful digging by hand the sleeves were loosened, pulled up and folded over the top
of the basket trap. Only then, the whole trap was extracted out of the bed and into a
bucket. The separation of sediment trap framework (>8 mm) and trapped interstitial
material was performed in the field using square holed sieves and rinsing with clear
river water. The rinsing water with trapped material <8 mm (approximately 30 L per
trap) was then returned to the laboratory. Grain size distribution was determined in
two separate grain size ranges and with two different methods. Initially, the sample
was left to settle for four days and clear water was decanted. The remaining sample
was dried at 105 ◦C. After this, the whole sample was ground carefully. Particles
coarser than 0.5 mm were separated into classes by dry sieving through square
holed sieves. Material finer than 0.5 mm was weighed and thoroughly mixed to take
two 5 g sub-samples for DigiSizer analysis (as described in 2.2.2). The results of
the coarser grain size distribution are displayed in heat colours from red to yellow
and referred to as the coarser range. The yellow bar represents the fraction used for
further DigiSizer analysis. These DigiSizer results for material smaller than 0.5 mm
are shown in rainbow colours from orange to purple and are referred to as the finer
range (see Fig. 4.29, 4.31,4.34,4.36, 4.39 and 4.41).
Smithincott Stonyford Rewe
Period 1 install 16.08.09 (228) 22.09.09 (265) 28.09.09 (271)
recover 29.10.09 (302) 07.10.09 (280) 30.10.09 (304)
days 74 15 33
days with C > 100 mgL-1 4 0 6
Period 2 install 29.10.09 (302) 28.10.09 (301) 30.10.09 (304)
recover 05.12.09 (339) 05.12.09 (339) 5/6.12.09 (339/340)
days 40 38 35/36
days with C > 100 mgL-1 13 13 15
Table 4.4: Installation and recovery dates (Julian Days in brackets) of retrievable
basket traps, total duration and days with suspended sediment concentration above
100 mgL-1 during the trapping Period 1 and Period 2 (C= suspended sediment con-
centration).
Each study reach, named with the reach defining letter (S=Smithincott, F=Stonyford
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and R=Rewe) was equipped with three sets of basket traps, named with numbers (1,
2, and 3). To identify the individual traps in the sets, letters (from A to D) were used
as labels. Table 4.4 summarises the duration and the occurrence of flood events dur-
ing the six successful trapping periods. Unfortunately another recovery of the traps
was not possible. On Julian Day 350 (16.12.09) a high winter flood eroded the gravel
traps at Smithincott and Stonyford. In February 2010, only destroyed trap parts could
be recovered. The assembly and installation of new traps was not feasible within the
budget and time frame of this research project.
In the following discussion, separately for each study reach, the position of the traps,
their gravel grain size distribution and water depth as well as velocity during calibra-
tion conditions is discussed. A graph showing the stage and turbidity record for the
trapping period is shown with the same ranges on the axis for all reaches. This is
followed by a detailed analysis of the trapping rates and the grain size distribution of
the trapped material. For the majority of the retrievable basket traps, the amounts of
trapped interstitial material did not get close to the available pore space. Even with
the assumption of a much lower density for the ingress of interstitial material, the
pore space is not restrictive to sediment deposition.
Trapping periods at Smithincott: Traps in the Smithincott study reach were posi-
tioned in three sets as distinct clusters. The upstream set S1 was positioned at the
end of a pool, S2 at the side of the channel in the middle of a riffle and S3 more
centrally at the end of the same riffle close to the middle bar. Figure 4.27 gives an
overview of the grain size distribution of the framework in the bottom graph. Water
depth and velocity during calibration conditions are plotted in the top graph. Addi-
tionally to the gravel, the pore space is indicated as x. This is given in kg as potential
material solidly filling the gaps (with a density of 2500 kgm-3). This high pore volume
of around 50 % in the traps is due to the lack of any alignment and the restriction of
the walls of the gravel traps. The gravel grain size distribution is finest in S1 at the
end of the pool.
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Figure 4.27: Gravel grain size distribution of the framework material in the retrievable
basket traps in the Smithincott study reach.
S2 and S3 have very similar distributions with larger variation between the indi-
vidual traps than between the three sets.
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Figure 4.28: Stage record and suspended sediment concnetration for the first trap-
ping period at Smithincott, Julian Days 228 to 302 (from 15.08.09 to 29.10.09), with
auxiliary stage record from Woodmill to replace faulty records from the Smithincott
gauging station.
Figure 4.28 shows the Stage record and suspended sediment concnetration for
the first trapping period in the Smithincott study reach. Unfortunately, for this period
the pressure tube of the stage probe was clogged by insects and temperature de-
pendent fluctuations were recorded. Therefore, the stage record from Woodmill was
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introduced as a reference. The flood peak time lag between Smithincott and Wood-
mill is approximately 4 h (see Figure 4.21). To observe the synchronism of stage and
suspended sediment concentration, the Rewe stage was plotted with this 4 h offset.
The Woodmill stage record shows no major change in stage from Julian Day 228 to
278. The suspended sediment concentration for this period shows some short and
very high peaks, which are likely due to short-lived obstructions and disturbances
(e.g. leaves or other debris, crossing cows) and which are therefore not relevant
for the suspended sediment budget. More relevant for fine sediment deposition are
events which were recorded as longer sediment peaks and correspond with the rises
in the stage record at Woodmill. These are mainly the events around Julian Days 294
to 298.
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Figure 4.29: Grain size distribution of trapped material in Period 1 in the Smithincott
study reach.
Figure 4.29 shows the total trapped material and its grain size distribution. The
recovery of trap S1-B was not successful. Trap S1-B was therefore excluded from the
evaluation. The amounts and GSD of the trapped material show a clear distinction
between the individual trap sets. Trap set S1 experienced very little trapping (less
than 0.5 kg for all traps) and the ingressed material was all finer than 0.5 mm. In S2,
sediment trapping was higher, with most material coarser than 0.5 mm. S3 exhibits
similar high trapping rates to S2, with about 50 % of the ingressed material smaller
than 0.5 mm. The variation in trap set S3 is higher compared to the other two sets.
Notably in Figure 4.29b, the grain size distribution of material <0.5 mm measured
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with the DigiSizer, exhibits a very similar distribution in all traps, despite the different
amounts of ingressed material involved. The low trapping in S1 is probably due to
the acceleration of flow at that position. S3 on the contrary is a position experiencing
deceleration and therefore higher sediment deposition.
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Figure 4.30: Stage record and suspended sediment concentration of the second
trapping period in the Smithincott study reach, Julian Day 303 to 343 (from 29.10.09
to 03.12.09).
A cleaning of the pressure equalizing tube and the application of insecticides
solved the problem with the stage record at Smithincott. The second trapping period
at Smithincott has an uninterrupted stage and suspended sediment concentration
record with approximately 13 middle range flood events as shown in Figure 4.30. In
these data records, suspended sediment concentration and stage coincide well with
suspended sediment concentration peaks in the rising phase of the flood. The period
2 at Smithincott was characterised by regular rainfall. The recovery of the retrievable
basket traps took place after four days without precipitation.
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Figure 4.31: Grain size distribution of trapped material in Period 2 in the Smithincott
study reach.
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The average sediment trapping in Period 2 is higher than in Period 1, as shown
in Figure 4.31. Furthermore, traps within one set show a very similar behaviour,
whereas the distinction between trap sets is even clearer than during Period 1. The
trapping for S1 is only slightly higher than in Period 1 and again predominantly in
finer grain size range. This similarity to Period 1 is remarkable, since much more
sediment was flushed through the study reach. Traps S2 did not trap considerably
more material but experienced a strong shift from coarser to mainly material finer
than 0.5 mm. Traps S3 also experienced a strong increase in fine material with a
100 % increase in trapping mainly due to the ingress of finer sediment. The shift of
coarse trapping from S2 to S3 and the general strong increase of trapped material
finer than 0.5 mm in all traps is a pronounced difference between Period 1 with one
event and Period 2 with 13 events. This means in the one main event in Period
1, coarse material was only transported to the middle of the riffle. During the 13
events in Period 2, coarse material was transported over the whole riffle and did only
settle out at the end of the riffle in S3. Fine material, still transported during lower
stage, settled out evenly at the riffle middle (S2) and end positions (S3). S1 trapped
disproportionately little material, all finer than 0.5 mm. A reason for this can be seen
in the acceleration of flow at S1 during all stages. Again, the measurements with the
DigiSizer showed a very similar distribution of the fine fractions in all of the retrievable
basket traps.
Trapping periods in Stonyford Figure 4.32 shows the gravel grain size distribu-
tions for the retrievable basket traps in the Stonyford study reach. F1 is positioned at
the beginning of a riffle in a shallow and relatively fast flowing part of the reach, just
downstream of a ford-like stretch. Unfortunately, this trap set could only be recovered
in Period 1, because during the second trapping period cow trampling destroyed the
traps. F2 and F3 were positioned roughly at the same cross-section of the river. F2
traps were positioned in the side channel, upstream of a reach typical grassy island.
F3 traps were positioned as far into the main flow as feasible. The gravel grain size
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distribution of the three trap sets are not distinctly different.
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Figure 4.32: Gravel grain size distribution of famework material in the retrievable
basket traps in the Stonyford study reach
The variation between two traps within one set is larger than between the indi-
vidual sets. F1 and F3 are slightly coarser than F2. The four traps comprising set
F1 exhibit uniform depth and velocity conditions - shallow and fast flowing. F2 traps
are positioned deeper with similar velocities during calibration conditions. F3 traps
show the largest variation in depth and velocity but overall intermediate depth and
high velocities.
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Figure 4.33: Stage record and suspended sediment concnetration of Period 1 at
Stonyford, Julian Day 265 to 280 (from 22.09.09 to 07.10.09).
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Figure 4.33 shows the Stage record and suspended sediment concnetration at
Woodmill for Period 1 in the Stonyford study reach. In the whole period, only one
small event on Julian Day 279 was noted in the stage record. The suspended sedi-
ment concentration shows several small increases, at Julian Day 268, 278 and 279.
These might be due to fouling of the optical sensor. However, even if these are ac-
tual concentration rises, all increases are lower than 0.1 g L-1, and therefore seen as
irrelevant in the context of fine sediment deposition. Overall, suspended sediment
concentrations are very low. Therefore, trapped material in Period 1 at Stonyford can
be assumed to originate from the bed in the proximity of the basket trap.
Figure 4.34 shows the amounts and the GSD of the trapped material for Period 1
in the Stonyford reach. Trapping is low and remarkably similar with ca 0.4 kg for all
traps. The GSD of the material is distinctly different for each trap set.
The difference in GSD is an indicator for a different GSD in the surrounding bed
and shows that the trap sets are chosen in different sub-environments of the Stony-
ford channel study reach. The coarsest material is found in set F1, suggesting a lack
of fines in the surrounding bed. F2 traps captured a mix of fine and coarse mate-
rial. Trap set F3 experienced the lowest sediment trapping with mainly fine-grained
material.
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Figure 4.34: Grain size distribution of trapped material in Period 1 in the Stonyford
study reach.
The stage record in Figure 4.35 for Period 2 at Stonyford shows 13 events. The
suspended sediment concentration and stage records show good agreement with
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concentration peaks at the beginning of each flood event.
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Figure 4.35: Stage record and suspended sediment concentration of Period 2 at
Stonyford, Julian Day 339 (from 28.10.09 to 05.12.09).
As mentioned above, F1 traps were disturbed and destroyed by cows. Addi-
tionally, there were problems during the recovery of trap F2-A, hence no data for
these traps is available for Period 2. Figure 4.36 shows the sediment trapping by
the remaining seven traps. The two sets demonstrate distinctly different data. Sedi-
ment trapping by set F3 was much higher than set F2, which was mainly due to the
ingress of fine sediment. This is remarkable because in theory the main channel
experiences higher velocities and therefore less sedimentation. A reason for higher
trapping might be the higher supply of fine sediment compared to the side with less
discharge.
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Figure 4.36: Grain size distribution of trapped material in Period 2 in the Stonyford
study reach.
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Trapping periods at Rewe: Only 2 trap sets were installed in the Rewe study
reach of which trap R1-A got destroyed during the first trapping period. Therefore,
Figure 4.37 only shows the summary data for the remaining seven traps. R1 traps
were positioned on a riffle in a cluster, R2 traps were installed at the end of a pool be-
ginning of a riffle and aligned in a cross-section. This means the traps are positioned
continuously deeper from R2-A to R2-D.
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Figure 4.37: Gravel grain size distribution of framework material in the retrievable
basket traps in the Rewe study reach
Depth and velocity differ over a much smaller range than in the other two study
reaches due to the more uniform nature of this particular reach. R1 traps are shal-
lower with faster flow, whereas R2 traps are positioned deeper and experience slower
velocities.
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Figure 4.38: Stage record and suspended sediment concentration of Period 1 at
Rewe, Julian Day 281 to 304 (from 28.09.09 to 30.10.09).
The first trapping period at Rewe shows only one major event in the stage record,
see Figure 4.38. The stage record of the major event is noticeably symmetric, show-
ing clearly the more inert hydrological responses of the reach. It is likely that the
trapped material represents the result of flow and sediment characteristics associ-
ated with this event.
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Figure 4.39: Grain size distribution of trapped material in Period 1 in the Rewe study
reach.
Figure 4.39 does not show a clear difference in trapping between basket trap sets
R1 and R2. There is a high variation of trapping within the individual sets, which is
much higher than for the sets at Smithincott and Stonyford. As an average, set R2
exhibits higher trapping rates than R1. A larger proportion of the material is coarser
than 4 mm. This means during high velocities, when coarse particles are moved,
the traps experienced diverse conditions but during periods of slower velocities with
high suspended sediment load, conditions over the traps are similar, resulting in
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similar amounts of fine sediment deposition. Again, the amount of trapped material
of the fine size range varies but the distribution of the fine fraction measured with the
DigiSizer is remarkably similar for all seven traps.
Trapping Period 2 at Rewe includes ten major events shown in Figure 4.40. The
stage record shows a symmetrical rise and recession for each flood event. The
suspended sediment concentration coincides with the stage records. The suspended
sediment concentration rises at the beginning of the rising stage and declines fast
after the peak. The peak suspended sediment concentration at Rewe is much lower
compared to the other gauging stations.
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Figure 4.40: Stage record and suspended sediment concentration for the Period 2
at Rewe, Julian Day 304 to 342 (from 30.10.09 to 05.12.09).
The sediment trapping in Period 2 is not higher but more equally distributed over
all traps compared to Period 1. Moreover, the fraction represented by coarse material
is greater for Period 2. The lack of a clear difference is remarkable. Period 2 expe-
rienced ten days of high stage and suspended sediment concentration compared to
only three days in Period 1 (see Figure 4.41).
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Figure 4.41: Grain size distribution of trapped material in Period 2 in the Rewe study
reach
This suggests that fine sediment did not ingress the traps during every flood
event. The distinction between the sediment trapping rates of trap sets R1 and R2 is
minimal, with slightly higher trapping for R1 compared to R2 in Period 2. The com-
parison of Periods 1 and 2 at Rewe suggests that one event or many events of a
comparable magnitude can result in very similar amounts of fine-grained sediment
deposition. One event is likely to cause higher variation in sediment trapping between
the individual traps comprising any set, whereas in contrast, if the same channel po-
sition experiences several events, sediment deposition is likely to be more spatially
uniform.
There is little information in the literature about the relationship between sus-
pended sediment load in the trapping period and measured deposition. However,
there is some information in Zimmermann and Lapointe (2005) who compared sedi-
ment deposition with the total sediment dose experienced by the trap. The study in-
cludes results of interstitial deposition measured with basket traps at four streams. In
two of the streams, a clear positive correlation between sediment dose and trapping
is apparent but the other two show a very weak correlation. This suggests there is
no stringent correlation between suspended sediment load and interstitial sediment
trapping rates. Still, the data collected by this study cannot be compared directly
to the results of the published study, because in Zimmermann and Lapointe (2005)
only one trapping period was evaluated. Frostick et al. (1984a) did use compart-
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ment traps with different recovery times for each compartment. However, the data is
not presented in a way to get insights into the difference between their weekly and
monthly sampling. The fact that it is not mentioned suggests that monthly measure-
ments are similar to the sum of the weekly amounts in this period.
When appreciating the field data of this study, the re-suspension of interstitial fine
sediment needs to be discussed. Some authors believe re-suspension of the inter-
stitial fine-grained material is only possible when the gravel framework is mobilised,
see Kirchner et al. (1990). Still, processes with flow conditions below the threshold
for mobilisation of the gravel bed can also have effects on the bed structure, like the
’jiggeling’ of grains described in Beschta and Jackson (1979). The process of loos-
ening of the gravel framework by high velocities allowing higher interstitial flows to
flush fines without actually changing the gravel bed structure could be a possible ex-
planation for the lack of additional sediment trapping during longer trapping periods.
This behaviour would not require actual bed framework mobilisation.
4.5 Field data resume
The choice of the River Culm in the Exe basin as the study area and the three study
reaches Smithincott in the upper, Stonyford in the middle and Rewe in the lower
reaches showed the clear difference in the character of the river channel and
its bed. Each study reach was representative by including all major features of the
river (namely riffles, bars, pools). The acquisition of data for the hydrodynamic
model was comprehensive. An extensive GPS elevation point survey resulted in
data with little gaps for all reaches. Data for areas with insufficient data points were
collected using manual measurements. For the calibration conditions, water depth
and velocity were recorded at up to ten cross-sections per reach.
94 samples for gravel grain size distribution were collected in the three study
reaches. This is a large data set for gravel count data. However, the data is not
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sufficient to generate a gravel grain size distribution covering the whole study reach
channel. The sample points are biased towards more shallow areas. Since this bias
is apparent in all three study reaches, comparison between the data of the study
reaches is acceptable. The results for the single reaches show a clear delimitation of
grain size ranges and indexes for the three study reaches. The most upstream and
most natural study reach at Smithincott covered the widest range of different grain
size distributions and indices. The gravel bed at Stonyford was found to support a
coarser grain size distribution and the indices reside around one end of the range
of values found at Smithincott. Gravel grain size distribution at Rewe was finer, with
indices covering the opposite end of the range compared to Stonyford.
The turbidity and stage records for the three reaches show distinct and typical
behaviour for the three parts of the river course. At Smithincott, stage and turbidity
are very reactive and show marked fluctuations. At Stonyford, the stage and turbidity
record is less responsive. At Rewe, the stage record shows almost symmetrical
peaks with the turbidity record peaking in the early part of the stage peak. Turbidity
peaks are much smaller at Rewe, compared to the other two study reaches.
Calculating the suspended sediment loads from discharge curves using the
Gaukler-Manning equation, the sediment loads for the same winter period double
from Smithincott to Stonyford and again from Stonyford to Rewe. Moreover, the
suspended sediment load of this study period with many flood events contributes a
significant proportion (12 %) of the total suspended sediment load of the River Exe
basin.
This high suspended sediment runoff is accompanied by large amounts of fine
sediment ingress into the channel bed. Interstitial fine sediment was measured
using two methods: A re-suspension method measuring storage and a retrievable
basket trap method measuring deposition during two periods of autumn/winter floods
in each of the study reaches. The re-suspension method showed a consistent fine
sediment storage pattern for the four positions measured in each study reach. The
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results suggest higher storage during the low discharge summer months com-
pared to the spring and autumn months.
The retrievable basket trap based method measures deposition in the period be-
tween installation and recovery. Retrievable basket traps were positioned in sets of
four in distinct different sub-environments of the river channel (namely: pool tail, riffle
and pool head). The deposition measurements showed consistently similar inter-
stitial sediment trapping within one trap set and a clear difference in deposition
between these sub-environments. The retrievable basket trap data showed that
even during periods with a lack of suspended sediment transport in the water column
(period 1 in Stonyford), fine sediment from the surrounding bed moved into the sed-
iment traps, suggestiong two pathways of fine sediment; horizontal from the water
column into the bed and vertical transport through the gravel framework. Further-
more, the data showed that periods with many flood events do not result in a higher
deposition compared to periods with fewer events, suggesting that traps experienced
not only deposition, but also re-suspension prior to bed entrainment and/or the cease
of fine sediment deposition due to sealing of the upper layers.
Overall, the deposition information gained is of high relevance, which becomes
particularly clear, when we are comparing the field measured interstitial storage and
deposition rates with data from the literature. The magnitude of interstitial sediment
deposition and storage found in the River Culm is considerably higher than data pub-
lished in recent literature, both for the River Culm and comparable rivers. This core
result is supported by both methods used in the field, i.e. the re-suspension method,
which establishes the instantaneous fine-grained sediment content in the upper layer
and the basket trap method, which investigate ingress over the deployment periods
(see also Chapter 1, Table 1.1). Further, this observation is still valid, if substracting
finse sediment amounts which have potentially moved in from the surrounding bed
such as found in the first trapping period in Stonyford). Since both fundamentally
different methods lead to the same result, a methodical error is unlikely. In addition,
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the re-suspension method as well as the retrievable basket trap design conforms to
those used in the other studies cited in Table 1.1. Nonetheless, the question why
these diverging results between the recent literature and this research came about,
is highly relevant. Reasons, such as temporal or spatial variation in the sampling
procedure, can of course not be excluded. Hence, a more detailed investigation of
this divergence is necessary to fully understand the cause of this finding.
Still, the complexity of the flow and sediment environment in the study reaches
made it difficult to interpret variability in interstitial sediment trapping in the
different periods. We can expect that with the consideration of velocity and shear
stress and localised discharge information from the hydrodynamic model a more
coherent interpretation of the localisation of the sediment trapping data is possible.
This is realised in the reach scale numerical deposition model in Chapter 6.
Chapter 5
Hydrodynamic models
This Chapter sets out to develop a hydrodynamic model for each of the three field
study reaches. The hydrodynamic models will be used as the source of the flow
information for the reach scale fine sediment deposition model (introduced in Chap-
ter 6). Hydrodynamic models of the field reaches are an effective tool to estimate
detailed flow data for the complete range of discharge situations, without laborious
and potentially dangerous direct measurements during high discharge. Figure 5.1
guides through this chapter by following the steps necessary to setup hydrodynamic
models for the study reaches. The process includes four stages (represented in the
four levels in Figure 5.1):
• the field data of the study reaches (see Chapter 4),
• the processing of the field data into a format suitable for the hydrodynamic
model input,
• the hydrodynamic simulations (which in this chapter are calibration runs) and
• the calibration of the hydrodynamic models.
Every hydrodynamic model is based on elevation information for the river channel
and its flood plain. Section 5.1 shows how the GPS point elevation information from
the field surveys is converted into detailed elevation models for the study reaches
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(for details see Subsection 4.2.1 in the preceding chapter). The point elevation data
was transformed into a coherent Digital Elevation Model (DEM) employing the trian-
gulation method of the software ArcGIS.
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Figure 5.1: Flowchart of the setup and calibration of the hydrodynamic models in-
cluding four levels: field data, data processing, hydrodynamic simulations and model
calibration. Elements combined in blue rimmed boxes have reference number indi-
cating the chapter section where these aspects are discussed.
Section 5.2 describes the input parameters necessary for the setup of a hydrody-
namic model with the software Delft3D. Foremost, these are the boundary conditions
at the inlet and outlet of the model reach. For the hydrodynamic simulation at hand,
these are the discharge and water level during the calibration conditions. Section
5.3 describes the model calibration, which aims to identify a suitable bed roughness
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coefficient for each of the reaches. The section also shows the determination of a
range of roughness coefficient values used in the model calibration. Further, the
section elaborates how the best fitting bed roughness coefficient is chosen. The
selection of the optimum bed roughness coefficient is based on the comparison of
modelled and observed water depth, water level and velocity data using graphical
and statistical methods. The calibrated model is deployed for simulations for a range
of discharge situations. The output of these simulations is already indicated in the
flowchart in Figure 5.1 and their use will be described in the subsequent Chapter 6.
5.1 DEM setup
The original elevation field data consists of points aligned along transects that are
orthogonal to the channel downstream direction, including river-bed and river-bank.
The distance between transects is approximately half the channel width. The points
are measured with a differential GPS with very high accuracy (see 4.2.1). In very
deep, highly vegetated or generally inaccessible areas the data exhibit some gaps.
To fill these gaps, where possible, depths were measured using a survey pole and
a tape measure. The following shows the transformation of the point elevation data
into a DEM for each of the study reaches.
5.1.1 Triangulation method
Triangulation is the transformation of point data into a representation of a surface.
The surface consists of a network of non-overlapping triangles, which is a Triangu-
lated Irregular Network (TIN). The triangulation method applied here is based on the
Delaunay triangulation, which does not allow points in the plane of a triangle and
defines criteria about the angles of the triangles. The Delauny triangulation does
not result in a unique TIN, which means different triangles can be a solution for the
same point data. The triangulation of the elevation points was conducted with the
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(a) GPS point elevation data (b) Initial TIN from GPS points
(c) Refined DEM with breaklines (d) Final raster DEM
Figure 5.2: Example of the process of converting point elevation data into a TIN and
the refining of the TIN to generate a smooth raster DEM.
3DAnalyst tool of the ArcGIS software package. Inconsistencies in the surface rep-
resentation were smoothed by adding breaklines into the TIN. Breaklines prevent
triangle edges between two points separated by the breakline. Triangles of the TIN
are prevented from crossing the breaklines.
Figure 5.2 shows the process of converting the original GPS points (5.2a) into a
smooth raster DEM (5.2d) exemplified with a cutout of the Smithincott study reach.
The ArcGIS tool ‘points to TIN’ initially produces a patchy and sometimes unreal-
istic surface from the original elevation points (Figure 5.2b), as the triangulation is
operated isotropic when choosing neighbouring points. Yet, the elevation in a river
channel has a strong anisotropic character with a systematic difference in eleva-
tion between channel and bank points. The triangulation across anisotropic divides
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causes unrealistic elevations in such a triangle. Breaklines which are 3Dpolylines
(shown in 5.2c) can ensure that the long edges of the TIN triangles are aligned along
the divide in an elevation. For a river channel, this mainly means the long edges of
the triangles are aligned in downstream direction. Typically, those breaklines were
chosen to run on top of the cut bank, along the thalweg and along features in areas
with limited measurement points. The refinement of the TIN was done by repeating
the following steps:
• identify areas with irregularities
• generate breaklines for this area
• add breaklines to the TIN
• if repetition of the three steps above leads to a satisfactory TIN, then convert
final TIN into a regular raster grid
The resulting raster DEM shows an even surface representing the reach in 0.5 m
squares as shown in Figure 5.2d.
5.1.2 DEM generation for the three study reaches
Smithincott DEM: Figure 5.3 shows the final raster DEM superimposed by the
original GPS measurement points of the study reach at Smithincott. The highlighted
squares show areas with insufficient point elevation data. Data gaps are defined as
areas where GPS measurement point transects are more than half a channel width
apart or areas where features are smaller than half a channel width. The green
boxed area is a slack water area with a deep mud accumulation. In this area, it is
both hard to define at which point the bed starts and it is impossible to wade without
running the risk of getting stuck. Luckily, hydraulic information for this area is not
critical, since almost no flow occurs. Still, additional visual observations of the bed
height in the slack water area are included in the TIN.
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Figure 5.3: Final raster DEM for the Smithincott study reach overlain by measured
GPS elevation points.
In contrast, the red boxed area contributes strongly to the discharge. It is an
area of fast flow in a deep pool. In the field, the depth was measured with a pole
and the distance to a GPS point with a measuring tape. Hand measured data was
later digitised and included in the TIN. Another challenge is the handling of smaller
features such as the little island indicated by the blue circle or the longitudinal island
further upstream indicated by the blue oval. The contour of the island was protected
by breaklines. The same procedure was applied for the little bay forming south of the
blue circled island. A breakline was inserted along the top of the gravel bar to avoid
edges between two points from opposite sides of the bar.
Stonyford DEM: Figure 5.4 shows the raster DEM for the study reach at Stonyford
superimposed by the original GPS measurement points. Again, boxed and circled
areas indicate areas with data gaps. The red boxed area is covered by thick, over-
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hanging vegetation, which made it impossible to obtain a GPS signal of the required
quality. Also, the area is too deep and it is impossible to wade with equipment.
Hence, points were measured using a pole whilst partly swimming. Since the flow is
very slow, pole depth measurements can be considered.
Figure 5.4: Final raster DEM for the Stonyford study reach.
Measuring the horizontal distance to GPS measurement points was more chal-
lenging. The errors for the horizontal position of the hand measured points are esti-
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mated to be in the order of ±25 cm.
The river bank in the blue boxed area is covered in thick bramble vegetation,
hence no direct access was possible. Height estimates could be obtained from
points measured outside the bramble covered area directly up- and downstream.
This procedure resulted in a good representation of the bank morphology, because
the elevation variation in downstream direction is minimal in this area. The green
box encloses an area of complex channel morphology due to an island with steep
edges. This area was populated with a high number of points around the channel
island. Finally, the orange circle indicates an old channel outlet, which is only roughly
included in the DEM. The side channel is not inundated before the bankful discharge
of the main channel is exceeded and therefore not critical for the discharge. Areas
containing data gaps are highlighted.
Figure 5.5: Final raster DEM for the Rewe study reach.
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Rewe DEM: Figure 5.5 shows the final raster DEM for the reach at Rewe overlain
by the originally measured GPS points. The red boxed area is a deep and muddy
slack water area. Some points were measured with the GPS. Additional points were
estimated using the bed elevation at the downstream end of the slack water area.
The green box encloses an old channel, which is active during small floods. The
muddy and highly vegetated area made crossing a challenge, therefore additional
points were added estimating the depth by eye. An area with structures smaller than
the survey distance is marked by the purple oval. The morphology of the island and
the back channel was strengthened with breaklines.
5.1.3 Evauation of the DEM accuracy
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(c) Rewe
Figure 5.6: Comparison plot of model DEM (mod) and observed field GPS points
(obs) used for TIN and DEM creation, with red 1:1 line.
In this subsection, the accuracy of the DEMs is tested with a two stage quality
check. Figure 5.6 shows the comparison of the DEM data with the original point ele-
vation data used for the DEM construction and Figure 5.7 shows the comparison with
an independent control point elevation dataset. Each figure shows one scatterplot for
each reach with the observed data on the x-axis (obs) and DEM data on the y-axis
(mod). The optimum fit 1:1 line is added in red. As an indicator of agreement, the
coefficient of determination (r2) and the squared mean standard error (SMSE) are
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used (both are described in Chapter 3). Regarding the model evaluation in Figure
5.6, the Smithincott reach has a very good model fit, with r2 = 0.98 and a squared
standard error of less than 1 cm. For the Stonyford reach, the correlation is similar,
with r2 = 0.98 and a standard squared error of 1.4 cm. The reach at Rewe diverges
slightly more from the original data with r2 = 0.97 and a squared standard error of
1.6 cm. Generally, lower elevations within a reach result in a better fit. The lower
elevation points are channel points. Elevation data points in the channel area are
more frequent compared to the floodplain area and therefore the DEM is of a higher
accuracy in the channel. This good fit is further supported by the results shown in
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(c) Rewe
Figure 5.7: Comparison of model DEM (mod) and extra control field GPS points
(obs), which did not contribute to TIN and DEM creation, with red 1:1 line.
Figure 5.7. Here the observed data are control point measurements, which are not
used in the DEM generation. The DEM shows a better accordance with the control
data than with the original data points used to generate the DEM. The coefficients of
determination are similar or slightly weaker (because fewer data points exist) with r2
= 0.99 for Smithincott, 0.94 for Stonyford and 0.96 for Rewe. Squared standard er-
rors are smaller with <1 mm, 12 mm and 3 mm, respectively. The better fit compared
to the original data is the result of the fact that the control points are all positioned
in the channel with the higher accuracy compared to the floodplain. Table 5.1 lists
r, r2 and SMSE for all three reaches, each for the original and control GPS point
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original control
data data
Smithincott Stonyford Rewe Smithincott Stonyford Rewe
r 0.988 0.990 0.983 0.999 0.967 0.981
r2 0.975 0.981 0.966 0.999 0.935 0.964
SMSE m 0.009 0.014 0.016 0.000 0.012 0.003
slope 1.0 1.03 0.91 0.97 1.03 0.97
intercept 0.04 -2.26 4.03 2.35 -1.38 0.80
Table 5.1: Correlation and squared standard error of DEM data compared to original
point elevation data used for DEM generation (original) and DEM data compared to
point elevation of a control data set (control).
measurements.
5.2 Input data
Delft3D is a commonly used hydrodynamic modelling software developed by a Dutch
company called “Deltares Systems”. Delft3D is a suite of software tools with several
modules to simulate hydrodynamic behaviour. It can simulate 3D or 2D flow with a
hydrostatic pressure assumption, which is described in the manual as “non steady
flow in relatively shallow waters” (Deltares, 2010). This means the vertical lengths of
the modelled water body is much smaller than the horizontal length and the shallow
water equation can be applied. Moreover, it can include external factors and sec-
ondary processes (such as air pressure, salinity profiles, pollution sources, etc.). All
explanations in this section refer to the setup of calibration runs with a constant wa-
ter level and discharge over the whole period of the simulation run. The aim of each
single run is to achieve a steady condition for all hydrodynamic parameters. For the
hydrodynamic models in this study, the following modules of Delft3D were used:
• the Delft3D grid module to produce a grid and an associated bathymetry file
based on the raster DEM,
• the Delft3D flow module to generate input definition files and to execute the
actual simulations and
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• the Delft3D utility QUICKVIEW which is used to view and export results of the
model calibration runs.
Grid and bathimetry
The grid module is suitable to built a model grid (with the utility RGFGRID) and to
produce a bathymetry file (with the utility QUICKIN). RGFGRID is a graphical instru-
ment, which is able to create a curvilinear or rectilinear grid. The possibility of loading
sample files of the field location into the visual workspace can give valuable informa-
tion on how to lay out the grid. QUICKIN provides the tools to build a bathymetry
file from sample files. For all three study reaches, a curvilinear grid is chosen with
parallel running outer borders following the streamline including between 5 to 10 m
of the floodplain on each side of the channel. A curvilinear grid alows to adapt to the
river channel morphology and to recreate a complex river channel with a relative low
number of grid cells (Gailani et al., 1996). The morphologic grid of the Smithincott
reach with the bathymetry information in the background is shown in Figure 5.8 with
an inverse depth scale as required by Delft3D. The equivalent images for the Stony-
ford and Rewe reaches can be seen in Appendix A.56 and A.57. The grids are a
result of drawing stream line parallel splines by hand following the bank line. Spline
lines orthogonal to the stream line are defined to follow the survey cross-sections
and additional orthogonal spline lines are added between these. With those splines
as a backdrop, RGFGRID produces a first grid with M cells in the downstream di-
rection and N cells in cross stream direction. In further steps, the grid was refined
and orthogonalised. Using grid refinement, grid cells with a resolution smaller than
0.5 m in edge length in any direction are generated. The grid cells in n direction
are finer in the channel than on the floodplain to provide more detailed information
while allowing a reasonable simulation time. The grid uses a Cartesian coordinate
system in alignment with the British National Grid. All hydrodynamic parameters are
modelled for each grid cell but not all at the centre point of the grid cell. Delft3D uses
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Figure 5.8: Morphologic grid of Smithincott study reach underlain by bathymetry
information given in depth relating to model zero as used in Delft3D.
a so called staggered grid. This means that different parameters are calculated at
different positions in the morphologic grid. Figure 5.9 shows the staggered grid as
printed in the Delft3D Flow user manual (Deltares, 2010, p.5-9). This is relevant for
the further extraction and interpolation of results in order to compare modelled pa-
rameters with field observations. The source of the bathymetry used in Delft3D is the
DEM raster file obtained by post processing the field data in ArcGis as described in
Section 5.1.1. Before reading the exported xyz files into Delft3D, a conversion from
elevation to depth was applied. This was done by subtracting the maximum eleva-
tion value from all elevations and multiplying the term by (-1). The resulting file had
to be split so that each file contained less than 5000 points in order to be read into
QUICKIN. Again, triangulation was used (this time with QUICKIN) to read depth data
into the grid file. Some areas on the floodplain were not represented in the raster
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Figure 5.9: Staggered grid as shown in
Delft3D Flow manual.
• Water depth
+ Water Level
grey area area with same grid reference
— velocity in m direction (downstream)
| velocity in n direction (cross stream)
DEM. For these areas, grid cell values were established by internal diffusion, which
expands adjacent grid cell information into areas without data points. This procedure
results in a flat floodplain.
calibration calibration No of study 95% confidence
condition condition cross-sections interval of
WL drop mean Q for calibration mean Q
m m3
Smithincott 0.99 0.76 7 ±0.19 m3s-1
Stonyford 0.59 2.7 10 ±0.26 m3s-1
Rewe 0.24 0.25 9 ±0.11 m3s-1
Table 5.2: Water level drop and mean discharge during calibration conditions for
the three study reaches with number of study cross-section for Q calculation and the
95 % confidence interval of the mean Q. The data is used for the boundary conditions
definition in Delft3D hydrodynamic calibration runs.
5.2.1 Input parameters for the simulation
The Delft3D flow module hosts the actual simulation. The input parameters for a
simulation are set and saved in a mdf file. Input parameters can be grouped into
physical, numerical and output related parameters. The following parameters were
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defined in the mdf -file, when setting up a steady state simulation (as it was the case
for all calibration runs).
(1) Physical parameters
• The location, the length and the conditions at the upper and lower boundary of
the model reach: The conditions of the upstream boundary or inlet are defined
as discharge. The conditions at the downstream boundary or outlet are defined
with a water level. Both boundaries were aligned to the cross-section furthest
upstream, respectively furthest downstream. The discharge is calculated using
depth and velocity measurement during calibration conditions (see 4.3). Table
5.2 shows the discharge used for the model input, which is the average of all
discharges (Q) at the study cross-sections. The table also lists the number
of cross-sections and the 95 % confidence interval of all three study reaches.
Water level information derives from directly measured GPS elevation points
of the survey cross-section furthest downstream. The length of the inlet and
outlet was chosen to be long enough to cover the wetted area during bankful
discharge.
• The geometry of the model reach: This is given as the grid and bathimetry file
as discussed above.
• The initial water depth: This was chosen to cover the whole reach with 0.5 m
of water at the beginning of the simulation.
• The bed roughness coefficient: Two different specifications of the roughness
coefficient were applied in the calibration procedure: A uniform value for the
whole reach and a value calculated for each grid cell depending on the local
water depth.
• Additional parameters: These were set to zero or default settings. For example,
secondary flow was not activated and the water density and kinematic viscosity
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were left on default with 1000 gL-1 and 1 m2s-1, which are typical values for fresh
water at 20 ◦ C.
(2) Numerical and output related parameters
• The time frame and time step of the simulation: The model time step is set at
0.002 minutes for each run. Experience showed that for a steady discharge and
water level, after 30 minutes simulation time, stable conditions were reached
for all model parameters in the three study reaches. To ensure that these stable
conditions were achieved, the runtime of each simulation was set to 2 h.
• Output file frequency: A full record of all modelled hydrodynamic conditions
was saved for every two minutes of the simulation.
5.2.2 Records and simulation output
In Delft3D, there are many different options for data export. The utility QUICKVIEW
in the flow module is a platform, which allows to view model results as graphs and
to export them as tables in different formats. The results are examined using graphi-
cal representation of morphological and hydrodynamic conditions as contour maps,
vector plots and row output values, which are listing positions and values of hydrody-
namic variables in a simple xyz file. In the case of the calibration runs, the develop-
ment of hydrodynamic conditions in the study reach of the two simulation hours are
examined. Only after these reached stable values, the sampling of the hydrodynamic
conditions is performed once, typically at the end of the simulation period.
5.3 Calibration
The aim of the model calibration was to establish a well performing uniform bed
roughness coefficient for each study reach of the hydrodynamic model. This cali-
bration is conducted by evaluating the correlation of observed and modelled hydro-
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dynamic parameters for simulations with different bed roughness coefficient values.
Therefore, 10 to 20 simulation runs per reach were conducted using identical in-
put parameters for calibration conditions, apart from the bed roughness coefficients.
Subsection 5.3.1 discusses the possibilities of roughness coefficient inclusion in
Delft3D hydrodynamic simulations. Subsection 5.3.2 defines the range of roughness
coefficient used in the calibration runs. The hydrodynamic records of the different
calibration runs are compared with the actual field data using a suite of calibration
statistics. Explanations of these statistics are found in Subsection 5.3.3.
In order to gain information from the simulation records for the same parameters
and positions measured in the field, an interpolation is necessary. This is described
in Subsection 5.3.4. The subsection 5.3.5 then analysis the calibration results for the
single study reaches.
5.3.1 Delft3D’s roughness coefficients
Delft3D offers three different input possibilities for roughness coefficients (c): The
Manning coefficient (nMa), the Chezy coefficient (cChezy) and the White-Colebrook
roughness length (ks) with its corresponding roughness coefficient (cWhite−Colebrook).
The main difference in these approaches is the relationship between the roughness
coefficient (nMa or c) and the flow depth (d) of the flow equation. The Manning
equation for velocity includes depth to the power of 2
3
, whilst the Chezy equation
uses depth to the power of 1
2
. Slope (Shyd) is included in the same way in both
equations. The Manning (5.1) and Chezy (5.2) equation are given below.
vmean =
1
nMa
d2/3S1/2 (5.1)
vmean = cd
1/2S1/2 (5.2)
In the simulations for this work, the Chezy equation (5.2) was used with two different
roughness coefficients c: On the one hand, the depth independent cChezy and on
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the other hand the White-Colebrook roughness coefficient (cWhite−Colebrook), which is
calculated from ks and the local depth for each grid cell of the hydrodynamic model.
The White-Colebrook roughness coefficient is traditionally described as the recip-
rocal value of the dimensionless Darcy-Weisbach roughness coefficient (fD) (see
Brkic, 2011; Barr and White, 1975). ks is connected to the roughness coefficient in
Equation 5.2 by Equation 5.3. For each location in the model domain, cWhite−Colebrook
is calculated using the local depth (Equation 5.3).
cWhite−Colebrook−Delft = 18 ∗ log1012 ∗ d
ks
(5.3)
5.3.2 Estimation of initial roughness coefficients
Although it is not used directly in the calibration runs, estimates of Mannings n pro-
vide a valid starting point for the cChezy and ks determination. Estimates of nMa are
derived from river reach characteristics using methods outlined in many handbooks
(e.g. Arcement et al., 1984) after the method of Cowan (1956). In this instruction,
nMa is the sum of four sub-roughness-coefficients and a meander correction factor
as shown in Equation 5.4 (where n1 refers to surface roughness, n2 to the cross-
section variation, n3 to the density of obstructions, n4 to the vegetation grow and m
the meander correction).
nMa = (n1 + n2 + n3 + n4) ∗m (5.4)
The Chezy roughness coefficient can be estimated from nMa as defined in Equation
5.5:
cChezy =
d
1/6
mean
nMa
(5.5)
This results in the Chezy roughnesses coefficient for an average water depth at the
calibration flow conditions for the different reaches as follows: Smithincott average
depth of 0.32 m: cChezy = 0.32
1/6
0.063
= 13.13, Stonyford with an average depth of 0.38 m:
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cChezy =
0.381/6)
0.052
= 16.37 and Rewe with an average depth of 0.61 m: cChezy = 0.61
1/6
0.0759
=
12.15.
Smithincott Stonyford Rewe
nMa 0.063 0.052 0.076
cChezy 13.13 16.37 11.74
ks after McGahey 0.30 0.24 0.24
ks after Bettes 1.86 1.56 1.14
Table 5.3: Estimated roughness coefficients for all three field reaches
These coefficients are also listed in Table 5.3. Regarding the roughness length,
there are several suggestions in the literature on how to estimate ks directly either
from nMa or from the bed grain size distribution. McGahey and Samuels (2004)
suggest an estimate of ks using the first component of the nMa estimate as shown in
Equation 5.6.
ks = (
n1
0.038
)6 (5.6)
The bed grain size based estimations are all based on Charltons estimation, which
is shown in Equation 5.7, see Bettess (1999).
ks = 3 ∗D84 (5.7)
Estimates for ks from Equation 5.6 and 5.7 are shown in Table 5.3. The roughness
length cannot be larger than the river depth. For the calibration, a range of values
were chosen around the estimates in Table 5.3. Table 5.4 lists the cChezy and ks val-
ues used in the different calibration runs. The simulation runs with these roughness
coefficients are later referred to for Chezy roughnes coefficients as c1 to c200 and
for ks as w for White-Colebrook roughness coefficients with ks in cm, namely w200
to w1.
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Smithincott Stonyford Rewe run is re-
ferred to
as
cChezy 1, 2.4, 5, 10, 14,
20 ,40, 80, 200
5, 10, 12, 15,
20, 30, 40, 80,
100
5, 10, 15, 20 ,
30, 40, 100
c1 to c200
ks in cm
for White-
Colebrook
200, 150, 100,
30, 10, 5, 1
150, 100, 30,
10, 5, 1
100, 30, 10, 5, 1 w200 to
w1
Table 5.4: Bed range of roughness coefficient values chosen for the calibration runs
of the Delft3D hydrodynamic models for one set of calibration runs with CChezy and
one set with ks for each of the study reaches.
5.3.3 Calibration statistics
There are no standardised procedures to calibrate a hydrodynamic model. Many
studies use single indices like the Nash-Sutcliffe Index (e.g. Montanari et al., 2009).
Other studies use multi-step methods like the GLUE method (General Likelihood
Uncertainty Estimation) including indices like the Nash-Sutcliffe index in their more
elaborate likelihood estimation (e.g. Hostache et al., 2009). The GLUE method is
especially useful when evaluating the optimum of several calibration parameters us-
ing weighted likelihood estimates (which are described and applied e.g. in Beven
and Binley, 1992; Ratto et al., 2001). Some methods are even more complex, like
the computation of sensitivity indices shown in Saltelli (2002). For the roughness
calibration of the hydrodynamic models with one calibration parameter - the bed
roughness - a less complex approach is favoured. Moriasi et al. (2007) suggest in
their paper on calibration of watershed models the use of a combination of graphical
and statistical model evaluations. They even define some thresholds for the single
indices but generally conclude that best performance is achieved when most indices
approach their optimum. Davies and Fearn (2006) also suggest the use of simple
methods and focus on relative error and bias computation, since these are easy
to understand and are less sensitive to datum points and the magnitude of values.
Accordingly, the calibration will be based on simple statistical methods. The best
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model performance is defined as the point where ideally all statistical indices reach
their optimum (or at least are close to their optimum). The following list outlines
the statistical methods used in the hydrodynamic model calibration. The statistical
methods are used to compare the model output data from simulations with different
bed roughness coefficients values to the observed field data. Some of the statistical
methods were already introduced in Chapter 3, these methods will only be listed and
are not further elaborated here.
The Pearson coefficient the linear regression model (LM) were already intro-
duced as a means to compare the quality of accordance between observed and
simulated parameters.
Reduced Major Axis (RMA): In addition to the linear regression, the RMA is iden-
tified. This is a method frequently used, when variables on the x ad y axis are both
prone to error and are expected to form a symmetric relationship Carling (2009). It is
an especially recommended method if the parameter of the relationship are of inter-
est Leduc (1987). The RMA is located between the two linear regression lines. The
slope of the RMA is determined by the standard deviation of the values on the y-axis
divided by the standard deviation of the values on the x-axis as shown in Equations
5.8 and 5.9 with σx being the standard deviation of the values on the x-axis, n the
number of samples, x values plotted on the x-axis with x¯ as their predictand (accord-
ing y are values on the y-axis and can be used to calculate σy). a is the slope of the
RMA (Equation 5.9) and b the intercept (Equation 5.10).
σx =
√√√√ 1
n
∗
n∑
i=1
(xi − x¯) (5.8)
a =
σy
σx
(5.9)
b = y¯ − a ∗ x¯ (5.10)
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RMA plots: As a visual representation of the linear models and the RMA, a plot
of the observed versus the modelled data is fitted with three regression lines: First,
the linear regression line of the modelled versus the observed data, then the in-
verted linear regression line of the observed versus the modelled data, and third, the
regression line of the RMA.
Mean Standard Error (MSE) and Squared Mean Standard Error (SMSE) were
as well already introduced in Section 3.3.1 and are repeated in the following Equa-
tions:
MSE =
∑
n
i=1(x
obs
i − xmodi )
1
n
(5.11)
SMSE =
∑
n
i=1(x
obs
i − xmodi )2
1
n
(5.12)
Percent Bias (PBIAS): is a similar statistic index to the standard error but set in
relation to the order of magnitude of the parameter. It is the expression of the error
as a percentage of the observed value. A positive value suggests underestimation
by the model and a negative value suggests overestimation in percent.
PBIAS =
∑
n
i=1(x
obs
i − ymodi ) ∗ 100∑
n
i=1y
obs
i
(5.13)
The Nash-Sutcliffe index (NS) is a measure for model efficiency and compares
the correlation of modelled and observed data with the 1:1-line. It is discussed in
detail for hydrological models by McCuen et al. (2006) and Jain and Sudheer (2008).
It is a normalised statistic and stating the magnitude of noise in the data. Values
range from 1 to −∞. The calculation of NS is shown in Equation 5.14.
NS = 1−
∑t
i=1(obsi −modi)2∑t
i=1(obsi − ¯obs)2
(5.14)
A value of 1 suggests a perfect fit. Continuously more negative values suggests a
continuously poorer agreement between the model and the observation. Jain and
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Sudheer (2008) believe that the Nash-Sutcliffe index is not an adequate tool to test
the performance of a model (at least not on its own). McCuen et al. (2006) conclude
that it is a valuable index but that under certain circumstances (e.g. in the presence
of extreme outliers or a systematic offset) it does not produce sensible guidelines.
Nevertheless it is a widely used index for example by Montanari et al. (2009). In
this work, the Nash-Sutcliffe index is only discussed as an addition to the statistical
indices outlined above.
5.3.4 Interpolation of the model output
Only modelled parameters matching the collected field data are relevant for the cal-
ibration, which are in this case: water level information, water depth and velocity
(vectors and magnitude). Data from the simulations can be exported for all grid cells
at one point in time resulting in up to 80,000 data points. In comparison, on av-
erage 100 field measurements of depth and velocity were gathered in each study
reach. Furthermore, model grid points with hydrodynamic information are not identi-
cal to positions of measurements in the field. To compare these two datasets, model
records have to be interpolated for the positions with available field data. The method
used here is a weighted nearest neighbour interpolation. This is carried out using the
R function ‘pick.from.points’, which is shown in Equation 5.15, see also (Brenning,
2011).
dis =
n∑
i=1
disi ∗
1
4i∑n
j=1
1
4i
(5.15)
Where dis is the interpolated model value at the measurement point location, disi is
the model output location i, which is separated from the measurement location by the
distance 4i and n the number of points for interpolation included in a given radius.
With a pick radius of 0.5 m a minimum of four points are included in the interpolation.
For all scalar data (water level, water depths, velocity magnitude) this interpolation
is sufficient. For vector data (down- and cross-stream velocity), a further adaption is
necessary. All velocity field measurements were collected along a straight transect,
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being orthogonal to the main flow direction, where the u-axis is in transect direction
(from the left to the right bank) and the v-axis is the downstream main flow direc-
tion (referred to as u- and v-velocity). Each transect lies at a different angle to the
geographic east (here x-axis) and north (here y-axis), which are used as the coor-
dinate system in the Delft3D records. For the comparison of the downstream and
cross-stream velocity components, the Delft3D results need to be rotated to fit the
u- and v-velocities measured in the field. All Delft3D velocity vector data was rotated
separately for each transect from the x- and y-velocity vectors to u- and v-velocity
vectors system.
5.3.5 Calibration results
Tables including a multitude of calibration runs and calibration statistics are confusing
and hard to interpret. Therefore, the following discussion is based on a graphical
representation of the calibration statistics. Graphs were developed combining plots
for different calibration statistics for each of the calibration parameters for all runs
of roughness coefficient values. This was done separately for cChezy and ks. The
graphs plot statistical indices in the y-axis for all calibration runs with different bed
roughness coefficient values along the x-axis. Statistical indices referring to the left y-
axis are plotted in such a way that their ideal value plots are in the centre of the graph.
Statistical indices referring to the right y-axis are plotted with their ideal value at the
top of the graph. The Nash-Sutcliffe index and the SMSE are used as accessory
statistics only mentioned in the discussion. In order to highlight possible systematic
deviations over the course of the reach, further parameters are investigated. These
are the water level as a longitudinal profile and the water depth split into cross-
sections. These are plotted for best fitting roughness parameter as well as extreme
rough and extreme smooth runs with cChezy and ks coefficients in one plot for each
reach. Finally, for a detailed analysis of the results of the best fitting roughness
coefficients, RMA plots for water depth and downstream velocity are presented.
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Calibration of the Smithincott study reach: Figure 5.10 shows the graphical rep-
resentation of the statistical evaluation of the calibration runs for the Smithincott study
reach with cChezy values. It consists of five sub-plots, each showing the statistical in-
dices for one calibration parameter. Different calibration runs line up along the x-axis
from runs with a high bed roughness at the left to runs with a smooth bed roughness
at the right.
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Figure 5.10: Smithincott study reach, statistical evaluation of a set of calibration runs
with Chezy roughness coefficient , LMa = the slope of the RMA, LMb = intercept
of the RMA, PBIAS = percentage bias, r = Pearson correlation coefficient and r2 =
coefficient of determination. For example, c1: calibration run with cChezy = 1, c200:
calibration run with cChezy = 200. The datum of the water level is the water level at
the downstream end of the reach.
The line-up of the statistical indices for the different calibrations runs forms a
curve. The two sub-plots at the top - water level and water depth - give a very
clear indication that calibration runs with smoother roughness coefficients generate
a better fit with the observed data. The curves for all indices for water level and water
depth levels off close to the ideal value towards smoother calibration runs. For runs
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with smoother values than c10, there is no significant change. This suggests that for
a smooth cChezy, the roughness is controlled mainly by grid roughness and not bed
roughness, which is associated with the DEM. For the three velocity calibrations,
the curves of the indices are not that clear. For all velocity calibrations, the r and
r2 values suggest a best fit between c20 and c40. This finding is supported by
the bias calculation, which reaches zero for approximately the same calibration run.
For the velocity magnitude and the downstream velocity calibrations, optimum LMa
and LMb and smallest PBIAS are achieved for c40. The cross-stream velocity is
associated with uncertainties. The statistical indices for this parameter generally
suggest a poor fit. Regarding the Nash-Sutcliffe index for water depth, it reaches its
highest value of 0.86 at c20 and 0.85 for c40. The highest Nash-Sutcliffe coefficients
for a downstream velocity is 0.54 at c40. SMRE for the water depth is small with
less than 2 cm for c40. The smallest error for downstream velocity calibration with
-0.01 ms-1 was found at c20 and also c40. Concluding, a cChezy of c40 appears to be
the calibration run with the optimum output.
The statistical evaluation of the White-Colebrook runs are shown in Figure 5.11.
r and r2 show that water level and water depth are insensitive to the bed roughness
coefficient value. The slope and intercept of the RMA and PBIAS show a flattening
of the index curves close to the optimum for runs with a bed roughness coefficient
smoother than w10. The calibration of the velocity magnitude and the downstream
velocity show a similar trend with optimum results for w15 and w10. For velocity mag-
nitude and downstream velocity, RMA, LMa and LMb suggest w10 as the optimum
but PBIAS reaches zero for rougher calibration runs around w30. The cross-stream
velocity results are again difficult to interpret. On the one hand, the overall error is
generally less than 10 %, which is good. On the other hand, r, r2, LMa and LMb
suggest a better agreement between model and field measurements for both very
rough and very smooth run.
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Figure 5.11: Smithincott study reach, statistical evaluation of a set of calibration runs
with White-Colebrook roughness coefficient , LMa = the slope of the RMA, LMb =
intercept of the RMA, PBIAS = percentage bias, r = Pearson correlation coefficient
and r2 = coefficient of determination. For example, w1: calibration run with ks = 1 cm,
w10: calibration run with ks = 10 cm. The datum of the water level is the water level
at the downstream end of the reach.
The Nash-Sutcliffe index reaches its maximum of 0.86 at w15 for water depth and
with 0.53 at w10 for downstream velocity. Errors for w15 are small with the SMSE
for water depth being 0.02 m and for downstream velocity 0.02 ms-2. Concluding the
above discussion, a value of w15 is seen as the optimum fitting roughness. In order
to pick up on any longitudial systematic bias, Figure 5.12a at the end of the chap-
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ter compares six selected modelled and the observed water level and water depth.
The selected model runs are the two runs with the best performing bed roughness
coefficients (c40 and w15) and each the roughest and the smoothest run for both
specifications of the bed roughness coefficient (c2.4, c40 and c200 and w200, w15
and w1). Longitudial water level data for Smithincott were not available. Therefore,
Figure 5.12a shows the observed and modelled water level for each of the survey
cross-sections. The cross-section two is split into two channels around an island
and therefore it is represented by two water levels. Overall, no obvious downstream
bias can be detected. The water level for optimum roughness values (c40 and w15)
show maximum errors of less than 2 cm. For cross-section five, the modelled data
is underestimating and for cross-section two b, the modelled data is overestimating
the water level. In Figure 5.12b, a similar result can be noted for water depth. Only
at cross-section one modelled depth for c40 and w15 are systematically lower and
for cross-section five higher than the observed values. The maximum bias is small
with less than 5 cm. To complete the calibration discussion for the reach in Smithin-
cott, Figure 5.13 shows scatterplots for water depth and downstream velocity with
modelled versus observed linear regression lines in green and the reciprocal linear
regression line of observed versus modelled data in blue. The RMA is plotted in red
and the 1:1 line in black. The fit for water depth data is very good. The downstream
velocity shows considerable noise, which was not as obvious in plot 5.10 and 5.11.
This suggests that although the overall trend in predicting velocity magnitude is ac-
ceptable, the prediction quality of the singel locations is weak. Comparing graph
5.13a with 5.13b and 5.13c with 5.13d shows that the differences in fit between runs
with cChezy and cWhite−Colebrook optimum bed roughness coefficients are small.
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Figure 5.13: Smithincott study reach, RMA plots for water depth and downstream
velocity for both best fitting roughness coefficients c40 and w15, green line = lm
modelled versus observed, blue line = lm observed versus modelled , red line =
RMA and black line = 1:1 line.
Calibration of the Stonyford study reach: Figure 5.14 shows the graphical repre-
sentation of the statistical indices for the calibration runs with cChezy for the Stonyford
study reach. For water level and water depth, r and r2 are generally high and in-
sensitive to variations of the roughness coefficient. Similar behaviour, but for lower
values for r and r2 can be seen for the three velocity specifications.
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Figure 5.14: Stonyford study reach, statistical evaluation of a set of calibration runs
with Chezy roughness coefficient , LMa = the slope of the RMA, LMb = intercept
of the RMA, PBIAS = percentage bias, r = Pearson correlation coefficient and r2 =
coefficient of determination. For example c1: calibration run with cChezy = 1, c200 =
calibration run with cChezy = 200. The datum of the water level is the water level at
the downstream end of the reach.
LMa and LMb curves for the water level and water depth reach the best results for
smooth coefficients, similar to the Smithincott study reach. LMa and LMb cross their
ideal value between c30 and c40 for all calibration parameters (apart from cross-
stream velocity), suggesting this as the optimum value. PBIAS reaches zero for
rougher calibration runs of c20. In order to make a descision, the additional indices
are consulted. The Nash-Sutcliffe index shows an optimum for water depth calibra-
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tion of 0.54 for c30 and c40 with a decline for both smoother and rougher coefficients.
The SMSE for water depth is smallest at c30 with a value of 0.012 m2. Therefore,
c30 is assumed as the optimum Chezy bed roughness coefficient calibration run for
Stonyford.
Figure 5.15 shows the graphical representation of the statistical indices for the
White-Colebrook simulations at the Stonyford reach. Again, r and r2 values are not
sensitive to changes in the roughness coefficient for all parameters.
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Figure 5.15: Stonyford study reach, statistical evaluation of a set of calibration runs
with White-Colebrook roughness coefficient , LMa = the slope of the RMA, LMb =
intercept of the RMA, PBIAS = percentage bias, r = Pearson correlation coefficient
and r2 = coefficient of determination. For example, w1: calibration run with ks = 1 cm,
w10: calibration run with ks = 10 cm. The datum of the water level is the water level
at the downstream end of the reach.
Other statistical indices for runs smoother than w10 are indicating a very poor
accordance of modelled and observed parameters. LMa, LMb and PBIAS curves
for water level, water depth and all three velocities calibrations show a sharp change
in trend at w10. This is in contrast to Smithincott, where smoother runs performed
consistently well. Additional calibration parameters also suggest an optimum for
w10 or w5, with the best Nash-Sutcliffe results for a water depth of 0.55 m at w5 and
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0.54 m at w10. The smallest SMSE is 0.08 m2 at w10 and w15. Therefore, w10
is brought forward as the best performing calibration run. Figure 5.16 at the end of
the chapter shows observed parameters and parameters resulting from runs with the
optimum as well as extreme bed roughness coefficients (c10, c30, c100 and w100,
w10, w5). Figure 5.16a shows the longitudinal profile for the Stonyford study reach
with an approximately 2 m distance between points for observed and modelled water
levels. The observed data comprises some clear outliers (point ID 36 and 44). If
these are ignored, the general fit for c30 and w10 is very good. Figure 5.16b shows
the observed and modelled depth for all study cross-sections in the reach. The
observed and modelled data differ for some positions in cross-section 1, 4 and 9,
but there is no evidence for a systematic bias. In general, the modelled depth in c30
and w10 accords well with the observed data. Regarding the run with the smallest ks
(w1), the longitudinal water level data shows an overestimation of the water level at
the upstream end. Finally, for calibration results in the Stonyford reach, Figure 5.17
shows scatterplots superimposed by the regression lines for both linear models, the
RMA and the 1:1 line for c30 and w10. The plot for water depth shows very good
results. However, similar to te results in Smithincott, the downstream velocity plot
shows considerable noise for all data points. Still, the RMA for downstream velocity
is both for c30 and w10 very close to the 1:1 line. Again this suggests that mean
velocity in the reach is predicted correctly, but local velocities are connected with
considerately high errors.
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Figure 5.17: Stonyford study reach, RMA plots for water depth and downstream
velocity for both best fitting roughness coefficients c30 and w10, green line = lm
modelled versus observed, blue line = lm observed versus modelled , red line =
RMA and black line = 1:1 line.
Calibration of the Rewe study reach: Figure 5.18 shows a graphical representa-
tion of statistical indices for calibration runs with the cChezy roughness for water level,
water depth and the three velocities for the study reach at Rewe. For water level
and depth, all calibration indices are insensitive to changes in the bed roughness.
Inferior values are recorded only for the very rough c5 . For velocity magnitude and
downstream velocity, the statistical indices - if regarded as a curve - approach the
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optimum around c15 and runs with a higher bed roughness. Despite the lack of
a clear optimum in the statistical indices’ curves, the magnitude of the indices are
similar to the optimum performance of the other two study reaches.
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Figure 5.18: Rewe study reach, statistical evaluation of a set of calibration runs
with Chezy roughness coefficient , LMa = the slope of the RMA, LMb = intercept
of the RMA, PBIAS = percentage bias, r = Pearson correlation coefficient and r2 =
coefficient of determination. For example, c1: calibration run with cChezy = 1, c200:
calibration run with cChezy = 200. The datum of the water level is the water level at
the downstream end of the reach.
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For example, r and r2 for water level are close to 1 and PBIAS for water depth
is approximately zero for all calibration runs. The only indication for an optimum is
the change in trend at c10. Overall, this suggests a limited influence of the bed
roughness compared to the other study reaches.
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Figure 5.19: Rewe study reach, statistical evaluation of a set of calibration runs
with White-Colebrook roughness coefficient , LMa = the slope of the RMA, LMb =
intercept of the RMA, PBIAS = percentage bias, r = Pearson correlation coefficient
and r2 = coefficient of determination. For example, w1: calibration run with ks = 1 cm,
w10: calibration run with ks = 10 cm. The datum of the water level is the water level
at the downstream end of the reach.
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The cause for this is probably the comparatively slow and deep flow. For the
White-Colebrook coefficient, the statistical indices are also insensitive to changes in
the bed roughness coefficient for water level and water depth, see Figure 5.19. In
the case of the velocity calibration, indices approach an optimum for w10 and runs
with smoother values. Therefore, w10 is defined as the best performing calibration
run.
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Figure 5.21: Rewe study reach, RMA plots for water depth and downstream velocity
for both best fitting roughness coefficients c40 and w15, green line = lm modeled
versus observed, blue line = lm observed versus modeled , red line = RMA and
black line = 1:1 line.
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cChezy ks (White-Colebrook)
Smithincott 40 15
Stonyford 30 10
Rewe 40 10
Table 5.5: Optimum CChezy and ks for White-Colebrook roughness coefficient for the
three study reaches as resulting from the above bed roughness coefficient calibra-
tions.
Figure 5.21 offers scatterplots of water depth and downstream velocity for runs
with c40 and w10 and confirms their similar performance to the other two study
reaches. Although data is scattered broadly on both sides of the 1:1 line, also for
water depth, the regression lines of the linear models and especially the RMA plots
close to the 1:1 line. One reason for the weaker performance of the hydrodynamic
model in the Rewe reach compared to the other two study reaches is the smaller
range of all calibration parameters. The Rewe study reach experiences the smallest
water level drop of only 25 cm (compared to 99 and 59 cm in Smithincott and Stony-
ford) and the smallest discharge for the calibration conditions of 0.25 m3 (see Table
5.2). In a smaller range of parameter values, errors of the same magnitude have a
stronger influence on calibration statistics. Further, in a study reach with a low slope,
bed roughness is of minor importance and consequently changes of bed roughness
coefficient values are not resulting in different hydrodynamic behaviour.
5.4 Conclusion
This chapter showed in detail the generation of high accuracy DEMs for the three
study field reaches. It explains the conversion of field point elevation data into a
complete surface representation. The conversion was achieved with the triangulation
method of the ArcMap 3D analyst component of the geo-spatial software ArcGIS.
This procedure included the use of additional breaklines. These breaklines are an
effective tool to deal with areas of weak data cover, especially for the application on
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linear structures, like the flow channel edges of the streams.
The resulting DEMs were applied as the source for the geometry and bathime-
try information in the hydrodynamic simulations. The hydrodynamic models were
simulated with the software Delft3D, more exactly its FLOW module. The physical,
numerical and output related parameters necessary for a model definition file were
discussed. Simulations were set up to recreate the conditions during the calibration
measurements. In the hydrodynamic model, these were specified as the conditions
at the upper (inlet) and lower (outlet) boundary, i.e. the discharge at the inlet and
water level at the outlet of the model reach during calibration conditions.
The hydrodynamic models were calibrated to establish the best performing
roughness coefficient. For this purpose, two different specifications of the bed
roughness coefficient were chosen: cChezy with a constant coefficient for the whole
reach and cWhite−Colebrook with a separate calculation of the bed roughness coeffi-
cient from ks for each grid cell depending on local water depth. For the three study
reaches and for both specifications of the bed roughness coefficient, up to nine cali-
bration runs with a wide range of the values were executed.
The run with the best performing roughness coefficient for each reach and each
roughness specification was determined with a suite of well-established statistical
methods. These statistical indices all test the accordance of modelled and observed
calibration parameters. The calibration parameters are as follows: water level, water
depth, velocity magnitude, cross- and downstream velocity. The parameters were
all measured in the field during the calibration conditions. Using a suite of simple
statistical indices was seen as superior to a complex sensitivity analysis or the
dependence on a typical performance index (for example the Nash-Sutcliff index) on
its own. This made the evaluation easy to comprehend and avoided the proneness
to errors of a single method. In order to avoid long tables for each of the indices,
graphs were developed condensing the information of the different statistical indices.
Each graph consisted of five sub-plots, one for each of the calibration parameters.
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In each sub-plot, the statistical indices were values in the y-axis with each run as a
point along the x-axis. The y-axis range was chosen is such a way, that the ideal
value for the correlation coefficients (which is 1 for r and r2) was plotted on the top
and for all other indices the ideal value was located in the middle of the plot. Best
performance was defined as the point where ideally all indices reach their optimum.
With this method, for all study reaches and both bed roughness coefficient speci-
fication, a best performing calibration run could be identified. For the Smithincott and
Rewe study reach, smooth bed roughness coefficients performed consistently well
and the roughest of these coefficients was chosen. The constant good performance
of smooth bed roughness coefficient shows that for calibration conditions the overall
roughness is dominated by the channel roughness. In the Stonyford study reach,
the calibration indices showed both a deterioration for the very rough as well as the
very smooth calibration runs. This means in Stonyford, with the coarsest bed grain
size and the straightest channel, the bed roughness is more influential for the overall
roughness compared to the other two reaches. From the calibration at hand, it is
not possible to decide upon the superior functionality of cChezy and the depth depen-
dent cWhite−Colebrook. This can be accounted to the fact, that for the modelled study
reaches, the channel roughness is more decisive than the bed roughness. This is
visible in the uniform performance of a wide range of bed roughness coefficients.
The hydrodynamic models developed here show a good fit for the water
level of the study reaches. However, the prediction of local velocity, the main
parameter of interest for further sediment modelling, is connected to considerable
variation around the 1:1 line. There are two areas of explanation for this. On the one
hand, the model can only be a simplified representation of the real world. For exam-
ple field velocity data is inevitable more variable than the grid cell averaged velocity
given by the model and the DEMs, although based on high accuracy differential GPS
data are set up with data points of half a river width distance in downstream direc-
tion, which is much more than the local bed structures influencing flow. On the other
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hand Delft3D was executed with a 2D representation of flow. This is a comparatively
simple representation of flow and might not be sufficient to calculate the complex
processes influencing local flow distribution. Although the package Delft3D is not
specifically evaluated, the benchmark EA paper Villanueva et al. (2008) reports sim-
ilar problems with the prediction of velocity for a suite of 14 hydrodynamic model
packages. These suggest, that an highly accurate flow velocity prediction, needs a)
a complex process representation (3D) and ideally calibration information from more
than just one discharge situation. Still, restricted to the available time frame and re-
sources, a simulation of flood runoff with the above calibrated hydrodynamic models
is seen as the best approach to estimate local velocities for a wide range of dis-
charge conditions and the fact, that the scatter plot of modelled and observed local
velocity is distributed evenly around the 1:1 line suggests a random, not systematic
divergence. Therefore the results of simulations for high discharge will be used in
the subsequent chapter as the flow information in the reach scale numerical model
for suspended sediment deposition.
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Chapter 6
Reach scale numerical deposition
model
This chapter introduces a suspended sediment deposition model applicable to river
reaches. A river reach is defined as a stretch of river, which experiences uniform
cross-sectional discharge and suspended sediment concentration, typically a reach
of several hundred meters in length. The model is based on the flume scale sus-
pended sediment deposition model (discussed in Chapter 3) and the geometry of
the field study reaches. It is be set up with a combination of field data (Chapter 4)
and simulation data from the hydrodynamic models of the study reaches (Chapter
5). In order to accommodate the larger scale of the reach compared to the flume
model and the changing flow conditions over time, several adaptions are introduced.
The adaptions regard the calculation of the suspended sediment concentration, the
execution of longer time periods with changing discharge and suspended sediment
concentration and the introduction of thresholds for net re-suspension of the intersti-
tial sediment.
Section 6.1 demonstrates the adaptation of the model structure from flume to
reach scale. Section 6.2 focuses on the source and format of the input data for the
reach scale model. Input data for the calibration of the model originates from three
sources. These are the best performing model parameters from the flume scale
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suspended sediment deposition model, field measured suspended sediment records
and according trapping rates for the calibration period, which are the trapping periods
in the field, and flow information from the hydrodynamic models from simulations
recreating the discharge conditions during the trapping periods.
Section 6.3 reports on the model calibration. The calibration determines the best
performing bed shear stress threshold for the re-suspension of the interstitial fine
sediment. In Section 6.4, the model is executed for a winter flood period for the three
study reaches. Finally, Section 6.5 concludes the chapter.
6.1 Model structure
The model introduced here focuses on the interstitial deposition of suspended sedi-
ment in single reaches of a catchment. The reach scale deposition model is based
on the flume scale model in Chapter 3. Deposition is described as a function of sed-
iment and velocity using the Krone formulation. Analogous to the flume scale model,
the reach scale model consists of a base module for deposition, which is executed
separately for all grain size classes and all patches. A patch is an area, which can
be treated as uniform with regard to its flow and sediment conditions. Deposition for
each patch is the sum of the deposition of the single grain size classes in this patch.
Also, according to the flume scale model, deposition is inhibited, if the local velocity
exceeds the critical value of the suspended sediment.
Nevertheless, four major adaptations were undertaken in order to upscale the
model to the field situations: (1) A simplification of the suspended sediment calcula-
tion is introduced. Instead of calculating the concentration loss from one patch into
a consecutive patch, the sediment concentration in the water column for one reach
is driven by its turbidity record. This is based on the assumption that for a reach
the upstream input of suspended sediment exceeds the concentration loss in the
reach by orders of magnitude. Consequently, the location of the grid cells within the
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reach and their coherence is not relevant during the model execution. (2) The model
is only applied to grain sizes finer than 500 µm, because, first, all sediment mea-
sured in the field bottled samples was finer than 500 µm and consequently coarser
sediment was not recorded in the turbidity probe record. Second, the behaviour of
sediment >500 µm was not tested fully, due to the restrictions of the flume avail-
able at Exeter University. This resulted in a lack of valid calibration data for these
grain sizes. (3) The model was adapted to changing discharge and sediment condi-
tions for the model period. (4) The re-suspension of the interstitial fine sediment is
included. Kirchner et al. (1990) showed that fine sediment trapped in gravel pock-
ets is not re-suspended until the bed structure moves. Consequently, only if the
bed framework is mobilised then the fine sediment stored within the channel will be
re-suspended. However, the findings of this work propose a further mechanism of
flushing. Traps did not consistently accumulate fine sediment over longer trapping
periods, although the gravel structure did not move in the trapping period and traps
were not all filled to their maximum available pore space. This suggests a flushing
mechanism effective during flow conditions, which only loosens the gravel framework
without actually moving the single gravel grains further downstream. In the model,
re-suspension is represented by a complete flushing of the gravel bed above a veloc-
ity threshold, which sets interstitial storage of fine sediment to zero. The functionality
of this threshold is tested in the calibration procedure.
Due to the better performance of the velocity deposition model compared to the
shear stress deposition model, the reach scale model is executed with the velocity
specification of the suspended sediment deposition model.
6.2 Input data
The model uses three groups of input data, see Table 6.1. Calibration results from
the flume scale model, which define the parameters in the Krone formulation (ws, vcr,
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Source of input data data type specification
Flume scale model parameters of Krone equation best performing value set com-
bination determined in the flume
scale numerical deposition
model calibration
Field measurements standard gauging station infor-
mation
a) stage record defined as steps of a defined
stage range
b) suspended sediment record averaged C for each stage step
Hydrodynamic models step wise steady state simula-
tions
a) geometry size of patches identical to hy-
drodynamic grid cells
b) velocity distribution output data from hydrodynamic
simulations for all stage steps
Table 6.1: Input data for the reach scale suspended sediment deposition model
grouped in three sources
λ), direct field data, which is data readily available from standard gauging stations,
namely stage and suspended sediment record and information about patch size and
location and the velocity distribution in the single patches, which is taken from the
hydrodynamic models of the single field reaches. The following sections discuss
each data source in more detail.
6.2.1 Data from flume scale numerical deposition model
The speed of deposition of the suspended sediment from the water column into the
bed and the critical velocities for the single grain size classes are quantified using
the parameters calibrated in the flume scale model. These are the settling velocity
of the single grain size classes, the critical velocity and the calibration coefficient λ.
The best performing value set determined in the flume experiments uses Gibb’s ws,
Lane’s vcr and λ = 5 (see Section 3.3.6).
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6.2.2 Data from direct field measurements
The most common parameters measured at gauging stations are the stage record
and the turbidity. For these two parameters, continuous records for all three study
reaches with measurements every 15 minutes are available. The transformation of
turbidity records into suspended sediment concentrations is demonstrated in Section
4.4.1. Stage and suspended sediment concentration are the main signifiers for short
term changes in the hydraulic and sedimentological characteristics of a stream. For
example, stage and suspended sediment records allow estimates of the discharge
and sediment load of a flood (see Section 4.4.1). Periods of flood with changing
sediment and stage record are the main interest of the model simulation. For the
calibration of the model, the data of interest are the records between the time of trap
installation and trap recovery, i.e. the trapping or calibration periods. For the model
this data is discretised in time steps with a defined stage range, so called stage
steps. The range discretised in one stage step is a 5 cm change in the stage record.
Furthermore, the time series table lists the average suspended sediment concen-
tration, starting time, end time and duration. Additionally, the suspended sediment
grain size distribution needs to be defined. Here, bottled samples from a range of
discharge and turbidity situations were measured regarding their absolute grain size
distribution (see 4.4). The grain size distribution measured does not show a correla-
tion between discharge and grain size distribution and only a slight variation between
the three study reaches. Therefore, the same suspended sediment grain size dis-
tribution is applied to all time steps. Nevertheless, the variation between the study
reaches is included in the model. The grain size distribution measured in the field is
similar to the grain size distribution of the silty fine sediment used as the source of
suspended sediment in the flume experiments. This means that the application of
the best performing values set combination from the flume scale model to define the
speed of suspended sediment deposition is an admissible measure.
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6.2.3 Data from hydrodynamic models
For each of the three study reaches a hydrodynamic model was setup using the soft-
ware Delft3D. Chapter 5 offers a detailed description. The models are the source of
two types of input data. The model grid serves as the source for the patch position
and size. These patches are the quadrangles of the curvilinear grid used for the hy-
drodynamic model. The quadrangles (grid cells) within the river channel are smaller
than the ones on the floodplain. Patches are typically smaller than 0.5 m in edge
length, with an average size of 0.15 m2 in the Smithincott study reach, 0.17 m2 in the
Stonyford study reach and 0.17 m2 in the Rewe study reach. For more detail, see
Section 5.2. Alongside the patch definition, the hydrodynamic models are the source
of all flow information. The flow information is the depth averaged velocity and the
bed shear stress in each patch for the different stage steps. Additionally, information
about water level and water depth are valuable sources for the evaluation of the hy-
drodynamic simulation quality. For each stage step, a simulation with a stable stage
and discharge is run with Delft3D. The Delft3D hydrodynamic simulation for each
stage step is run until all output parameters have stabilised. The experience from
the calibration runs in Chapter 5 shows that at the latest after 30 minutes of simula-
tion time with a fixed stage and discharge no significant variation is apparent in the
output parameters. In order to show that after this time period, no further changes
are to be expected, simulations for each stage step were run for one hour simula-
tion time. The hydrodynamic simulations of the single stage steps were compiled in
one simulation run per reach to avoid setting up a large number of different model
runs. Stage and discharge are set to change synchronously from one stage step
to the next every simulation hour. One possible output format in Delft3D is a time
series for an observation point for any kind of output parameter. Figure 6.1 shows
a graphical representation of the water level of the Stonyford study reach at seven
observation points. The observation points are positioned midstream and distributed
over the whole length of the study reach. The water level shows a very steep drop
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at the being of the simulation run (due to an initial water cover of 0.5 m for the whole
study reach). Thereafter, for the first stage step and all subsequent stage steps the
water level remains steady for the simulation time with a stable stage and discharge
definition.
Figure 6.1: Delft3D hydrodynamic model water level as an example for the output pa-
rameter development at seven midstream observation points in the Stonyford study
reach showing the quality of the single simulation steps.
The equivalent plots for the other reaches and for the development of bed shear
stress and velocity at the same observation points can be found in the Appendix A.58
to A.63.
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6.3 Calibration
6.3.1 Calibration procedure
The behaviour of the suspended sediment in the reach was initiated after the cali-
bration results of the flume scale numerical suspended sediment deposition model.
The parameters controlling the suspended sediment deposition are based entirely on
the flume scale model calibration. The calibration conducted here aims to establish
conditions for interstitial sediment re-suspension.
The calibration of the reach scale deposition model is based on six periods with
field trapping information in the winter of 2009/2010, which are defined as the calibra-
tion periods. The stage and turbidity record and the trapping rates of these periods
are already discussed in detail in 4.4.2. Table 6.2 summarises the main charac-
teristics for the calibration periods and states the key dimension of the model runs,
the number of patches, the number of stage steps and the range of the suspended
concentration and the range of the stage level.
duration days with No patch size No C range stage range
days high C patches mean m2 stage steps from to from to
Period mg L-1 m
Smithincott 1 74 4 30000 0.15 37 1 326 0.60 1.33
2 40 13 381 1 455 0.58 1.59
Stonyford 1 15 0 82500 0.17 6 0 24 0.24 0.31
2 38 13 370 1 619 0.28 1.72
Rewe 1 33 6 32500 0.17 37 0 229 0.26 1.03
2 35/36 15 307 2 289 0.28 1.42
Table 6.2: Characteristic parameters for the six calibration periods, No being the
number of patches respectively stage steps in a calibration run, C being the average
suspended sediment concentration of the stage step.
The calibration is based on the comparison of measured trapping rates and the
modelled interstitial deposition in the equivalent patches. Depending on the calibra-
tion period, these are eight to twelve traps, grouped in two or three trap sets (see
Section 4.4.2 for more detail). This small number of calibration points makes it dif-
ficult to calibrate nuances of the fine sediment deposition process. However, the
accordance of measured interstitial trapping and modelled interstitial deposition is a
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very clear indicator of the successful upscaling of the suspended sediment deposi-
tion model and its general performance.
Within-channel fine sediment is not constantly accumulating but is re-suspended
into the water column at threshold conditions. As a starting point for the calibration,
the threshold for re-suspension of the interstitial sediment in the model is set at the
excess of the critical bed shear stress (τcr) with the power to mobilise the D90 of the
gravel bed. Mobilisation of the bed D90 was also used in Petit (1994) as the criteria
for complete bed movement. The critical value for bed framework mobilisation, is
based on the review paper of Buffington and Montgomery (1997). In particular, the
dimensionless shear stress (τ ∗) from Diplas and Parker (1992) was chosen as a
reference. It is based on the D50 of the subsurface bed grain size (D50ss) and was
tested with data from riffle-pool rivers similar to the River Culm. Furthermore, other
authors like Dinehart (2012), Wilcock (1988) and Wathen et al. (1997) report similar
mobilisation thresholds for riffle-pool gravel bed rivers. Diplas definition of τ ∗ is given
in Equation 6.1 with Di being the grain size in question (here the D90).
τ ∗cri = 0.087
Di
D50ss
−0.94
(6.1)
Dimensionless critical shear stress is transferred into critical shear stress using Equa-
tion 6.2 with ρs − ρf being the difference between solid and fluid density and g being
the gravitational acceleration.
τcr−bed = τ ∗cri ∗ (ρs − ρf ) ∗ g ∗Di (6.2)
The critical shear stress for the mobilisation of the gravel bed was calculated using
results from the gravel count in the reaches (see Chapter 4). The critical shear stress
to move the D90 in the single reaches was 59 Pa at Smithincott, 71 Pa at Stonyford
and 57 Pa at Rewe. Based on these values defined for each reach, nine adaptations
of the thresholds were calculated (with 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9
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threshold f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9 f10
Smithincott Pa 5.9 11.8 17.7 23.6 29.5 35.4 41.3 47.2 53.1 59
Stony Pa 7.1 14.2 21.3 28.4 35.5 42.6 49.7 56.8 63.9 71
Rewe Pa 5.7 11.4 18.1 23.8 29.5 35.2 40.9 46.6 52.3 57
Table 6.3: Thresholds of interstitial re-suspension as fractions of the critical bed
shear stress for the movement of the D90 of the gravel bed, after Diplas and Parker
(1992).
times the critical value, see Table 6.3) resulting in ten flushing thresholds. For each
threshold, a model run was executed. The deposition results for each threshold are
compared to the observed interstitial trapping and the best performing threshold is
brought forward for the execution of the scenario runs.
6.3.2 Interstitial deposition in the calibration periods
Figure 6.2 to 6.7 show distribution plots of modelled interstitial deposition in the
reaches at the end of the calibration periods. For each reach, one calibration pe-
riod was taken as an example and plotted for selected re-suspension thresholds.
Deposition is displayed in discrete classes and observed trap positions are indicated
with red dots. The plots show a wide range of modelled deposition from 0 up to the
maximum of 240 kg m-2. The deposition distribution is typical, with highest deposi-
tion found at the sides of the channel and in pools and lowest deposition at bars and
riffle runs (as also suggested by Walling et al., 2003).
Noticeably, the distribution of deposition in Smithincott (Figure 6.2 to 6.3b) con-
sists of a small celled mosaic of different levels of deposition, whereas both Stonyford
and Rewe deposition are more uniform over the reach. The mosaic nature of depo-
sition at Smithincott is most distinct for low re-suspension thresholds. For higher
thresholds deposition reaches uniform maximum values (compare Figure 6.2 with
the lowest re-suspension threshold of f1 =5.9 Pa to Figure 6.3b for a threshold of f5
= 29.5 Pa).
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Period S1 : threshold: f1
Figure 6.2: Distribution of interstitial deposition for calibration Period 1 at Smithincott
with threshold f1 = 5.9 Pa. Deposition is displayed in discrete classes from 0 to
240 kg m-2, x as easting, y as northing. The positions of the traps are indicated as
red dots.
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Period S1 : threshold: f3
(a) Threshold f3 = 17.7 Pa
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Figure 6.3: Distribution of interstitial deposition for calibration Period 1 at Smithincott
with threshold f3 = 17.7 Pa and f5 = 29.5 Pa. Deposition is displayed in discrete
classes from 0 to 240 kg -2, x as easting, y as northing. The positions of the traps
are indicated as red dots.
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of interstitial deposition for calibration Period 2 at Stonyford
with threshold f1 = 7.1 Pa. Deposition is displayed in discrete classes from 0 to
240 kg m-2, x as easting, y as northing. The positions of the traps are indicated as
red dots.
For all re-suspension thresholds, the modelled deposition at Stonyford is dis-
tributed more uniformly across the reach for a low threshold (f1 = 7.1 Pa, shown in
Figure 6.4). River stretches with riffles experience low deposition for most of the area
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between the two banks. Only a very narrow side ribbon at the channel edges experi-
ences higher deposition. Pool areas experience medium deposition, again covering
the whole area from bank to bank. With rising thresholds, the ribbon of high depo-
sition along the river edges grows wider (see Figure 6.5a) and eventually fills up the
reach uniformly with maximum deposition (here at threshold f5 = 35.5 Pa).
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Figure 6.5: Distribution of interstitial deposition for calibration Period 2 at Stonyford
with threshold f3 = 21.3 Pa und f5 = 35.5 Pa. Deposition is displayed in discrete
classes from 0 to 240 kg m-2, x as easting, y as northing. The positions of the traps
are indicated as red dots.
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Figure 6.6 compares the modelled interstitial deposition for threshold f1 = 5.7 Pa
for calibration Period 1 and Period 2 at Rewe. Deposition in Period 1 (with lower dis-
charge and lower maximum suspended sediment concentration, see Table 6.2) re-
sults in a higher deposition throughout. The mean deposition in Period 1 is 44.6 kg m-2
compared to 28.2 kg m-2 in the more dynamic Period 2 period (see Table 6.4). For
any other threshold than f1 in Period 1, modelled interstitial deposition is identical
to the one plotted in Figure 6.6a. The reason for this is that the flow conditions
in the calibration period do not exceed this threshold. Therefore, the deposition in
Figure 6.6a is the complete suspended sediment deposition without loss due to re-
suspension. This means deposition results from Period 1 are not significant for the
definition of the re-suspension threshold. In Period 2, flow conditions do exceed f1
and f2 flushing thresholds. However, the flow conditions are very uniform, resulting
in larger stretches of uniform deposition over larger parts of the reach.
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Figure 6.6: Distribution of interstitial deposition for calibration Period 1 and 2 at Rewe
with threshold f1 = 5.7 Pa. Deposition is displayed in discrete classes from 0 to
240 kg m-2, x as easting, y as northing. The positions of the traps are indicated as
red dots.
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Period R2 : threshold: f3
Figure 6.7: Distribution of interstitial deposition for calibration Period 2 at Rewe
with threshold f3 = 17.1 Pa. Deposition is displayed in discrete classes from 0 to
240 kg m-2, x as easting, y as northing. The positions of the traps are indicated as
red dots.
Further, for the calibration run with threshold f3 = 17.1 Pa, the maximum deposi-
tion is reached in the whole reach, see Figure 6.7. The lack of threshold conditions
in the Rewe study reach is in accordance with the typical behaviour of a lower reach.
During flood runoff, the whole floodplain is inundated and contributes to overall dis-
charge causing the flow in the main river channel to rise to less extreme peaks (see
description of discharge and suspended load dynamics of the reaches in Subsection
4.4.1). Table 6.4 summarises the mean deposition in the wetted area of the reaches
for selected re-suspension thresholds. This overview demonstrates the sensitivity of
the model to the re-suspension threshold with rising mean deposition in the reach for
rising thresholds. Further, it demonstrates that longer trapping periods, with higher
stages and higher suspended sediment concentration (here Period 2) do not result in
higher interstitial deposition. Both for the reach at Smithincott and the reach at Rewe,
the modelled interstitial deposition in Period 1 is consistently higher than in Period
2. For the reach at Stonyford, this is not true because calibration Period 1 at Stony-
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ford reach experienced very limited suspended sediment concetrations, resulting in
a maximum deposition of only 5 kg m-2.
Threshold f1 f2 f3 f5 f7 f10
Deposition in kg m-2 kg m-2 kg m-2 kg m-2 kg m-2 kg m-2
Smithincott Period 1 44 80 97 102 104
Smithincott Period 2 23 24 50 90 125
Stonyford Period 1 4 5
Stonyford Period 2 29 67 100 103 103
Rewe Period 1 45 95 102
Rewe Period 2 285 152
Table 6.4: Mean deposition [kg m-2] in the wetted areas of the study reaches for the
different calibration periods and selected flushing thresholds.
6.3.3 Statistical evaluation of modelled and observed interstitial
deposition
Although, the above plots show a consistent behaviour of the model, they also display
several problem for the model re-suspension threshold calibration. Re-suspension
threshold calibration is based on a small number of traps, each giving only one value
for the whole trapping period. The traps are generally located in areas of deposition
of similar magnitude. Most diverse, but still dominantly mid-stream trap positions are
found at Smithincott. In comparison, the trap positions at Stonyford are all located
mid riffle, only at different distances from the river bank. The study reach in Rewe
experiences relatively little diversification over the whole reach and differences in ob-
served positions are very small. Further, the calibration of the flume scale deposition
model already showed the difficulties of the model to predict deposition correctly.
The evaluation of the model performance suggested influence by factors other than
the local flow on local deposition. Nevertheless, the observed trapping data is valu-
able to investigate the applicability and potential good performance of the model on
reach scale. The accordance of the magnitude of measured and modelled interstitial
deposition is a criterion for the quality of the model setup and upscaling to reach
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scale. Due to these limitations, this evaluation refrains from the more complex sta-
tistical examination employed for the calibration of the flume scale deposition model
(Chapter 2) and the hydrodynamic models (Chapter 5). However, least square lin-
ear regressions of modelled and observed interstitial deposition for the trap positions
deliver a general picture of the performance of the model. The regression applied is
forced through the origin. The evaluation of r2 delivers a scale for the accordance of
the modelled and observed interstitial deposition of the single positions. The slope of
the linear model shows the accordance of modelled and observed interstitial deposi-
tion magnitude. In order to illustrate the results, plots with observed versus modelled
interstitial deposition are shown. These include all thresholds, which differ regarding
the modelled deposition of the trap positions. Further the linear regression lines are
superimposed.
Figure 6.8 plots the data for Period S1 at Smithincott. The left panel shows that
there is more variability in the modelled compared to the observed data. Most re-
suspension thresholds over predict deposition. The right panel shows that there is
a weak accordance between modelled and predicted deposition especially for trap
set S1. S1 is located at the exit of a pool and experiences flow acceleration. This is
possibly one position with similar problems as the ones found for traps C and D in
the flume scale deposition model. The statistical evaluation does give a clear indica-
tion towards the best accordance in magnitude but not regarding the correlation of
the different trap positions (see Table 6.5). A threshold of f1 = 0.59 Pa results in the
best performance for this period. The results of Period S2 at Smithincott are shown
in Figure 6.9. Here, the model fit is better than for Period 1. The best performing
re-suspension threshold resides between f1 and f2, see Table 6.6.
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Figure 6.8: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition for different re-suspension
threshold for Period 1 at Smithincott. The left shows scatter plots of observed and
modelled data with superimposed linear regression lines. The right panel shows the
mean deposition of the trap sets for the observed data and the calibration runs with
different re-suspension thresholds with observed values in black.
threshold f1 f2 f3 f4
r2 0.05 0.20 0.87
slope 1.49 3.71 5.83 11.27
Table 6.5: Results of linear regression of observed and modelled interstitial deposi-
tion in calibration Period 1 at Smithincott.
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Figure 6.9: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition for different re-suspension
threshold for Period 2 at Smithincott. The left shows scatter plots of observed and
modelled data with superimposed linear regression lines. The right panel shows the
mean deposition of the trap sets for the observed data and the calibration runs with
different re-suspension thresholds with observed values in black.
threshold f1 f2 f3 f4
r2 0.12 0.19 0.10
slope 0.56 1.64 3.11 11.27
Table 6.6: Results of linear regression of observed and modelled interstitial deposi-
tion in calibration Period 2 at Smithincott.
The results of Period 1 at Stonyford are shown in Figure 6.10. Period 1 at Stony-
ford experiences only small amounts of suspended sediment and flow conditions
does not exceed re-suspension threshold f2 = 14.2 Pa. Although the results without
re-suspension result in similar magnitudes to the observed deposition, threshold f1
performs better. The observed and modelled interstitial deposition correlates with an
r2 of 0.52 and the linear regression results in a slope of 1.05 (see Table 6.7).
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Figure 6.10: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition for different re-suspension
threshold for Period 1 at Stonyford. The left shows scatter plots of observed and
modelled data with superimposed linear regression lines. The right panel shows the
mean deposition of the trap sets for the observed data and the calibration runs with
different re-suspension thresholds with observed values in black.
threshold f1 f2
r2 0.52 0.03
slope 1.05 1.20
Table 6.7: Results of linear regression of observed and modelled interstitial deposi-
tion in calibration Period 1 at Stonyford.
The results of Period 2 at Stonyford are shown in Figure 6.11. Here, the deposi-
tion for the trap positions rises from threshold f1 = 7.1 Pa to f5 = 35.5 Pa continuously.
However, the modelled deposition shows very little variability within one calibration
run (see left panel), although the observed deposition is in F2 is only approximately
15 % of the deposition in F3. Only at threshold f4 = 28.4 Pa, this difference is also
modelled but with an approximately 2.5 fold over prediction. The statistical evaluation
in Table 6.8 suggests a best performing threshold around f3.
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Figure 6.11: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition for different re-suspension
threshold for Period 2 at Stonyford. The left shows scatter plots of observed and
modelled data with superimposed linear regression lines. The right panel shows the
mean deposition of the trap sets for the observed data and the calibration runs with
different re-suspension thresholds with observed values in black.
threshold f1 f2 f3 f4 f5
r2 0.65 0.68 0.31 0.87
slope 0.09 0.49 0.67 2.50 2.64
Table 6.8: Results of linear regression of observed and modelled interstitial deposi-
tion in calibration Period 2 at Stonyford.
Period 1 at Rewe is not documented here because the flow during this period
did not exceed threshold f1 = 0.57 Pa. However, the magnitude of modelled and
observed data are in good accordance. The results of Period 2 at Rewe are shown
in Figure 6.12. The reach in Rewe in this period exhibits almost no variability between
the modelled interstitial deposition of the single trap positions. Therefore, only the
magnitude of the modelled interstitial deposition can be used as an indicator for best
performing threshold. Consequently f1 = 5.7 Pa, which results in a slope of 1.15 can
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be seen as the best performing threshold for the Rewe study reach.
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Figure 6.12: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition for different re-suspension
threshold for Period 1 at Rewe. The left shows scatter plots of observed and mod-
elled data with superimposed linear regression lines. The right panel shows the
mean deposition of the trap sets for the observed data and the calibration runs with
different re-suspension thresholds with observed values in black.
threshold f1 f2 f3 f4
r2 0.00 0.00 0.00
slope 1.15 2.10 10.06 20.65
Table 6.9: Results of linear regression of observed and modelled interstitial deposi-
tion in calibration Period 2 at Rewe.
Overall, the re-suspension threshold calibration suggests low re-suspension thresh-
old of 10 to 20 % of the initially established threshold. This is unexpectedly low, es-
pecially considering that interstitial sediment can only be re-suspended during gravel
mobilisation. There are three possible explanations for these findings. First, there
are processes causing re-suspension prior to the full mobilisation of the gravel bed;
second, the suspended grain size distribution is defined too coarse and consequently
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the accordant critical velocity for deposition (τcr) is too low and settling velocity (ws)
too high; or third, the suspended sediment downward flux (λ ,C*ws) is defined too
high. The latter suggests that for a fully satisfactory model performance the sus-
pended sediment downward flux needs to be reduced. Two findings strengthen this
theory. First, in Period 1 at Smithincott calibration runs with all threshold did over
estimate deposition. This means, at least for the application in Smithincott, the mod-
elled deposition is too high. Second in Period 2 at Stonyford, the best accordance
between observed and modelled deposition pattern was found for the f4 threshold,
however with a 2.5 fold too high deposition estimate. Supposedly modelled down-
ward flux was only 20 % of the current value, a threshold of f4 in Stonyford would be
in very good accordance with the observed data.
Nevertheless, the data available at this point in time is not sufficient to explain
the cause of a potentially lower downward flux in the field compared to the flume.
This means, a reduction of the downward flux would be purely justified with its coun-
terbalancing effect on the re-suspension threshold. A similar argument is true for a
potential adaption of the suspended sediment grain size distribution and the accord-
ing the critical velocity.
Nevertheless, in order to demonstrate a principal field application, the following
section discusses scenarios modelled with an unaltered downward flux and unal-
tered suspended sediment grain size distribution in combination with the re-suspension
thresholds of 10 and 20 % of the maximum value.
6.4 Deposition scenarios
The scenarios modelled for this subsections are the winter flood period already in-
troduced in Section 4.4.1. For all study reaches, several events with high stages
and high suspended sediment concentrations were measured (see Figure 4.21 and
4.22). The simulation of interstitial deposition for this period aims to show the appli-
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cability of the model and to aid the undertanding of the different dynamics of upper,
middle and lower reaches. Due to the lack of a exact definition of a re-suspension
threshold, the distribution of interstitial deposition for all reaches is modelled with
both thresholds f1 and f2. Furthermore, the distribution of modelled interstitial sedi-
ment over the course of the scenario period is investigated.
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Scenario Stonyford : threshold: f1
(a) Threshold f1 = 5.9 Pa
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Scenario Smithincott  : threshold: f2
(b) Threshold f2 = 11.8 Pa
Figure 6.13: Distribution of deposition at end of the scenario period at Smithincott
with threshold f1 = 5.9 Pa and f2 = 11.8 Pa. Deposition is displayed in discrete
classes from 0 to 240 kg m-2, x as easting, y as northing.
Smithincott Figures 6.13a and 6.13b compare the interstitial deposition at the end
of the scenario period at Smithincott for f1 and f2. The differences in interstitial
deposition for these two threshold are marginal with a mean deposition of 136 kg m-2
for f1 compared to 138 kg m-2 for f2.
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Scenario Smithincott peak 1 : threshold: f1
(a) Threshold f1 first peak after 14 days
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111800
111820
111840
111860
111880
305880 305920 305960 306000
x
y
kg/m²
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
(−0.24,19.8]
(19.8,39.8]
(39.8,59.9]
(59.9,79.9]
(79.9,100]
(100,120]
(120,140]
(140,160]
(160,180]
(180,200]
(200,220]
(220,240]
Scenario Smithincott peak 2 : threshold: f1
(b) Threshold f1 second peak after 16 days
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111840
111860
111880
305880 305920 305960 306000
x
y
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l
(−0.24,19.8]
(19.8,39.8]
(39.8,59.9]
(59.9,79.9]
(79.9,100]
(100,120]
(120,140]
(140,160]
(160,180]
(180,200]
(200,220]
(220,240]
Scenario Smithincott peak 4−6 : threshold: f1
(c) Smith f1 peak 5 after 38 days
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Figure 6.14: Distribution of interstitial deposition for scenario peak 1, 2, 5 and 6 at
Smithincott with threshold f1 = 5.9 Pa. Deposition is displayed in discrete classes
from 0 to 240 kg m-2, x as easting, y as northing.
However for a threshold of f3, the complete deposition for the whole reach is at
the maximum of 240kg m-2. Again, the small scale mosaic of deposition for this reach
is clearly visible. The plots in Figure 6.14 show the modelled interstitial deposition
for four discharge peaks in the scenario period at Smithincott with the f1 threshold.
They clearly show that each discharge peak clears the main channel from interstitial
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deposition. However, slack water and side areas constantly accumulate interstitial
deposits. In the days after a peak with a complete re-suspension, rapid interstitial de-
position takes place. This is shown in Figure 6.15 for a threshold of f1. Here, directly
after a peak with a maximum stage of 1.5 m and a maximum suspended sediment
concentration of 234 mg L-1 (causing the re-suspension of interstitial deposition in
the main channel), deposition is limited to side and slack water areas (Figure 6.15a).
However, only four days and eight hours after the last re-suspension, the channel is
filled in with interstitial deposits covering main parts of the main channel.
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(−0.24,19.8]
(19.8,39.8]
(39.8,59.9]
(59.9,79.9]
(79.9,100]
(100,120]
(120,140]
(140,160]
(160,180]
(180,200]
(200,220]
(220,240]
Scenario Smithincott last peak  : threshold: f1
(a) Threshold f1 re-suspension peak at end of sce-
nario period
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Figure 6.15: Distribution of deposition for scenario at Smithincott with threshold f1
= 5.9 Pa during and 4 days after a stage speak with re-suspension of interstitial
sediment in the main channel. Deposition is displayed in discrete classes from 0 to
240 kg m-2, x as easting, y as northing.
The period after the re-suspension had a mean stage of 0.74 m and a mean
suspended sediment concentration of 27 mg L-1. This period shows the fast dynamic
of modelled interstitial deposits and the relevance of high discharge for the flushing
of the gravel pores.
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Stonyford Figure 6.16a and 6.16b compare the interstitial deposition at the end of
the scenario period at Stonyford. The differences in interstitial deposition for these
two threshold are distinct with a mean deposition of 103 kg m-2 for f1 compared to
129 kg m-2 for f2.
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Scenario Stonyford : threshold: f1
(a) Threshold f1=7.1 Pa
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Scenario Stonyford : threshold: f2
(b) Threshold f2=14.2 Pa
Figure 6.16: Distribution of interstitial deposition for end of the scenario Period at
Stonyford with threshold f1 = 7.1 Pa and f2 = 14.2 Pa. Deposition is displayed in
discrete classes from 0 to 240 kg m-2, x as easting, y as northing.
For higher re-suspension threshold the distribution of interstitial deposition is sim-
ilar to f2. Figure 6.17 shows interstitial deposition at Stonyford for the same stage
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peaks as the Smithincott peak 1 and peak 5. In contrary to Smithincott, the re-
suspension is only complete for the riffle areas of the main channel. Pool areas ex-
perience further suspended sediment deposition. The interstitial deposits increase
from peak to peak.
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Scenario Stonyford peak 1 : threshold: f1
(a) Threshold f1 peak 1 at Julian day 307
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Scenario Stonyford peak 4 : threshold: f1
(b) Threshold f1 peak 4 at Julian day 333
Figure 6.17: Distribution of interstitial deposition of the scenario at Smithincott with
threshold f1 = 5.9 Pa for two selected stage peaks. Deposition is displayed in discrete
classes from 0 to 240 kg m-2, x as easting, y as northing.
During peak 1, average deposition in the wetted channel is 18 kg m-2 (displayed
in Figure 6.17a, with a stage of 1.25 m), increasing to 48 kg m-2 for peak 2 at Julian
6.4. DEPOSITION SCENARIOS 295
day 327 and cummulating with 183 kg m-2 for peak 4 (displayed in Figure 6.17b, with
a stage of 1.3 m).
Rewe For the Rewe reach, bed shear stresses are also not in excess of the thresh-
old f2 = 11.4 Pa for the scenario period. Especially for the distribution of interstitial
deposition at the end of the scenario period, the two threshold do not differ, as Fig-
ure 6.18a and 6.18a show an almost identical uniform deposition of 240 kg m-2 in the
area of the wetted channel.
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Scenario Rewe : threshold: f1
(a) Threshold f1 = 5.7 Pa
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Scenario Rewe : threshold: f2
(b) Threshold f2 = 11.4 Pa
Figure 6.18: Distribution of deposition for scenario at Rewe with threshold f1 = 5.7 Pa
and f2 = 11.4 Pa. Deposition displayed in discrete classes from 0 to 240 kg m-2, x as
easting, y as northing.
This means, under the given conditions, Rewe’s modelled interstitial deposition
accumulates until the maximum deposition is reached.
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Scenario Rewe peak 3 : threshold: f2
(b) Rewe f1 peak 3
Figure 6.19: Distribution of deposition for Scenario at Rewe with threshold f1 = 5.7 Pa
for two selected peaks. Deposition displayed in discrete classes from 0 to 240 kg m-2,
x as easting, y as northing.
Figure 6.19a and 6.19b show the deposition at Rewe after the stage peak of 1.3 m
at Julian day 307 and the stage peak of 1.4 m at Julian day 333, the same peaks as
shown for the Stonyford reach. For Rewe, the wetted channel experienced almost
uniform deposition over this period. Only the small riffle stretch at the downstream
end of the reach experiences re-suspension.
Overall, the model in its current stage simulates high variations over time in in-
terstitial fine-grained sediment. For the six weeks of simulated winter run off, the
model predicts rapid change of phases of high interstitial deposition and flushing
of the gravel bed. This dynamic is most pronounced for the reach at Smithincott,
where the whole wetted channel is cleaned from interstitial fine during stage peaks.
In Stonyford, this dynamic change is only true for riffle stretches and in Rewe it is
restricted to riffle runs.
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6.5 Conclusion
This chapter consolidated all parts of the research project in the setup of a reach
scale numerical suspended sediment deposition model. The model is an ad-
vancement of the flume scale model presented in Chapter 3. It can calculate local
interstitial deposition and re-suspension in patches of a reach in dependence on
the stage and suspended sediment concentration, which are easily available field
records (see Chapter 4).
Further the model includes the simulation results of the hydrodynamic models in
Chapter 5. The patches in the deposition model were defined according to the grid
cells in the hydrodynamic models. Also, the velocity distribution for the deposition
model was extracted from hydrodynamic model simulations for a wide range of
stage levels.
The model structure, in its basic parts, was resumed from the flume scale model,
which means, the model is also based on the Krone formulation. Moreover, the best
performing value set for the parameters in the Krone formulation were also
adopted from the flume scale model.
However, some adaptions were applied. The major adaptions for model upscaling
were the simplification of the concentration definition and the inclusion of a threshold
for net re-suspension. In the calibration procedure of the reach scale model, different
thresholds of interstitial sediment re-suspension were tested, which originally
based on the critical bed shear stress of mobilisation of the D90 of the gravel bed.
Calibration of this threshold (at this stage) was limited to the examination of the
general applicability of the model to reach scale. Above the uncertainty already con-
nected to the flume scale fine sediment deposition model (3) and the estimation of
local velocity (Chapter 5), the major short coming of the reach scale model calibra-
tion was the small number of observation points of interstitial deposition, their
relatively similar positions within the main river channel and their coarse temporal
resolution (weeks). Moreover, the field investigations did not answer any questions
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about the mechanism of re-suspension and the implementation of the re-suspension
threshold purely depends on literature findings. Nevertheless, the calibration could
show that for low re-suspension thresholds (10-20 % of the critical bed shear stress
for the mobilisation of the D90 of the gravel bed) the magnitudes of modelled in-
terstitial deposition range in the same order of magnitude as the measured
trapping ratios for all reaches. The good performance of the same re-suspension
threshold in all three reaches suggests that the model can recreate suspended sed-
iment deposition processes for a wide range of conditions. The modelled deposition
patterns, although only tested for dominantly mid stream positions, show deposi-
tion pattern consistent with the literature. For example, deposition is the highest in
deeper pools and on the river margins, as for example stated by Walling et al. (2003).
However, the accuracy of the prediction of the processes within the calibration pe-
riod could not be verified due to the lack of any data on re-suspension and sealing
processes.
The scenario simulations showed that from a numerical aspect the model is ap-
plicable to reach scale. Further, even given the high level of uncertainty, it can show
that the three reaches experience distinct different patterns of re-suspension.
For the Smithincott reach, the flood event of the scenario period led to complete re-
suspension of the interstitial deposits within the main channel area and deposition
amounts were dependent on the time distance from the last re-suspension threshold.
In Stonyford, the re-suspension was only true for the riffle stretches of the main chan-
nel. Pool areas experienced continuous further deposition. In Rewe, re-suspension
thresholds were exceeded only locally and interstitial fine-grained sediment was ac-
cumulated over the whole scenario period in the complete water covered area until
maximum deposition was reached.
At this stage, the reach scale fine sediment deposition model can be seen as a
potential scaffolding for further development. The short comings of this work and
also the options for further development will be discussed in detail in the Chapter 7.
Chapter 7
Conclusion and outlook
The core aim of this research is to investigate and predict interstitial fine sediment
deposition and how it relates to the local characteristics of the gravel bed and the
flow. The focus lies on the intrusion of silt and clay size particles into the coarse
gravel framework, because these particles hold the highest potential of ecological
degradation (Walling et al., 2003; Sear et al., 2014). This stands in contrast to most
experimental studies investigating interstitial fine with a focus on sand intrusion in
gravels such as Einstein and Krone (1962); Beschta and Jackson (1979); Carling
(1984b); Sambrook Smith and Ferguson (1996); Rathburn and Wohl (2003); Cur-
ran (2007). What further sets this work apart from the majority of research in this
area is the comprehensive approach to the examination of interstitial sediment de-
position. This work applies the same methods to both the relatively small-scale and
carefully controlled experimental flume work, and the larger scale work conducted in
the field study reaches. In order to gain a clearer understanding of the processes
involved in interstitial fine sediment deposition, this work uses a numerical model to
formally analyse the laboratory data and to enable the prediction of interstitial de-
position at small temporal and spatial scales. In this sense, the thesis employs two
fundamental elements of research in the physical sciences: 1) Upscaling from the
small experimental to the large natural field scale; and 2) The methodological step
from descriptive data collection to analytical numerical modelling.
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The process delivered a large data set: For example this research developed a
large field data set on interstitial fine sediment - with 60 basket trap and more than
80 re-suspension samples distributed over reaches. Therefore, the data outlines
exceptionally well the range of interstitial fine sediment deposition with regards to
seasonal and spatial variation. Overall, the amount of fine sediment found is much
higher, than averages recorded in the literature for both the River Culm and compa-
rable rivers and therefore stresses the relevance of interstitial fine sediment as part
of the fine sediment budget. Of special interest is the high interstitial storage found
during the summer months with a stable river bed, which was not recorded before
to that extent. Further, the basket traps delineated different deposition behaviour
of river reaches with different flow regime. The upper reaches are characterised by
rapid changes in the interstitial fine sediment storage, whereas the lower reaches are
more prone to continuous fine interstitial deposition and are possible flushed only a
few times a year. Further, the results of the large number of flume experiments with
a systematic approach to parameter testing delivered a data set which shed light
into expected and unexpected processes influencing interstitial fine sediment depo-
sition. For example the flume data stressed the importance of a separate evaluation
of coarser non-cohesive (sand) and finer cohesive (silt and clay) sediment. The local
distribution of sandy fine sediment is governed by gravity and therefore dependent on
the flow conditions in the water column, whereas the local distribution of deposition
of finer cohesive sediment appears to be influenced by several other processes such
as the combing effect of the gravel frame work and local turbulences in introduced
by the structures of the river bed. On top of this comprehensive data acquisition (for
more detail see Chapter 2 and 4), the research project succeeded in developing a
fully functioning numerical model for interstitial fine sediment deposition applicable
for both the flume and field scale based on the Krone (1962) formulation using the
statistical software R. This model includes the main parameters believed to influence
deposition and still remains fairly moderate with regards to input data requirements.
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However, despite a carefully designed and implemented research approach re-
sulting in the above achievements, every step in this research project was char-
acterised by challenges and problems, cumulating in the inability of the numerical
model to predict the observed rates of fine sediment deposition both in the flume
and even less satisfactory in the field scale fine sediment deposition model. This
concluding chapter discusses the study results in the light of the work of other re-
searchers, to assess the setbacks of this research in the context of current debates
in the field of environmental modelling, and to identify improvements that could be
made future research.
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Figure 7.1: Possible areas of model improvement
The effort to systematically analyse the causes of discrepancies between the
modelled and the observed data is what Beven (2007, 2010) describes as ‘a model
as a part of a learning process‘. Such a critical examination allows the model to
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evolve and ideally, to get closer to ‘a description of the real system‘ (Beven, 2010).
In particular, because this work failed to achieve its declared objective to predict
interstitial sediment dynamics, clarification of where the work towards the model and
where the model itself went wrong is crucial for any further investigation. Given
the multi-scale and multi-technique approach implemented in this study, possible
areas of improvement range from the data acquisition, to the formal description of
the underling science in the model, to the processes of model calibration The outline
of the following discussion is shown in Figure 7.1. It starts with the area, which might
be improved most readily - the calibration of the model and continues to discuss
the the more complex and inevitably interlinked areas of data acquisition and formal
model representation.
7.1 The calibration process
There are several reasons why a model may not reproduce the real world. A failure of
the calibration procedure is relatively easy to address and this is therefore discussed
first. In this work, all three calibration procedures (for the flume scale sediment de-
position model, the hydrodynamic model applied to the field reaches, and the reach
scale sediment deposition model) used a suite of robust, yet simple statistical ap-
proaches (as used by many other studies, see Legates and McCabe, 1999; Boyle
et al., 2000; Davies and Fearn, 2006; Moriasi et al., 2007; Montanari et al., 2009)
to compare observed and modelled data with the aim of optimising the agreement
between the model results and the observed data.
The calibration procedure applied to the flume scale sediment deposition model
(Chapter 3.3) concentrated primarily on the ability of the model to represent the loss
of suspended sediment from the water column. This was carried out using obser-
vations of suspended sediment concentration to calculate the bulk sediment load
transported in the flume. The calibration process used a wide range of calibration
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parameters and resulted in good agreement between the modelled and observed
concentration loss for all fine sediment grain sizes and experimental settings. This
good accordance was evident for several different combinations of the calibration pa-
rameters. The fact that the best performance of the model was not associated with
a unique combination of model parameters, but rather with numerous alternative
parameter sets is a phenomena referred to as equifinality (Beven and Freer, 2001;
Kirchner, 2006) or swiss cheese problem (Abbaspour et al., 2007). The concept
of equifinality states that in complex systems (originally biological systems) several
different process descriptions can result in the same outcome. More precisely in
this case, it occurs when the statistical fit between model results and empirical data
is similar for multiple model setups. For the case at hand, the occurrence of sim-
ilar model predictions when using different combinations of calibration parameters
is not surprising, because the different calibration parameters counterbalance each
other. For example, if the model is executed with a set of higher settling velocities
(e.g. derived using the formula of Gibbs after Loch, 2001) in combination with higher
threshold deposition velocities (e.g. derived using the formula of Inman, 1952), this
combination results in a similar concentration loss, as if the process is described by
lower settling velocities (e.g. Le Roux, 1991) and lower threshold velocities for depo-
sition (Lane, as used in Miller et al., 1977, see for all Figure 3.5). Since the model
is intended primarily to quantify the rate of sediment deposition under given environ-
mental conditions, both solutions can be seen as correct process descriptions.
The second step of the model calibration process used data collected during the
flume experiments. It involved the comparison of modelled and observed rates of
interstitial fine sediment deposition. We observed that the model could be calibrated
to reproduce the observed data for sand sized particles, where the limited compe-
tence of flow in the flume channel caused rapid deposition, mainly in the upper part
of the experimental channel. Similar deposition patterns in flume experiments were
also observed by Carling (1984b); Rathburn and Wohl (2003); Curran (2007) and
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Wooster et al. (2008) suggesting that the deposition of sand is dominantly driven by
particle settling. The calibration of the model with respect to the deposition of silt and
clay sized particles did not result in a similar (good) fit to the flume data. In particular,
all of the sets of calibration parameters that were examined resulted in a discrepancy
between modelled and observed deposition at the positions close to the beginning
and end of the experimental channel. This strongly suggests that in areas of chang-
ing flow pattern (e.g. where flow enters and exits the flume, out of and into the
recirculation pipes) more complex flow structures influence the deposition process,
which are not represented by the model or successfully characterized by the velocity
measurements and shear stress estimates used to implement the model. A multi-
parameter calibration (Cheng et al., 2002; Efstratiadis and Koutsoyiannis, 2010) us-
ing, in this case, both sediment concentration loss data and deposition rate data, did
not improve the model performance. The reason, why the calibration procedure can-
not improve the fit of the local deposition distribution lies within the representation of
the parameters controlling local deposition in the model. The calibration procedure
does not include the option to change the controls of local deposition for single lo-
cations, but only for the whole set (which are experimentally defined values for all
locations). This means although we can find an optimum in the statistical calibration
procedure, this optimum calibration parameter set does not enable the model to pre-
dict the location of sediment deposition correctly, which suggests that either the flow
information is not adequate to describe controls on deposition or a crucial process is
missed in the numerical process description.
In the case of the calibration of the hydrodynamic models which were applied to
the field study reaches, the calibration procedure was based on the same statistical
indices as those used in the flume experiment plus the hydrological model specific
Nash-Sutcliffe index (Chapter 5.3). Here, only one calibration parameter (the bed
roughness coefficient) was adjusted to optimize the agreement between the model
and field observations of a set of calibration data (water level, water depth and water
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velocity). The calibration procedure identified an optimum bed roughness coefficient
for each of the three field reaches. However, the optimum was not fully satisfac-
tory in terms of model performance. In some cases, the model predictions were
not sensitive to changes in the calibration parameter, thus a range of different bed
roughness coefficients resulted in very small changes in the model output (espe-
cially for the study reach at Rewe). In addition, while the calibrated hydrodynamic
model yielded adequate predictions of water level and water depth, predictions of
flow velocity were less accurate. The scatter plot of observed and modelled velocity
values displayed a large cloud of data points (see Figures in Chapter 5.3.5). The
close fit between the 1:1 line and the reduced major axis (Davies and Fearn, 2006)
for the line of best fit between modelled and observed velocity suggests that these
discrepancies are local and randomly distributed, and are not associated with sys-
tematic errors, which could have been reduced by the calibration procedure. This
may mean that the hydrodynamic model is not able to represent the heterogeneity
of the natural system. Alternatively, it may reflect noise in the field dataset. Both of
these issues reflect the fact that the model is relatively simple in many respects. For
example, it is based on depth-averaged, two-dimensional hydrodynamic equations
that neglect three-dimensional flow structures and turbulent processes. In contrast,
the field measurements of velocity are a product of more complex phenomena oper-
ating (and measured) at much finer spatial and temporal scales.
The application of the fine sediment deposition model at the field scale (Chapter
6.3) aimed to calibrate the model by defining a suitable resuspension threshold (the
critical flow velocity required to mobilise the gravel framework and therefore cause
complete fine sediment flushing from the bed). The calibration data comprised the
observed fine sediment deposition for a data set of 60 basket traps collected during
six calibration periods. The model calibration succeeded in defining a threshold that
enabled the model to reproduce the magnitude of the observed deposition over the
study reaches a whole. However, no agreement was found between observed and
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predicted values for the intra-reach deposition. This may be connected to the same
causes as the problems of local deposition prediction in the flume scale model. Be-
yond, a field specific problem is the long time periods over which the sediment traps
were deployed. Alternatively, it may reflect the failure of the hydrodynamic model to
predict local variations in velocity within the study reaches, as described above.
All three model calibration procedures were implemented carefully and yet the
approaches adopted here do not enable the model to reproduce the real system ad-
equately. This suggests that the cause of the weak model performance in all three
cases lies within the other two possible areas (see Figure 7.1). Consequently, the
second area to look for improvement is the acquisition of input and calibration data.
7.2 Data acquisition
The flume experiments (Chapter 2) were intended to provide the initial basis for un-
derstanding the relationships between fine sediment deposition, bed characteristics
and flow conditions. Consequently, this component of the research is evaluated first
with regard to the acquisition of the model input and calibration data. One strength
of the experimental setup was its ability to recreate some aspects of the variability
of natural gravel-bed rivers (e.g. by using a wide range of gravel grain sizes and a
bed characterised by alternating topographic highs and lows in experimental Series
2). This introduced a high degree of complexity in the flow conditions compared to
a flat bed (see Series 1 and many other experimental studies, such as Beschta and
Jackson, 1979; Schlchli, 1992; Grams and Wilcock, 2007; Wooster et al., 2008).
Flow velocity was measured using ADVs at four positions above the river bed and
for several positions along the river bed in down and cross stream direction, including
several positions above each trap and three lateral positions for each location along
the experimental channel. Despite this attempt to characterise the variability of flow
within the flume, the measured velocity data and the derived bed shear stress values
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displayed very weak correlations to measured local deposition rates for silt and clay
sized particles, see for example the velocity at 10 cm height in Figure 2.22. One
implication of this observation is that deposition of silt and clay size particles might
be independent of local flow conditions. However, this goes against the general
perception of fine sediment transport processes (Chapter 1.2.2). Based on these
observations, one could conclude that the flow measurements do not characterise
the hydrodynamic mechanisms that control fine sediment deposition adequately, ei-
ther because they are lacking in detail or were implemented at the wrong locations.
With respect to the latter possibility, it has been observed that conditions mea-
sured outside the boundary layer may be of only limited value as predictors of fine
sediment deposition (Carling, 1984b), because processes that control deposition oc-
cur very close to the gravel bed (and closer than lowest velocity measurements made
here, which were located 0.05 m above the bed). A further affirmation that the lack of
correlation between flow hydrodynamics and sedimentation rates is likely a result of
issues linked to the flow data acquisition, is provided by the existence of comparable
studies which identified clear relationships between flow conditions and the depo-
sitional behaviour of silt and clay size particles. These studies characterised the
complexity of the flow with measurements made at higher spatial resolutions also
closer to, or within, the bed (such as Brasington et al., 2000; Lawless and Robert,
2001; Strom, 2004; Hosseini et al., 2006; Tonina, 2005). From these results it can be
deduced that for silt and clay sized particles gravitational forces (e.g. characterised
by particle settling alone) counteracted by the mean transport capacity of the flow
(when not measured close to the bed ) are not sufficient to explain local rates and
patterns of sediment deposition. For these grain sizes, turbulent processes occurring
close to or even within the gravel bed (Kirchner et al., 1990; Beven, 2010) are likely
the dominant influence on sediment deposition.
One approach to improve the potential for testing the simple modelling frame-
work is to simplify the experimental setup (e.g., by using a narrower range of sedi-
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ment sizes and minimizing topographic variability with the flume channel). However,
these conditions within the flume are already less complex than conditions of natu-
ral gravel-bed rivers. Consequently, a move towards a more simplistic experimental
setup is not seen as the solution to the problems identified above. Instead, improved
flow measurements are required in order to characterise the hydrodynamic hetero-
geneity within the flume at finer spatial and temporal scales, and close the gravel
bed. A first step towards an improved measurement of flow heterogeneity is a more
detailed velocity sampling in horizontal direction and vertical positions. However, with
the ADV-set used in this research, measurements closer to the bed is not feasible
and alternative approaches need to be considered to investigate the conditions in
the boundary layer. For example, the influence of single gravel bed structures on
flow could be measured isolated from the deposition experiments with a bed setup
featuring just one of the three main bed alterations (obstacle, rising and falling bed)
with the aim to evaluate the overlapping flow structures separately (such as Papan-
icolaou et al., 2010; Moustakidis et al., 2012). A different and possibly enlightening
approach to detect flow structures near and in the experimental gravel bed are dye
experiments (Salehin et al., 2004; Tsakiris and Papanicolaou, 2008; Reidenbach
and Koehl, 2011). For example, Tsakiris and Papanicolaou (2008) visualised turbu-
lent flow structures around artificial boulders with injected dye. Such visual records
of flowpaths help to identify areas of turbulences, diverging and converging flow. A
further possibility to measure the strength of flow conditions within the gravel frame-
work is the use of pressure tubes within the gravel bed (such as used in Tonina,
2005).
In addition to the collection of improved hydrodynamic datasets, the ability of the
model to predict fine sediment deposition might be improved by the collection of data
that better characterises the gravel framework structure of the bed. The influence of
gravel grain sizes on flow and deposition is recognised by several researchers (Lisle
and Madej, 1992; Wooster et al., 2008; Cui et al., 2008). In this study, Series 1
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experimental runs were intended to measure the influence of gravel grain size on
deposition. However, this aim was not met due to the very small differences in ob-
served deposition between the traps with different gravel grain size distributions. The
minimal differences are more prone to noise in the sedimentation rate data, which
may conceal a relationship between the gravel bed sediment size and local deposi-
tion. At a larger scale, the Series 2 experimental runs could show that a finer gravel
framework enhances fine sediment deposition. The fact that only two different gravel
grain sizes distributions were used in the flume experiments made it difficult to in-
clude an index of gravel grain size in the model. Despite this, other researchers, such
as Wooster et al. (2008) succeeded in measuring the influence of framework grain
size on fine sediment deposition. They divided an experimental flume into segments
with different gravel grain sizes. The deposition differences between segments were
also clearer in the latter study due to the use of a much higher fine sediment input
(introduced at a constant feeding rate, which in some experiments led to total satura-
tion of the gravel-bed). This approach reduced relative errors in the measurement of
fine sediment deposition compared to experiments characterised by lower sediment
supply and hence deposition, as in this study. The implication is that the ability to
derive data able to discriminate between different model setups might be improved
by conducting experiments using higher fine sediment loads, and indeed perhaps a
much wider range of fine sediment concentrations than those considered here.
A further difference worth noting is the much smaller gravel grain size used in the
Wooster et al. (2008) experiments compared to the experiments conducted here.
The relation between the grain size of the suspended sediment and the pore size
is highly relevant for deposition (Cui et al., 2008). It is possible that the unnaturally
large pore space in the experiments (due to the restriction to larger gravel sizes and
the fact that the bed was not water-worked, which results in unnatural bed structure)
of this research in combination with the very fine material in suspension, contributed
to the difficulties experienced when attempting to identify clear relationships between
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sediment deposition and bed material size in the Series 1 experiments. In order to
overcome this lack of finer gravel in the bed framework, at least for the bed sedi-
ment traps, a mesh fabric could be used to enclose the gravel traps. Alternatively,
the gravel framework could be fixed in the traps with glue. The use of a fixed gravel
framework, for the traps or possibly for the topmost gravel bed layer, could also im-
prove standardisation between the single experimental runs (i.e. if the same traps
were used in all experiments).
The question of how far the fine sediment travels vertically into the trap and how
far this sediment travels horizontally through the trap may be crucial for determining
how much sediment remains in the trap, rather than passing through it or being re-
mobilised from the bed surface. This is indicated to some extent by the differences in
observed deposition between traps located in areas of rising and falling bed height.
In order to better understand the importance of these processes it is possible to carry
out a set of experiments using traps with open and closed side walls synchronously,
or experiments in which deposition at different levels within the bed is quantified by
burying traps deeper in the substrate.
A further area of data uncertainty is the characterisation of the suspended sed-
iment grain size and settling characteristics. The combined use of LISST and Digi-
Sizer measurements in this study provides a means of quantifying both the effective
and absolute grain sizes of fine sediment. However, both methods have clear limi-
tations when relating the grain size to settling behaviour (because neither approach
provides information on particle density or shape). A much more detailed investi-
gation of the relationship between fine sediment grain size and deposition rates is
required, particularly in the light of the very different performances of the model for
sand sized compared to silt and clay sized particles. The development of flocs and
the associated alteration of depositional behaviour over time has been recognised by
Kranck (1975); Mehta and Partheniades (1975); Stone and Droppo (1994); Droppo
and Ongley (1998); Fettweis (2008). Such a mechanism was also visible in the ex-
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perimental data acquired in this study, although it could not be incorporated into the
numerical model of sediment deposition due to a lack of data needed to parame-
terise and evaluate the representation of such processes. One possible solution to
this is the use of high resolution camera technology to observe the motion of single
particles, as used by Brasington et al. (2000) and Haralampides et al. (2003). In
both studies, a Malvern particle size analyser was used to show the settling and the
formation of flocs during the experiments.
The data measured in the field for evaluating the hydrodynamic model is also a
sources of potential error that may lead to poor model performance. For example,
one reason for the weak performance of the hydrodynamic model could also lie with
the field measurements of flow velocity used to calibrate the model. One explana-
tion for the poor hydrodynamic model performance is the high spatial and temporal
heterogeneity of the natural flow velocity (Kirchner et al., 1990). Thus, the flow ve-
locity measured at one point in the field is not necessarily representative of a whole
model grid cell. Similarly, the small number of velocity measurements made at each
cross-section makes it difficult to obtain a reliable estimate of the discharge through
the section, as is evident in the high variability in the discharge estimates at the dif-
ferent cross-sections in each reach (see Table 5.2). Linked to this problem of flow
heterogeneity, the weak agreement between observed and simulated local velocity
can also be caused by the quality of the bathimetric information used for construct-
ing the model grid. Although the elevation survey for the DEM was performed with
a differential GPS, the survey points were arranged in cross-sections separated by
a distance of approximately half a river width distance. This means that small near-
bed structures, known to be influential on local velocity (Lawless and Robert, 2001;
Strom, 2004; Papanicolaou et al., 2010) are not included in the bed topography of
the model. Furthermore, one could argue that for the application of a hydrodynamic
model that aims to predict conditions over a range of flow discharges, the calibration
data is required over a similar range of flow conditions. In contrast, model calibration
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in the current study has been carried out using only low flow data. The availability of
flow depth and velocity data for a wider range of discharges is particularly important
because the influence of bed topography is highly dependent on the depth of the
water column (Hendriks et al., 2006). Moreover, it is likely that the parametrisation of
bed roughness should be depth dependent, and that roughness coefficients should
vary as a function of discharge.
The main shortcoming of the calibration process implemented for the sediment
deposition model at the field scale is that it relies purely on the basket trap deposition
data. Moreover, application of the sediment trap technique in the field faces major
problems. For example, due to the inaccessibility of the river during the winter flood
season, traps were installed within the river for long periods of several weeks. Large
amounts of sediment were trapped during these periods, however, there was limited
information on the processes leading to this deposition. For example, the traps did
not record how often fine sediment moved in and out of the trap. Similarly, it was
not possible to determine if the interstitial fine sediment was affected by processes
such as the sealing of the top layer of the bed due to clogging by fine sediment (as
in the experiments of Beschta and Jackson, 1979; Wooster et al., 2008). In addition,
the temporal resolution of the field data (weeks) and the numerical model (hours or
finer) are fundamentally different. If the reach scale model aims to deliver predic-
tions on a sub-flood time scale, shorter trap application time intervals are crucial for
a better model evaluation. Given the difficulty of sampling from the river bed during
high flow conditions it is not obvious what the solution to this problem is. In addition,
any solution would inevitably require a higher sampling frequency and hence higher
equipment and labour costs (compared to this study). Sediment traps with solid side
walls (for example used by Mahoney and Erman, 1984; Phillips and Walling, 1999;
Zimmermann and Lapointe, 2005) may be an option that would enable faster and
easier recovery, possibly even from the river bank, because these do not require
sleeves to be pulled by to ensure sediment remains trapped, and because they do
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not suffer from the interlocking of bed sediment outside the trap with the trap itself.
Also compartmented traps such as used by Frostick et al. (1984a) with different seal-
ing times for the compartments could help towards a higher temporal resolution of
trap data. Nevertheless, trap installation would still depend on the accessibility of the
bed. With sufficient man power, deposition samples can be drawn at high discharge
with plate sediment traps (similar to those used by Kozerski, 2002) several times
during a storm event with high sediment loads.
However, a common weakness of all sediment traps is the lack of any record
of the re-mobilsation of the interstitial fine sediment. Data quantifying this process
is crucial for addressing a major source of uncertainty in the model as it stands.
Therefore, a reliable description of interstitial fine sediment re-suspension is nec-
essary. Although several authors believe that the re-mobilisation of fine sediment
deposited in the gravel framework is only possible if the whole bed moves (Ashworth
and Ferguson, 1989; Diplas and Parker, 1992; Klingeman, 1998; Lauck et al., 1993),
there are other studies suggesting re-suspension prior to such a threshold. Allan
and Frostick (1999) were the first to describe a dilation effect of the bed just before
the threshold of entrainment of the river bed was exceeded. Whether such lifting of
the gravel framework does allow fines to intrude and be deposited rapidly (Allan and
Frostick, 1999; Brasington et al., 2000) or whether it enables sediment flushing from
the bed (Marquis and Roy, 2012) is not yet fully understood. One possible approach
for investigating re-suspension under field conditions is to increase flow velocities ar-
tificially. This could be achieved by the installation of boards located to concentrate
flow on one area of the river channel with synchronous sediment concentration and
flow velocity measurements, combined with the observation of gravel movement.
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7.3 Model process representation
The need for a more detailed investigation of the processes controlling fine sediment
deposition in gravel-bed rivers, as demonstrated in the previous section, attests to the
existence of a considerable gap in the conceptual understanding of these processes.
To address this situation requires the collection of flow and sediment transport and
deposition data at higher spatial and temporal resolutions compared to this study.
However, several aspects of the comparison between model results and flume and
field data in this study show that the deposition equation used in the numerical model
(Krone, 1962) is not an adequate and sufficient description of the processes control-
ling fine sediment deposition (especially silt and clay sized sediment) in a gravel bed.
At this point, it is difficult to be certain which additional processes are effectively in-
fluencing the fine sediment deposition and need to be included in the formal model
description. However, it is clear that the model outcome can benefit greatly from the
inclusion of other conceptual elements in the numerical description (see also dis-
cussion in Rathburn and Wohl, 2003, on conceptual components and scales in fine
sediment transport models).
It seems likely that is be necessary to include a more complex description of flow
conditions within such a revised numerical model. As a starting point, the effect of
micro-scale bedforms (e.g. pebble clusters) and mean and turbulent near-bed flow
structures need to be considered (Hassan and Reid, 1990; Strom, 2004). Given its
relevance in many fine sediment studies, the model needs to specifically consider
the conditions in the boundary layer as the most active region of bulk water and
gravel bed interaction (Carling, 1984b; Van Rijn, 1984b; Krishnappan, 1994). This is
closely connected to the occurrence of hyporheic flow (Tonina, 2005) and therefore
the possibility of horizontal fine sediment movement through the gravel framework.
A differentiation of vertical and horizontal fine sediment movement is an approach
that should be considered, too. An example of such a model, concentrating on the
conditions in the boundary layer, was developed by Van Rijn (1984b) where explicitly
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the concentration in the so called active layer close to the bed is the object of his
deposition equation. However, while the use of three-dimensional models to simu-
late flow structures and fine sediment transport through the water column is relatively
common (e.g. Lawless and Robert, 2001; Shams et al., 2002; Ji et al., 2002; Bouma
et al., 2007; Ali et al., 2011) , definition of model boundary conditions representing
sediment erosion and deposition at the bed is less certain, and likely requires the
development and testing of new theory. Such boundary conditions are also influ-
enced by the properties of the gravel framework. Some indications of the influence
of the bed gravel grain size were evident in the experimental data collected in this
study (e.g. higher deposition in the finer gravel bed with a D50 of 37 mm compared
to a D50 of 48 mm). However, the relationship between substrate grain size and fine
sediment deposition is complex, involving feedbacks between gravel size, porosity,
roughness, near-bed flow and flow/sediment exchanges between the water column
and substrate. Additionally, the representation of these processes in numerical mod-
els requires further attention.
In the current model, fine sediment is characterised by its absolute grain size,
which is much smaller than the effective grain size. The inclusion of grain sizes (and
possible grain shapes and densities) more representative of fluvial fine sediment
is likely necessary for a more accurate prediction of sedimentation. In addition, it
may also be necessary to include flocculation processes within the numerical model
as implemented in the model developed by Krishnappan (1994), who successfully
simulated conditions during deposition experiments in an annular flume. Given the
significance of accurate and detailed flow information for prediction improvement, the
model requires a suitable numerical representation of the flow structures caused by
micro-forms and in the boundary layer. To achieve this for the model on reach scale,
flow needs to be represented using a three-dimensional approach based on Compu-
tational Fluid Dynamics approaches, rather than the two-dimensional representation
used for this research which is not able to represent many controls on local velocity
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variability (Lawless and Robert, 2001; Shams et al., 2002; Tsakiris and Papanico-
laou, 2008).
In addition, processes such as parallel turbulent re-suspension during the de-
position (described in Carling, 1984b) need to be locally differentiated, possibly in
relation to the above mentioned micro-forms of the gravel bed. Furthermore, as
discussed with regards to the acquisition of the field data, processes connected to
the (potentially) complete re-suspension of interstitial fine sediment and associated
with the movement of the gravel framework need to be investigated further and in-
corporated with the model. It is clear, that in order to enable the representation of
such a multitude of parallel processes, a single deposition equation is not likely to be
sufficient to describe the movement of fine sediment from suspended load through
the entry in the gravel framework to the deposition in the pore space and possible
re-suspension. A model giving consideration to such different processes needs an
extended conceptual structure, possibly with different modules representing the sin-
gle processes. The numerical description of a larger number of processes within
one model is potentially easier with a detachment from physically based descrip-
tors and the use of a more empirical approach. Lauck et al. (1993) for example,
used stochastic process descriptions to describe random raining of sediment par-
ticles dropping into a predefined pore space of a heterogeneous gravel framework
consisting of several layers. The stochastic descriptions determined the process of
a single particle moving from one layer into the next deeper layer. The end of the
sedimentation process was reached, when the predefined pore space of one layer
(foremost the top layer) was completely saturated with fine sediment. Wooster et al.
(2008) and Cui et al. (2008) used this approach in each of their models, where for
example Cui et al. (2008) described the intrusion of fine sediment into a stable gravel
framework using a continuity equation including a pore space dependent trapping co-
efficient. Sakthivadivel and Einstein (1970) also developed a stochastic description
of fine sediment deposition from intra-gravel flow. They described the critical ratio
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between the pore size of the framework and the size of the sediment, with a thresh-
old of the fine sediment being 50% of pore space. This causes clogging and inhibits
smaller particles to infiltrate deeper. Another stochastic approach was pursued by
Kleinhans and van Rijn (2002) with experimentally determined relations between de-
position and bed shear stress, fine sediment particle size and turbulence. Further,
their model includes a hindrance effect and a representation of the concept of Fergu-
son (2003a), where non uniform flow results in higher transport rates than a uniform
flow of the same average strength. There is considerable scope for improving the
physical basis of the flow and sediment transport equations used in this study. How-
ever, even having done this, and having coupled such advances with suitable field or
experimental datasets, a further problem with the process description remains to be
overcome, in the form of the need to upscale model results from the fine spatial and
temporal scales at which processes operate to the larger scales at which information
on bed siltation is required.
This study attempted to address the need for upscaling using a combined labo-
ratory and field-based approach. However, significant differences exist between the
laboratory and the natural environment that are problematic and make direct extrap-
olation of flume data to the field very challenging (Rathburn and Wohl, 2003). These
include differences in the magnitude and degree of variability in flow conditions be-
tween these environments (depths and velocities in the flume being typically smaller
and less variable than in nature) and differences in both sediment grain size charac-
teristics. For example, although, the intra trap gravel grain size distributions in the
flume experiments and in the field were broadly comparable, the natural gravel sur-
rounding the traps had a much finer size distribution. Since horizontal water and sed-
iment movements within the bed might be crucial, and the gravel framework strongly
influences the infiltration process (Lisle and Madej, 1992), such phenomena can
change the depositional behaviour of the traps fundamentally. Moreover, the traps in
the flume were used with a much lower fine sediment concentration and a much finer
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suspended sediment grain size distribution. In contrast to the flume, the occurrence
of pore clogging through higher and coarser fractions of interstitial fine sediment is
very likely and a completely different process than the one measured in the flume
experiments of this study.
To conclude, the general demand for more data and a better process represen-
tation in the model is the main result of this final discussion. At the end of such a
labour intensive study aiming to understand and model the dynamics of interstitial
fine sediment, it becomes very clear that the research started from a conceptual
viewpoint which was too simplistic to explain the observed interstitial deposition. The
experimental, field and the modelling work showed that the comprehensive approach
applied could show the general framework in which deposition takes place but fell
short in investigating several processes relevant for interstitial fine sediment dynam-
ics. Particularly the investigation of processes operating at fine spatial scales were
not investigated in a sufficient depth to be able to use the data for process descrip-
tion and quantification. However, this does not mean that the data acquisition and
the modelling work was not valuable as such. In an area where it generally proves
challenging to measure process heterogeneity at the temporal and spatial scales suf-
ficient to enable model prediction at the resolution relevant to ecological processes
(e.g. fish spawning), the data acquired and the modelling conducted here reflect an
effort not met by many other studies. Furthermore, in the sense of a learning pro-
cess, this last Chapter, has outlined a long list of additional promising methods to
further enhance the process understanding and to deliver a more detailed investi-
gation of the heterogeneity controlling fine sediment deposition in gravel beds. It is
worth noting though that the adoption of these more sophisticated methods comes
with a significant increase in time and costs.
As a general recommendation, further work, restricted to the time limits of a few
years, should decide if its aim is to conduct a broad investigation of the many pro-
cesses that influence fine sediment deposition on and in the river bed, or to examine
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a single process in depth. If approaching the subject from a modelling perspective,
this study has shown that simplified equations applied at large spatial scales are
unlikely to yield accurate predictions, principally due to the complexity of the pro-
cesses controlling interstitial deposition. Therefore, enhanced modelling in this area
should be executed with the focus on a detailed process description, applied at fine
temporal and spatial resolutions, and supported by empirical datasets acquired at
commensurate scales.
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Appendix A
Modeling Fine Sediment Behavior in
Gravel-Bed Rivers
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A.1 Flume scale deposition model
A.1.1 Step 2, shear stress deposition model, silty experimetnal
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Figure A.1: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S1Q50, shear stress deposition
model
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r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1DRi Shi-erlog 0.97 0.32 0.48 2.97 -1.39 0.33 0.47 -1.45 1.20 -70.14
5DRi Shi-erlog 0.97 0.54 0.30 1.76 -0.50 0.55 0.29 -0.83 0.91 -40.02
10DRi Shi-erlog 0.97 0.64 0.21 1.47 -0.29 0.66 0.20 -0.52 0.72 -25.00
1LRi Shi-erlog 0.97 0.31 0.48 3.05 -1.44 0.32 0.47 -1.44 1.20 -69.88
5LRi Shi-erlog 0.97 0.51 0.32 1.86 -0.57 0.52 0.31 -0.88 0.94 -42.46
10LRi Shi-erlog 0.96 0.60 0.24 1.55 -0.34 0.62 0.23 -0.59 0.77 -28.50
1DGi Shi-erlog 0.97 0.34 0.46 2.76 -1.25 0.35 0.46 -1.40 1.18 -67.61
5DGi Shi-erlog 0.97 0.58 0.27 1.65 -0.42 0.59 0.26 -0.73 0.86 -35.52
10DGi Shi-erlog 0.97 0.67 0.18 1.39 -0.23 0.70 0.17 -0.41 0.64 -19.85
1LGi Shi-erlog 0.97 0.33 0.46 2.86 -1.30 0.34 0.46 -1.40 1.18 -67.58
5LGi Shi-erlog 0.97 0.54 0.29 1.74 -0.48 0.56 0.28 -0.79 0.89 -38.29
10LGi Shi-erlog 0.96 0.64 0.21 1.46 -0.28 0.66 0.20 -0.49 0.70 -23.60
1DRi La log 0.97 0.27 0.51 3.52 -1.77 0.28 0.51 -1.54 1.24 -74.81
5DRi La log 0.97 0.45 0.36 2.11 -0.74 0.46 0.36 -1.03 1.02 -50.07
10DRi La log 0.96 0.53 0.29 1.75 -0.49 0.55 0.28 -0.77 0.88 -37.54
1LRi La log 0.97 0.27 0.51 3.56 -1.79 0.27 0.50 -1.53 1.24 -74.06
5LRi La log 0.97 0.42 0.38 2.21 -0.81 0.44 0.37 -1.07 1.03 -51.76
10LRi La log 0.96 0.50 0.31 1.85 -0.55 0.52 0.30 -0.83 0.91 -40.39
1DGi La log 0.97 0.28 0.50 3.31 -1.62 0.29 0.49 -1.51 1.23 -72.96
5DGi La log 0.97 0.48 0.34 1.98 -0.65 0.49 0.34 -0.96 0.98 -46.60
10DGi La log 0.97 0.56 0.26 1.65 -0.41 0.58 0.26 -0.69 0.83 -33.36
1LGi La log 0.97 0.28 0.50 3.37 -1.66 0.29 0.49 -1.49 1.22 -72.38
5LGi La log 0.97 0.45 0.36 2.08 -0.72 0.46 0.35 -1.00 1.00 -48.63
10LGi La log 0.96 0.53 0.29 1.74 -0.48 0.55 0.28 -0.75 0.87 -36.55
1DRi Shi-erTxyz 0.97 0.39 0.42 2.43 -1.00 0.40 0.42 -1.26 1.12 -60.83
5DRi Shi-erTxyz 0.97 0.61 0.23 1.53 -0.33 0.63 0.22 -0.59 0.77 -28.51
10DRi Shi-erTxyz 0.96 0.70 0.15 1.31 -0.17 0.73 0.14 -0.28 0.53 -13.43
1LRi Shi-erTxyz 0.97 0.37 0.43 2.54 -1.06 0.38 0.42 -1.27 1.13 -61.42
5LRi Shi-erTxyz 0.97 0.58 0.26 1.62 -0.39 0.60 0.25 -0.66 0.81 -31.89
10LRi Shi-erTxyz 0.96 0.66 0.18 1.38 -0.21 0.69 0.17 -0.36 0.60 -17.66
1DGi Shi-erTxyz 0.97 0.42 0.40 2.26 -0.88 0.43 0.39 -1.19 1.09 -57.61
5DGi Shi-erTxyz 0.97 0.65 0.20 1.45 -0.27 0.67 0.19 -0.49 0.70 -23.64
10DGi Shi-erTxyz 0.96 0.74 0.12 1.24 -0.12 0.77 0.11 -0.17 0.41 -8.17
1LGi Shi-erTxyz 0.97 0.40 0.41 2.37 -0.95 0.41 0.40 -1.21 1.10 -58.51
5LGi Shi-erTxyz 0.97 0.61 0.23 1.52 -0.32 0.63 0.22 -0.56 0.75 -27.31
10LGi Shi-erTxyz 0.95 0.70 0.15 1.30 -0.16 0.73 0.14 -0.26 0.51 -12.54
1DRi La Txyz 0.96 0.30 0.47 3.12 -1.44 0.31 0.47 -1.36 1.17 -66.05
5DRi La Txyz 0.95 0.32 0.45 2.85 -1.24 0.33 0.44 -1.27 1.13 -61.64
10DRi La Txyz 0.93 0.34 0.42 2.55 -1.03 0.36 0.41 -1.16 1.08 -56.31
1LRi La Txyz 0.97 0.24 0.52 4.02 -2.08 0.24 0.52 -1.55 1.25 -75.29
5LRi La Txyz 0.94 0.30 0.45 2.91 -1.28 0.32 0.45 -1.29 1.13 -62.27
10LRi La Txyz 0.91 0.32 0.43 2.62 -1.08 0.35 0.42 -1.19 1.09 -57.61
1DGi La Txyz 0.97 0.24 0.52 3.92 -2.02 0.25 0.52 -1.56 1.25 -75.35
5DGi La Txyz 0.95 0.33 0.44 2.78 -1.19 0.34 0.43 -1.25 1.12 -60.39
10DGi La Txyz 0.92 0.35 0.41 2.48 -0.97 0.37 0.40 -1.13 1.06 -54.86
1LGi La Txyz 0.97 0.24 0.52 3.90 -1.99 0.25 0.51 -1.53 1.24 -74.35
5LGi La Txyz 0.94 0.31 0.45 2.84 -1.23 0.33 0.44 -1.26 1.12 -61.18
10LGi La Txyz 0.91 0.33 0.43 2.55 -1.02 0.36 0.41 -1.16 1.08 -56.34
Table A.1: Calibration statistics for modeled and observed suspended sediment con-
centration loss in S1Q50, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.2: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S1Q80, shear stress deposition
model
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r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1DRi Shi-erlog 1.00 0.10 0.20 10.26 -2.10 0.10 0.20 -0.44 0.66 -49.66
5DRi Shi-erlog 0.99 0.20 0.18 4.92 -0.88 0.20 0.18 -0.38 0.61 -43.01
10DRi Shi-erlog 0.99 0.30 0.16 3.25 -0.51 0.30 0.16 -0.33 0.57 -37.41
1LRi Shi-erlog 1.00 0.11 0.20 8.84 -1.78 0.11 0.20 -0.43 0.65 -48.44
5LRi Shi-erlog 0.98 0.20 0.18 4.77 -0.84 0.21 0.18 -0.37 0.61 -42.01
10LRi Shi-erlog 0.98 0.30 0.16 3.22 -0.50 0.31 0.16 -0.32 0.57 -36.61
1DGi Shi-erlog 1.00 0.10 0.20 9.46 -1.92 0.11 0.20 -0.43 0.66 -49.14
5DGi Shi-erlog 0.99 0.23 0.17 4.28 -0.74 0.23 0.17 -0.36 0.60 -41.47
10DGi Shi-erlog 0.99 0.35 0.15 2.76 -0.40 0.36 0.14 -0.31 0.55 -34.74
1LGi Shi-erlog 0.99 0.12 0.20 8.31 -1.65 0.12 0.20 -0.42 0.65 -47.91
5LGi Shi-erlog 0.98 0.23 0.17 4.19 -0.72 0.23 0.17 -0.36 0.60 -40.50
10LGi Shi-erlog 0.99 0.35 0.14 2.75 -0.39 0.36 0.14 -0.30 0.55 -34.00
1DRi La log 0.98 0.07 0.21 14.35 -3.02 0.07 0.21 -0.44 0.67 -50.61
5DRi La log 0.89 0.08 0.21 10.48 -2.14 0.08 0.21 -0.43 0.65 -48.74
10DRi La log 0.81 0.07 0.21 9.52 -1.92 0.09 0.20 -0.43 0.65 -48.39
1LRi La log 0.94 0.08 0.21 11.26 -2.31 0.08 0.21 -0.43 0.66 -49.15
5LRi La log 0.84 0.08 0.20 8.61 -1.71 0.10 0.20 -0.42 0.65 -47.52
10LRi La log 0.78 0.08 0.20 7.87 -1.55 0.10 0.20 -0.41 0.64 -47.25
1DGi La log 0.97 0.07 0.21 14.03 -2.94 0.07 0.21 -0.44 0.67 -50.45
5DGi La log 0.88 0.08 0.21 10.35 -2.11 0.09 0.21 -0.43 0.65 -48.68
10DGi La log 0.80 0.07 0.21 9.38 -1.89 0.09 0.20 -0.42 0.65 -48.35
1LGi La log 0.93 0.08 0.21 11.04 -2.26 0.08 0.21 -0.43 0.66 -48.99
5LGi La log 0.83 0.08 0.20 8.50 -1.69 0.10 0.20 -0.42 0.65 -47.47
10LGi La log 0.77 0.08 0.20 7.78 -1.53 0.10 0.20 -0.41 0.64 -47.22
1DRi Shi-erTxyz 1.00 0.29 0.16 3.39 -0.54 0.29 0.16 -0.34 0.59 -39.05
5DRi Shi-erTxyz 0.99 0.59 0.09 1.68 -0.15 0.59 0.09 -0.17 0.41 -19.28
10DRi Shi-erTxyz 0.99 0.74 0.05 1.32 -0.06 0.75 0.05 -0.07 0.26 -7.91
1LRi Shi-erTxyz 1.00 0.30 0.16 3.35 -0.53 0.30 0.16 -0.34 0.58 -38.28
5LRi Shi-erTxyz 0.99 0.56 0.09 1.75 -0.16 0.56 0.09 -0.17 0.42 -19.86
10LRi Shi-erTxyz 0.98 0.69 0.06 1.39 -0.08 0.71 0.06 -0.08 0.29 -9.42
1DGi Shi-erTxyz 1.00 0.31 0.16 3.16 -0.49 0.31 0.16 -0.33 0.58 -37.80
5DGi Shi-erTxyz 0.99 0.64 0.08 1.55 -0.12 0.64 0.08 -0.14 0.38 -16.36
10DGi Shi-erTxyz 0.99 0.79 0.04 1.23 -0.04 0.80 0.03 -0.04 0.19 -4.21
1LGi Shi-erTxyz 1.00 0.31 0.15 3.15 -0.49 0.32 0.15 -0.33 0.57 -37.10
5LGi Shi-erTxyz 0.99 0.60 0.08 1.62 -0.13 0.61 0.08 -0.15 0.39 -17.19
10LGi Shi-erTxyz 0.98 0.75 0.05 1.29 -0.05 0.76 0.04 -0.05 0.23 -5.95
1DRi La Txyz 0.96 0.17 0.18 5.37 -0.98 0.18 0.18 -0.38 0.61 -42.79
5DRi La Txyz 0.93 0.18 0.18 4.91 -0.87 0.19 0.18 -0.36 0.60 -41.45
10DRi La Txyz 0.86 0.17 0.18 4.43 -0.76 0.19 0.18 -0.35 0.59 -40.26
1LRi La Txyz 0.98 0.16 0.19 6.18 -1.16 0.16 0.19 -0.39 0.63 -44.88
5LRi La Txyz 0.92 0.20 0.18 4.33 -0.74 0.21 0.17 -0.35 0.59 -39.56
10LRi La Txyz 0.86 0.19 0.17 3.91 -0.64 0.22 0.17 -0.34 0.58 -38.28
1DGi La Txyz 0.99 0.14 0.19 6.93 -1.34 0.14 0.19 -0.41 0.64 -46.12
5DGi La Txyz 0.92 0.17 0.18 4.88 -0.86 0.19 0.18 -0.36 0.60 -41.33
10DGi La Txyz 0.86 0.17 0.18 4.40 -0.76 0.19 0.18 -0.35 0.59 -40.20
1LGi La Txyz 0.98 0.16 0.19 6.12 -1.15 0.16 0.19 -0.39 0.63 -44.63
5LGi La Txyz 0.92 0.20 0.18 4.29 -0.73 0.21 0.17 -0.35 0.59 -39.44
10LGi La Txyz 0.85 0.19 0.17 3.88 -0.64 0.22 0.17 -0.34 0.58 -38.21
Table A.2: Calibration statistics for modeled and observed suspended sediment con-
centration loss in S1Q80, shear stress deposition model
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r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Ri Shi-er log 0.96 0.70 0.52 1.32 -0.64 0.73 0.50 -4.72 2.17 -55.57
5 D Ri Shi-er log 0.97 0.86 0.12 1.09 -0.10 0.89 0.11 -0.56 0.75 -6.60
10 D Ri Shi-er log 0.96 0.94 -0.06 0.99 0.10 0.97 -0.08 1.32 1.15 15.59
1 L Ri Shi-er log 0.96 0.65 0.58 1.40 -0.76 0.68 0.56 -5.17 2.27 -60.95
5 L Ri Shi-er log 0.96 0.84 0.18 1.11 -0.15 0.87 0.16 -1.10 1.05 -12.93
10 L Ri Shi-er log 0.96 0.93 -0.02 0.99 0.07 0.97 -0.04 0.87 0.93 10.23
1 D Gi Shi-er log 0.96 0.73 0.46 1.26 -0.53 0.76 0.44 -4.14 2.04 -48.80
5 D Gi Shi-er log 0.97 0.89 0.06 1.05 -0.02 0.92 0.04 0.11 0.33 1.31
1 L Gi Shi-er log 0.96 0.69 0.52 1.34 -0.65 0.72 0.50 -4.63 2.15 -54.51
5 L Gi Shi-er log 0.96 0.87 0.10 1.06 -0.07 0.91 0.08 -0.40 0.63 -4.71
1 D Ri La log 0.96 0.67 0.57 1.38 -0.74 0.69 0.55 -5.16 2.27 -60.79
5 D Ri La log 0.97 0.82 0.19 1.14 -0.18 0.85 0.18 -1.20 1.10 -14.18
10 D Ri La log 0.96 0.89 0.02 1.04 0.02 0.93 0.00 0.60 0.78 7.11
1 L Ri La log 0.96 0.62 0.63 1.48 -0.88 0.65 0.61 -5.60 2.37 -65.97
5 L Ri La log 0.96 0.79 0.25 1.17 -0.25 0.82 0.23 -1.77 1.33 -20.85
10 L Ri La log 0.96 0.88 0.07 1.04 -0.02 0.92 0.04 0.10 0.31 1.14
1 D Gi La log 0.96 0.70 0.51 1.33 -0.63 0.73 0.50 -4.62 2.15 -54.41
5 D Gi La log 0.97 0.85 0.13 1.10 -0.11 0.88 0.11 -0.57 0.75 -6.71
1 L Gi La log 0.96 0.65 0.57 1.41 -0.77 0.68 0.56 -5.09 2.26 -59.97
5 L Gi La log 0.96 0.83 0.19 1.12 -0.16 0.86 0.17 -1.12 1.06 -13.18
1 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.95 0.69 0.54 1.32 -0.66 0.72 0.52 -5.01 2.24 -58.99
5 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.97 0.87 0.14 1.09 -0.11 0.89 0.12 -0.77 0.88 -9.04
10 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.96 0.94 -0.04 0.99 0.09 0.97 -0.07 1.15 1.07 13.51
1 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.95 0.65 0.60 1.41 -0.80 0.68 0.58 -5.44 2.33 -64.07
5 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.96 0.84 0.19 1.11 -0.17 0.87 0.17 -1.30 1.14 -15.30
10 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.96 0.93 -0.01 0.99 0.05 0.97 -0.03 0.69 0.83 8.13
1 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.96 0.73 0.48 1.26 -0.56 0.76 0.46 -4.43 2.10 -52.18
5 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.97 0.90 0.07 1.05 -0.04 0.93 0.05 -0.09 0.30 -1.04
10 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.96 0.96 -0.11 0.96 0.15 1.00 -0.13 1.84 1.36 21.71
1 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.96 0.68 0.54 1.34 -0.68 0.71 0.52 -4.89 2.21 -57.61
5 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.96 0.87 0.12 1.06 -0.08 0.91 0.10 -0.60 0.77 -7.02
10 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.96 0.96 -0.08 0.96 0.12 1.00 -0.10 1.43 1.20 16.89
1 D Ri La Txyz 0.97 0.60 0.61 1.58 -0.92 0.62 0.60 -5.11 2.26 -60.19
5 D Ri La Txyz 0.97 0.64 0.52 1.47 -0.72 0.66 0.50 -4.13 2.03 -48.67
10 D Ri La Txyz 0.96 0.69 0.38 1.33 -0.46 0.72 0.37 -2.74 1.65 -32.26
1 L Ri La Txyz 0.96 0.48 0.84 1.93 -1.59 0.50 0.83 -7.44 2.73 -87.64
5 L Ri La Txyz 0.96 0.59 0.58 1.56 -0.86 0.62 0.57 -4.68 2.16 -55.15
10 L Ri La Txyz 0.96 0.65 0.45 1.40 -0.57 0.68 0.43 -3.35 1.83 -39.46
1 D Gi La Txyz 0.96 0.55 0.76 1.71 -1.25 0.57 0.75 -6.76 2.60 -79.59
5 D Gi La Txyz 0.97 0.66 0.47 1.42 -0.62 0.68 0.45 -3.66 1.91 -43.13
10 D Gi La Txyz 0.96 0.71 0.33 1.28 -0.37 0.74 0.31 -2.22 1.49 -26.14
1 L Gi La Txyz 0.97 0.51 0.81 1.85 -1.45 0.52 0.80 -7.10 2.66 -83.63
5 L Gi La Txyz 0.96 0.62 0.53 1.50 -0.75 0.64 0.52 -4.23 2.06 -49.88
10 L Gi La Txyz 0.95 0.67 0.40 1.34 -0.48 0.71 0.38 -2.83 1.68 -33.31
Table A.3: Calibration statistics for modeled and observed suspended sediment con-
centration loss in S2Q30D48, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.3: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S2Q30D37, shear stress deposi-
tion model
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r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1DRi Shi-erlog 0.97 0.46 0.84 2.02 -1.64 0.48 0.83 -2.36 1.53 -47.31
5DRi Shi-erlog 0.95 0.66 0.41 1.36 -0.48 0.70 0.38 -0.80 0.89 -15.97
10DRi Shi-erlog 0.93 0.74 0.23 1.18 -0.17 0.79 0.19 -0.10 0.32 -2.05
1LRi Shi-erlog 0.97 0.44 0.87 2.13 -1.80 0.45 0.86 -2.43 1.56 -48.88
5LRi Shi-erlog 0.95 0.63 0.48 1.43 -0.60 0.66 0.45 -1.00 1.00 -20.09
10LRi Shi-erlog 0.93 0.71 0.30 1.23 -0.26 0.76 0.26 -0.33 0.58 -6.71
1DGi Shi-erlog 0.97 0.50 0.78 1.89 -1.43 0.51 0.77 -2.18 1.48 -43.73
5DGi Shi-erlog 0.95 0.70 0.35 1.29 -0.36 0.73 0.31 -0.56 0.75 -11.23
1LGi Shi-erlog 0.97 0.47 0.82 2.00 -1.59 0.48 0.81 -2.27 1.51 -45.63
5LGi Shi-erlog 0.94 0.66 0.41 1.36 -0.47 0.70 0.38 -0.78 0.88 -15.57
1DRi La log 0.97 0.44 0.87 2.12 -1.80 0.46 0.86 -2.46 1.57 -49.49
5DRi La log 0.95 0.63 0.47 1.42 -0.58 0.67 0.44 -0.98 0.99 -19.70
10DRi La log 0.93 0.71 0.30 1.23 -0.26 0.76 0.25 -0.32 0.56 -6.40
1LRi La log 0.97 0.42 0.90 2.23 -1.96 0.43 0.89 -2.53 1.59 -50.87
5LRi La log 0.94 0.59 0.53 1.50 -0.71 0.63 0.50 -1.18 1.09 -23.68
10LRi La log 0.93 0.67 0.36 1.30 -0.36 0.72 0.32 -0.55 0.74 -11.06
1DGi La log 0.97 0.47 0.82 1.99 -1.58 0.49 0.81 -2.30 1.52 -46.17
5DGi La log 0.95 0.66 0.41 1.35 -0.46 0.70 0.37 -0.76 0.87 -15.23
1LGi La log 0.97 0.45 0.86 2.10 -1.74 0.46 0.84 -2.38 1.54 -47.88
5LGi La log 0.94 0.62 0.47 1.42 -0.58 0.66 0.44 -0.97 0.98 -19.46
1DRi Shi-erTxyz 0.97 0.45 0.87 2.10 -1.78 0.46 0.86 -2.49 1.58 -49.91
5DRi Shi-erTxyz 0.95 0.66 0.44 1.39 -0.53 0.69 0.41 -0.91 0.95 -18.21
10DRi Shi-erTxyz 0.94 0.74 0.25 1.20 -0.20 0.78 0.21 -0.20 0.44 -3.96
1LRi Shi-erTxyz 0.97 0.42 0.90 2.21 -1.94 0.44 0.89 -2.55 1.60 -51.20
5LRi Shi-erTxyz 0.95 0.62 0.50 1.46 -0.65 0.65 0.47 -1.10 1.05 -22.13
10LRi Shi-erTxyz 0.94 0.70 0.32 1.26 -0.30 0.75 0.28 -0.42 0.65 -8.51
1DGi Shi-erTxyz 0.97 0.48 0.82 1.96 -1.55 0.49 0.80 -2.31 1.52 -46.41
5DGi Shi-erTxyz 0.95 0.69 0.37 1.32 -0.41 0.72 0.34 -0.67 0.82 -13.42
10DGi Shi-erTxyz 0.93 0.77 0.18 1.14 -0.10 0.82 0.14 0.06 0.25 1.23
1LGi Shi-erTxyz 0.97 0.45 0.85 2.07 -1.71 0.47 0.84 -2.39 1.55 -48.04
5LGi Shi-erTxyz 0.95 0.65 0.44 1.38 -0.52 0.69 0.41 -0.88 0.94 -17.57
10LGi Shi-erTxyz 0.93 0.73 0.25 1.19 -0.19 0.78 0.21 -0.16 0.40 -3.26
1DRi La Txyz 0.96 0.45 0.82 2.02 -1.58 0.47 0.80 -2.18 1.48 -43.81
5DRi La Txyz 0.95 0.50 0.72 1.81 -1.22 0.52 0.70 -1.81 1.35 -36.39
10DRi La Txyz 0.93 0.55 0.59 1.57 -0.82 0.59 0.56 -1.31 1.15 -26.38
1LRi La Txyz 0.97 0.34 1.04 2.75 -2.82 0.35 1.03 -2.97 1.72 -59.69
5LRi La Txyz 0.94 0.46 0.77 1.90 -1.37 0.49 0.75 -1.95 1.40 -39.25
10LRi La Txyz 0.93 0.52 0.65 1.66 -0.97 0.56 0.62 -1.50 1.23 -30.18
1DGi La Txyz 0.97 0.37 0.99 2.51 -2.44 0.39 0.98 -2.84 1.69 -57.05
5DGi La Txyz 0.95 0.52 0.68 1.73 -1.08 0.55 0.65 -1.66 1.29 -33.25
10DGi La Txyz 0.92 0.57 0.55 1.50 -0.70 0.61 0.51 -1.14 1.07 -22.85
1LGi La Txyz 0.97 0.36 1.01 2.62 -2.60 0.37 1.00 -2.87 1.70 -57.72
5LGi La Txyz 0.94 0.48 0.73 1.82 -1.23 0.52 0.70 -1.81 1.35 -36.40
10LGi La Txyz 0.91 0.52 0.62 1.58 -0.83 0.58 0.57 -1.33 1.15 -26.71
Table A.4: Calibration statistics for modeled and observed suspended sediment con-
centration loss in S2Q30D37, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.4: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S2Q100D48, shear stress depo-
sition model
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r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Ri Shi-er log 0.97 0.71 0.49 1.33 -0.61 0.73 0.47 -4.18 2.04 -46.23
5 D Ri Shi-er log 0.97 0.86 0.09 1.09 -0.06 0.89 0.07 -0.02 0.14 -0.21
10 D Ri Shi-er log 0.96 0.93 -0.09 0.99 0.14 0.97 -0.11 1.87 1.37 20.66
1 L Ri Shi-er log 0.97 0.66 0.55 1.42 -0.74 0.68 0.54 -4.63 2.15 -51.29
5 L Ri Shi-er log 0.97 0.84 0.14 1.11 -0.12 0.87 0.12 -0.56 0.75 -6.15
10 L Ri Shi-er log 0.96 0.93 -0.05 0.99 0.10 0.97 -0.08 1.41 1.19 15.61
1 D Gi Shi-er log 0.97 0.74 0.42 1.28 -0.51 0.76 0.41 -3.60 1.90 -39.87
5 D Gi Shi-er log 0.97 0.89 0.02 1.05 0.02 0.92 0.00 0.65 0.81 7.23
1 L Gi Shi-er log 0.97 0.69 0.49 1.36 -0.63 0.72 0.48 -4.09 2.02 -45.24
5 L Gi Shi-er log 0.96 0.88 0.07 1.06 -0.03 0.91 0.05 0.14 0.38 1.57
1 D Ri La log 0.97 0.67 0.54 1.40 -0.72 0.69 0.53 -4.62 2.15 -51.14
5 D Ri La log 0.97 0.82 0.16 1.14 -0.15 0.85 0.15 -0.66 0.81 -7.33
10 D Ri La log 0.96 0.89 -0.01 1.04 0.06 0.93 -0.04 1.15 1.07 12.68
1 L Ri La log 0.97 0.63 0.60 1.50 -0.86 0.65 0.59 -5.06 2.25 -56.01
5 L Ri La log 0.97 0.79 0.22 1.18 -0.22 0.82 0.20 -1.23 1.11 -13.59
10 L Ri La log 0.96 0.88 0.03 1.05 0.02 0.92 0.01 0.64 0.80 7.07
1 D Gi La log 0.97 0.71 0.48 1.34 -0.61 0.73 0.47 -4.08 2.02 -45.15
5 D Gi La log 0.97 0.85 0.10 1.10 -0.07 0.88 0.08 -0.03 0.17 -0.31
1 L Gi La log 0.97 0.66 0.54 1.43 -0.74 0.68 0.53 -4.55 2.13 -50.37
5 L Gi La log 0.96 0.83 0.15 1.12 -0.13 0.86 0.13 -0.58 0.76 -6.39
1 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.97 0.70 0.51 1.34 -0.65 0.72 0.50 -4.47 2.11 -49.45
5 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.97 0.87 0.10 1.09 -0.08 0.89 0.09 -0.23 0.48 -2.50
10 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.96 0.94 -0.08 0.99 0.12 0.97 -0.10 1.69 1.30 18.70
1 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.97 0.65 0.57 1.43 -0.78 0.68 0.56 -4.90 2.21 -54.23
5 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.97 0.84 0.16 1.11 -0.13 0.87 0.14 -0.76 0.87 -8.38
10 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.96 0.93 -0.04 1.00 0.09 0.97 -0.07 1.23 1.11 13.64
1 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.97 0.74 0.45 1.28 -0.54 0.76 0.43 -3.89 1.97 -43.05
5 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.97 0.90 0.03 1.05 0.00 0.92 0.02 0.45 0.67 5.02
10 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.96 0.96 -0.15 0.96 0.19 1.00 -0.17 2.39 1.54 26.41
1 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.97 0.69 0.51 1.36 -0.66 0.71 0.50 -4.35 2.09 -48.16
5 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.97 0.88 0.08 1.06 -0.05 0.91 0.06 -0.05 0.23 -0.60
10 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.96 0.96 -0.11 0.96 0.16 1.00 -0.14 1.98 1.41 21.88
1 D Ri La Txyz 0.97 0.60 0.58 1.58 -0.89 0.62 0.57 -4.57 2.14 -50.58
5 D Ri La Txyz 0.97 0.64 0.49 1.47 -0.68 0.66 0.48 -3.59 1.89 -39.75
10 D Ri La Txyz 0.96 0.69 0.36 1.33 -0.42 0.72 0.34 -2.20 1.48 -24.32
1 L Ri La Txyz 0.97 0.49 0.82 1.95 -1.57 0.50 0.82 -6.90 2.63 -76.38
5 L Ri La Txyz 0.96 0.59 0.56 1.56 -0.83 0.62 0.54 -4.14 2.03 -45.84
10 L Ri La Txyz 0.95 0.65 0.43 1.39 -0.53 0.68 0.40 -2.81 1.68 -31.09
1 D Gi La Txyz 0.98 0.55 0.73 1.73 -1.24 0.56 0.72 -6.22 2.49 -68.82
5 D Gi La Txyz 0.97 0.66 0.44 1.42 -0.58 0.68 0.43 -3.12 1.77 -34.54
10 D Gi La Txyz 0.95 0.71 0.31 1.28 -0.33 0.74 0.28 -1.68 1.30 -18.57
1 L Gi La Txyz 0.97 0.51 0.79 1.87 -1.43 0.52 0.78 -6.56 2.56 -72.61
5 L Gi La Txyz 0.96 0.62 0.51 1.50 -0.72 0.64 0.49 -3.69 1.92 -40.88
10 L Gi La Txyz 0.95 0.67 0.38 1.34 -0.44 0.71 0.35 -2.29 1.51 -25.32
Table A.5: Calibration statistics for modeled and observed suspended sediment con-
centration loss in S2Q100D48, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.5: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S2Q100D37, shear stress depo-
sition model
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r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Ri Shi-er log 0.98 0.80 0.39 1.19 -0.42 0.82 0.37 -3.38 1.84 -32.95
5 D Ri Shi-er log 0.99 1.04 -0.09 0.94 0.10 1.05 -0.10 0.87 0.93 8.50
10 D Ri Shi-er log 0.99 1.12 -0.29 0.87 0.27 1.13 -0.30 2.79 1.67 27.22
1 L Ri Shi-er log 0.98 0.75 0.45 1.27 -0.53 0.77 0.43 -3.66 1.91 -35.63
5 L Ri Shi-er log 0.99 1.01 -0.04 0.97 0.05 1.02 -0.04 0.46 0.68 4.45
10 L Ri Shi-er log 0.99 1.11 -0.25 0.88 0.24 1.12 -0.26 2.42 1.55 23.55
1 D Gi Shi-er log 0.98 0.85 0.31 1.12 -0.32 0.87 0.30 -2.85 1.69 -27.75
5 D Gi Shi-er log 0.99 1.08 -0.17 0.91 0.17 1.09 -0.18 1.54 1.24 14.97
10 D Gi Shi-er log 0.99 1.15 -0.36 0.85 0.32 1.16 -0.37 3.46 1.86 33.73
1 L Gi Shi-er log 0.98 0.80 0.37 1.20 -0.42 0.82 0.36 -3.15 1.78 -30.72
5 L Gi Shi-er log 0.99 1.05 -0.12 0.93 0.13 1.06 -0.13 1.13 1.06 11.04
10 L Gi Shi-er log 0.99 1.15 -0.33 0.85 0.30 1.16 -0.34 3.11 1.76 30.34
1 D Ri La log 0.98 0.30 1.08 3.26 -3.49 0.30 1.07 -7.85 2.80 -76.51
5 D Ri La log 0.99 0.40 0.89 2.47 -2.18 0.40 0.89 -6.28 2.51 -61.17
10 D Ri La log 0.99 0.43 0.82 2.27 -1.83 0.43 0.81 -5.57 2.36 -54.23
1 L Ri La log 0.99 0.29 1.07 3.37 -3.60 0.29 1.07 -7.72 2.78 -75.20
5 L Ri La log 0.99 0.37 0.92 2.64 -2.40 0.37 0.91 -6.33 2.52 -61.63
10 L Ri La log 0.98 0.39 0.85 2.43 -2.04 0.40 0.85 -5.70 2.39 -55.54
1 D Gi La log 0.98 0.31 1.06 3.12 -3.28 0.31 1.06 -7.74 2.78 -75.40
5 D Gi La log 0.99 0.41 0.87 2.39 -2.06 0.41 0.87 -6.11 2.47 -59.58
10 D Gi La log 0.99 0.44 0.79 2.19 -1.71 0.45 0.79 -5.37 2.32 -52.33
1 L Gi La log 0.99 0.30 1.06 3.26 -3.42 0.30 1.06 -7.62 2.76 -74.22
5 L Gi La log 0.99 0.38 0.90 2.56 -2.28 0.38 0.89 -6.18 2.49 -60.24
10 L Gi La log 0.98 0.41 0.83 2.35 -1.92 0.42 0.82 -5.53 2.35 -53.86
1 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.97 0.76 0.46 1.23 -0.52 0.79 0.44 -4.01 2.00 -39.09
5 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.99 1.05 -0.06 0.94 0.07 1.06 -0.07 0.38 0.62 3.69
10 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.99 1.14 -0.27 0.86 0.25 1.15 -0.28 2.39 1.54 23.25
1 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.97 0.71 0.51 1.32 -0.63 0.74 0.50 -4.23 2.06 -41.21
5 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.99 1.01 -0.01 0.97 0.02 1.02 -0.02 -0.01 0.08 -0.06
10 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.99 1.12 -0.23 0.87 0.22 1.13 -0.24 2.03 1.42 19.75
1 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.97 0.82 0.38 1.15 -0.40 0.84 0.36 -3.48 1.87 -33.94
5 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.99 1.09 -0.14 0.90 0.14 1.10 -0.15 1.07 1.03 10.38
10 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.99 1.17 -0.35 0.84 0.30 1.18 -0.35 3.08 1.76 30.02
1 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.97 0.77 0.44 1.23 -0.50 0.79 0.42 -3.73 1.93 -36.35
5 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.99 1.06 -0.09 0.92 0.10 1.07 -0.10 0.69 0.83 6.70
10 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.99 1.16 -0.32 0.84 0.28 1.18 -0.32 2.75 1.66 26.76
1 D Ri La Txyz 0.99 0.62 0.57 1.58 -0.89 0.63 0.56 -4.05 2.01 -39.50
5 D Ri La Txyz 0.99 0.65 0.49 1.51 -0.72 0.66 0.48 -3.23 1.80 -31.46
10 D Ri La Txyz 0.98 0.69 0.38 1.41 -0.51 0.70 0.37 -2.12 1.45 -20.62
1 L Ri La Txyz 0.99 0.49 0.80 1.99 -1.57 0.49 0.80 -5.95 2.44 -57.97
5 L Ri La Txyz 0.99 0.60 0.55 1.63 -0.88 0.61 0.55 -3.61 1.90 -35.16
10 L Ri La Txyz 0.98 0.63 0.45 1.52 -0.66 0.65 0.45 -2.60 1.61 -25.32
1 D Gi La Txyz 0.98 0.55 0.72 1.74 -1.24 0.56 0.72 -5.56 2.36 -54.13
5 D Gi La Txyz 0.99 0.67 0.45 1.46 -0.64 0.68 0.44 -2.89 1.70 -28.12
10 D Gi La Txyz 0.98 0.71 0.34 1.37 -0.44 0.72 0.33 -1.75 1.32 -17.07
1 L Gi La Txyz 0.99 0.51 0.77 1.90 -1.43 0.52 0.76 -5.70 2.39 -55.53
5 L Gi La Txyz 0.99 0.62 0.51 1.58 -0.80 0.63 0.51 -3.30 1.82 -32.13
10 L Gi La Txyz 0.98 0.65 0.42 1.47 -0.58 0.67 0.41 -2.26 1.50 -22.06
Table A.6: Calibration statistics for modeled and observed suspended sediment con-
centration loss in S2Q100D37, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.6: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S1Q50, shear stress
deposition model for eight selected value set combinations
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TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.35 0.23 0.35 0.23 0.15 0.53 0.23 0.66 -0.00 1.10 1.05 34.79
5 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.35 0.30 0.35 0.31 0.19 0.41 0.23 0.87 -0.01 0.45 0.67 14.37
10 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.35 0.33 0.31 0.31 0.22 0.31 0.25 1.00 -0.02 0.21 0.46 6.66
1 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.35 0.22 0.36 0.22 0.14 0.57 0.23 0.63 -0.00 1.19 1.09 37.84
5 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.35 0.29 0.37 0.32 0.18 0.43 0.22 0.86 -0.01 0.51 0.71 16.17
10 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.35 0.32 0.30 0.31 0.22 0.30 0.25 1.01 -0.03 0.24 0.49 7.74
1 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.35 0.24 0.34 0.24 0.16 0.50 0.23 0.69 -0.00 1.00 1.00 31.69
5 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.35 0.31 0.35 0.32 0.20 0.38 0.23 0.91 -0.01 0.35 0.59 11.17
10 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.35 0.33 0.28 0.29 0.23 0.26 0.26 1.04 -0.03 0.14 0.37 4.41
1 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.35 0.23 0.35 0.23 0.15 0.54 0.23 0.66 -0.00 1.09 1.05 34.68
5 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.35 0.31 0.36 0.33 0.19 0.40 0.23 0.90 -0.01 0.40 0.63 12.66
10 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.35 0.33 0.25 0.27 0.24 0.23 0.27 1.07 -0.04 0.17 0.41 5.27
1 D Ri La Txyz 0.35 0.22 0.27 0.18 0.15 0.41 0.26 0.67 -0.02 1.21 1.10 38.26
5 D Ri La Txyz 0.35 0.28 0.26 0.24 0.20 0.29 0.27 0.92 -0.04 0.61 0.78 19.29
10 D Ri La Txyz 0.35 0.31 0.23 0.25 0.22 0.22 0.28 1.06 -0.06 0.36 0.60 11.30
1 L Ri La Txyz 0.35 0.21 0.28 0.18 0.14 0.44 0.26 0.64 -0.02 1.30 1.14 41.34
5 L Ri La Txyz 0.35 0.28 0.28 0.25 0.19 0.31 0.27 0.90 -0.04 0.68 0.82 21.46
10 L Ri La Txyz 0.35 0.31 0.22 0.24 0.22 0.21 0.29 1.07 -0.07 0.40 0.63 12.75
1 D Gi La Txyz 0.35 0.23 0.27 0.19 0.16 0.38 0.26 0.71 -0.02 1.12 1.06 35.39
5 D Gi La Txyz 0.35 0.29 0.26 0.25 0.21 0.27 0.27 0.96 -0.04 0.51 0.71 16.12
10 D Gi La Txyz 0.35 0.32 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.18 0.29 1.11 -0.07 0.27 0.52 8.66
1 L Gi La Txyz 0.35 0.22 0.28 0.19 0.15 0.41 0.26 0.67 -0.02 1.21 1.10 38.46
5 L Gi La Txyz 0.35 0.29 0.27 0.26 0.20 0.28 0.27 0.95 -0.05 0.57 0.75 18.00
10 L Gi La Txyz 0.35 0.32 0.18 0.20 0.25 0.16 0.30 1.14 -0.08 0.31 0.56 9.85
1 D Ri Shi-er Tz 0.35 0.22 0.25 0.19 0.15 0.34 0.28 0.75 -0.04 1.17 1.08 37.03
5 D Ri Shi-er Tz 0.35 0.29 0.27 0.26 0.20 0.28 0.27 0.98 -0.05 0.53 0.73 16.88
10 D Ri Shi-er Tz 0.35 0.32 0.25 0.27 0.22 0.22 0.28 1.10 -0.07 0.29 0.54 9.16
1 L Ri Shi-er Tz 0.35 0.21 0.26 0.19 0.15 0.36 0.27 0.71 -0.04 1.26 1.12 39.97
5 L Ri Shi-er Tz 0.35 0.29 0.29 0.28 0.19 0.30 0.26 0.96 -0.05 0.59 0.77 18.60
10 L Ri Shi-er Tz 0.35 0.31 0.24 0.27 0.22 0.22 0.28 1.10 -0.07 0.32 0.56 10.09
1 D Gi Shi-er Tz 0.35 0.23 0.25 0.20 0.16 0.32 0.28 0.78 -0.04 1.07 1.03 33.98
5 D Gi Shi-er Tz 0.35 0.30 0.27 0.27 0.21 0.26 0.27 1.02 -0.05 0.43 0.66 13.71
10 D Gi Shi-er Tz 0.35 0.33 0.21 0.25 0.24 0.19 0.29 1.14 -0.07 0.21 0.46 6.80
1 L Gi Shi-er Tz 0.35 0.22 0.26 0.20 0.15 0.35 0.27 0.75 -0.04 1.16 1.08 36.85
5 L Gi Shi-er Tz 0.35 0.30 0.28 0.28 0.20 0.28 0.27 1.00 -0.05 0.48 0.69 15.12
10 L Gi Shi-er Tz 0.35 0.32 0.20 0.23 0.24 0.17 0.29 1.15 -0.08 0.23 0.48 7.43
1 D Ri La Tz 0.35 0.25 0.11 0.11 0.21 0.12 0.32 0.98 -0.10 0.94 0.97 29.77
5 D Ri La Tz 0.35 0.27 0.12 0.13 0.22 0.11 0.32 1.08 -0.11 0.75 0.87 23.84
10 D Ri La Tz 0.35 0.29 0.10 0.12 0.25 0.08 0.33 1.23 -0.14 0.50 0.71 16.01
1 L Ri La Tz 0.35 0.19 0.14 0.10 0.16 0.18 0.32 0.75 -0.07 1.41 1.19 44.84
5 L Ri La Tz 0.35 0.26 0.13 0.14 0.21 0.12 0.32 1.06 -0.11 0.82 0.91 26.07
10 L Ri La Tz 0.35 0.29 0.10 0.12 0.25 0.08 0.33 1.23 -0.14 0.55 0.74 17.49
1 D Gi La Tz 0.35 0.21 0.12 0.10 0.18 0.15 0.32 0.84 -0.08 1.23 1.11 39.17
5 D Gi La Tz 0.35 0.28 0.11 0.13 0.23 0.10 0.32 1.13 -0.12 0.66 0.81 20.79
10 D Gi La Tz 0.35 0.30 0.07 0.10 0.27 0.06 0.33 1.28 -0.14 0.42 0.65 13.23
1 L Gi La Tz 0.35 0.20 0.13 0.10 0.17 0.17 0.32 0.79 -0.08 1.33 1.15 42.11
5 L Gi La Tz 0.35 0.27 0.12 0.14 0.22 0.11 0.32 1.11 -0.12 0.72 0.85 22.75
10 L Gi La Tz 0.35 0.30 0.06 0.08 0.27 0.05 0.34 1.29 -0.15 0.45 0.67 14.38
Table A.7: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed interstitial deposition in
S1Q50, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.7: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S1Q80, shear stress
deposition model for eight selected value set combinations
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TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.21 0.14 0.05 0.15 0.11 0.30 0.17 0.70 -0.00 0.59 0.77 31.31
5 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.21 0.19 0.05 0.21 0.15 0.24 0.16 0.92 -0.00 0.17 0.41 8.76
10 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.21 0.21 0.04 0.21 0.17 0.20 0.17 1.03 -0.00 -0.01 0.08 -0.36
1 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.21 0.14 0.05 0.14 0.11 0.32 0.17 0.67 -0.00 0.65 0.81 34.57
5 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.21 0.19 0.05 0.20 0.14 0.25 0.16 0.91 -0.00 0.20 0.45 10.70
10 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.21 0.21 0.04 0.21 0.16 0.20 0.17 1.03 -0.01 0.01 0.11 0.67
1 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.21 0.15 0.05 0.16 0.12 0.30 0.16 0.73 -0.00 0.53 0.73 27.89
5 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.21 0.20 0.05 0.21 0.15 0.23 0.16 0.96 -0.00 0.10 0.31 5.09
10 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.21 0.22 0.04 0.21 0.17 0.19 0.17 1.05 -0.01 -0.06 0.24 -3.02
1 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.21 0.14 0.05 0.15 0.11 0.31 0.16 0.70 -0.00 0.59 0.77 31.10
5 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.21 0.20 0.05 0.21 0.15 0.23 0.16 0.95 -0.00 0.13 0.35 6.67
10 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.21 0.21 0.04 0.21 0.17 0.18 0.17 1.06 -0.01 -0.04 0.21 -2.25
1 D Ri La Txyz 0.21 0.12 0.07 -0.25 0.17 -0.28 0.24 0.94 -0.08 0.80 0.89 42.31
5 D Ri La Txyz 0.21 0.16 0.09 -0.41 0.25 -0.22 0.24 1.38 -0.13 0.43 0.66 22.85
10 D Ri La Txyz 0.21 0.18 0.10 -0.51 0.29 -0.19 0.24 1.64 -0.16 0.26 0.51 13.59
1 L Ri La Txyz 0.21 0.11 0.06 -0.22 0.16 -0.29 0.24 0.88 -0.07 0.86 0.93 45.39
5 L Ri La Txyz 0.21 0.16 0.09 -0.40 0.24 -0.22 0.24 1.33 -0.12 0.49 0.70 25.93
10 L Ri La Txyz 0.21 0.18 0.10 -0.51 0.28 -0.19 0.24 1.63 -0.17 0.30 0.55 15.95
1 D Gi La Txyz 0.21 0.13 0.07 -0.27 0.18 -0.27 0.24 1.00 -0.08 0.74 0.86 39.33
5 D Gi La Txyz 0.21 0.17 0.09 -0.44 0.26 -0.21 0.24 1.46 -0.14 0.37 0.61 19.55
10 D Gi La Txyz 0.21 0.19 0.10 -0.55 0.31 -0.18 0.24 1.75 -0.18 0.19 0.43 9.81
1 L Gi La Txyz 0.21 0.12 0.07 -0.24 0.17 -0.28 0.24 0.94 -0.08 0.80 0.90 42.55
5 L Gi La Txyz 0.21 0.16 0.09 -0.43 0.25 -0.21 0.24 1.42 -0.14 0.42 0.65 22.40
10 L Gi La Txyz 0.21 0.18 0.10 -0.56 0.30 -0.18 0.24 1.76 -0.18 0.22 0.47 11.82
1 D Ri Shi-er Tz 0.21 0.14 0.00 -0.05 0.15 -0.07 0.22 0.84 -0.04 0.63 0.80 33.65
5 D Ri Shi-er Tz 0.21 0.19 0.00 -0.01 0.19 -0.01 0.21 1.07 -0.04 0.20 0.45 10.71
10 D Ri Shi-er Tz 0.21 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.21 1.18 -0.04 0.03 0.17 1.47
1 L Ri Shi-er Tz 0.21 0.13 0.00 -0.04 0.14 -0.06 0.22 0.79 -0.03 0.69 0.83 36.77
5 L Ri Shi-er Tz 0.21 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.21 1.05 -0.04 0.24 0.49 12.65
10 L Ri Shi-er Tz 0.21 0.20 0.00 0.01 0.20 0.01 0.21 1.17 -0.04 0.05 0.22 2.49
1 D Gi Shi-er Tz 0.21 0.15 0.00 -0.04 0.16 -0.05 0.22 0.87 -0.04 0.57 0.75 30.14
5 D Gi Shi-er Tz 0.21 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.21 1.11 -0.04 0.13 0.36 7.01
10 D Gi Shi-er Tz 0.21 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.21 1.21 -0.04 -0.02 0.16 -1.28
1 L Gi Shi-er Tz 0.21 0.14 0.00 -0.03 0.15 -0.05 0.22 0.83 -0.03 0.63 0.79 33.25
5 L Gi Shi-er Tz 0.21 0.19 0.00 0.01 0.19 0.01 0.21 1.09 -0.04 0.16 0.40 8.59
10 L Gi Shi-er Tz 0.21 0.21 0.00 0.01 0.21 0.01 0.21 1.21 -0.04 -0.01 0.10 -0.52
1 D Ri La Tz 0.21 0.15 0.12 -0.56 0.27 -0.21 0.24 1.63 -0.19 0.53 0.73 28.22
5 D Ri La Tz 0.21 0.16 0.12 -0.63 0.30 -0.19 0.24 1.83 -0.22 0.41 0.64 21.65
10 D Ri La Tz 0.21 0.18 0.12 -0.75 0.34 -0.16 0.24 2.16 -0.27 0.23 0.48 12.22
1 L Ri La Tz 0.21 0.11 0.11 -0.38 0.19 -0.29 0.24 1.15 -0.13 0.86 0.93 45.56
5 L Ri La Tz 0.21 0.16 0.12 -0.60 0.28 -0.19 0.24 1.76 -0.21 0.47 0.68 24.86
10 L Ri La Tz 0.21 0.18 0.12 -0.73 0.33 -0.16 0.24 2.13 -0.27 0.28 0.53 14.65
1 D Gi La Tz 0.21 0.13 0.11 -0.45 0.22 -0.26 0.24 1.32 -0.15 0.74 0.86 39.32
5 D Gi La Tz 0.21 0.17 0.12 -0.67 0.31 -0.18 0.24 1.94 -0.24 0.34 0.59 18.27
10 D Gi La Tz 0.21 0.19 0.12 -0.79 0.36 -0.15 0.24 2.30 -0.29 0.16 0.40 8.29
1 L Gi La Tz 0.21 0.12 0.11 -0.41 0.21 -0.27 0.24 1.23 -0.14 0.80 0.90 42.57
5 L Gi La Tz 0.21 0.17 0.12 -0.64 0.30 -0.18 0.24 1.88 -0.23 0.40 0.63 21.24
10 L Gi La Tz 0.21 0.19 0.12 -0.79 0.35 -0.15 0.24 2.29 -0.29 0.19 0.44 10.33
Table A.8: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed interstitial deposition in
S1Q80, shear stress deposition model
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 3375−D−Ri −Shi−er−Txyz
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Figure A.8: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S2Q30D48-2, shear
stress deposition model for eight selected value set combinations
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TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.59 0.80 0.35 0.35 0.60 0.34 0.32 1.02 0.20 -1.72 1.31 -36.57
5 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.59 1.12 0.59 0.87 0.61 0.40 0.14 1.47 0.26 -4.28 2.07 -90.87
10 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.59 1.24 0.77 1.46 0.38 0.40 0.09 1.90 0.12 -5.18 2.27 -109.99
1 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.59 0.76 0.37 0.35 0.55 0.38 0.30 0.96 0.20 -1.38 1.18 -29.36
5 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.59 1.09 0.66 0.96 0.52 0.45 0.10 1.46 0.22 -3.98 2.00 -84.66
10 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.59 1.17 0.80 1.64 0.21 0.39 0.13 2.04 -0.03 -4.69 2.17 -99.77
1 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.59 0.85 0.35 0.38 0.62 0.33 0.31 1.08 0.21 -2.09 1.45 -44.44
5 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.59 1.17 0.62 0.97 0.60 0.40 0.12 1.56 0.26 -4.67 2.16 -99.15
10 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.59 1.28 0.74 1.52 0.39 0.36 0.13 2.05 0.07 -5.53 2.35 -117.57
1 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.59 0.80 0.38 0.39 0.58 0.37 0.29 1.02 0.21 -1.73 1.32 -36.87
5 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.59 1.14 0.69 1.08 0.50 0.44 0.09 1.57 0.21 -4.38 2.09 -93.09
10 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.59 1.22 0.73 1.66 0.24 0.32 0.20 2.29 -0.12 -5.07 2.25 -107.65
1 D Ri La Txyz 0.59 0.80 0.36 0.36 0.58 0.36 0.30 1.01 0.20 -1.66 1.29 -35.26
5 D Ri La Txyz 0.59 1.11 0.61 0.89 0.59 0.42 0.12 1.46 0.25 -4.19 2.05 -89.11
10 D Ri La Txyz 0.59 1.22 0.78 1.48 0.35 0.41 0.09 1.90 0.10 -5.08 2.25 -108.03
1 L Ri La Txyz 0.59 0.75 0.38 0.36 0.54 0.40 0.28 0.95 0.19 -1.32 1.15 -28.09
5 L Ri La Txyz 0.59 1.07 0.67 0.98 0.50 0.46 0.09 1.46 0.22 -3.89 1.97 -82.78
10 L Ri La Txyz 0.59 1.16 0.81 1.67 0.18 0.40 0.13 2.05 -0.04 -4.59 2.14 -97.59
1 D Gi La Txyz 0.59 0.84 0.37 0.39 0.61 0.34 0.30 1.07 0.21 -2.03 1.42 -43.04
5 D Gi La Txyz 0.59 1.16 0.64 0.99 0.58 0.41 0.11 1.55 0.25 -4.58 2.14 -97.30
10 D Gi La Txyz 0.59 1.27 0.75 1.54 0.36 0.37 0.12 2.05 0.06 -5.44 2.33 -115.63
1 L Gi La Txyz 0.59 0.80 0.40 0.40 0.56 0.39 0.27 1.00 0.21 -1.67 1.29 -35.50
5 L Gi La Txyz 0.59 1.12 0.70 1.10 0.47 0.45 0.08 1.57 0.20 -4.29 2.07 -91.08
10 L Gi La Txyz 0.59 1.21 0.74 1.68 0.22 0.32 0.20 2.29 -0.14 -4.97 2.23 -105.52
1 D Ri Shi-er Tz 0.59 0.80 0.35 0.35 0.60 0.34 0.32 1.02 0.20 -1.73 1.31 -36.74
5 D Ri Shi-er Tz 0.59 1.12 0.59 0.87 0.61 0.40 0.14 1.47 0.26 -4.29 2.07 -91.11
10 D Ri Shi-er Tz 0.59 1.24 0.77 1.46 0.38 0.40 0.09 1.90 0.12 -5.19 2.28 -110.24
1 L Ri Shi-er Tz 0.59 0.76 0.37 0.35 0.55 0.38 0.30 0.96 0.20 -1.39 1.18 -29.52
5 L Ri Shi-er Tz 0.59 1.09 0.66 0.96 0.52 0.45 0.10 1.47 0.22 -3.99 2.00 -84.87
10 L Ri Shi-er Tz 0.59 1.18 0.80 1.64 0.21 0.39 0.13 2.05 -0.03 -4.71 2.17 -100.00
1 D Gi Shi-er Tz 0.59 0.85 0.35 0.38 0.63 0.33 0.31 1.08 0.21 -2.10 1.45 -44.62
5 D Gi Shi-er Tz 0.59 1.17 0.62 0.97 0.60 0.40 0.12 1.56 0.26 -4.68 2.16 -99.39
10 D Gi Shi-er Tz 0.59 1.28 0.74 1.52 0.39 0.36 0.13 2.05 0.07 -5.54 2.35 -117.80
1 L Gi Shi-er Tz 0.59 0.81 0.38 0.39 0.58 0.37 0.29 1.02 0.21 -1.74 1.32 -37.04
5 L Gi Shi-er Tz 0.59 1.14 0.69 1.08 0.50 0.44 0.09 1.58 0.21 -4.39 2.10 -93.31
10 L Gi Shi-er Tz 0.59 1.22 0.73 1.66 0.24 0.32 0.20 2.29 -0.12 -5.07 2.25 -107.84
1 D Ri La Tz 0.59 1.01 0.50 0.64 0.63 0.39 0.19 1.28 0.26 -3.37 1.84 -71.58
5 D Ri La Tz 0.59 1.12 0.61 0.89 0.59 0.42 0.12 1.47 0.25 -4.23 2.06 -89.87
10 D Ri La Tz 0.59 1.23 0.78 1.49 0.36 0.41 0.09 1.91 0.11 -5.13 2.26 -108.97
1 L Ri La Tz 0.59 0.76 0.38 0.36 0.54 0.40 0.29 0.95 0.20 -1.34 1.16 -28.45
5 L Ri La Tz 0.59 1.08 0.67 0.98 0.50 0.46 0.09 1.46 0.22 -3.93 1.98 -83.48
10 L Ri La Tz 0.59 1.17 0.81 1.67 0.19 0.40 0.13 2.05 -0.04 -4.63 2.15 -98.48
1 D Gi La Tz 0.59 0.84 0.37 0.39 0.61 0.34 0.30 1.07 0.21 -2.05 1.43 -43.48
5 D Gi La Tz 0.59 1.17 0.64 0.99 0.58 0.41 0.11 1.56 0.25 -4.62 2.15 -98.12
10 D Gi La Tz 0.59 1.27 0.75 1.54 0.37 0.36 0.12 2.06 0.06 -5.49 2.34 -116.63
1 L Gi La Tz 0.59 0.80 0.40 0.40 0.57 0.39 0.27 1.01 0.21 -1.69 1.30 -35.91
5 L Gi La Tz 0.59 1.13 0.70 1.10 0.48 0.45 0.09 1.57 0.20 -4.32 2.08 -91.84
10 L Gi La Tz 0.59 1.21 0.73 1.69 0.22 0.32 0.20 2.30 -0.14 -5.01 2.24 -106.46
Table A.9: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed interstitial deposition in
S2Q30D48-2, shear stress deposition model
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 3395−D−Ri −Shi−er−Txyz
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Figure A.9: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S2Q30D37, shear stress
deposition model for eight selected value set combinations
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TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.73 0.65 0.17 -0.38 0.93 -0.08 0.78 2.22 -0.97 0.65 0.81 11.16
5 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.73 0.91 0.05 0.15 0.80 0.02 0.72 3.21 -1.44 -1.42 1.19 -24.26
10 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.73 1.02 0.18 0.75 0.47 0.05 0.68 4.08 -1.96 -2.33 1.53 -39.86
1 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.73 0.61 0.15 -0.31 0.84 -0.07 0.77 2.09 -0.91 0.93 0.96 15.90
5 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.73 0.89 0.11 0.34 0.64 0.03 0.70 3.22 -1.47 -1.24 1.11 -21.24
10 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 0.73 0.99 0.23 0.97 0.28 0.05 0.68 4.31 -2.16 -2.05 1.43 -35.11
1 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.73 0.69 0.17 -0.39 0.97 -0.07 0.78 2.34 -1.02 0.36 0.60 6.15
5 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.73 0.95 0.06 0.21 0.80 0.02 0.71 3.39 -1.53 -1.77 1.33 -30.21
10 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.73 1.07 0.12 0.50 0.70 0.03 0.70 4.35 -2.11 -2.70 1.64 -46.20
1 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.73 0.65 0.14 -0.30 0.87 -0.06 0.77 2.20 -0.96 0.65 0.81 11.10
5 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.73 0.93 0.12 0.41 0.64 0.03 0.70 3.46 -1.59 -1.63 1.27 -27.78
10 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 0.73 1.04 0.10 0.45 0.71 0.02 0.71 4.77 -2.45 -2.48 1.58 -42.44
1 D Ri La Txyz 0.73 0.65 0.17 -0.37 0.92 -0.08 0.78 2.20 -0.96 0.68 0.83 11.65
5 D Ri La Txyz 0.73 0.91 0.05 0.16 0.79 0.02 0.72 3.18 -1.42 -1.41 1.19 -24.06
10 D Ri La Txyz 0.73 1.02 0.19 0.75 0.48 0.05 0.68 4.02 -1.92 -2.33 1.53 -39.86
1 L Ri La Txyz 0.73 0.61 0.14 -0.30 0.83 -0.07 0.77 2.07 -0.90 0.96 0.98 16.42
5 L Ri La Txyz 0.73 0.88 0.11 0.35 0.63 0.03 0.70 3.20 -1.45 -1.22 1.10 -20.85
10 L Ri La Txyz 0.73 0.99 0.23 0.97 0.28 0.05 0.68 4.23 -2.11 -2.04 1.43 -34.84
1 D Gi La Txyz 0.73 0.68 0.16 -0.38 0.96 -0.07 0.78 2.32 -1.01 0.39 0.62 6.63
5 D Gi La Txyz 0.73 0.95 0.06 0.21 0.80 0.02 0.71 3.37 -1.51 -1.76 1.33 -30.06
10 D Gi La Txyz 0.73 1.07 0.12 0.49 0.71 0.03 0.70 4.27 -2.05 -2.72 1.65 -46.41
1 L Gi La Txyz 0.73 0.65 0.13 -0.29 0.86 -0.06 0.77 2.18 -0.95 0.68 0.82 11.63
5 L Gi La Txyz 0.73 0.93 0.12 0.41 0.63 0.04 0.70 3.42 -1.57 -1.60 1.27 -27.42
10 L Gi La Txyz 0.73 1.04 0.09 0.44 0.72 0.02 0.71 4.67 -2.37 -2.48 1.58 -42.43
1 D Ri Shi-er Tz 0.73 0.65 0.17 -0.39 0.93 -0.08 0.78 2.21 -0.97 0.68 0.82 11.59
5 D Ri Shi-er Tz 0.73 0.90 0.05 0.16 0.79 0.02 0.72 3.19 -1.43 -1.38 1.17 -23.53
10 D Ri Shi-er Tz 0.73 1.02 0.19 0.77 0.46 0.05 0.68 4.08 -1.97 -2.28 1.51 -38.95
1 L Ri Shi-er Tz 0.73 0.61 0.15 -0.31 0.84 -0.07 0.78 2.08 -0.91 0.95 0.98 16.32
5 L Ri Shi-er Tz 0.73 0.88 0.11 0.35 0.63 0.03 0.70 3.21 -1.47 -1.20 1.10 -20.55
10 L Ri Shi-er Tz 0.73 0.98 0.23 0.99 0.26 0.05 0.68 4.33 -2.19 -2.00 1.41 -34.20
1 D Gi Shi-er Tz 0.73 0.68 0.17 -0.40 0.97 -0.07 0.78 2.33 -1.02 0.39 0.62 6.61
5 D Gi Shi-er Tz 0.73 0.95 0.06 0.22 0.79 0.02 0.71 3.38 -1.53 -1.72 1.31 -29.45
10 D Gi Shi-er Tz 0.73 1.06 0.12 0.52 0.68 0.03 0.70 4.36 -2.12 -2.65 1.63 -45.29
1 L Gi Shi-er Tz 0.73 0.65 0.14 -0.31 0.87 -0.06 0.77 2.20 -0.96 0.68 0.82 11.55
5 L Gi Shi-er Tz 0.73 0.93 0.12 0.41 0.63 0.03 0.70 3.45 -1.59 -1.58 1.26 -27.05
10 L Gi Shi-er Tz 0.73 1.04 0.10 0.47 0.69 0.02 0.71 4.80 -2.48 -2.43 1.56 -41.56
1 D Ri La Tz 0.73 0.80 0.06 -0.16 0.92 -0.02 0.75 2.74 -1.20 -0.57 0.76 -9.80
5 D Ri La Tz 0.73 0.89 0.04 0.13 0.80 0.01 0.72 3.15 -1.41 -1.30 1.14 -22.18
10 D Ri La Tz 0.73 1.00 0.18 0.72 0.48 0.04 0.69 4.03 -1.94 -2.18 1.48 -37.32
1 L Ri La Tz 0.73 0.61 0.16 -0.33 0.84 -0.08 0.78 2.06 -0.90 1.00 1.00 17.17
5 L Ri La Tz 0.73 0.87 0.10 0.32 0.64 0.03 0.70 3.17 -1.44 -1.12 1.06 -19.16
10 L Ri La Tz 0.73 0.97 0.22 0.94 0.28 0.05 0.68 4.28 -2.16 -1.90 1.38 -32.47
1 D Gi La Tz 0.73 0.68 0.18 -0.41 0.98 -0.08 0.78 2.31 -1.01 0.44 0.67 7.57
5 D Gi La Tz 0.73 0.94 0.05 0.18 0.80 0.02 0.72 3.34 -1.50 -1.64 1.28 -28.00
10 D Gi La Tz 0.73 1.05 0.11 0.46 0.71 0.02 0.70 4.31 -2.10 -2.55 1.60 -43.66
1 L Gi La Tz 0.73 0.64 0.15 -0.32 0.88 -0.07 0.78 2.17 -0.95 0.73 0.85 12.47
5 L Gi La Tz 0.73 0.92 0.11 0.38 0.64 0.03 0.70 3.40 -1.57 -1.49 1.22 -25.54
10 L Gi La Tz 0.73 1.02 0.09 0.41 0.72 0.02 0.71 4.77 -2.47 -2.33 1.53 -39.86
Table A.10: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed interstitial deposition in
S2Q30D37, shear stress deposition model
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 3415−D−Ri −Shi−er−Txyz
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Figure A.10: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S2Q100D48-1, shear
stress deposition model for eight selected value set combinations
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TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 1.47 0.57 0.27 -0.36 1.10 -0.20 1.58 1.35 -1.41 7.18 2.68 61.24
5 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 1.47 0.89 0.22 -0.48 1.59 -0.11 1.56 2.13 -2.24 4.64 2.15 39.58
10 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 1.47 1.05 0.19 -0.50 1.78 -0.07 1.54 2.60 -2.76 3.34 1.83 28.47
1 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 1.47 0.54 0.27 -0.35 1.06 -0.21 1.58 1.29 -1.35 7.36 2.71 62.81
5 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 1.47 0.86 0.23 -0.47 1.55 -0.11 1.56 2.07 -2.17 4.85 2.20 41.34
10 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 1.47 1.04 0.19 -0.49 1.76 -0.07 1.54 2.58 -2.74 3.42 1.85 29.15
1 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 1.47 0.61 0.27 -0.39 1.18 -0.19 1.58 1.45 -1.51 6.82 2.61 58.20
5 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 1.47 0.94 0.22 -0.50 1.67 -0.10 1.56 2.28 -2.40 4.18 2.05 35.69
10 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 1.47 1.12 0.18 -0.51 1.87 -0.06 1.54 2.81 -3.00 2.79 1.67 23.83
1 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 1.47 0.59 0.27 -0.37 1.13 -0.19 1.58 1.39 -1.44 7.02 2.65 59.89
5 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 1.47 0.92 0.22 -0.49 1.64 -0.10 1.56 2.23 -2.34 4.36 2.09 37.22
10 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 1.47 1.12 0.18 -0.51 1.87 -0.06 1.54 2.83 -3.03 2.78 1.67 23.68
1 D Ri La Txyz 1.47 0.35 0.01 -0.02 0.39 -0.01 1.47 1.78 -2.26 8.89 2.98 75.87
5 D Ri La Txyz 1.47 0.56 0.02 0.06 0.47 0.01 1.46 3.21 -4.15 7.22 2.69 61.64
10 D Ri La Txyz 1.47 0.70 0.03 0.12 0.53 0.01 1.46 4.09 -5.29 6.14 2.48 52.37
1 L Ri La Txyz 1.47 0.34 0.02 -0.03 0.38 -0.01 1.47 1.63 -2.04 8.96 2.99 76.48
5 L Ri La Txyz 1.47 0.53 0.02 0.06 0.44 0.01 1.46 3.00 -3.86 7.46 2.73 63.69
10 L Ri La Txyz 1.47 0.67 0.03 0.12 0.49 0.01 1.46 3.86 -4.99 6.38 2.52 54.39
1 D Gi La Txyz 1.47 0.38 0.01 -0.02 0.41 -0.01 1.47 1.95 -2.47 8.69 2.95 74.18
5 D Gi La Txyz 1.47 0.60 0.02 0.07 0.50 0.01 1.46 3.50 -4.53 6.88 2.62 58.72
10 D Gi La Txyz 1.47 0.76 0.03 0.13 0.57 0.01 1.46 4.39 -5.67 5.66 2.38 48.27
1 L Gi La Txyz 1.47 0.37 0.01 -0.03 0.40 -0.01 1.47 1.78 -2.24 8.79 2.96 74.98
5 L Gi La Txyz 1.47 0.57 0.02 0.08 0.46 0.01 1.46 3.29 -4.24 7.14 2.67 60.93
10 L Gi La Txyz 1.47 0.73 0.03 0.12 0.56 0.01 1.46 4.15 -5.34 5.84 2.42 49.86
1 D Ri Shi-er Tz 1.47 0.62 0.03 -0.04 0.69 -0.02 1.48 1.44 -1.49 6.73 2.59 57.39
5 D Ri Shi-er Tz 1.47 0.98 0.07 0.14 0.78 0.04 1.43 1.87 -1.76 3.84 1.96 32.79
10 D Ri Shi-er Tz 1.47 1.17 0.13 0.26 0.80 0.06 1.39 2.00 -1.76 2.33 1.53 19.90
1 L Ri Shi-er Tz 1.47 0.60 0.02 -0.03 0.64 -0.01 1.47 1.36 -1.40 6.93 2.63 59.08
5 L Ri Shi-er Tz 1.47 0.96 0.07 0.12 0.78 0.04 1.43 1.77 -1.63 4.06 2.01 34.63
10 L Ri Shi-er Tz 1.47 1.16 0.12 0.23 0.82 0.06 1.39 1.93 -1.66 2.43 1.56 20.77
1 D Gi Shi-er Tz 1.47 0.67 0.02 -0.03 0.72 -0.01 1.47 1.52 -1.55 6.34 2.52 54.12
5 D Gi Shi-er Tz 1.47 1.05 0.09 0.17 0.80 0.05 1.42 1.91 -1.74 3.31 1.82 28.27
10 D Gi Shi-er Tz 1.47 1.25 0.14 0.29 0.83 0.07 1.38 2.04 -1.74 1.71 1.31 14.56
1 L Gi Shi-er Tz 1.47 0.65 0.01 -0.02 0.68 -0.01 1.47 1.43 -1.45 6.56 2.56 55.94
5 L Gi Shi-er Tz 1.47 1.03 0.08 0.15 0.81 0.05 1.42 1.81 -1.62 3.50 1.87 29.86
10 L Gi Shi-er Tz 1.47 1.25 0.13 0.25 0.88 0.06 1.38 1.98 -1.66 1.73 1.32 14.76
1 D Ri La Tz 1.47 0.70 0.02 0.10 0.55 0.01 1.46 4.09 -5.30 6.16 2.48 52.52
5 D Ri La Tz 1.47 0.81 0.03 0.17 0.56 0.01 1.46 4.82 -6.26 5.25 2.29 44.81
10 D Ri La Tz 1.47 0.97 0.05 0.29 0.55 0.01 1.46 5.92 -7.70 3.95 1.99 33.66
1 L Ri La Tz 1.47 0.45 0.01 0.03 0.41 0.00 1.46 2.43 -3.11 8.13 2.85 69.32
5 L Ri La Tz 1.47 0.75 0.04 0.18 0.49 0.01 1.46 4.42 -5.73 5.71 2.39 48.69
10 L Ri La Tz 1.47 0.91 0.05 0.30 0.47 0.01 1.46 5.52 -7.19 4.47 2.11 38.09
1 D Gi La Tz 1.47 0.51 0.00 0.00 0.51 0.00 1.46 2.92 -3.78 7.64 2.76 65.22
5 D Gi La Tz 1.47 0.86 0.04 0.20 0.57 0.01 1.46 5.17 -6.71 4.82 2.20 41.14
10 D Gi La Tz 1.47 1.04 0.05 0.32 0.57 0.01 1.46 6.33 -8.24 3.44 1.85 29.33
1 L Gi La Tz 1.47 0.48 0.01 0.03 0.44 0.00 1.46 2.65 -3.41 7.86 2.80 67.04
5 L Gi La Tz 1.47 0.80 0.04 0.21 0.49 0.01 1.46 4.76 -6.18 5.30 2.30 45.26
10 L Gi La Tz 1.47 0.97 0.05 0.31 0.52 0.01 1.46 5.97 -7.77 3.94 1.99 33.64
Table A.11: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed interstitial deposition in
S2Q100D48-1, shear stress deposition model
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 3435−D−Ri −Shi−er−Txyz
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Figure A.11: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S2Q100D48-2, shear
stress deposition model for eight selected value set combinations
344 APPENDIX A.
TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 2.08 0.57 0.54 -0.34 1.28 -0.83 2.55 0.64 -0.77 12.06 3.47 72.64
5 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 2.08 0.89 0.52 -0.53 1.98 -0.51 2.53 1.01 -1.22 9.52 3.09 57.35
10 D Ri Shi-er Txyz 2.08 1.05 0.48 -0.60 2.29 -0.39 2.48 1.24 -1.52 8.22 2.87 49.51
1 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 2.08 0.54 0.54 -0.33 1.23 -0.88 2.55 0.61 -0.73 12.25 3.50 73.75
5 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 2.08 0.86 0.52 -0.51 1.91 -0.52 2.53 0.98 -1.18 9.73 3.12 58.59
10 L Ri Shi-er Txyz 2.08 1.04 0.47 -0.57 2.23 -0.38 2.47 1.23 -1.51 8.30 2.88 49.99
1 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 2.08 0.61 0.54 -0.37 1.39 -0.78 2.56 0.69 -0.82 11.70 3.42 70.49
5 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 2.08 0.94 0.52 -0.56 2.10 -0.47 2.52 1.09 -1.31 9.07 3.01 54.60
10 D Gi Shi-er Txyz 2.08 1.12 0.47 -0.63 2.41 -0.35 2.47 1.34 -1.66 7.68 2.77 46.23
1 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 2.08 0.59 0.54 -0.36 1.33 -0.82 2.56 0.66 -0.78 11.90 3.45 71.69
5 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 2.08 0.92 0.51 -0.54 2.04 -0.48 2.52 1.06 -1.28 9.25 3.04 55.68
10 L Gi Shi-er Txyz 2.08 1.12 0.45 -0.60 2.37 -0.33 2.45 1.35 -1.68 7.66 2.77 46.13
1 D Ri La Txyz 2.08 0.35 0.46 -0.39 1.16 -0.54 2.27 0.85 -1.41 13.78 3.71 82.97
5 D Ri La Txyz 2.08 0.56 0.43 -0.65 1.91 -0.28 2.23 1.53 -2.61 12.11 3.48 72.92
10 D Ri La Txyz 2.08 0.70 0.41 -0.79 2.34 -0.21 2.22 1.94 -3.34 11.02 3.32 66.38
1 L Ri La Txyz 2.08 0.34 0.47 -0.36 1.09 -0.60 2.28 0.78 -1.27 13.85 3.72 83.40
5 L Ri La Txyz 2.08 0.53 0.41 -0.59 1.75 -0.29 2.23 1.43 -2.43 12.35 3.51 74.37
10 L Ri La Txyz 2.08 0.67 0.39 -0.71 2.15 -0.21 2.22 1.84 -3.14 11.26 3.36 67.81
1 D Gi La Txyz 2.08 0.38 0.45 -0.42 1.25 -0.49 2.26 0.93 -1.54 13.58 3.68 81.78
5 D Gi La Txyz 2.08 0.60 0.42 -0.70 2.06 -0.25 2.23 1.67 -2.86 11.77 3.43 70.86
10 D Gi La Txyz 2.08 0.76 0.41 -0.85 2.53 -0.20 2.22 2.09 -3.58 10.54 3.25 63.49
1 L Gi La Txyz 2.08 0.37 0.46 -0.39 1.18 -0.54 2.27 0.85 -1.39 13.67 3.70 82.34
5 L Gi La Txyz 2.08 0.57 0.41 -0.63 1.89 -0.26 2.22 1.56 -2.67 12.02 3.47 72.42
10 L Gi La Txyz 2.08 0.73 0.39 -0.77 2.33 -0.20 2.22 1.97 -3.36 10.73 3.28 64.61
1 D Ri Shi-er Tz 2.08 0.62 0.19 -0.13 0.89 -0.27 2.25 0.69 -0.80 11.61 3.41 69.92
5 D Ri Shi-er Tz 2.08 0.98 0.15 -0.13 1.25 -0.16 2.24 0.89 -0.86 8.73 2.95 52.56
10 D Ri Shi-er Tz 2.08 1.17 0.16 -0.15 1.49 -0.17 2.27 0.95 -0.81 7.22 2.69 43.46
1 L Ri Shi-er Tz 2.08 0.60 0.18 -0.12 0.85 -0.28 2.24 0.65 -0.75 11.81 3.44 71.12
5 L Ri Shi-er Tz 2.08 0.96 0.15 -0.13 1.23 -0.18 2.25 0.84 -0.79 8.94 2.99 53.86
10 L Ri Shi-er Tz 2.08 1.16 0.18 -0.17 1.51 -0.20 2.31 0.92 -0.74 7.32 2.71 44.07
1 D Gi Shi-er Tz 2.08 0.67 0.18 -0.13 0.94 -0.25 2.24 0.72 -0.82 11.23 3.35 67.61
5 D Gi Shi-er Tz 2.08 1.05 0.14 -0.13 1.32 -0.16 2.24 0.91 -0.83 8.20 2.86 49.37
10 D Gi Shi-er Tz 2.08 1.25 0.18 -0.17 1.61 -0.18 2.30 0.97 -0.76 6.59 2.57 39.69
1 L Gi Shi-er Tz 2.08 0.65 0.18 -0.12 0.89 -0.26 2.24 0.68 -0.76 11.44 3.38 68.90
5 L Gi Shi-er Tz 2.08 1.03 0.16 -0.13 1.30 -0.18 2.26 0.86 -0.76 8.38 2.90 50.49
10 L Gi Shi-er Tz 2.08 1.25 0.21 -0.20 1.66 -0.22 2.35 0.94 -0.71 6.61 2.57 39.83
1 D Ri La Tz 2.08 0.70 0.43 -0.83 2.42 -0.22 2.23 1.95 -3.34 11.04 3.32 66.49
5 D Ri La Tz 2.08 0.81 0.43 -0.99 2.86 -0.19 2.23 2.29 -3.95 10.14 3.18 61.04
10 D Ri La Tz 2.08 0.97 0.44 -1.23 3.52 -0.15 2.23 2.82 -4.88 8.83 2.97 53.17
1 L Ri La Tz 2.08 0.45 0.40 -0.47 1.42 -0.35 2.23 1.16 -1.95 13.01 3.61 78.34
5 L Ri La Tz 2.08 0.75 0.42 -0.89 2.60 -0.20 2.23 2.10 -3.62 10.59 3.25 63.78
10 L Ri La Tz 2.08 0.91 0.43 -1.13 3.25 -0.16 2.22 2.63 -4.55 9.35 3.06 56.30
1 D Gi La Tz 2.08 0.51 0.41 -0.57 1.70 -0.30 2.23 1.39 -2.38 12.53 3.54 75.45
5 D Gi La Tz 2.08 0.86 0.43 -1.06 3.07 -0.18 2.23 2.46 -4.25 9.71 3.12 58.45
10 D Gi La Tz 2.08 1.04 0.44 -1.33 3.79 -0.15 2.23 3.01 -5.22 8.32 2.88 50.12
1 L Gi La Tz 2.08 0.48 0.41 -0.51 1.55 -0.32 2.23 1.26 -2.14 12.74 3.57 76.74
5 L Gi La Tz 2.08 0.80 0.42 -0.96 2.80 -0.19 2.23 2.27 -3.90 10.19 3.19 61.36
10 L Gi La Tz 2.08 0.97 0.44 -1.24 3.55 -0.15 2.23 2.84 -4.92 8.83 2.97 53.16
Table A.12: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed interstitial deposition in
S2Q100D48-2, shear stress deposition model
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 3455−D−Ri −Shi−er−Txyz
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Figure A.12: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S2Q100D37, shear
stress deposition model for eight selected value set combinations
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TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Gi In mean 1.67 0.41 0.43 0.28 -0.05 0.67 1.39 0.64 -0.65 10.02 3.16 75.16
5 D Gi In mean 1.67 0.36 0.50 0.27 -0.10 0.91 1.34 0.55 -0.56 10.48 3.24 78.68
10 D Gi In mean 1.67 0.35 0.64 0.36 -0.24 1.14 1.26 0.56 -0.58 10.49 3.24 78.72
1 L Gi In mean 1.67 0.39 0.46 0.28 -0.07 0.75 1.37 0.60 -0.61 10.18 3.19 76.42
5 L Gi In mean 1.67 0.32 0.51 0.26 -0.10 1.03 1.33 0.50 -0.51 10.73 3.27 80.49
10 L Gi In mean 1.67 0.32 0.66 0.34 -0.25 1.27 1.25 0.52 -0.54 10.73 3.28 80.51
1 D Sto In mean 1.67 0.38 0.45 0.26 -0.05 0.76 1.37 0.59 -0.60 10.25 3.20 76.91
5 D Sto In mean 1.67 0.39 0.49 0.30 -0.10 0.80 1.35 0.61 -0.62 10.17 3.19 76.34
10 D Sto In mean 1.67 0.36 0.47 0.26 -0.08 0.86 1.36 0.55 -0.56 10.48 3.24 78.64
1 L Sto In mean 1.67 0.37 0.48 0.27 -0.08 0.86 1.35 0.56 -0.57 10.39 3.22 77.98
5 L Sto In mean 1.67 0.36 0.49 0.27 -0.09 0.89 1.35 0.55 -0.56 10.48 3.24 78.64
10 L Sto In mean 1.67 0.33 0.49 0.25 -0.09 0.98 1.35 0.50 -0.51 10.72 3.27 80.46
1 D Gi La mean 1.67 0.68 0.47 0.48 -0.11 0.46 1.35 1.01 -1.00 7.85 2.80 58.91
5 D Gi La mean 1.67 0.81 0.49 0.59 -0.17 0.40 1.34 1.21 -1.20 6.81 2.61 51.09
10 D Gi La mean 1.67 0.89 0.54 0.73 -0.31 0.40 1.31 1.34 -1.34 6.17 2.48 46.29
1 L Gi La mean 1.67 0.65 0.48 0.46 -0.12 0.50 1.34 0.96 -0.95 8.11 2.85 60.90
5 L Gi La mean 1.67 0.79 0.49 0.57 -0.17 0.42 1.34 1.17 -1.16 7.04 2.65 52.83
10 L Gi La mean 1.67 0.87 0.54 0.71 -0.31 0.41 1.31 1.32 -1.32 6.33 2.52 47.49
1 D Sto La mean 1.67 0.55 0.48 0.39 -0.10 0.60 1.34 0.80 -0.79 8.95 2.99 67.17
5 D Sto La mean 1.67 0.71 0.50 0.53 -0.16 0.47 1.33 1.05 -1.04 7.63 2.76 57.28
10 D Sto La mean 1.67 0.75 0.48 0.54 -0.14 0.43 1.34 1.12 -1.11 7.29 2.70 54.70
1 L Sto La mean 1.67 0.52 0.50 0.38 -0.12 0.66 1.32 0.76 -0.75 9.18 3.03 68.92
5 L Sto La mean 1.67 0.66 0.50 0.49 -0.15 0.51 1.33 0.98 -0.97 8.03 2.83 60.23
10 L Sto La mean 1.67 0.72 0.49 0.52 -0.15 0.46 1.34 1.07 -1.06 7.57 2.75 56.81
1 D Gi In ave5 1.67 0.25 0.69 0.29 -0.24 1.65 1.26 0.42 -0.45 11.34 3.37 85.14
5 D Gi In ave5 1.67 0.19 0.77 0.27 -0.27 2.17 1.25 0.36 -0.40 11.81 3.44 88.63
10 D Gi In ave5 1.67 0.19 0.83 0.34 -0.37 2.04 1.27 0.41 -0.49 11.79 3.43 88.50
1 L Gi In ave5 1.67 0.25 0.69 0.29 -0.23 1.67 1.25 0.41 -0.44 11.36 3.37 85.22
5 L Gi In ave5 1.67 0.18 0.77 0.26 -0.25 2.32 1.25 0.33 -0.37 11.89 3.45 89.26
10 L Gi In ave5 1.67 0.18 0.83 0.32 -0.35 2.16 1.27 0.39 -0.46 11.88 3.45 89.13
1 D Sto In ave5 1.67 0.25 0.69 0.29 -0.23 1.64 1.26 0.42 -0.45 11.35 3.37 85.18
5 D Sto In ave5 1.67 0.23 0.75 0.31 -0.29 1.83 1.25 0.41 -0.46 11.51 3.39 86.41
10 D Sto In ave5 1.67 0.19 0.76 0.27 -0.26 2.17 1.25 0.35 -0.40 11.81 3.44 88.65
1 L Sto In ave5 1.67 0.25 0.69 0.29 -0.23 1.67 1.25 0.41 -0.44 11.36 3.37 85.25
5 L Sto In ave5 1.67 0.21 0.74 0.28 -0.25 2.01 1.25 0.37 -0.41 11.66 3.41 87.52
10 L Sto In ave5 1.67 0.18 0.76 0.25 -0.24 2.32 1.25 0.33 -0.37 11.90 3.45 89.28
1 D Gi La ave5 1.67 0.46 0.75 0.62 -0.58 0.89 1.26 0.84 -0.94 9.66 3.11 72.46
5 D Gi La ave5 1.67 0.45 0.83 0.79 -0.87 0.87 1.28 0.95 -1.14 9.73 3.12 73.02
10 D Gi La ave5 1.67 0.47 0.86 0.93 -1.09 0.80 1.29 1.08 -1.34 9.60 3.10 72.05
1 L Gi La ave5 1.67 0.43 0.75 0.59 -0.55 0.95 1.25 0.79 -0.88 9.85 3.14 73.91
5 L Gi La ave5 1.67 0.41 0.83 0.74 -0.82 0.94 1.28 0.89 -1.06 10.01 3.16 75.15
10 L Gi La ave5 1.67 0.43 0.87 0.89 -1.05 0.85 1.30 1.02 -1.27 9.87 3.14 74.11
1 D Sto La ave5 1.67 0.40 0.70 0.48 -0.41 1.02 1.26 0.69 -0.75 10.13 3.18 75.99
5 D Sto La ave5 1.67 0.45 0.79 0.69 -0.70 0.90 1.26 0.88 -1.01 9.70 3.11 72.78
10 D Sto La ave5 1.67 0.44 0.81 0.73 -0.78 0.90 1.27 0.90 -1.06 9.83 3.13 73.75
1 L Sto La ave5 1.67 0.38 0.71 0.47 -0.40 1.08 1.25 0.66 -0.71 10.28 3.21 77.12
5 L Sto La ave5 1.67 0.41 0.79 0.63 -0.64 0.99 1.26 0.80 -0.92 10.04 3.17 75.33
10 L Sto La ave5 1.67 0.40 0.82 0.68 -0.73 0.98 1.27 0.83 -0.98 10.11 3.18 75.87
Table A.13: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed interstitial deposition in
S2Q100D37, shear stress deposition model
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A.1.3 Step 2, velocity deposition model, silty experimetnal runs
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Figure A.13: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S1Q50, velocity deposition model
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r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Gi In mean 0.97 0.48 0.34 1.97 -0.66 0.49 0.34 -3.24 1.80 -111.15
5 D Gi In mean 0.95 0.52 0.27 1.72 -0.44 0.55 0.26 -2.35 1.53 -80.58
10 D Gi In mean 0.93 0.55 0.24 1.60 -0.35 0.59 0.23 -1.98 1.41 -67.84
1 L Gi In mean 0.97 0.44 0.36 2.12 -0.75 0.46 0.36 -3.43 1.85 -117.72
5 L Gi In mean 0.94 0.48 0.30 1.84 -0.52 0.51 0.29 -2.63 1.62 -90.16
10 L Gi In mean 0.93 0.51 0.27 1.71 -0.43 0.54 0.26 -2.29 1.51 -78.58
1 D Sto In mean 0.96 0.42 0.40 2.16 -0.85 0.44 0.40 -3.93 1.98 -134.83
5 D Sto In mean 0.97 0.48 0.32 1.93 -0.61 0.50 0.32 -2.99 1.73 -102.58
10 D Sto In mean 0.96 0.50 0.29 1.82 -0.51 0.53 0.29 -2.62 1.62 -89.77
1 L Sto In mean 0.96 0.39 0.42 2.35 -0.96 0.41 0.41 -4.05 2.01 -138.82
5 L Sto In mean 0.96 0.45 0.34 2.07 -0.70 0.46 0.34 -3.21 1.79 -110.02
10 L Sto In mean 0.95 0.46 0.32 1.94 -0.60 0.49 0.31 -2.87 1.69 -98.48
1 D Gi La mean 0.96 0.68 0.22 1.36 -0.28 0.71 0.21 -2.09 1.44 -71.48
5 D Gi La mean 0.96 0.82 0.06 1.12 -0.06 0.86 0.06 -0.39 0.62 -13.25
10 D Gi La mean 0.95 0.89 -0.01 1.02 0.03 0.94 -0.02 0.40 0.63 13.66
1 L Gi La mean 0.96 0.64 0.24 1.44 -0.33 0.67 0.24 -2.32 1.52 -79.57
5 L Gi La mean 0.95 0.80 0.08 1.13 -0.08 0.84 0.08 -0.60 0.78 -20.74
10 L Gi La mean 0.95 0.89 0.01 1.01 0.01 0.94 -0.00 0.23 0.48 8.02
1 D Sto La mean 0.94 0.55 0.33 1.59 -0.49 0.59 0.32 -3.25 1.80 -111.30
5 D Sto La mean 0.96 0.71 0.18 1.30 -0.22 0.74 0.17 -1.63 1.28 -56.01
10 D Sto La mean 0.96 0.77 0.11 1.20 -0.12 0.80 0.11 -0.92 0.96 -31.55
1 L Sto La mean 0.94 0.51 0.34 1.72 -0.57 0.55 0.34 -3.41 1.85 -116.87
5 L Sto La mean 0.96 0.67 0.20 1.36 -0.26 0.70 0.20 -1.88 1.37 -64.56
10 L Sto La mean 0.96 0.74 0.14 1.23 -0.15 0.78 0.13 -1.16 1.08 -39.90
1 D Gi In ave5 0.93 0.25 0.48 3.48 -1.65 0.27 0.48 -4.59 2.14 -157.27
5 D Gi In ave5 0.77 0.20 0.49 3.00 -1.38 0.26 0.48 -4.51 2.12 -154.47
10 D Gi In ave5 0.74 0.19 0.49 2.88 -1.32 0.26 0.48 -4.50 2.12 -154.18
1 L Gi In ave5 0.91 0.24 0.49 3.55 -1.71 0.26 0.49 -4.64 2.15 -158.94
5 L Gi In ave5 0.77 0.19 0.49 3.06 -1.43 0.25 0.48 -4.57 2.14 -156.52
10 L Gi In ave5 0.74 0.19 0.50 2.96 -1.37 0.25 0.48 -4.56 2.14 -156.28
1 D Sto In ave5 0.98 0.27 0.49 3.49 -1.70 0.28 0.49 -4.73 2.17 -162.06
5 D Sto In ave5 0.87 0.23 0.49 3.34 -1.57 0.26 0.48 -4.55 2.13 -155.82
10 D Sto In ave5 0.80 0.21 0.49 3.12 -1.45 0.26 0.48 -4.52 2.13 -154.81
1 L Sto In ave5 0.97 0.26 0.49 3.63 -1.78 0.27 0.49 -4.76 2.18 -163.08
5 L Sto In ave5 0.86 0.22 0.49 3.39 -1.61 0.25 0.48 -4.60 2.14 -157.66
10 L Sto In ave5 0.79 0.20 0.49 3.17 -1.49 0.25 0.48 -4.57 2.14 -156.81
1 D Gi La ave5 0.96 0.61 0.26 1.51 -0.38 0.64 0.25 -2.49 1.58 -85.19
5 D Gi La ave5 0.96 0.71 0.14 1.30 -0.16 0.74 0.13 -1.10 1.05 -37.64
10 D Gi La ave5 0.95 0.77 0.08 1.18 -0.08 0.81 0.07 -0.46 0.68 -15.73
1 L Gi La ave5 0.96 0.57 0.28 1.62 -0.44 0.59 0.28 -2.72 1.65 -93.22
5 L Gi La ave5 0.96 0.68 0.16 1.35 -0.20 0.71 0.16 -1.37 1.17 -47.05
10 L Gi La ave5 0.95 0.75 0.10 1.20 -0.10 0.79 0.09 -0.70 0.84 -24.11
1 D Sto La ave5 0.94 0.51 0.35 1.74 -0.59 0.54 0.35 -3.50 1.87 -119.86
5 D Sto La ave5 0.97 0.64 0.23 1.46 -0.31 0.66 0.22 -2.09 1.45 -71.74
10 D Sto La ave5 0.96 0.68 0.17 1.37 -0.22 0.70 0.17 -1.51 1.23 -51.64
1 L Sto La ave5 0.95 0.47 0.37 1.90 -0.68 0.50 0.36 -3.65 1.91 -125.00
5 L Sto La ave5 0.96 0.60 0.25 1.55 -0.38 0.62 0.25 -2.35 1.53 -80.60
10 L Sto La ave5 0.96 0.64 0.20 1.43 -0.27 0.67 0.20 -1.78 1.34 -61.18
Table A.14: Calibration statistics for modeled and observed suspended sediment
concentration loss in S1Q80, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.14: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S1Q80, velocity deposition model
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r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Gi In mean 0.97 0.50 0.10 1.87 -0.18 0.52 0.10 -0.66 0.81 -46.67
5 D Gi In mean 0.87 0.45 0.09 1.69 -0.13 0.51 0.08 -0.49 0.70 -34.57
10 D Gi In mean 0.83 0.44 0.09 1.58 -0.11 0.53 0.08 -0.42 0.65 -29.95
1 L Gi In mean 0.96 0.46 0.11 2.00 -0.20 0.48 0.10 -0.71 0.84 -50.58
5 L Gi In mean 0.86 0.41 0.10 1.79 -0.15 0.48 0.09 -0.56 0.75 -39.78
10 L Gi In mean 0.83 0.41 0.10 1.67 -0.13 0.50 0.09 -0.50 0.71 -35.61
1 D Sto In mean 0.97 0.46 0.12 2.03 -0.23 0.48 0.11 -0.85 0.92 -60.49
5 D Sto In mean 0.95 0.48 0.09 1.85 -0.16 0.51 0.09 -0.60 0.77 -42.38
10 D Sto In mean 0.90 0.46 0.09 1.77 -0.14 0.51 0.09 -0.53 0.73 -37.49
1 L Sto In mean 0.97 0.43 0.12 2.19 -0.26 0.44 0.12 -0.89 0.94 -62.82
5 L Sto In mean 0.94 0.44 0.10 1.97 -0.19 0.48 0.10 -0.66 0.81 -46.75
10 L Sto In mean 0.89 0.42 0.10 1.87 -0.17 0.48 0.10 -0.60 0.77 -42.40
1 D Gi La mean 0.96 0.75 0.04 1.24 -0.05 0.78 0.04 -0.26 0.51 -18.59
5 D Gi La mean 0.95 0.90 -0.01 1.00 0.02 0.95 -0.01 0.28 0.53 19.87
10 D Gi La mean 0.94 0.98 -0.04 0.90 0.04 1.04 -0.04 0.53 0.73 37.88
1 L Gi La mean 0.96 0.70 0.05 1.31 -0.06 0.73 0.05 -0.34 0.58 -23.85
5 L Gi La mean 0.94 0.88 -0.00 1.01 0.01 0.93 -0.01 0.21 0.45 14.63
10 L Gi La mean 0.94 0.98 -0.03 0.90 0.04 1.04 -0.04 0.48 0.69 33.78
1 D Sto La mean 0.95 0.62 0.08 1.48 -0.11 0.64 0.08 -0.63 0.79 -44.58
5 D Sto La mean 0.96 0.78 0.03 1.18 -0.03 0.82 0.03 -0.12 0.34 -8.29
10 D Sto La mean 0.95 0.85 0.01 1.07 0.00 0.89 0.00 0.11 0.33 7.89
1 L Sto La mean 0.95 0.57 0.09 1.60 -0.14 0.60 0.09 -0.68 0.82 -48.08
5 L Sto La mean 0.96 0.74 0.04 1.24 -0.04 0.77 0.04 -0.20 0.44 -13.95
10 L Sto La mean 0.95 0.81 0.02 1.11 -0.01 0.86 0.01 0.03 0.18 2.20
1 D Gi In ave5 0.94 0.29 0.15 3.03 -0.43 0.31 0.14 -1.05 1.02 -74.39
5 D Gi In ave5 0.77 0.23 0.15 2.62 -0.35 0.29 0.14 -1.00 1.00 -71.07
10 D Gi In ave5 0.71 0.21 0.15 2.41 -0.31 0.29 0.14 -0.99 1.00 -70.50
1 L Gi In ave5 0.92 0.27 0.15 3.10 -0.45 0.30 0.15 -1.06 1.03 -75.17
5 L Gi In ave5 0.76 0.22 0.15 2.65 -0.36 0.29 0.14 -1.02 1.01 -72.34
10 L Gi In ave5 0.70 0.20 0.15 2.46 -0.32 0.28 0.14 -1.01 1.01 -71.87
1 D Sto In ave5 0.97 0.30 0.15 3.08 -0.46 0.31 0.15 -1.12 1.06 -79.73
5 D Sto In ave5 0.88 0.27 0.15 2.91 -0.41 0.30 0.14 -1.03 1.01 -72.67
10 D Sto In ave5 0.81 0.24 0.15 2.72 -0.37 0.30 0.14 -1.01 1.00 -71.48
1 L Sto In ave5 0.96 0.29 0.15 3.22 -0.48 0.30 0.15 -1.12 1.06 -79.72
5 L Sto In ave5 0.86 0.25 0.15 2.95 -0.42 0.29 0.15 -1.04 1.02 -73.68
10 L Sto In ave5 0.79 0.23 0.15 2.75 -0.38 0.29 0.15 -1.03 1.01 -72.68
1 D Gi La ave5 0.97 0.49 0.10 1.91 -0.19 0.51 0.10 -0.70 0.84 -49.88
5 D Gi La ave5 0.86 0.42 0.10 1.78 -0.15 0.49 0.09 -0.55 0.74 -39.01
10 D Gi La ave5 0.79 0.38 0.10 1.65 -0.13 0.48 0.09 -0.52 0.72 -37.11
1 L Gi La ave5 0.96 0.45 0.11 2.05 -0.22 0.47 0.11 -0.75 0.87 -53.44
5 L Gi La ave5 0.86 0.39 0.11 1.87 -0.17 0.46 0.10 -0.62 0.79 -43.80
10 L Gi La ave5 0.79 0.36 0.11 1.74 -0.15 0.45 0.10 -0.59 0.77 -42.13
1 D Sto La ave5 0.97 0.44 0.12 2.12 -0.25 0.46 0.12 -0.90 0.95 -63.91
5 D Sto La ave5 0.95 0.48 0.10 1.90 -0.18 0.50 0.10 -0.64 0.80 -45.37
10 D Sto La ave5 0.91 0.45 0.10 1.85 -0.16 0.49 0.09 -0.58 0.76 -40.94
1 L Sto La ave5 0.97 0.41 0.13 2.28 -0.28 0.42 0.12 -0.93 0.96 -65.84
5 L Sto La ave5 0.94 0.44 0.11 2.02 -0.20 0.47 0.10 -0.70 0.83 -49.42
10 L Sto La ave5 0.90 0.41 0.11 1.95 -0.19 0.46 0.10 -0.64 0.80 -45.51
Table A.15: Calibration statistics for modeled and observed suspended sediment
concentration loss in S1Q80, shear stress deposition model
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r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Gi In mean 0.99 0.59 0.59 1.64 -0.95 0.60 0.59 -4.84 2.20 -57.04
5 D Gi In mean 0.94 0.61 0.42 1.45 -0.54 0.65 0.40 -2.58 1.61 -30.42
10 D Gi In mean 0.90 0.58 0.40 1.39 -0.44 0.65 0.36 -2.04 1.43 -23.99
1 L Gi In mean 0.98 0.55 0.66 1.76 -1.14 0.56 0.65 -5.40 2.32 -63.64
5 L Gi In mean 0.94 0.56 0.50 1.55 -0.71 0.60 0.48 -3.36 1.83 -39.56
10 L Gi In mean 0.90 0.54 0.48 1.49 -0.60 0.60 0.45 -2.86 1.69 -33.72
1 D Sto In mean 0.98 0.53 0.77 1.81 -1.37 0.54 0.76 -6.77 2.60 -79.75
5 D Sto In mean 0.97 0.60 0.54 1.58 -0.82 0.62 0.53 -4.12 2.03 -48.52
10 D Sto In mean 0.96 0.61 0.46 1.50 -0.63 0.64 0.44 -3.12 1.77 -36.77
1 L Sto In mean 0.98 0.49 0.82 1.97 -1.59 0.50 0.81 -7.13 2.67 -84.01
5 L Sto In mean 0.97 0.55 0.61 1.70 -1.00 0.57 0.60 -4.75 2.18 -55.94
10 L Sto In mean 0.95 0.57 0.54 1.60 -0.81 0.59 0.52 -3.85 1.96 -45.32
1 D Gi La mean 0.98 0.76 0.35 1.26 -0.42 0.78 0.34 -2.87 1.70 -33.84
5 D Gi La mean 0.97 0.92 -0.05 1.02 0.09 0.95 -0.07 1.34 1.16 15.82
10 D Gi La mean 0.96 0.99 -0.22 0.94 0.25 1.02 -0.24 3.18 1.78 37.48
1 L Gi La mean 0.98 0.72 0.41 1.33 -0.52 0.74 0.40 -3.43 1.85 -40.37
5 L Gi La mean 0.97 0.91 -0.01 1.03 0.05 0.94 -0.03 0.88 0.94 10.34
10 L Gi La mean 0.96 0.99 -0.20 0.93 0.23 1.03 -0.22 2.85 1.69 33.56
1 D Sto La mean 0.97 0.63 0.64 1.49 -0.91 0.65 0.62 -5.74 2.40 -67.61
5 D Sto La mean 0.98 0.80 0.25 1.20 -0.27 0.81 0.24 -1.76 1.33 -20.78
10 D Sto La mean 0.97 0.86 0.08 1.10 -0.06 0.89 0.07 0.02 0.13 0.20
1 L Sto La mean 0.97 0.58 0.69 1.61 -1.07 0.60 0.68 -6.14 2.48 -72.28
5 L Sto La mean 0.97 0.76 0.31 1.25 -0.36 0.78 0.30 -2.34 1.53 -27.55
10 L Sto La mean 0.97 0.84 0.13 1.12 -0.11 0.87 0.12 -0.52 0.72 -6.15
1 D Gi In ave5 0.98 0.48 0.75 1.99 -1.47 0.49 0.75 -6.13 2.48 -72.15
5 D Gi In ave5 0.88 0.43 0.70 1.80 -1.13 0.49 0.66 -4.97 2.23 -58.56
10 D Gi In ave5 0.86 0.45 0.65 1.67 -0.93 0.52 0.61 -4.41 2.10 -51.95
1 L Gi In ave5 0.97 0.44 0.81 2.13 -1.68 0.46 0.80 -6.57 2.56 -77.41
5 L Gi In ave5 0.88 0.40 0.76 1.91 -1.30 0.46 0.72 -5.54 2.35 -65.24
10 L Gi In ave5 0.86 0.42 0.71 1.78 -1.11 0.48 0.67 -5.03 2.24 -59.24
1 D Sto In ave5 0.98 0.47 0.85 2.05 -1.72 0.48 0.84 -7.39 2.72 -86.98
5 D Sto In ave5 0.95 0.46 0.74 1.97 -1.40 0.48 0.73 -5.75 2.40 -67.76
10 D Sto In ave5 0.90 0.43 0.72 1.88 -1.24 0.48 0.69 -5.29 2.30 -62.30
1 L Sto In ave5 0.98 0.44 0.89 2.22 -1.95 0.44 0.89 -7.69 2.77 -90.56
5 L Sto In ave5 0.94 0.42 0.80 2.09 -1.60 0.45 0.78 -6.24 2.50 -73.48
10 L Sto In ave5 0.90 0.40 0.78 1.99 -1.43 0.45 0.75 -5.83 2.41 -68.61
1 D Gi La ave5 0.98 0.76 0.36 1.27 -0.44 0.77 0.35 -3.00 1.73 -35.32
5 D Gi La ave5 0.97 0.91 -0.03 1.03 0.07 0.94 -0.04 1.16 1.07 13.61
10 D Gi La ave5 0.96 0.98 -0.20 0.95 0.24 1.02 -0.22 3.00 1.73 35.38
1 L Gi La ave5 0.98 0.71 0.43 1.34 -0.55 0.73 0.42 -3.55 1.89 -41.86
5 L Gi La ave5 0.97 0.90 0.01 1.04 0.02 0.93 -0.00 0.67 0.82 7.94
10 L Gi La ave5 0.96 0.98 -0.18 0.94 0.21 1.02 -0.20 2.65 1.63 31.26
1 D Sto La ave5 0.97 0.62 0.65 1.51 -0.94 0.64 0.63 -5.83 2.41 -68.62
5 D Sto La ave5 0.98 0.79 0.27 1.22 -0.30 0.80 0.25 -1.90 1.38 -22.42
10 D Sto La ave5 0.97 0.85 0.10 1.11 -0.08 0.88 0.09 -0.15 0.39 -1.80
1 L Sto La ave5 0.97 0.58 0.70 1.63 -1.10 0.59 0.69 -6.22 2.49 -73.24
5 L Sto La ave5 0.97 0.75 0.33 1.27 -0.39 0.77 0.32 -2.48 1.58 -29.25
10 L Sto La ave5 0.97 0.83 0.15 1.14 -0.14 0.85 0.14 -0.70 0.84 -8.28
Table A.16: Calibration statistics for modeled and observed suspended sediment
concentration loss in S2Q30D48, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.15: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S2Q30D37, velocity deposition
model
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 353
r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Gi In mean 0.97 0.59 0.61 1.60 -0.95 0.61 0.61 -5.76 2.40 -82.12
5 D Gi In mean 0.94 0.58 0.48 1.52 -0.67 0.62 0.46 -3.77 1.94 -53.83
10 D Gi In mean 0.90 0.55 0.47 1.47 -0.58 0.61 0.43 -3.34 1.83 -47.60
1 L Gi In mean 0.97 0.55 0.68 1.72 -1.15 0.56 0.67 -6.37 2.52 -90.88
5 L Gi In mean 0.94 0.54 0.56 1.63 -0.85 0.57 0.54 -4.58 2.14 -65.30
10 L Gi In mean 0.89 0.51 0.54 1.57 -0.75 0.57 0.51 -4.18 2.04 -59.64
1 D Sto In mean 0.95 0.53 0.79 1.72 -1.32 0.55 0.78 -7.77 2.79 -110.85
5 D Sto In mean 0.97 0.60 0.56 1.58 -0.86 0.61 0.55 -5.06 2.25 -72.22
10 D Sto In mean 0.96 0.59 0.50 1.55 -0.74 0.62 0.49 -4.21 2.05 -60.00
1 L Sto In mean 0.95 0.49 0.84 1.88 -1.54 0.51 0.83 -8.18 2.86 -116.71
5 L Sto In mean 0.97 0.55 0.64 1.70 -1.05 0.57 0.63 -5.74 2.40 -81.93
10 L Sto In mean 0.95 0.55 0.58 1.66 -0.92 0.57 0.57 -4.97 2.23 -70.89
1 D Gi La mean 0.96 0.74 0.40 1.23 -0.46 0.78 0.39 -3.87 1.97 -55.13
5 D Gi La mean 0.96 0.90 0.02 1.02 0.02 0.94 0.00 0.40 0.63 5.68
10 D Gi La mean 0.95 0.94 -0.12 0.97 0.16 0.99 -0.14 2.08 1.44 29.73
1 L Gi La mean 0.95 0.71 0.46 1.28 -0.55 0.74 0.44 -4.42 2.10 -62.98
5 L Gi La mean 0.95 0.89 0.06 1.01 -0.01 0.94 0.03 -0.02 0.15 -0.33
10 L Gi La mean 0.95 0.95 -0.10 0.96 0.14 1.00 -0.13 1.79 1.34 25.47
1 D Sto La mean 0.93 0.61 0.68 1.42 -0.89 0.66 0.65 -6.76 2.60 -96.35
5 D Sto La mean 0.96 0.78 0.31 1.18 -0.32 0.81 0.29 -2.75 1.66 -39.16
10 D Sto La mean 0.96 0.85 0.14 1.08 -0.11 0.89 0.12 -0.92 0.96 -13.07
1 L Sto La mean 0.93 0.57 0.73 1.52 -1.04 0.61 0.71 -7.18 2.68 -102.42
5 L Sto La mean 0.95 0.75 0.36 1.21 -0.39 0.78 0.34 -3.30 1.82 -47.09
10 L Sto La mean 0.95 0.83 0.19 1.09 -0.15 0.87 0.16 -1.42 1.19 -20.18
1 D Gi In ave5 0.98 0.53 0.71 1.79 -1.24 0.54 0.70 -6.61 2.57 -94.29
5 D Gi In ave5 0.94 0.56 0.54 1.58 -0.79 0.60 0.52 -4.44 2.11 -63.34
10 D Gi In ave5 0.92 0.56 0.49 1.52 -0.67 0.61 0.47 -3.80 1.95 -54.17
1 L Gi In ave5 0.97 0.49 0.77 1.93 -1.45 0.50 0.76 -7.15 2.67 -101.96
5 L Gi In ave5 0.94 0.52 0.61 1.69 -0.97 0.56 0.59 -5.19 2.28 -73.97
10 L Gi In ave5 0.92 0.52 0.57 1.63 -0.85 0.56 0.55 -4.60 2.15 -65.64
1 D Sto In ave5 0.96 0.48 0.85 1.91 -1.58 0.50 0.84 -8.30 2.88 -118.45
5 D Sto In ave5 0.97 0.54 0.66 1.74 -1.11 0.56 0.65 -5.96 2.44 -84.99
10 D Sto In ave5 0.95 0.56 0.58 1.63 -0.90 0.58 0.57 -5.01 2.24 -71.46
1 L Sto In ave5 0.96 0.45 0.90 2.07 -1.82 0.46 0.89 -8.67 2.94 -123.60
5 L Sto In ave5 0.96 0.50 0.72 1.86 -1.31 0.52 0.71 -6.56 2.56 -93.57
10 L Sto In ave5 0.95 0.51 0.65 1.75 -1.08 0.54 0.64 -5.70 2.39 -81.34
1 D Gi La ave5 0.96 0.74 0.42 1.24 -0.48 0.77 0.40 -3.99 2.00 -56.85
5 D Gi La ave5 0.95 0.89 0.04 1.03 0.00 0.93 0.02 0.23 0.48 3.33
10 D Gi La ave5 0.95 0.94 -0.11 0.97 0.15 0.98 -0.13 1.94 1.39 27.70
1 L Gi La ave5 0.95 0.70 0.48 1.30 -0.57 0.73 0.46 -4.54 2.13 -64.74
5 L Gi La ave5 0.95 0.88 0.07 1.02 -0.02 0.93 0.05 -0.20 0.45 -2.88
10 L Gi La ave5 0.95 0.95 -0.09 0.96 0.13 0.99 -0.11 1.63 1.28 23.25
1 D Sto La ave5 0.93 0.61 0.69 1.43 -0.92 0.65 0.66 -6.84 2.62 -97.55
5 D Sto La ave5 0.96 0.77 0.32 1.20 -0.34 0.80 0.31 -2.88 1.70 -41.09
10 D Sto La ave5 0.96 0.84 0.16 1.09 -0.13 0.87 0.14 -1.08 1.04 -15.34
1 L Sto La ave5 0.93 0.57 0.74 1.54 -1.07 0.61 0.72 -7.26 2.69 -103.57
5 L Sto La ave5 0.95 0.74 0.38 1.23 -0.42 0.77 0.36 -3.44 1.86 -49.11
10 L Sto La ave5 0.95 0.82 0.20 1.10 -0.18 0.86 0.18 -1.59 1.26 -22.63
Table A.17: Calibration statistics for modeled and observed suspended sediment
concentration loss in S2Q30D37, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.16: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S2Q100D48, velocity deposition
model
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 355
r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Gi In mean 0.98 0.64 0.54 1.50 -0.78 0.65 0.53 -4.25 2.06 -47.02
5 D Gi In mean 0.94 0.61 0.40 1.45 -0.50 0.65 0.37 -2.07 1.44 -22.95
10 D Gi In mean 0.89 0.57 0.38 1.39 -0.40 0.64 0.34 -1.52 1.23 -16.78
1 L Gi In mean 0.98 0.59 0.61 1.62 -0.96 0.60 0.60 -4.79 2.19 -53.03
5 L Gi In mean 0.94 0.57 0.48 1.55 -0.67 0.61 0.46 -2.83 1.68 -31.34
10 L Gi In mean 0.89 0.53 0.47 1.48 -0.56 0.60 0.43 -2.33 1.53 -25.75
1 D Sto In mean 0.96 0.57 0.72 1.61 -1.12 0.59 0.71 -6.25 2.50 -69.16
5 D Sto In mean 0.97 0.64 0.48 1.49 -0.69 0.65 0.47 -3.50 1.87 -38.79
10 D Sto In mean 0.96 0.63 0.42 1.46 -0.57 0.66 0.41 -2.57 1.60 -28.49
1 L Sto In mean 0.96 0.52 0.78 1.77 -1.33 0.54 0.76 -6.58 2.57 -72.89
5 L Sto In mean 0.97 0.59 0.56 1.60 -0.86 0.60 0.55 -4.12 2.03 -45.62
10 L Sto In mean 0.96 0.58 0.50 1.57 -0.74 0.61 0.49 -3.28 1.81 -36.35
1 D Gi La mean 0.96 0.80 0.31 1.16 -0.31 0.83 0.29 -2.55 1.60 -28.27
5 D Gi La mean 0.96 0.95 -0.09 0.96 0.14 1.00 -0.11 1.65 1.28 18.27
10 D Gi La mean 0.96 1.00 -0.24 0.91 0.27 1.05 -0.27 3.35 1.83 37.05
1 L Gi La mean 0.96 0.76 0.37 1.21 -0.40 0.79 0.35 -3.05 1.75 -33.81
5 L Gi La mean 0.95 0.95 -0.05 0.96 0.11 0.99 -0.08 1.21 1.10 13.37
10 L Gi La mean 0.96 1.01 -0.22 0.91 0.25 1.06 -0.25 3.00 1.73 33.21
1 D Sto La mean 0.94 0.66 0.60 1.33 -0.72 0.71 0.57 -5.34 2.31 -59.08
5 D Sto La mean 0.96 0.83 0.21 1.12 -0.19 0.86 0.19 -1.44 1.20 -15.90
10 D Sto La mean 0.96 0.90 0.04 1.03 0.01 0.94 0.01 0.36 0.60 3.96
1 L Sto La mean 0.94 0.62 0.65 1.44 -0.86 0.66 0.63 -5.69 2.39 -63.02
5 L Sto La mean 0.96 0.80 0.27 1.15 -0.26 0.83 0.25 -1.96 1.40 -21.69
10 L Sto La mean 0.95 0.88 0.09 1.03 -0.03 0.92 0.06 -0.14 0.37 -1.55
1 D Gi In ave5 0.92 0.26 1.09 3.24 -3.44 0.28 1.08 -8.62 2.94 -95.45
5 D Gi In ave5 0.71 0.19 1.11 2.63 -2.62 0.27 1.06 -8.31 2.88 -92.06
10 D Gi In ave5 0.68 0.18 1.12 2.50 -2.44 0.27 1.06 -8.29 2.88 -91.73
1 L Gi In ave5 0.90 0.24 1.11 3.30 -3.54 0.27 1.09 -8.71 2.95 -96.49
5 L Gi In ave5 0.71 0.19 1.13 2.68 -2.70 0.26 1.08 -8.45 2.91 -93.59
10 L Gi In ave5 0.68 0.18 1.13 2.56 -2.55 0.27 1.08 -8.43 2.90 -93.32
1 D Sto In ave5 0.99 0.30 1.10 3.27 -3.58 0.30 1.10 -9.06 3.01 -100.30
5 D Sto In ave5 0.84 0.23 1.10 3.06 -3.18 0.27 1.07 -8.47 2.91 -93.73
10 D Sto In ave5 0.75 0.20 1.11 2.77 -2.80 0.27 1.07 -8.35 2.89 -92.45
1 L Sto In ave5 0.98 0.28 1.11 3.41 -3.77 0.29 1.11 -9.10 3.02 -100.70
5 L Sto In ave5 0.82 0.22 1.12 3.09 -3.24 0.27 1.09 -8.58 2.93 -94.99
10 L Sto In ave5 0.74 0.20 1.12 2.81 -2.87 0.26 1.08 -8.48 2.91 -93.92
1 D Gi La ave5 0.97 0.63 0.57 1.51 -0.83 0.64 0.56 -4.61 2.15 -51.05
5 D Gi La ave5 0.96 0.67 0.36 1.37 -0.43 0.70 0.34 -1.97 1.40 -21.79
10 D Gi La ave5 0.94 0.67 0.28 1.30 -0.29 0.72 0.25 -0.97 0.99 -10.76
1 L Gi La ave5 0.97 0.58 0.64 1.63 -1.00 0.59 0.63 -5.10 2.26 -56.47
5 L Gi La ave5 0.95 0.62 0.43 1.46 -0.57 0.65 0.41 -2.66 1.63 -29.40
10 L Gi La ave5 0.94 0.64 0.35 1.37 -0.40 0.68 0.32 -1.68 1.30 -18.60
1 D Sto La ave5 0.95 0.54 0.77 1.67 -1.22 0.57 0.75 -6.63 2.57 -73.35
5 D Sto La ave5 0.97 0.64 0.51 1.48 -0.71 0.66 0.49 -3.80 1.95 -42.09
10 D Sto La ave5 0.96 0.66 0.41 1.41 -0.54 0.68 0.40 -2.67 1.64 -29.61
1 L Sto La ave5 0.96 0.50 0.82 1.82 -1.43 0.52 0.80 -6.92 2.63 -76.58
5 L Sto La ave5 0.97 0.59 0.58 1.59 -0.88 0.61 0.56 -4.36 2.09 -48.31
10 L Sto La ave5 0.96 0.61 0.49 1.51 -0.69 0.64 0.47 -3.32 1.82 -36.80
Table A.18: Calibration statistics for modeled and observed suspended sediment
concentration loss in S2Q100D48, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.17: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S2Q100D37, velocity deposition
model
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 357
r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Gi In mean 0.94 0.50 0.60 1.76 -0.98 0.53 0.58 -3.33 1.83 -32.47
5 D Gi In mean 0.81 0.42 0.60 1.56 -0.68 0.52 0.52 -2.38 1.54 -23.23
10 D Gi In mean 0.80 0.43 0.56 1.49 -0.57 0.54 0.48 -1.99 1.41 -19.43
1 L Gi In mean 0.93 0.46 0.66 1.88 -1.14 0.49 0.64 -3.73 1.93 -36.34
5 L Gi In mean 0.80 0.39 0.65 1.65 -0.82 0.49 0.58 -2.88 1.70 -28.10
10 L Gi In mean 0.79 0.40 0.62 1.58 -0.71 0.50 0.54 -2.53 1.59 -24.66
1 D Sto In mean 0.99 0.54 0.65 1.82 -1.16 0.55 0.64 -4.35 2.09 -42.38
5 D Sto In mean 0.89 0.46 0.61 1.72 -0.90 0.52 0.57 -3.01 1.73 -29.29
10 D Sto In mean 0.83 0.43 0.61 1.62 -0.76 0.51 0.54 -2.62 1.62 -25.54
1 L Sto In mean 0.99 0.50 0.70 1.96 -1.35 0.50 0.70 -4.63 2.15 -45.12
5 L Sto In mean 0.88 0.43 0.66 1.83 -1.05 0.48 0.62 -3.44 1.85 -33.51
10 L Sto In mean 0.83 0.40 0.66 1.71 -0.90 0.48 0.60 -3.10 1.76 -30.17
1 D Gi La mean 0.99 0.91 0.07 1.08 -0.06 0.92 0.06 0.01 0.11 0.11
5 D Gi La mean 0.97 1.07 -0.33 0.88 0.33 1.10 -0.35 3.86 1.96 37.60
10 D Gi La mean 0.96 1.11 -0.46 0.83 0.44 1.16 -0.50 5.38 2.32 52.43
1 L Gi La mean 0.99 0.86 0.13 1.13 -0.13 0.87 0.13 -0.48 0.69 -4.69
5 L Gi La mean 0.98 1.08 -0.30 0.88 0.30 1.10 -0.32 3.46 1.86 33.74
10 L Gi La mean 0.97 1.13 -0.46 0.83 0.43 1.17 -0.49 5.08 2.25 49.53
1 D Sto La mean 0.99 0.78 0.35 1.26 -0.42 0.79 0.34 -2.55 1.60 -24.86
5 D Sto La mean 0.98 0.94 -0.03 1.03 0.05 0.95 -0.04 1.02 1.01 9.92
10 D Sto La mean 0.98 1.01 -0.20 0.94 0.22 1.04 -0.22 2.67 1.63 25.99
1 L Sto La mean 0.99 0.72 0.41 1.35 -0.54 0.73 0.41 -2.93 1.71 -28.54
5 L Sto La mean 0.98 0.91 0.03 1.07 -0.01 0.92 0.02 0.52 0.72 5.03
10 L Sto La mean 0.98 1.00 -0.16 0.95 0.18 1.03 -0.18 2.21 1.49 21.53
1 D Gi In ave5 0.82 0.25 0.98 2.65 -2.35 0.31 0.94 -6.04 2.46 -58.81
5 D Gi In ave5 0.66 0.20 1.01 2.20 -1.80 0.30 0.93 -5.83 2.42 -56.84
10 D Gi In ave5 0.64 0.19 1.01 2.12 -1.71 0.30 0.93 -5.81 2.41 -56.66
1 L Gi In ave5 0.80 0.24 1.00 2.70 -2.42 0.30 0.95 -6.14 2.48 -59.80
5 L Gi In ave5 0.66 0.19 1.02 2.25 -1.88 0.29 0.95 -5.96 2.44 -58.11
10 L Gi In ave5 0.64 0.19 1.02 2.18 -1.79 0.29 0.94 -5.95 2.44 -57.96
1 D Sto In ave5 0.93 0.31 0.96 2.86 -2.67 0.33 0.95 -6.36 2.52 -62.00
5 D Sto In ave5 0.75 0.23 0.99 2.49 -2.15 0.30 0.94 -5.93 2.44 -57.79
10 D Sto In ave5 0.69 0.20 1.00 2.29 -1.91 0.30 0.93 -5.86 2.42 -57.06
1 L Sto In ave5 0.92 0.29 0.98 2.95 -2.78 0.31 0.96 -6.42 2.53 -62.55
5 L Sto In ave5 0.74 0.22 1.01 2.52 -2.21 0.29 0.95 -6.05 2.46 -58.90
10 L Sto In ave5 0.68 0.20 1.02 2.33 -1.97 0.29 0.95 -5.98 2.45 -58.30
1 D Gi La ave5 0.99 0.76 0.28 1.28 -0.34 0.77 0.27 -1.48 1.21 -14.38
5 D Gi La ave5 0.96 0.85 0.00 1.08 0.05 0.89 -0.02 1.45 1.20 14.11
10 D Gi La ave5 0.95 0.92 -0.15 0.98 0.21 0.97 -0.18 2.85 1.69 27.78
1 L Gi La ave5 0.99 0.71 0.35 1.37 -0.46 0.72 0.35 -1.98 1.41 -19.25
5 L Gi La ave5 0.96 0.83 0.07 1.13 -0.02 0.86 0.04 0.87 0.93 8.51
10 L Gi La ave5 0.96 0.92 -0.11 1.00 0.17 0.96 -0.14 2.33 1.53 22.74
1 D Sto La ave5 0.99 0.67 0.50 1.47 -0.72 0.67 0.49 -3.55 1.88 -34.61
5 D Sto La ave5 0.98 0.78 0.21 1.23 -0.23 0.80 0.20 -0.66 0.81 -6.43
10 D Sto La ave5 0.97 0.82 0.09 1.15 -0.06 0.84 0.08 0.56 0.75 5.48
1 L Sto La ave5 0.99 0.61 0.56 1.60 -0.88 0.62 0.56 -3.88 1.97 -37.84
5 L Sto La ave5 0.98 0.73 0.28 1.31 -0.34 0.75 0.27 -1.21 1.10 -11.78
10 L Sto La ave5 0.97 0.78 0.16 1.21 -0.15 0.80 0.15 -0.02 0.15 -0.22
Table A.19: Calibration statistics for modeled and observed concentration loss in
S2Q100D37, velocity route
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A.1.4 Step 3, velocity deposition model, silty experimetnal runs
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Figure A.18: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S1Q50, velocity depo-
sition model for eight selected value set combinations
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 359
TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Gi In mean 0.35 0.24 0.61 0.84 -0.05 0.45 0.24 1.37 -0.24 0.99 0.99 31.36
5 D Gi In mean 0.35 0.25 0.74 0.99 -0.10 0.55 0.22 1.34 -0.22 0.94 0.97 29.96
10 D Gi In mean 0.35 0.25 0.75 1.03 -0.11 0.55 0.21 1.37 -0.23 0.87 0.93 27.73
1 L Gi In mean 0.35 0.23 0.61 0.79 -0.05 0.48 0.24 1.29 -0.22 1.12 1.06 35.46
5 L Gi In mean 0.35 0.22 0.74 0.90 -0.09 0.60 0.22 1.22 -0.20 1.14 1.07 36.10
10 L Gi In mean 0.35 0.23 0.76 0.95 -0.10 0.60 0.21 1.25 -0.21 1.07 1.04 34.03
1 D Sto In mean 0.35 0.22 0.54 0.72 -0.03 0.41 0.26 1.33 -0.25 1.19 1.09 37.78
5 D Sto In mean 0.35 0.24 0.66 0.88 -0.07 0.50 0.23 1.33 -0.23 1.00 1.00 31.67
10 D Sto In mean 0.35 0.24 0.72 0.93 -0.09 0.55 0.22 1.30 -0.22 1.02 1.01 32.48
1 L Sto In mean 0.35 0.21 0.54 0.68 -0.03 0.43 0.26 1.25 -0.23 1.30 1.14 41.25
5 L Sto In mean 0.35 0.22 0.66 0.80 -0.06 0.55 0.23 1.20 -0.20 1.21 1.10 38.34
10 L Sto In mean 0.35 0.22 0.72 0.85 -0.08 0.61 0.22 1.18 -0.20 1.21 1.10 38.39
1 D Gi La mean 0.35 0.36 0.48 1.12 -0.03 0.21 0.28 2.34 -0.46 -0.09 0.31 -3.00
5 D Gi La mean 0.35 0.44 0.49 1.38 -0.04 0.17 0.28 2.84 -0.56 -0.79 0.89 -25.17
10 D Gi La mean 0.35 0.47 0.49 1.48 -0.05 0.16 0.27 3.01 -0.58 -1.09 1.05 -34.73
1 L Gi La mean 0.35 0.35 0.48 1.09 -0.03 0.21 0.28 2.25 -0.44 0.04 0.20 1.21
5 L Gi La mean 0.35 0.43 0.49 1.36 -0.05 0.17 0.28 2.80 -0.55 -0.71 0.84 -22.61
10 L Gi La mean 0.35 0.47 0.49 1.47 -0.05 0.16 0.27 2.99 -0.58 -1.04 1.02 -33.15
1 D Sto La mean 0.35 0.29 0.48 0.92 -0.03 0.25 0.28 1.91 -0.38 0.52 0.72 16.48
5 D Sto La mean 0.35 0.38 0.49 1.18 -0.04 0.20 0.28 2.44 -0.48 -0.24 0.49 -7.47
10 D Sto La mean 0.35 0.41 0.49 1.28 -0.04 0.18 0.28 2.63 -0.52 -0.49 0.70 -15.63
1 L Sto La mean 0.35 0.28 0.48 0.88 -0.03 0.27 0.28 1.81 -0.36 0.66 0.81 20.86
5 L Sto La mean 0.35 0.36 0.49 1.13 -0.04 0.21 0.28 2.31 -0.46 -0.05 0.21 -1.44
10 L Sto La mean 0.35 0.39 0.49 1.25 -0.05 0.19 0.28 2.57 -0.51 -0.38 0.62 -12.06
1 D Gi In ave5 0.35 0.13 0.48 0.40 -0.00 0.57 0.27 0.83 -0.16 1.94 1.39 61.66
5 D Gi In ave5 0.35 0.11 0.49 0.33 -0.01 0.73 0.27 0.67 -0.13 2.19 1.48 69.40
10 D Gi In ave5 0.35 0.11 0.51 0.35 -0.02 0.74 0.27 0.69 -0.13 2.18 1.48 69.10
1 L Gi In ave5 0.35 0.13 0.48 0.39 -0.01 0.59 0.27 0.82 -0.15 1.97 1.40 62.60
5 L Gi In ave5 0.35 0.10 0.49 0.31 -0.01 0.79 0.27 0.63 -0.12 2.26 1.50 71.57
10 L Gi In ave5 0.35 0.10 0.52 0.33 -0.02 0.80 0.27 0.64 -0.13 2.25 1.50 71.27
1 D Sto In ave5 0.35 0.13 0.47 0.39 -0.00 0.57 0.27 0.83 -0.16 1.95 1.39 61.70
5 D Sto In ave5 0.35 0.12 0.49 0.38 -0.01 0.63 0.27 0.78 -0.15 2.03 1.42 64.40
10 D Sto In ave5 0.35 0.11 0.49 0.32 -0.01 0.73 0.27 0.67 -0.13 2.19 1.48 69.45
1 L Sto In ave5 0.35 0.13 0.48 0.39 -0.01 0.59 0.27 0.81 -0.15 1.97 1.40 62.62
5 L Sto In ave5 0.35 0.11 0.49 0.34 -0.01 0.69 0.27 0.71 -0.13 2.13 1.46 67.69
10 L Sto In ave5 0.35 0.10 0.49 0.30 -0.01 0.79 0.27 0.62 -0.12 2.26 1.50 71.61
1 D Gi La ave5 0.35 0.32 0.47 0.96 -0.01 0.23 0.28 2.04 -0.39 0.25 0.50 7.89
5 D Gi La ave5 0.35 0.38 0.47 1.11 -0.01 0.20 0.27 2.34 -0.44 -0.22 0.47 -7.10
10 D Gi La ave5 0.35 0.42 0.48 1.25 -0.02 0.18 0.27 2.62 -0.50 -0.65 0.81 -20.59
1 L Gi La ave5 0.35 0.31 0.47 0.91 -0.01 0.24 0.28 1.93 -0.37 0.40 0.63 12.79
5 L Gi La ave5 0.35 0.36 0.47 1.06 -0.01 0.21 0.27 2.25 -0.43 -0.08 0.29 -2.63
10 L Gi La ave5 0.35 0.41 0.48 1.22 -0.02 0.19 0.27 2.56 -0.48 -0.55 0.74 -17.53
1 D Sto La ave5 0.35 0.27 0.47 0.81 -0.02 0.28 0.28 1.71 -0.33 0.75 0.87 23.92
5 D Sto La ave5 0.35 0.33 0.47 0.99 -0.01 0.23 0.27 2.08 -0.40 0.17 0.41 5.24
10 D Sto La ave5 0.35 0.35 0.47 1.02 -0.01 0.22 0.27 2.16 -0.41 0.03 0.18 1.08
1 L Sto La ave5 0.35 0.25 0.48 0.77 -0.02 0.30 0.28 1.61 -0.31 0.89 0.94 28.23
5 L Sto La ave5 0.35 0.31 0.47 0.92 -0.01 0.25 0.27 1.93 -0.37 0.39 0.62 12.38
10 L Sto La ave5 0.35 0.33 0.47 0.97 -0.01 0.23 0.27 2.05 -0.39 0.20 0.45 6.38
Table A.20: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed interstitial deposition in
S1Q50, velocity deposition model
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Figure A.19: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S1Q80, velocity depo-
sition model for eight selected value set combinations
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 361
TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Gi In mean 0.21 0.11 0.22 0.11 0.08 0.42 0.16 0.52 -0.00 0.93 0.96 49.06
5 D Gi In mean 0.21 0.12 0.07 -0.05 0.13 -0.09 0.22 0.77 -0.04 0.79 0.89 42.13
10 D Gi In mean 0.21 0.13 0.19 -0.19 0.17 -0.18 0.23 1.02 -0.08 0.72 0.85 38.35
1 L Gi In mean 0.21 0.10 0.22 0.11 0.08 0.46 0.16 0.48 -0.00 0.98 0.99 52.15
5 L Gi In mean 0.21 0.11 0.08 -0.06 0.13 -0.11 0.22 0.72 -0.04 0.87 0.93 46.00
10 L Gi In mean 0.21 0.12 0.19 -0.18 0.15 -0.20 0.23 0.93 -0.08 0.84 0.91 44.29
1 D Sto In mean 0.21 0.10 0.29 0.14 0.07 0.61 0.15 0.47 -0.00 1.01 1.01 53.66
5 D Sto In mean 0.21 0.11 0.11 0.07 0.09 0.20 0.19 0.58 -0.01 0.91 0.95 48.11
10 D Sto In mean 0.21 0.11 0.02 0.01 0.11 0.03 0.21 0.64 -0.02 0.89 0.94 47.29
1 L Sto In mean 0.21 0.09 0.28 0.13 0.07 0.64 0.15 0.44 -0.00 1.06 1.03 56.28
5 L Sto In mean 0.21 0.10 0.08 0.05 0.09 0.15 0.19 0.57 -0.02 0.97 0.99 51.54
10 L Sto In mean 0.21 0.10 0.02 0.01 0.10 0.03 0.21 0.58 -0.02 0.99 0.99 52.46
1 D Gi La mean 0.21 0.16 0.38 0.29 0.10 0.49 0.13 0.77 -0.00 0.44 0.67 23.50
5 D Gi La mean 0.21 0.21 0.31 0.34 0.14 0.28 0.15 1.09 -0.02 0.01 0.12 0.71
10 D Gi La mean 0.21 0.22 0.29 0.34 0.15 0.24 0.16 1.18 -0.03 -0.10 0.32 -5.54
1 L Gi La mean 0.21 0.15 0.37 0.27 0.10 0.50 0.13 0.74 -0.00 0.51 0.71 26.98
5 L Gi La mean 0.21 0.20 0.29 0.32 0.14 0.26 0.16 1.10 -0.03 0.05 0.21 2.41
10 L Gi La mean 0.21 0.22 0.29 0.34 0.15 0.25 0.16 1.16 -0.03 -0.06 0.25 -3.23
1 D Sto La mean 0.21 0.13 0.39 0.23 0.08 0.64 0.13 0.60 0.00 0.74 0.86 39.06
5 D Sto La mean 0.21 0.17 0.32 0.28 0.11 0.37 0.15 0.88 -0.01 0.34 0.59 18.23
10 D Sto La mean 0.21 0.19 0.33 0.32 0.12 0.34 0.15 0.97 -0.02 0.19 0.44 10.25
1 L Sto La mean 0.21 0.12 0.38 0.22 0.08 0.66 0.13 0.57 0.00 0.80 0.89 42.37
5 L Sto La mean 0.21 0.16 0.29 0.25 0.11 0.33 0.16 0.88 -0.02 0.41 0.64 21.65
10 L Sto La mean 0.21 0.18 0.33 0.31 0.12 0.35 0.15 0.94 -0.02 0.27 0.52 14.30
1 D Gi In ave5 0.21 0.06 0.30 0.08 0.04 1.04 0.14 0.28 0.00 1.33 1.15 70.28
5 D Gi In ave5 0.21 0.06 0.15 0.05 0.05 0.45 0.18 0.34 -0.01 1.33 1.15 70.65
10 D Gi In ave5 0.21 0.06 0.10 0.03 0.05 0.29 0.19 0.34 -0.02 1.38 1.17 72.99
1 L Gi In ave5 0.21 0.06 0.30 0.08 0.04 1.09 0.14 0.27 0.00 1.34 1.16 71.11
5 L Gi In ave5 0.21 0.06 0.12 0.04 0.05 0.34 0.19 0.35 -0.01 1.35 1.16 71.60
10 L Gi In ave5 0.21 0.05 0.10 0.03 0.04 0.34 0.19 0.31 -0.01 1.42 1.19 75.50
1 D Sto In ave5 0.21 0.06 0.30 0.08 0.04 1.08 0.14 0.28 0.00 1.33 1.16 70.72
5 D Sto In ave5 0.21 0.06 0.17 0.06 0.05 0.52 0.18 0.33 -0.01 1.33 1.15 70.64
10 D Sto In ave5 0.21 0.06 0.19 0.06 0.05 0.62 0.17 0.30 -0.01 1.37 1.17 72.71
1 L Sto In ave5 0.21 0.06 0.30 0.08 0.04 1.10 0.14 0.27 0.00 1.35 1.16 71.48
5 L Sto In ave5 0.21 0.06 0.12 0.04 0.05 0.34 0.19 0.35 -0.01 1.35 1.16 71.68
10 L Sto In ave5 0.21 0.05 0.20 0.05 0.04 0.73 0.17 0.27 -0.00 1.42 1.19 75.25
1 D Gi La ave5 0.21 0.10 0.32 0.14 0.07 0.72 0.14 0.44 0.01 0.99 0.99 52.31
5 D Gi La ave5 0.21 0.10 0.22 0.11 0.08 0.43 0.17 0.50 -0.00 0.98 0.99 51.82
10 D Gi La ave5 0.21 0.10 0.18 0.09 0.08 0.35 0.18 0.51 -0.01 1.02 1.01 54.17
1 L Gi La ave5 0.21 0.09 0.32 0.13 0.07 0.76 0.14 0.42 0.01 1.04 1.02 55.08
5 L Gi La ave5 0.21 0.09 0.19 0.09 0.08 0.38 0.17 0.49 -0.01 1.03 1.02 54.81
10 L Gi La ave5 0.21 0.09 0.18 0.08 0.07 0.40 0.18 0.46 -0.01 1.11 1.05 58.71
1 D Sto La ave5 0.21 0.09 0.32 0.13 0.06 0.80 0.14 0.41 0.00 1.07 1.04 56.95
5 D Sto La ave5 0.21 0.10 0.24 0.12 0.08 0.48 0.16 0.49 -0.00 0.98 0.99 52.05
10 D Sto La ave5 0.21 0.10 0.25 0.12 0.07 0.53 0.16 0.47 -0.00 1.02 1.01 53.88
1 L Sto La ave5 0.21 0.09 0.32 0.12 0.06 0.83 0.14 0.39 0.00 1.12 1.06 59.22
5 L Sto La ave5 0.21 0.09 0.19 0.09 0.07 0.39 0.17 0.49 -0.01 1.04 1.02 55.11
10 L Sto La ave5 0.21 0.09 0.25 0.10 0.07 0.60 0.16 0.42 -0.00 1.10 1.05 58.45
Table A.21: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed interstitial deposition in
S1Q80, velocity deposition model
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Figure A.20: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S2Q30D48-1, velocity
deposition model for eight selected value set combinations
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 363
TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Gi In mean 0.66 0.41 0.16 0.35 0.18 0.07 0.63 2.19 -1.04 1.99 1.41 37.55
5 D Gi In mean 0.66 0.43 0.04 0.10 0.36 0.02 0.66 2.49 -1.22 1.84 1.36 34.77
10 D Gi In mean 0.66 0.39 0.00 0.00 0.38 0.00 0.66 2.36 -1.18 2.21 1.49 41.73
1 L Gi In mean 0.66 0.39 0.15 0.30 0.19 0.07 0.63 2.04 -0.96 2.20 1.48 41.46
5 L Gi In mean 0.66 0.39 0.04 0.08 0.34 0.02 0.66 2.28 -1.12 2.15 1.47 40.48
10 L Gi In mean 0.66 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.66 2.10 -1.05 2.57 1.60 48.53
1 D Sto In mean 0.66 0.33 0.22 0.37 0.09 0.13 0.62 1.68 -0.78 2.65 1.63 50.01
5 D Sto In mean 0.66 0.39 0.14 0.31 0.19 0.07 0.64 2.16 -1.04 2.17 1.47 40.94
10 D Sto In mean 0.66 0.42 0.08 0.18 0.30 0.03 0.65 2.37 -1.15 1.95 1.40 36.74
1 L Sto In mean 0.66 0.30 0.22 0.33 0.08 0.15 0.62 1.51 -0.70 2.91 1.71 54.87
5 L Sto In mean 0.66 0.36 0.14 0.27 0.18 0.07 0.64 1.96 -0.94 2.45 1.56 46.16
10 L Sto In mean 0.66 0.38 0.07 0.15 0.28 0.03 0.65 2.17 -1.06 2.24 1.50 42.29
1 D Gi La mean 0.66 0.51 0.23 0.55 0.15 0.10 0.61 2.38 -1.07 1.23 1.11 23.24
5 D Gi La mean 0.66 0.62 0.19 0.56 0.25 0.07 0.62 2.88 -1.29 0.33 0.58 6.28
10 D Gi La mean 0.66 0.63 0.19 0.56 0.26 0.06 0.62 2.94 -1.32 0.27 0.52 5.18
1 L Gi La mean 0.66 0.49 0.22 0.50 0.16 0.10 0.62 2.26 -1.01 1.42 1.19 26.74
5 L Gi La mean 0.66 0.60 0.19 0.54 0.24 0.07 0.62 2.79 -1.25 0.48 0.69 9.09
10 L Gi La mean 0.66 0.61 0.20 0.57 0.23 0.07 0.62 2.86 -1.29 0.42 0.65 7.94
1 D Sto La mean 0.66 0.38 0.26 0.47 0.08 0.14 0.61 1.82 -0.82 2.23 1.49 42.07
5 D Sto La mean 0.66 0.51 0.23 0.56 0.14 0.10 0.61 2.37 -1.07 1.26 1.12 23.76
10 D Sto La mean 0.66 0.57 0.21 0.55 0.21 0.08 0.62 2.66 -1.19 0.72 0.85 13.62
1 L Sto La mean 0.66 0.35 0.26 0.43 0.07 0.16 0.61 1.66 -0.75 2.50 1.58 47.08
5 L Sto La mean 0.66 0.48 0.23 0.52 0.13 0.10 0.61 2.23 -1.00 1.49 1.22 28.10
10 L Sto La mean 0.66 0.55 0.20 0.52 0.21 0.08 0.62 2.54 -1.14 0.91 0.95 17.19
1 D Gi In ave5 0.66 0.35 0.20 0.34 0.12 0.12 0.62 1.69 -0.77 2.51 1.58 47.34
5 D Gi In ave5 0.66 0.35 0.11 0.20 0.21 0.06 0.64 1.83 -0.87 2.54 1.59 47.87
10 D Gi In ave5 0.66 0.32 0.08 0.15 0.22 0.04 0.65 1.91 -0.94 2.72 1.65 51.21
1 L Gi In ave5 0.66 0.33 0.18 0.29 0.13 0.12 0.62 1.59 -0.72 2.67 1.64 50.42
5 L Gi In ave5 0.66 0.32 0.10 0.17 0.20 0.06 0.64 1.69 -0.80 2.78 1.67 52.46
10 L Gi In ave5 0.66 0.28 0.08 0.14 0.19 0.05 0.65 1.68 -0.83 3.03 1.74 57.20
1 D Sto In ave5 0.66 0.30 0.25 0.36 0.06 0.17 0.61 1.45 -0.66 2.91 1.71 54.94
5 D Sto In ave5 0.66 0.31 0.20 0.31 0.11 0.13 0.62 1.53 -0.70 2.79 1.67 52.68
10 D Sto In ave5 0.66 0.33 0.14 0.23 0.18 0.08 0.64 1.66 -0.77 2.67 1.63 50.31
1 L Sto In ave5 0.66 0.27 0.25 0.33 0.05 0.19 0.61 1.30 -0.59 3.15 1.77 59.36
5 L Sto In ave5 0.66 0.29 0.20 0.27 0.11 0.14 0.62 1.39 -0.63 3.02 1.74 56.90
10 L Sto In ave5 0.66 0.30 0.13 0.19 0.17 0.08 0.64 1.53 -0.71 2.90 1.70 54.69
1 D Gi La ave5 0.66 0.51 0.24 0.56 0.13 0.10 0.61 2.36 -1.06 1.26 1.12 23.77
5 D Gi La ave5 0.66 0.62 0.21 0.59 0.22 0.07 0.62 2.86 -1.28 0.36 0.60 6.82
10 D Gi La ave5 0.66 0.63 0.21 0.61 0.23 0.07 0.62 2.94 -1.32 0.28 0.53 5.33
1 L Gi La ave5 0.66 0.48 0.23 0.51 0.14 0.10 0.61 2.24 -1.00 1.45 1.20 27.32
5 L Gi La ave5 0.66 0.60 0.21 0.58 0.22 0.08 0.62 2.77 -1.24 0.52 0.72 9.74
10 L Gi La ave5 0.66 0.61 0.22 0.62 0.20 0.08 0.62 2.86 -1.29 0.43 0.66 8.16
1 D Sto La ave5 0.66 0.38 0.26 0.47 0.07 0.15 0.61 1.80 -0.81 2.25 1.50 42.51
5 D Sto La ave5 0.66 0.50 0.25 0.58 0.12 0.10 0.61 2.36 -1.06 1.29 1.14 24.32
10 D Sto La ave5 0.66 0.57 0.22 0.57 0.19 0.08 0.62 2.64 -1.18 0.75 0.87 14.22
1 L Sto La ave5 0.66 0.35 0.26 0.43 0.06 0.16 0.61 1.65 -0.74 2.52 1.59 47.51
5 L Sto La ave5 0.66 0.47 0.24 0.54 0.11 0.11 0.61 2.21 -0.99 1.52 1.23 28.74
10 L Sto La ave5 0.66 0.54 0.22 0.54 0.18 0.09 0.62 2.52 -1.13 0.95 0.97 17.91
Table A.22: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed interstitial deposition in
S2Q30D48-1, velocity deposition model
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Figure A.21: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S2Q30D48-2, velocity
deposition model for eight selected value set combinations
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 365
TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Gi In mean 0.59 0.41 0.19 0.12 0.35 0.33 0.45 0.59 0.07 1.39 1.18 29.59
5 D Gi In mean 0.59 0.43 0.20 0.13 0.35 0.29 0.46 0.68 0.03 1.24 1.12 26.46
10 D Gi In mean 0.59 0.39 0.16 0.10 0.33 0.25 0.49 0.64 0.01 1.61 1.27 34.31
1 L Gi In mean 0.59 0.39 0.23 0.13 0.31 0.42 0.43 0.55 0.06 1.60 1.26 34.01
5 L Gi In mean 0.59 0.39 0.21 0.13 0.32 0.34 0.45 0.62 0.03 1.55 1.24 32.90
10 L Gi In mean 0.59 0.34 0.15 0.08 0.29 0.26 0.50 0.57 0.01 1.98 1.41 41.98
1 D Sto In mean 0.59 0.33 0.17 0.08 0.28 0.38 0.46 0.45 0.06 2.05 1.43 43.64
5 D Sto In mean 0.59 0.39 0.14 0.08 0.34 0.24 0.49 0.58 0.05 1.57 1.25 33.42
10 D Sto In mean 0.59 0.42 0.19 0.12 0.35 0.29 0.47 0.64 0.04 1.35 1.16 28.69
1 L Sto In mean 0.59 0.30 0.17 0.07 0.26 0.42 0.46 0.41 0.06 2.31 1.52 49.12
5 L Sto In mean 0.59 0.36 0.15 0.08 0.31 0.28 0.49 0.53 0.04 1.85 1.36 39.31
10 L Sto In mean 0.59 0.38 0.20 0.12 0.31 0.35 0.46 0.59 0.04 1.64 1.28 34.95
1 D Gi La mean 0.59 0.51 0.28 0.18 0.40 0.43 0.37 0.65 0.13 0.63 0.80 13.47
5 D Gi La mean 0.59 0.62 0.34 0.26 0.47 0.43 0.32 0.78 0.16 -0.27 0.52 -5.65
10 D Gi La mean 0.59 0.63 0.33 0.26 0.47 0.41 0.33 0.80 0.16 -0.32 0.57 -6.89
1 L Gi La mean 0.59 0.49 0.30 0.19 0.38 0.50 0.35 0.61 0.13 0.82 0.90 17.41
5 L Gi La mean 0.59 0.60 0.34 0.26 0.45 0.45 0.32 0.76 0.16 -0.12 0.34 -2.48
10 L Gi La mean 0.59 0.61 0.31 0.24 0.47 0.40 0.34 0.78 0.15 -0.18 0.42 -3.79
1 D Sto La mean 0.59 0.38 0.22 0.11 0.32 0.45 0.42 0.49 0.09 1.63 1.28 34.70
5 D Sto La mean 0.59 0.51 0.25 0.16 0.41 0.39 0.39 0.64 0.13 0.66 0.81 14.05
10 D Sto La mean 0.59 0.57 0.32 0.23 0.44 0.44 0.33 0.72 0.15 0.12 0.35 2.62
1 L Sto La mean 0.59 0.35 0.22 0.10 0.29 0.48 0.42 0.45 0.09 1.90 1.38 40.34
5 L Sto La mean 0.59 0.48 0.26 0.16 0.39 0.42 0.39 0.61 0.12 0.89 0.94 18.94
10 L Sto La mean 0.59 0.55 0.33 0.23 0.42 0.47 0.33 0.69 0.14 0.31 0.56 6.64
1 D Gi In ave5 0.59 0.35 0.37 0.17 0.25 0.81 0.31 0.46 0.08 1.91 1.38 40.64
5 D Gi In ave5 0.59 0.35 0.56 0.28 0.18 1.12 0.20 0.50 0.05 1.94 1.39 41.24
10 D Gi In ave5 0.59 0.32 0.60 0.31 0.14 1.16 0.21 0.52 0.02 2.12 1.46 45.00
1 L Gi In ave5 0.59 0.33 0.41 0.18 0.22 0.95 0.27 0.43 0.08 2.08 1.44 44.10
5 L Gi In ave5 0.59 0.32 0.57 0.26 0.16 1.25 0.19 0.46 0.05 2.18 1.48 46.40
10 L Gi In ave5 0.59 0.28 0.60 0.27 0.12 1.31 0.22 0.46 0.02 2.43 1.56 51.75
1 D Sto In ave5 0.59 0.30 0.26 0.10 0.24 0.68 0.39 0.39 0.07 2.31 1.52 49.20
5 D Sto In ave5 0.59 0.31 0.37 0.15 0.22 0.89 0.31 0.41 0.07 2.20 1.48 46.66
10 D Sto In ave5 0.59 0.33 0.51 0.23 0.20 1.12 0.22 0.45 0.06 2.07 1.44 43.98
1 L Sto In ave5 0.59 0.27 0.26 0.09 0.21 0.75 0.39 0.35 0.06 2.55 1.60 54.19
5 L Sto In ave5 0.59 0.29 0.38 0.14 0.20 1.02 0.30 0.38 0.06 2.42 1.56 51.41
10 L Sto In ave5 0.59 0.30 0.53 0.22 0.17 1.27 0.21 0.41 0.06 2.30 1.52 48.93
1 D Gi La ave5 0.59 0.51 0.29 0.19 0.39 0.46 0.36 0.64 0.13 0.66 0.81 14.06
5 D Gi La ave5 0.59 0.62 0.36 0.28 0.45 0.47 0.30 0.78 0.16 -0.24 0.49 -5.05
10 D Gi La ave5 0.59 0.63 0.36 0.29 0.46 0.45 0.31 0.80 0.16 -0.32 0.56 -6.72
1 L Gi La ave5 0.59 0.48 0.32 0.20 0.37 0.53 0.33 0.61 0.12 0.85 0.92 18.06
5 L Gi La ave5 0.59 0.60 0.37 0.28 0.44 0.49 0.30 0.75 0.16 -0.08 0.29 -1.75
10 L Gi La ave5 0.59 0.61 0.34 0.26 0.45 0.44 0.32 0.78 0.15 -0.17 0.41 -3.54
1 D Sto La ave5 0.59 0.38 0.23 0.11 0.31 0.48 0.41 0.49 0.09 1.66 1.29 35.19
5 D Sto La ave5 0.59 0.50 0.27 0.17 0.40 0.42 0.38 0.64 0.13 0.69 0.83 14.69
10 D Sto La ave5 0.59 0.57 0.34 0.24 0.42 0.48 0.32 0.72 0.15 0.16 0.39 3.30
1 L Sto La ave5 0.59 0.35 0.23 0.10 0.29 0.52 0.41 0.45 0.09 1.92 1.39 40.83
5 L Sto La ave5 0.59 0.47 0.28 0.17 0.37 0.46 0.37 0.60 0.12 0.93 0.96 19.67
10 L Sto La ave5 0.59 0.54 0.35 0.24 0.40 0.51 0.31 0.68 0.14 0.35 0.59 7.45
Table A.23: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed interstitial deposition in
S2Q30D48-2, velocity deposition model
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Figure A.22: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S2Q30D37, velocity
deposition model for eight selected value set combinations
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 367
TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Gi In mean 0.73 0.53 0.13 -0.27 0.72 -0.06 0.76 2.13 -1.03 1.65 1.28 28.19
5 D Gi In mean 0.73 0.43 0.04 -0.07 0.49 -0.02 0.74 1.86 -0.93 2.38 1.54 40.73
10 D Gi In mean 0.73 0.43 0.14 0.26 0.24 0.07 0.70 1.88 -0.95 2.41 1.55 41.15
1 L Gi In mean 0.73 0.47 0.13 -0.24 0.65 -0.07 0.76 1.92 -0.93 2.06 1.43 35.18
5 L Gi In mean 0.73 0.38 0.04 -0.07 0.43 -0.03 0.74 1.64 -0.82 2.82 1.68 48.18
10 L Gi In mean 0.73 0.38 0.13 0.21 0.22 0.08 0.70 1.65 -0.83 2.84 1.69 48.54
1 D Sto In mean 0.73 0.47 0.17 -0.32 0.70 -0.09 0.77 1.87 -0.90 2.10 1.45 35.88
5 D Sto In mean 0.73 0.50 0.09 -0.19 0.63 -0.04 0.75 2.05 -1.00 1.87 1.37 32.03
10 D Sto In mean 0.73 0.43 0.09 -0.18 0.56 -0.05 0.75 1.85 -0.93 2.41 1.55 41.15
1 L Sto In mean 0.73 0.42 0.17 -0.29 0.63 -0.10 0.77 1.69 -0.81 2.46 1.57 42.12
5 L Sto In mean 0.73 0.45 0.08 -0.14 0.56 -0.04 0.75 1.86 -0.91 2.22 1.49 38.02
10 L Sto In mean 0.73 0.38 0.10 -0.16 0.49 -0.06 0.75 1.63 -0.82 2.84 1.69 48.58
1 D Gi La mean 0.73 0.76 0.16 -0.44 1.08 -0.06 0.77 2.84 -1.32 -0.22 0.46 -3.69
5 D Gi La mean 0.73 0.86 0.13 -0.42 1.17 -0.04 0.77 3.23 -1.50 -1.03 1.01 -17.55
10 D Gi La mean 0.73 0.95 0.06 -0.21 1.10 -0.02 0.75 3.55 -1.65 -1.72 1.31 -29.35
1 L Gi La mean 0.73 0.70 0.15 -0.40 1.00 -0.06 0.77 2.63 -1.22 0.22 0.47 3.77
5 L Gi La mean 0.73 0.82 0.13 -0.42 1.13 -0.04 0.77 3.10 -1.45 -0.73 0.85 -12.45
10 L Gi La mean 0.73 0.92 0.08 -0.27 1.12 -0.02 0.75 3.46 -1.61 -1.50 1.23 -25.69
1 D Sto La mean 0.73 0.60 0.17 -0.38 0.88 -0.08 0.78 2.24 -1.04 1.07 1.04 18.34
5 D Sto La mean 0.73 0.77 0.14 -0.41 1.07 -0.05 0.77 2.89 -1.34 -0.34 0.59 -5.90
10 D Sto La mean 0.73 0.79 0.15 -0.46 1.13 -0.05 0.77 2.97 -1.39 -0.47 0.68 -7.96
1 L Sto La mean 0.73 0.55 0.17 -0.35 0.80 -0.08 0.78 2.05 -0.95 1.48 1.22 25.38
5 L Sto La mean 0.73 0.73 0.13 -0.34 0.98 -0.05 0.77 2.72 -1.26 0.01 0.07 0.09
10 L Sto La mean 0.73 0.74 0.15 -0.43 1.06 -0.05 0.77 2.81 -1.31 -0.10 0.32 -1.79
1 D Gi In ave5 0.73 0.46 0.09 -0.17 0.59 -0.05 0.75 1.84 -0.88 2.17 1.47 37.01
5 D Gi In ave5 0.73 0.34 0.06 0.09 0.28 0.04 0.72 1.44 -0.71 3.10 1.76 52.99
10 D Gi In ave5 0.73 0.34 0.27 0.42 0.04 0.17 0.67 1.54 -0.79 3.11 1.76 53.15
1 L Gi In ave5 0.73 0.42 0.09 -0.16 0.53 -0.06 0.75 1.65 -0.79 2.53 1.59 43.19
5 L Gi In ave5 0.73 0.30 0.06 0.08 0.24 0.05 0.72 1.25 -0.62 3.47 1.86 59.32
10 L Gi In ave5 0.73 0.30 0.26 0.35 0.04 0.20 0.67 1.34 -0.68 3.48 1.86 59.44
1 D Sto In ave5 0.73 0.43 0.15 -0.25 0.61 -0.08 0.77 1.71 -0.82 2.42 1.56 41.35
5 D Sto In ave5 0.73 0.42 0.04 -0.07 0.47 -0.02 0.74 1.69 -0.82 2.48 1.57 42.33
10 D Sto In ave5 0.73 0.34 0.02 -0.03 0.36 -0.01 0.74 1.42 -0.70 3.11 1.76 53.12
1 L Sto In ave5 0.73 0.39 0.15 -0.23 0.55 -0.10 0.77 1.54 -0.74 2.75 1.66 47.05
5 L Sto In ave5 0.73 0.38 0.02 -0.04 0.41 -0.02 0.74 1.54 -0.74 2.77 1.66 47.38
10 L Sto In ave5 0.73 0.30 0.02 -0.02 0.31 -0.01 0.74 1.23 -0.61 3.48 1.87 59.46
1 D Gi La ave5 0.73 0.74 0.14 -0.41 1.04 -0.05 0.77 2.82 -1.32 -0.08 0.29 -1.45
5 D Gi La ave5 0.73 0.83 0.11 -0.36 1.10 -0.03 0.76 3.20 -1.51 -0.83 0.91 -14.12
10 D Gi La ave5 0.73 0.92 0.04 -0.13 1.02 -0.01 0.74 3.54 -1.67 -1.52 1.23 -25.92
1 L Gi La ave5 0.73 0.69 0.14 -0.37 0.95 -0.05 0.77 2.61 -1.22 0.35 0.59 6.03
5 L Gi La ave5 0.73 0.80 0.11 -0.35 1.05 -0.04 0.76 3.07 -1.45 -0.52 0.72 -8.82
10 L Gi La ave5 0.73 0.89 0.06 -0.19 1.03 -0.02 0.75 3.45 -1.63 -1.29 1.14 -22.04
1 D Sto La ave5 0.73 0.59 0.16 -0.36 0.85 -0.07 0.77 2.22 -1.04 1.16 1.08 19.83
5 D Sto La ave5 0.73 0.76 0.13 -0.36 1.02 -0.04 0.76 2.87 -1.34 -0.20 0.44 -3.34
10 D Sto La ave5 0.73 0.77 0.14 -0.41 1.06 -0.05 0.77 2.95 -1.39 -0.28 0.53 -4.86
1 L Sto La ave5 0.73 0.54 0.16 -0.33 0.78 -0.08 0.77 2.03 -0.95 1.57 1.25 26.81
5 L Sto La ave5 0.73 0.71 0.11 -0.30 0.93 -0.04 0.76 2.70 -1.26 0.16 0.40 2.72
10 L Sto La ave5 0.73 0.72 0.13 -0.37 0.99 -0.05 0.77 2.78 -1.31 0.09 0.29 1.47
Table A.24: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed interstitial deposition in
S2Q30D37, velocity deposition model
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Figure A.23: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S2Q100D48-1, velocity
deposition model for eight selected value set combinations
368 APPENDIX A.
TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Gi In mean 1.47 0.33 0.21 0.15 0.10 0.28 1.37 0.74 -0.75 9.10 3.02 77.66
5 D Gi In mean 1.47 0.33 0.40 0.24 -0.03 0.66 1.25 0.60 -0.56 9.12 3.02 77.79
10 D Gi In mean 1.47 0.30 0.47 0.25 -0.06 0.90 1.20 0.52 -0.47 9.33 3.05 79.57
1 L Gi In mean 1.47 0.31 0.21 0.14 0.10 0.31 1.37 0.68 -0.70 9.26 3.04 78.99
5 L Gi In mean 1.47 0.29 0.40 0.22 -0.03 0.74 1.25 0.54 -0.50 9.37 3.06 79.95
10 L Gi In mean 1.47 0.27 0.48 0.23 -0.06 1.03 1.19 0.47 -0.42 9.54 3.09 81.38
1 D Sto In mean 1.47 0.30 0.13 0.09 0.16 0.18 1.41 0.70 -0.74 9.36 3.06 79.84
5 D Sto In mean 1.47 0.32 0.26 0.17 0.06 0.40 1.34 0.66 -0.65 9.18 3.03 78.31
10 D Sto In mean 1.47 0.30 0.33 0.20 0.01 0.55 1.30 0.60 -0.58 9.32 3.05 79.53
1 L Sto In mean 1.47 0.28 0.14 0.09 0.15 0.21 1.41 0.65 -0.68 9.49 3.08 80.96
5 L Sto In mean 1.47 0.29 0.26 0.16 0.06 0.44 1.34 0.60 -0.59 9.43 3.07 80.42
10 L Sto In mean 1.47 0.27 0.33 0.18 0.01 0.62 1.30 0.54 -0.52 9.53 3.09 81.34
1 D Gi La mean 1.47 0.47 0.07 0.09 0.35 0.06 1.44 1.19 -1.27 7.93 2.82 67.63
5 D Gi La mean 1.47 0.59 0.10 0.15 0.38 0.07 1.42 1.42 -1.48 6.96 2.64 59.39
10 D Gi La mean 1.47 0.62 0.13 0.19 0.34 0.09 1.41 1.49 -1.56 6.73 2.59 57.40
1 L Gi La mean 1.47 0.45 0.07 0.08 0.33 0.06 1.44 1.12 -1.19 8.11 2.85 69.18
5 L Gi La mean 1.47 0.57 0.09 0.13 0.38 0.07 1.43 1.36 -1.42 7.15 2.67 60.98
10 L Gi La mean 1.47 0.61 0.12 0.18 0.35 0.08 1.41 1.46 -1.53 6.82 2.61 58.21
1 D Sto La mean 1.47 0.37 0.05 0.05 0.30 0.06 1.44 0.94 -1.00 8.72 2.95 74.42
5 D Sto La mean 1.47 0.49 0.08 0.10 0.34 0.07 1.43 1.21 -1.28 7.77 2.79 66.30
10 D Sto La mean 1.47 0.53 0.08 0.11 0.37 0.06 1.43 1.30 -1.38 7.49 2.74 63.94
1 L Sto La mean 1.47 0.35 0.06 0.05 0.28 0.07 1.44 0.87 -0.92 8.89 2.98 75.82
5 L Sto La mean 1.47 0.46 0.07 0.08 0.34 0.07 1.43 1.13 -1.19 8.03 2.83 68.51
10 L Sto La mean 1.47 0.51 0.07 0.09 0.37 0.06 1.43 1.23 -1.30 7.68 2.77 65.50
1 D Gi In ave5 1.47 0.19 0.12 0.06 0.10 0.21 1.42 0.55 -0.61 10.17 3.19 86.78
5 D Gi In ave5 1.47 0.17 0.18 0.08 0.06 0.43 1.39 0.43 -0.45 10.33 3.21 88.11
10 D Gi In ave5 1.47 0.15 0.20 0.07 0.04 0.58 1.38 0.35 -0.36 10.54 3.25 89.95
1 L Gi In ave5 1.47 0.19 0.13 0.07 0.09 0.25 1.42 0.51 -0.57 10.22 3.20 87.16
5 L Gi In ave5 1.47 0.16 0.19 0.07 0.05 0.48 1.39 0.38 -0.40 10.46 3.23 89.21
10 L Gi In ave5 1.47 0.14 0.22 0.07 0.03 0.70 1.37 0.31 -0.32 10.63 3.26 90.71
1 D Sto In ave5 1.47 0.19 0.11 0.06 0.11 0.19 1.43 0.55 -0.62 10.18 3.19 86.81
5 D Sto In ave5 1.47 0.18 0.14 0.07 0.08 0.29 1.41 0.47 -0.52 10.30 3.21 87.90
10 D Sto In ave5 1.47 0.15 0.13 0.05 0.07 0.32 1.42 0.42 -0.46 10.51 3.24 89.64
1 L Sto In ave5 1.47 0.19 0.12 0.06 0.10 0.23 1.42 0.52 -0.57 10.22 3.20 87.19
5 L Sto In ave5 1.47 0.16 0.14 0.06 0.07 0.32 1.41 0.43 -0.47 10.43 3.23 89.02
10 L Sto In ave5 1.47 0.14 0.14 0.05 0.06 0.38 1.41 0.37 -0.41 10.60 3.26 90.41
1 D Gi La ave5 1.47 0.39 0.06 0.07 0.28 0.05 1.45 1.24 -1.43 8.64 2.94 73.67
5 D Gi La ave5 1.47 0.46 0.07 0.11 0.29 0.04 1.45 1.65 -1.95 8.07 2.84 68.85
10 D Gi La ave5 1.47 0.46 0.06 0.11 0.30 0.03 1.45 1.83 -2.21 8.02 2.83 68.43
1 L Gi La ave5 1.47 0.36 0.06 0.07 0.26 0.05 1.45 1.15 -1.32 8.83 2.97 75.30
5 L Gi La ave5 1.47 0.42 0.06 0.10 0.27 0.04 1.45 1.54 -1.84 8.37 2.89 71.45
10 L Gi La ave5 1.47 0.43 0.06 0.10 0.28 0.03 1.45 1.74 -2.12 8.27 2.88 70.53
1 D Sto La ave5 1.47 0.32 0.05 0.05 0.25 0.05 1.45 0.93 -1.05 9.20 3.03 78.47
5 D Sto La ave5 1.47 0.39 0.06 0.08 0.28 0.05 1.45 1.30 -1.51 8.57 2.93 73.09
10 D Sto La ave5 1.47 0.41 0.05 0.08 0.29 0.04 1.45 1.48 -1.77 8.45 2.91 72.11
1 L Sto La ave5 1.47 0.30 0.06 0.05 0.23 0.07 1.45 0.86 -0.96 9.34 3.06 79.70
5 L Sto La ave5 1.47 0.36 0.06 0.07 0.26 0.05 1.45 1.19 -1.38 8.86 2.98 75.57
10 L Sto La ave5 1.47 0.38 0.05 0.07 0.27 0.04 1.45 1.37 -1.64 8.72 2.95 74.37
Table A.25: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed interstitial deposition in
S2Q100D48-1, velocity deposition model
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Figure A.24: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S2Q100D48-2, velocity
deposition model for eight selected value set combinations
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TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Gi In mean 2.08 0.33 0.22 -0.08 0.49 -0.63 2.28 0.35 -0.40 13.99 3.74 84.23
5 D Gi In mean 2.08 0.33 0.08 -0.02 0.37 -0.27 2.16 0.29 -0.27 14.00 3.74 84.32
10 D Gi In mean 2.08 0.30 0.02 -0.00 0.31 -0.07 2.10 0.25 -0.22 14.21 3.77 85.58
1 L Gi In mean 2.08 0.31 0.22 -0.07 0.46 -0.68 2.28 0.33 -0.37 14.14 3.76 85.17
5 L Gi In mean 2.08 0.29 0.08 -0.02 0.33 -0.29 2.16 0.26 -0.24 14.25 3.78 85.85
10 L Gi In mean 2.08 0.27 0.01 -0.00 0.28 -0.02 2.08 0.22 -0.19 14.42 3.80 86.86
1 D Sto In mean 2.08 0.30 0.28 -0.10 0.49 -0.85 2.33 0.34 -0.40 14.24 3.77 85.77
5 D Sto In mean 2.08 0.32 0.17 -0.05 0.43 -0.55 2.25 0.31 -0.34 14.06 3.75 84.69
10 D Sto In mean 2.08 0.30 0.12 -0.03 0.37 -0.41 2.20 0.29 -0.29 14.21 3.77 85.55
1 L Sto In mean 2.08 0.28 0.28 -0.09 0.46 -0.90 2.33 0.31 -0.37 14.37 3.79 86.56
5 L Sto In mean 2.08 0.29 0.17 -0.05 0.39 -0.61 2.25 0.28 -0.30 14.31 3.78 86.18
10 L Sto In mean 2.08 0.27 0.11 -0.03 0.33 -0.44 2.20 0.26 -0.26 14.42 3.80 86.83
1 D Gi La mean 2.08 0.47 0.34 -0.19 0.87 -0.59 2.36 0.57 -0.70 12.81 3.58 77.15
5 D Gi La mean 2.08 0.59 0.32 -0.22 1.05 -0.48 2.36 0.67 -0.80 11.84 3.44 71.33
10 D Gi La mean 2.08 0.62 0.31 -0.22 1.08 -0.44 2.35 0.71 -0.85 11.61 3.41 69.93
1 L Gi La mean 2.08 0.45 0.34 -0.18 0.83 -0.64 2.36 0.53 -0.66 12.99 3.60 78.24
5 L Gi La mean 2.08 0.57 0.33 -0.21 1.01 -0.51 2.37 0.65 -0.77 12.03 3.47 72.46
10 L Gi La mean 2.08 0.61 0.31 -0.22 1.06 -0.45 2.35 0.69 -0.83 11.71 3.42 70.50
1 D Sto La mean 2.08 0.37 0.34 -0.15 0.69 -0.77 2.36 0.45 -0.55 13.61 3.69 81.94
5 D Sto La mean 2.08 0.49 0.33 -0.19 0.90 -0.58 2.36 0.58 -0.70 12.65 3.56 76.21
10 D Sto La mean 2.08 0.53 0.34 -0.21 0.96 -0.55 2.36 0.62 -0.76 12.38 3.52 74.55
1 L Sto La mean 2.08 0.35 0.34 -0.14 0.65 -0.83 2.37 0.42 -0.51 13.77 3.71 82.93
5 L Sto La mean 2.08 0.46 0.34 -0.18 0.84 -0.63 2.37 0.54 -0.66 12.91 3.59 77.77
10 L Sto La mean 2.08 0.51 0.34 -0.20 0.92 -0.58 2.37 0.59 -0.71 12.56 3.54 75.65
1 D Gi In ave5 2.08 0.19 0.30 -0.08 0.35 -1.14 2.30 0.26 -0.35 15.06 3.88 90.67
5 D Gi In ave5 2.08 0.17 0.26 -0.05 0.28 -1.26 2.30 0.20 -0.25 15.21 3.90 91.60
10 D Gi In ave5 2.08 0.15 0.24 -0.04 0.23 -1.42 2.29 0.17 -0.20 15.43 3.93 92.91
1 L Gi In ave5 2.08 0.19 0.30 -0.07 0.34 -1.21 2.30 0.24 -0.32 15.10 3.89 90.94
5 L Gi In ave5 2.08 0.16 0.26 -0.05 0.25 -1.40 2.30 0.18 -0.22 15.34 3.92 92.39
10 L Gi In ave5 2.08 0.14 0.22 -0.03 0.21 -1.49 2.28 0.15 -0.17 15.52 3.94 93.44
1 D Sto In ave5 2.08 0.19 0.30 -0.08 0.36 -1.14 2.30 0.26 -0.35 15.06 3.88 90.69
5 D Sto In ave5 2.08 0.18 0.29 -0.06 0.31 -1.27 2.30 0.23 -0.29 15.19 3.90 91.46
10 D Sto In ave5 2.08 0.15 0.29 -0.06 0.27 -1.45 2.30 0.20 -0.26 15.39 3.92 92.69
1 L Sto In ave5 2.08 0.19 0.30 -0.07 0.34 -1.21 2.30 0.25 -0.32 15.10 3.89 90.96
5 L Sto In ave5 2.08 0.16 0.29 -0.06 0.28 -1.41 2.30 0.20 -0.26 15.32 3.91 92.25
10 L Sto In ave5 2.08 0.14 0.28 -0.05 0.25 -1.59 2.30 0.18 -0.23 15.48 3.93 93.23
1 D Gi La ave5 2.08 0.39 0.31 -0.18 0.76 -0.52 2.28 0.59 -0.84 13.52 3.68 81.42
5 D Gi La ave5 2.08 0.46 0.29 -0.23 0.93 -0.37 2.24 0.78 -1.17 12.95 3.60 78.01
10 D Gi La ave5 2.08 0.46 0.29 -0.25 0.99 -0.33 2.23 0.87 -1.34 12.90 3.59 77.72
1 L Gi La ave5 2.08 0.36 0.31 -0.17 0.71 -0.56 2.28 0.55 -0.78 13.71 3.70 82.56
5 L Gi La ave5 2.08 0.42 0.29 -0.21 0.86 -0.40 2.24 0.73 -1.10 13.26 3.64 79.85
10 L Gi La ave5 2.08 0.43 0.29 -0.24 0.93 -0.35 2.23 0.83 -1.29 13.15 3.63 79.20
1 D Sto La ave5 2.08 0.32 0.32 -0.14 0.61 -0.72 2.30 0.44 -0.60 14.08 3.75 84.80
5 D Sto La ave5 2.08 0.39 0.30 -0.19 0.78 -0.49 2.27 0.62 -0.89 13.45 3.67 81.01
10 D Sto La ave5 2.08 0.41 0.30 -0.21 0.84 -0.42 2.25 0.71 -1.06 13.34 3.65 80.31
1 L Sto La ave5 2.08 0.30 0.32 -0.13 0.57 -0.78 2.31 0.41 -0.55 14.23 3.77 85.67
5 L Sto La ave5 2.08 0.36 0.30 -0.17 0.71 -0.53 2.27 0.57 -0.82 13.74 3.71 82.75
10 L Sto La ave5 2.08 0.38 0.30 -0.19 0.78 -0.45 2.25 0.65 -0.98 13.60 3.69 81.90
Table A.26: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed interstitial deposition in
S2Q100D48-2, velocity deposition model
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Figure A.25: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S2Q100D37, velocity
deposition model for eight selected value set combinations
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TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Gi In mean 1.67 0.21 0.43 0.14 -0.02 1.35 1.39 0.32 -0.33 11.67 3.42 87.58
5 D Gi In mean 1.67 0.18 0.50 0.14 -0.05 1.82 1.34 0.27 -0.28 11.90 3.45 89.34
10 D Gi In mean 1.67 0.18 0.64 0.18 -0.12 2.27 1.26 0.28 -0.29 11.91 3.45 89.36
1 L Gi In mean 1.67 0.20 0.46 0.14 -0.03 1.51 1.37 0.30 -0.31 11.75 3.43 88.21
5 L Gi In mean 1.67 0.16 0.51 0.13 -0.05 2.05 1.33 0.25 -0.26 12.02 3.47 90.24
10 L Gi In mean 1.67 0.16 0.66 0.17 -0.12 2.55 1.25 0.26 -0.27 12.03 3.47 90.25
1 D Sto In mean 1.67 0.19 0.45 0.13 -0.03 1.51 1.37 0.30 -0.30 11.79 3.43 88.46
5 D Sto In mean 1.67 0.20 0.49 0.15 -0.05 1.60 1.35 0.30 -0.31 11.75 3.43 88.17
10 D Sto In mean 1.67 0.18 0.47 0.13 -0.04 1.72 1.36 0.28 -0.28 11.90 3.45 89.32
1 L Sto In mean 1.67 0.18 0.48 0.13 -0.04 1.71 1.35 0.28 -0.28 11.86 3.44 88.99
5 L Sto In mean 1.67 0.18 0.49 0.13 -0.04 1.77 1.35 0.27 -0.28 11.90 3.45 89.32
10 L Sto In mean 1.67 0.16 0.49 0.12 -0.04 1.95 1.35 0.25 -0.26 12.02 3.47 90.23
1 D Gi La mean 1.67 0.34 0.47 0.24 -0.05 0.93 1.35 0.51 -0.50 10.59 3.25 79.46
5 D Gi La mean 1.67 0.41 0.49 0.30 -0.08 0.81 1.34 0.61 -0.60 10.07 3.17 75.55
10 D Gi La mean 1.67 0.45 0.54 0.36 -0.16 0.80 1.31 0.67 -0.67 9.75 3.12 73.14
1 L Gi La mean 1.67 0.33 0.48 0.23 -0.06 1.00 1.34 0.48 -0.48 10.72 3.27 80.45
5 L Gi La mean 1.67 0.39 0.49 0.29 -0.08 0.84 1.34 0.58 -0.58 10.18 3.19 76.42
10 L Gi La mean 1.67 0.44 0.54 0.36 -0.16 0.82 1.31 0.66 -0.66 9.83 3.13 73.74
1 D Sto La mean 1.67 0.27 0.48 0.19 -0.05 1.20 1.34 0.40 -0.40 11.14 3.34 83.59
5 D Sto La mean 1.67 0.36 0.50 0.26 -0.08 0.95 1.33 0.53 -0.52 10.48 3.24 78.64
10 D Sto La mean 1.67 0.38 0.48 0.27 -0.07 0.86 1.34 0.56 -0.55 10.31 3.21 77.35
1 L Sto La mean 1.67 0.26 0.50 0.19 -0.06 1.32 1.32 0.38 -0.38 11.25 3.35 84.46
5 L Sto La mean 1.67 0.33 0.50 0.24 -0.07 1.01 1.33 0.49 -0.49 10.67 3.27 80.11
10 L Sto La mean 1.67 0.36 0.49 0.26 -0.07 0.91 1.34 0.53 -0.53 10.45 3.23 78.40
1 D Gi In ave5 1.67 0.12 0.69 0.15 -0.12 3.29 1.26 0.21 -0.23 12.33 3.51 92.57
5 D Gi In ave5 1.67 0.09 0.77 0.14 -0.13 4.34 1.25 0.18 -0.20 12.57 3.55 94.32
10 D Gi In ave5 1.67 0.10 0.83 0.17 -0.19 4.08 1.27 0.20 -0.24 12.56 3.54 94.25
1 L Gi In ave5 1.67 0.12 0.69 0.14 -0.12 3.34 1.25 0.21 -0.22 12.34 3.51 92.61
5 L Gi In ave5 1.67 0.09 0.77 0.13 -0.12 4.64 1.25 0.17 -0.19 12.61 3.55 94.63
10 L Gi In ave5 1.67 0.09 0.83 0.16 -0.18 4.32 1.27 0.19 -0.23 12.60 3.55 94.56
1 D Sto In ave5 1.67 0.12 0.69 0.14 -0.12 3.29 1.26 0.21 -0.23 12.34 3.51 92.59
5 D Sto In ave5 1.67 0.11 0.75 0.16 -0.15 3.67 1.25 0.21 -0.23 12.42 3.52 93.21
10 D Sto In ave5 1.67 0.09 0.76 0.13 -0.13 4.35 1.25 0.18 -0.20 12.57 3.55 94.33
1 L Sto In ave5 1.67 0.12 0.69 0.14 -0.12 3.35 1.25 0.21 -0.22 12.34 3.51 92.62
5 L Sto In ave5 1.67 0.10 0.74 0.14 -0.13 4.01 1.25 0.19 -0.20 12.49 3.53 93.76
10 L Sto In ave5 1.67 0.09 0.76 0.12 -0.12 4.65 1.25 0.16 -0.18 12.61 3.55 94.64
1 D Gi La ave5 1.67 0.23 0.75 0.31 -0.29 1.78 1.26 0.42 -0.47 11.49 3.39 86.23
5 D Gi La ave5 1.67 0.22 0.83 0.40 -0.43 1.73 1.28 0.48 -0.57 11.53 3.40 86.51
10 D Gi La ave5 1.67 0.23 0.86 0.47 -0.54 1.59 1.29 0.54 -0.67 11.46 3.39 86.03
1 L Gi La ave5 1.67 0.22 0.75 0.30 -0.28 1.89 1.25 0.40 -0.44 11.59 3.40 86.96
5 L Gi La ave5 1.67 0.21 0.83 0.37 -0.41 1.88 1.28 0.44 -0.53 11.67 3.42 87.57
10 L Gi La ave5 1.67 0.22 0.87 0.44 -0.52 1.70 1.30 0.51 -0.64 11.60 3.41 87.05
1 D Sto La ave5 1.67 0.20 0.70 0.24 -0.20 2.04 1.26 0.34 -0.37 11.73 3.42 88.00
5 D Sto La ave5 1.67 0.23 0.79 0.35 -0.35 1.79 1.26 0.44 -0.51 11.51 3.39 86.39
10 D Sto La ave5 1.67 0.22 0.81 0.37 -0.39 1.81 1.27 0.45 -0.53 11.58 3.40 86.87
1 L Sto La ave5 1.67 0.19 0.71 0.23 -0.20 2.16 1.25 0.33 -0.36 11.80 3.44 88.56
5 L Sto La ave5 1.67 0.21 0.79 0.31 -0.32 1.98 1.26 0.40 -0.46 11.68 3.42 87.66
10 L Sto La ave5 1.67 0.20 0.82 0.34 -0.37 1.97 1.27 0.42 -0.49 11.72 3.42 87.93
Table A.27: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed interstitial deposition in
S2Q100D37, velocity deposition model
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A.1.5 Calibration sandy experimental runs
r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 0.97 0.97 0.07 0.97 -0.05 1.00 0.06 -0.59 0.77 -20.95
5-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.23 0.48 8.17
10-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.30 0.55 10.66
1-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 0.97 0.98 0.06 0.97 -0.04 1.00 0.05 -0.50 0.71 -17.88
5-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.25 0.50 8.75
10-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.31 0.55 10.88
1-Ri -La -Txyz 0.96 0.95 0.13 0.96 -0.10 0.99 0.12 -1.15 1.07 -40.83
5-Ri -La -Txyz 1.00 1.00 -0.00 0.99 0.01 1.00 -0.00 0.03 0.17 1.08
10-Ri -La -Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.02 0.99 0.02 1.01 -0.02 0.20 0.45 7.18
1-Gi -La -Txyz 0.96 0.95 0.12 0.97 -0.09 0.99 0.11 -1.05 1.03 -37.35
5-Gi -La -Txyz 1.00 1.00 -0.01 0.99 0.01 1.01 -0.01 0.06 0.25 2.29
10-Gi -La -Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.02 0.99 0.02 1.01 -0.03 0.22 0.47 7.83
1-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 0.97 0.98 0.06 0.97 -0.04 1.00 0.05 -0.55 0.74 -19.33
5-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.24 0.49 8.59
10-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.30 0.55 10.81
1-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 0.98 0.98 0.05 0.97 -0.04 1.00 0.04 -0.46 0.68 -16.29
5-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.26 0.51 9.12
10-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.31 0.56 10.99
1-Ri -La -Tz 1.00 1.00 -0.00 0.99 0.00 1.00 -0.00 0.01 0.10 0.35
5-Ri -La -Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.02 0.99 0.02 1.01 -0.02 0.17 0.41 5.93
10-Ri -La -Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.27 0.52 9.57
1-Gi -La -Tz 0.97 0.97 0.08 0.97 -0.06 1.00 0.07 -0.69 0.83 -24.62
5-Gi -La -Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.02 0.99 0.02 1.01 -0.02 0.19 0.44 6.72
10-Gi -La -Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.28 0.53 9.97
Table A.28: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S2Q100D48-s1, shear stress de-
position model
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Figure A.26: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S1Q100D48-s2, shear stress de-
position model
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r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 0.97 1.01 0.15 0.93 -0.09 1.04 0.13 -1.56 1.25 -21.19
5-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 0.99 1.02 -0.20 0.97 0.20 1.03 -0.20 1.83 1.35 24.84
10-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 0.99 1.02 -0.23 0.96 0.24 1.03 -0.24 2.21 1.49 29.90
1-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 0.97 1.01 0.11 0.94 -0.07 1.04 0.09 -1.23 1.11 -16.67
5-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 0.99 1.02 -0.21 0.97 0.21 1.03 -0.21 1.90 1.38 25.74
10-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 0.99 1.02 -0.24 0.95 0.25 1.03 -0.25 2.24 1.50 30.33
1-Ri -La -Txyz 0.96 0.96 0.38 0.96 -0.31 1.00 0.35 -3.53 1.88 -47.77
5-Ri -La -Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.12 0.98 0.12 1.02 -0.12 1.09 1.04 14.76
10-Ri -La -Txyz 0.99 1.02 -0.19 0.97 0.20 1.03 -0.20 1.81 1.35 24.53
1-Gi -La -Txyz 0.97 0.97 0.34 0.96 -0.28 1.00 0.31 -3.15 1.77 -42.68
5-Gi -La -Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.13 0.98 0.13 1.02 -0.14 1.21 1.10 16.44
10-Gi -La -Txyz 0.99 1.02 -0.20 0.97 0.21 1.03 -0.21 1.88 1.37 25.45
1-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 0.97 1.01 0.13 0.93 -0.08 1.04 0.11 -1.41 1.19 -19.12
5-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 0.99 1.02 -0.20 0.97 0.21 1.03 -0.21 1.90 1.38 25.69
10-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 0.99 1.02 -0.24 0.95 0.25 1.03 -0.25 2.23 1.49 30.28
1-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 0.97 1.01 0.10 0.94 -0.05 1.04 0.08 -1.08 1.04 -14.65
5-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 0.99 1.02 -0.21 0.96 0.21 1.03 -0.22 1.96 1.40 26.53
10-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 0.98 1.02 -0.24 0.95 0.25 1.03 -0.25 2.26 1.50 30.68
1-Ri -La -Tz 1.00 1.02 -0.11 0.98 0.11 1.02 -0.11 0.96 0.98 12.97
5-Ri -La -Tz 1.00 1.02 -0.18 0.97 0.18 1.02 -0.18 1.62 1.27 21.89
10-Ri -La -Tz 0.99 1.02 -0.22 0.96 0.23 1.03 -0.23 2.09 1.44 28.28
1-Gi -La -Tz 0.97 1.00 0.19 0.95 -0.14 1.03 0.17 -1.90 1.38 -25.79
5-Gi -La -Tz 1.00 1.02 -0.18 0.97 0.19 1.03 -0.19 1.70 1.30 23.03
10-Gi -La -Tz 0.99 1.02 -0.23 0.96 0.23 1.03 -0.24 2.13 1.46 28.88
Table A.29: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S2Q100D48-s2, shear stress de-
position model
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Figure A.27: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S1Q100D37-s1, shear stress de-
position model
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r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 0.97 0.95 -0.07 0.99 0.09 0.98 -0.08 0.82 0.91 22.98
5-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 0.94 0.93 -0.08 0.95 0.12 0.99 -0.10 1.07 1.03 29.88
10-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 0.94 0.93 -0.08 0.95 0.12 0.99 -0.10 1.07 1.03 29.88
1-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 0.97 0.95 -0.07 0.98 0.09 0.98 -0.08 0.87 0.93 24.45
5-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 0.94 0.93 -0.08 0.95 0.12 0.99 -0.10 1.07 1.03 29.88
10-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 0.94 0.93 -0.08 0.95 0.12 0.99 -0.10 1.07 1.03 29.88
1-Ri -La -Txyz 0.97 0.95 -0.07 0.99 0.09 0.98 -0.08 0.82 0.91 22.98
5-Ri -La -Txyz 0.94 0.93 -0.08 0.95 0.12 0.99 -0.10 1.07 1.03 29.88
10-Ri -La -Txyz 0.94 0.93 -0.08 0.95 0.12 0.99 -0.10 1.07 1.03 29.88
1-Gi -La -Txyz 0.97 0.95 -0.07 0.98 0.09 0.98 -0.08 0.87 0.93 24.45
5-Gi -La -Txyz 0.94 0.93 -0.08 0.95 0.12 0.99 -0.10 1.07 1.03 29.88
10-Gi -La -Txyz 0.94 0.93 -0.08 0.95 0.12 0.99 -0.10 1.07 1.03 29.88
1-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 0.99 0.98 -0.04 1.00 0.05 0.99 -0.05 0.53 0.73 14.82
5-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 0.94 0.93 -0.08 0.95 0.12 0.99 -0.10 1.06 1.03 29.87
10-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 0.94 0.93 -0.08 0.95 0.12 0.99 -0.10 1.07 1.03 29.88
1-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 0.99 0.97 -0.05 1.00 0.06 0.98 -0.06 0.61 0.78 17.16
5-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 0.94 0.93 -0.08 0.95 0.12 0.99 -0.10 1.07 1.03 29.88
10-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 0.94 0.93 -0.08 0.95 0.12 0.99 -0.10 1.07 1.03 29.88
1-Ri -La -Tz 0.94 0.93 -0.08 0.96 0.12 0.99 -0.10 1.05 1.02 29.35
5-Ri -La -Tz 0.94 0.93 -0.08 0.95 0.12 0.99 -0.10 1.06 1.03 29.87
10-Ri -La -Tz 0.94 0.93 -0.08 0.95 0.12 0.99 -0.10 1.07 1.03 29.88
1-Gi -La -Tz 0.99 0.97 -0.05 1.00 0.06 0.98 -0.06 0.61 0.78 17.16
5-Gi -La -Tz 0.94 0.93 -0.08 0.95 0.12 0.99 -0.10 1.07 1.03 29.88
10-Gi -La -Tz 0.94 0.93 -0.08 0.95 0.12 0.99 -0.10 1.07 1.03 29.88
Table A.30: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S2Q100D37-s1, shear stress de-
position model
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Figure A.28: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S1Q100D37-s2, shear stress de-
position model
378 APPENDIX A.
r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 0.89 0.98 0.19 0.81 -0.09 1.10 0.15 -1.85 1.36 -57.24
5-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.04 0.98 0.04 1.02 -0.04 0.39 0.63 12.14
10-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.07 0.97 0.07 1.02 -0.07 0.65 0.80 20.02
1-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 0.90 0.98 0.17 0.82 -0.08 1.09 0.14 -1.67 1.29 -51.71
5-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.05 0.98 0.05 1.02 -0.05 0.45 0.67 13.81
10-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 0.99 1.02 -0.07 0.97 0.07 1.02 -0.07 0.67 0.82 20.72
1-Ri -La -Txyz 0.73 0.85 0.54 0.62 -0.18 1.18 0.43 -4.88 2.21 -150.86
5-Ri -La -Txyz 0.95 0.97 0.15 0.94 -0.12 1.01 0.14 -1.44 1.20 -44.41
10-Ri -La -Txyz 0.99 0.99 0.04 0.98 -0.04 1.00 0.04 -0.42 0.65 -13.11
1-Gi -La -Txyz 0.74 0.86 0.52 0.63 -0.18 1.17 0.42 -4.72 2.17 -145.88
5-Gi -La -Txyz 0.96 0.97 0.14 0.95 -0.10 1.01 0.12 -1.28 1.13 -39.52
10-Gi -La -Txyz 0.99 1.00 0.03 0.98 -0.03 1.01 0.03 -0.31 0.55 -9.45
1-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 0.85 0.95 0.26 0.76 -0.11 1.12 0.21 -2.48 1.57 -76.55
5-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 1.00 1.02 -0.03 0.98 0.03 1.02 -0.03 0.21 0.46 6.45
10-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 1.00 1.02 -0.06 0.98 0.06 1.02 -0.06 0.58 0.76 17.96
1-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 0.86 0.96 0.24 0.77 -0.10 1.12 0.19 -2.28 1.51 -70.48
5-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 1.00 1.02 -0.03 0.98 0.03 1.02 -0.03 0.28 0.53 8.62
10-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 1.00 1.02 -0.07 0.98 0.07 1.02 -0.07 0.61 0.78 18.96
1-Ri -La -Tz 0.97 1.00 0.06 0.94 -0.04 1.03 0.05 -0.59 0.77 -18.21
5-Ri -La -Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.01 0.98 0.01 1.02 -0.01 0.04 0.20 1.21
10-Ri -La -Tz 1.00 1.02 -0.05 0.98 0.05 1.02 -0.06 0.49 0.70 15.28
1-Gi -La -Tz 0.84 0.95 0.29 0.75 -0.12 1.12 0.23 -2.69 1.64 -83.07
5-Gi -La -Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.02 0.98 0.02 1.02 -0.02 0.12 0.35 3.80
10-Gi -La -Tz 1.00 1.02 -0.06 0.98 0.06 1.02 -0.06 0.54 0.73 16.59
Table A.31: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S2Q100D37-s2, shear stress de-
position model
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TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 2.57 2.57 0.22 0.17 2.12 0.28 1.85 0.78 0.55 0.03 0.18 0.15
5-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 2.57 2.45 0.46 0.31 1.66 0.70 0.85 0.66 0.75 1.01 1.00 4.89
10-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 2.57 2.33 0.80 0.51 1.03 1.28 -0.41 0.63 0.71 1.95 1.39 9.45
1-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 2.57 2.57 0.23 0.18 2.11 0.29 1.83 0.78 0.56 0.03 0.18 0.16
5-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 2.57 2.43 0.50 0.32 1.60 0.76 0.71 0.65 0.76 1.11 1.05 5.39
10-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 2.57 2.32 0.85 0.55 0.91 1.32 -0.49 0.64 0.66 2.04 1.43 9.94
1-Ri -La -Txyz 2.57 2.78 0.17 0.17 2.33 0.17 2.11 1.03 0.14 -1.66 1.29 -8.05
5-Ri -La -Txyz 2.57 2.78 0.32 0.30 2.00 0.34 1.64 0.95 0.33 -1.68 1.30 -8.15
10-Ri -La -Txyz 2.57 2.67 0.58 0.50 1.39 0.68 0.76 0.86 0.47 -0.80 0.89 -3.88
1-Gi -La -Txyz 2.57 2.80 0.17 0.18 2.34 0.17 2.11 1.03 0.14 -1.80 1.34 -8.76
5-Gi -La -Txyz 2.57 2.77 0.34 0.32 1.94 0.36 1.57 0.94 0.35 -1.58 1.26 -7.68
10-Gi -La -Txyz 2.57 2.66 0.63 0.54 1.28 0.74 0.61 0.85 0.47 -0.71 0.84 -3.44
1-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 2.57 2.01 0.36 0.22 1.46 0.59 1.38 0.60 0.46 4.48 2.12 21.75
5-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 2.57 2.10 0.41 0.28 1.38 0.60 1.31 0.68 0.35 3.77 1.94 18.32
10-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 2.57 0.78 0.35 0.10 0.54 1.30 1.56 0.27 0.08 14.30 3.78 69.50
1-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 2.57 2.02 0.36 0.22 1.45 0.59 1.37 0.61 0.46 4.45 2.11 21.63
5-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 2.57 2.11 0.42 0.29 1.37 0.60 1.30 0.69 0.33 3.67 1.92 17.85
10-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 2.57 0.79 0.35 0.10 0.54 1.30 1.55 0.27 0.08 14.28 3.78 69.37
1-Ri -La -Tz 2.57 2.10 0.28 0.20 1.60 0.40 1.73 0.70 0.31 3.76 1.94 18.26
5-Ri -La -Tz 2.57 2.15 0.31 0.23 1.57 0.42 1.67 0.74 0.26 3.37 1.84 16.37
10-Ri -La -Tz 2.57 0.84 0.11 0.04 0.74 0.34 2.29 0.34 -0.03 13.88 3.72 67.42
1-Gi -La -Tz 2.57 2.05 0.26 0.17 1.61 0.39 1.77 0.66 0.36 4.19 2.05 20.35
5-Gi -La -Tz 2.57 2.16 0.31 0.23 1.56 0.42 1.66 0.75 0.25 3.27 1.81 15.90
10-Gi -La -Tz 2.57 0.84 0.12 0.04 0.74 0.34 2.29 0.34 -0.03 13.85 3.72 67.27
Table A.32: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed interstitial deposition in
S2Q30D48-s1, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.29: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S2Q100D48-s2, shear
stress deposition model for eight selected value set combinations
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TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 8.65 5.14 0.18 0.10 4.31 0.33 6.94 0.54 0.50 28.11 5.30 40.62
5-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 8.65 4.89 0.43 0.19 3.23 0.94 4.03 0.45 0.98 30.06 5.48 43.44
10-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 8.65 4.66 0.78 0.34 1.76 1.81 0.20 0.43 0.94 31.94 5.65 46.15
1-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 8.65 5.14 0.18 0.10 4.29 0.34 6.89 0.53 0.51 28.11 5.30 40.62
5-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 8.65 4.87 0.46 0.20 3.10 1.03 3.62 0.45 1.02 30.27 5.50 43.73
10-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 8.65 4.63 0.83 0.36 1.48 1.88 -0.07 0.44 0.83 32.14 5.67 46.44
1-Ri -La -Txyz 8.65 5.56 0.12 0.09 4.81 0.18 7.67 0.70 -0.51 24.73 4.97 35.74
5-Ri -La -Txyz 8.65 5.56 0.27 0.18 4.01 0.42 6.31 0.65 -0.08 24.69 4.97 35.68
10-Ri -La -Txyz 8.65 5.34 0.54 0.32 2.60 0.92 3.71 0.59 0.28 26.45 5.14 38.22
1-Gi -La -Txyz 8.65 5.60 0.13 0.09 4.83 0.18 7.66 0.71 -0.52 24.44 4.94 35.32
5-Gi -La -Txyz 8.65 5.54 0.30 0.19 3.89 0.46 6.09 0.64 -0.02 24.89 4.99 35.96
10-Gi -La -Txyz 8.65 5.32 0.59 0.35 2.33 1.01 3.25 0.58 0.27 26.63 5.16 38.48
1-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 8.65 4.03 0.38 0.16 2.65 0.93 4.91 0.41 0.45 37.00 6.08 53.46
5-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 8.65 4.20 0.44 0.20 2.43 0.94 4.70 0.47 0.17 35.59 5.97 51.42
10-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 8.65 1.57 0.39 0.07 0.95 2.07 5.41 0.19 -0.04 56.66 7.53 81.86
1-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 8.65 4.03 0.39 0.16 2.65 0.93 4.91 0.41 0.44 36.95 6.08 53.39
5-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 8.65 4.23 0.44 0.21 2.41 0.94 4.68 0.47 0.13 35.40 5.95 51.14
10-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 8.65 1.58 0.39 0.07 0.95 2.06 5.40 0.19 -0.05 56.60 7.52 81.79
1-Ri -La -Tz 8.65 4.21 0.31 0.15 2.92 0.65 5.92 0.48 0.07 35.56 5.96 51.39
5-Ri -La -Tz 8.65 4.30 0.34 0.17 2.83 0.67 5.76 0.50 -0.05 34.79 5.90 50.26
10-Ri -La -Tz 8.65 1.68 0.15 0.04 1.37 0.66 7.55 0.23 -0.32 55.80 7.47 80.62
1-Gi -La -Tz 8.65 4.10 0.29 0.13 2.98 0.64 6.05 0.45 0.21 36.43 6.04 52.63
5-Gi -La -Tz 8.65 4.33 0.35 0.18 2.80 0.68 5.72 0.51 -0.08 34.59 5.88 49.98
10-Gi -La -Tz 8.65 1.68 0.15 0.04 1.38 0.66 7.54 0.23 -0.32 55.74 7.47 80.54
Table A.33: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed interstitial deposition in
S2Q30D48-2, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.30: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S2Q100D37-s1, shear
stress deposition model for eight selected value set combinations
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TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 2.27 1.25 0.91 0.64 -0.20 1.31 0.64 0.70 -0.34 8.22 2.87 45.21
5-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 2.27 1.40 0.93 0.75 -0.32 1.16 0.66 0.81 -0.44 7.02 2.65 38.60
10-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 2.27 1.61 0.96 0.94 -0.53 0.97 0.70 0.98 -0.62 5.29 2.30 29.06
1-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 2.27 1.25 0.91 0.64 -0.20 1.31 0.64 0.70 -0.34 8.20 2.86 45.05
5-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 2.27 1.42 0.94 0.77 -0.34 1.14 0.66 0.82 -0.46 6.86 2.62 37.73
10-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 2.27 1.66 0.96 0.99 -0.58 0.94 0.72 1.02 -0.67 4.91 2.22 27.01
1-Ri -La -Txyz 2.27 1.25 0.91 0.64 -0.20 1.31 0.64 0.70 -0.34 8.22 2.87 45.21
5-Ri -La -Txyz 2.27 1.40 0.93 0.75 -0.32 1.16 0.66 0.81 -0.44 7.02 2.65 38.60
10-Ri -La -Txyz 2.27 1.61 0.96 0.94 -0.53 0.97 0.70 0.98 -0.62 5.29 2.30 29.06
1-Gi -La -Txyz 2.27 1.25 0.91 0.64 -0.20 1.31 0.64 0.70 -0.34 8.20 2.86 45.05
5-Gi -La -Txyz 2.27 1.42 0.94 0.77 -0.34 1.14 0.66 0.82 -0.46 6.86 2.62 37.73
10-Gi -La -Txyz 2.27 1.66 0.96 0.99 -0.58 0.94 0.72 1.02 -0.67 4.91 2.22 27.01
1-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 2.27 2.93 0.72 0.97 0.72 0.53 0.73 1.36 -0.16 -5.27 2.29 -28.95
5-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 2.27 3.08 0.78 1.15 0.47 0.52 0.66 1.48 -0.29 -6.48 2.54 -35.60
10-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 2.27 3.26 0.85 1.41 0.06 0.51 0.60 1.66 -0.51 -7.90 2.81 -43.41
1-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 2.27 2.94 0.72 0.98 0.71 0.53 0.73 1.36 -0.17 -5.30 2.30 -29.11
5-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 2.27 3.10 0.78 1.17 0.44 0.52 0.65 1.50 -0.31 -6.62 2.57 -36.40
10-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 2.27 3.29 0.86 1.46 -0.03 0.51 0.60 1.70 -0.56 -8.15 2.85 -44.79
1-Ri -La -Tz 2.27 3.01 0.75 1.06 0.60 0.52 0.70 1.42 -0.22 -5.87 2.42 -32.29
5-Ri -La -Tz 2.27 3.08 0.78 1.15 0.47 0.52 0.66 1.48 -0.29 -6.48 2.54 -35.60
10-Ri -La -Tz 2.27 3.26 0.85 1.41 0.06 0.51 0.60 1.66 -0.51 -7.90 2.81 -43.41
1-Gi -La -Tz 2.27 2.94 0.72 0.98 0.71 0.53 0.73 1.36 -0.17 -5.30 2.30 -29.11
5-Gi -La -Tz 2.27 3.10 0.78 1.17 0.44 0.52 0.65 1.50 -0.31 -6.62 2.57 -36.40
10-Gi -La -Tz 2.27 3.29 0.86 1.46 -0.03 0.51 0.60 1.70 -0.56 -8.15 2.85 -44.79
Table A.34: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed interstitial deposition in
S2Q30D37-s1, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.31: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S2Q100D37-s2, shear
stress deposition model for eight selected value set combinations
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TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 2.03 1.27 0.93 1.89 -2.58 0.46 1.45 2.04 -2.87 6.11 2.47 37.56
5-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 2.03 1.33 0.93 2.00 -2.74 0.43 1.46 2.16 -3.06 5.61 2.37 34.47
10-Ri -Shi-er-Txyz 2.03 1.38 0.92 2.09 -2.87 0.41 1.47 2.26 -3.22 5.25 2.29 32.27
1-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 2.03 1.28 0.93 1.91 -2.60 0.45 1.45 2.05 -2.89 6.04 2.46 37.13
5-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 2.03 1.34 0.93 2.01 -2.75 0.43 1.46 2.16 -3.07 5.59 2.36 34.35
10-Gi -Shi-er-Txyz 2.03 1.38 0.92 2.10 -2.89 0.41 1.47 2.27 -3.24 5.21 2.28 32.01
1-Ri -La -Txyz 2.03 1.41 0.79 2.68 -4.05 0.23 1.71 3.38 -5.48 5.02 2.24 30.82
5-Ri -La -Txyz 2.03 1.92 0.78 3.71 -5.64 0.16 1.72 4.74 -7.74 0.95 0.98 5.85
10-Ri -La -Txyz 2.03 2.07 0.78 4.04 -6.14 0.15 1.72 5.17 -8.45 -0.31 0.56 -1.91
1-Gi -La -Txyz 2.03 1.44 0.79 2.75 -4.15 0.23 1.71 3.47 -5.62 4.76 2.18 29.22
5-Gi -La -Txyz 2.03 1.95 0.78 3.78 -5.74 0.16 1.72 4.83 -7.89 0.68 0.83 4.18
10-Gi -La -Txyz 2.03 2.09 0.78 4.06 -6.18 0.15 1.72 5.21 -8.52 -0.42 0.65 -2.57
1-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 2.03 3.03 0.90 3.60 -4.30 0.23 1.35 3.99 -5.09 -7.93 2.82 -48.73
5-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 2.03 3.19 0.91 3.83 -4.61 0.22 1.35 4.21 -5.39 -9.23 3.04 -56.71
10-Ri -Shi-er-Tz 2.03 3.23 0.92 3.94 -4.78 0.21 1.34 4.29 -5.50 -9.59 3.10 -58.89
1-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 2.03 3.06 0.90 3.64 -4.35 0.22 1.35 4.03 -5.14 -8.17 2.86 -50.20
5-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 2.03 3.19 0.91 3.84 -4.62 0.22 1.35 4.22 -5.39 -9.25 3.04 -56.83
10-Gi -Shi-er-Tz 2.03 3.24 0.92 3.95 -4.80 0.21 1.34 4.30 -5.51 -9.63 3.10 -59.14
1-Ri -La -Tz 2.03 3.20 0.90 3.80 -4.52 0.21 1.35 4.22 -5.38 -9.35 3.06 -57.44
5-Ri -La -Tz 2.03 3.23 0.90 3.84 -4.59 0.21 1.35 4.26 -5.43 -9.56 3.09 -58.72
10-Ri -La -Tz 2.03 3.27 0.91 3.94 -4.74 0.21 1.35 4.32 -5.53 -9.88 3.14 -60.71
1-Gi -La -Tz 2.03 3.03 0.90 3.57 -4.24 0.23 1.35 3.98 -5.08 -7.94 2.82 -48.75
5-Gi -La -Tz 2.03 3.23 0.90 3.85 -4.60 0.21 1.35 4.26 -5.44 -9.58 3.10 -58.85
10-Gi -La -Tz 2.03 3.27 0.91 3.95 -4.76 0.21 1.35 4.33 -5.54 -9.92 3.15 -60.93
Table A.35: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed interstitial deposition in
S2Q30D37-s2, shear stress deposition model
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 383
A.1.6 Step 2, sandy experimental runs with adapted critical shear
stress
Figure A.32: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed concentration loss in
S2Q100D48-s1, shear stress deposition model
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r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Ri ad1 Txyz 0.99 0.96 0.10 1.01 -0.08 0.98 0.09 -0.48 0.69 -17.83
5 D Ri ad1 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.13 0.35 4.67
10 D Ri ad1 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.04 0.17 0.42 6.50
1 L Ri ad1 Txyz 0.99 0.96 0.10 1.01 -0.08 0.98 0.09 -0.48 0.69 -17.83
5 L Ri ad1 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.13 0.35 4.67
10 L Ri ad1 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.04 0.17 0.42 6.50
1 D Gi ad1 Txyz 0.99 0.97 0.08 1.01 -0.07 0.98 0.08 -0.41 0.64 -15.28
5 D Gi ad1 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.14 0.37 5.13
10 D Gi ad1 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.04 1.01 -0.04 0.18 0.42 6.64
1 L Gi ad1 Txyz 0.99 0.97 0.08 1.01 -0.07 0.98 0.08 -0.41 0.64 -15.28
5 L Gi ad1 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.14 0.37 5.13
10 L Gi ad1 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.04 1.01 -0.04 0.18 0.42 6.64
1 D Ri ad2 Txyz 0.99 0.97 0.08 1.01 -0.07 0.98 0.07 -0.39 0.63 -14.67
5 D Ri ad2 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.13 0.37 4.99
10 D Ri ad2 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.04 1.01 -0.04 0.18 0.42 6.59
1 L Ri ad2 Txyz 0.99 0.97 0.08 1.01 -0.07 0.98 0.07 -0.39 0.63 -14.67
5 L Ri ad2 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.13 0.37 4.99
10 L Ri ad2 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.04 1.01 -0.04 0.18 0.42 6.59
1 D Gi ad2 Txyz 0.99 0.97 0.07 1.01 -0.06 0.98 0.06 -0.33 0.58 -12.39
5 D Gi ad2 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.15 0.38 5.41
10 D Gi ad2 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.04 1.01 -0.04 0.18 0.42 6.71
1 L Gi ad2 Txyz 0.99 0.97 0.07 1.01 -0.06 0.98 0.06 -0.33 0.58 -12.39
5 L Gi ad2 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.15 0.38 5.41
10 L Gi ad2 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.04 1.01 -0.04 0.18 0.42 6.71
1 D Ri ad1 Tz 0.97 0.94 0.16 1.01 -0.14 0.96 0.15 -0.81 0.90 -30.21
5 D Ri ad1 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.02 0.99 0.02 1.01 -0.02 0.08 0.28 2.96
10 D Ri ad1 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.16 0.40 5.88
1 L Ri ad1 Tz 0.97 0.94 0.16 1.01 -0.14 0.96 0.15 -0.81 0.90 -30.21
5 L Ri ad1 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.02 0.99 0.02 1.01 -0.02 0.08 0.28 2.96
10 L Ri ad1 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.16 0.40 5.88
1 D Gi ad1 Tz 0.97 0.94 0.14 1.01 -0.12 0.97 0.13 -0.72 0.85 -26.66
5 D Gi ad1 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.02 0.99 0.02 1.01 -0.02 0.10 0.31 3.63
10 D Gi ad1 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.17 0.41 6.17
1 L Gi ad1 Tz 0.97 0.94 0.14 1.01 -0.12 0.97 0.13 -0.72 0.85 -26.66
5 L Gi ad1 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.02 0.99 0.02 1.01 -0.02 0.10 0.31 3.63
10 L Gi ad1 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.17 0.41 6.17
1 D Ri ad2 Tz 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 -0.00 1.00 0.00 -0.01 0.12 -0.55
5 D Ri ad2 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.02 0.99 0.02 1.01 -0.02 0.09 0.31 3.53
10 D Ri ad2 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.16 0.40 6.07
1 L Ri ad2 Tz 0.98 0.95 0.13 1.01 -0.12 0.97 0.12 -0.65 0.81 -24.35
5 L Ri ad2 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.02 0.99 0.02 1.01 -0.02 0.09 0.31 3.53
10 L Ri ad2 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.16 0.40 6.07
1 D Gi ad2 Tz 0.98 0.95 0.12 1.01 -0.10 0.97 0.11 -0.57 0.76 -21.31
5 D Gi ad2 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.02 0.99 0.02 1.01 -0.02 0.11 0.33 4.13
10 D Gi ad2 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.17 0.41 6.32
1 L Gi ad2 Tz 0.98 0.95 0.12 1.01 -0.10 0.97 0.11 -0.57 0.76 -21.31
5 L Gi ad2 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.02 0.99 0.02 1.01 -0.02 0.11 0.33 4.13
10 L Gi ad2 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.17 0.41 6.32
Table A.36: a Calibration statistics for modelled and observed concentration loss in
S2Q100D48-s1, shear stress deposition model
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r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Ri ad3 Txyz 0.99 0.97 0.07 1.01 -0.06 0.98 0.07 -0.35 0.59 -12.89
5 D Ri ad3 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.14 0.37 5.23
10 D Ri ad3 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.04 1.01 -0.04 0.18 0.42 6.66
1 L Ri ad3 Txyz 0.99 0.97 0.07 1.01 -0.06 0.98 0.07 -0.35 0.59 -12.89
5 L Ri ad3 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.14 0.37 5.23
10 L Ri ad3 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.04 1.01 -0.04 0.18 0.42 6.66
1 D Gi ad3 Txyz 0.99 0.98 0.06 1.01 -0.05 0.99 0.05 -0.29 0.54 -10.77
5 D Gi ad3 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.15 0.39 5.62
10 D Gi ad3 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.04 1.01 -0.04 0.18 0.43 6.76
1 L Gi ad3 Txyz 0.99 0.98 0.06 1.01 -0.05 0.99 0.05 -0.29 0.54 -10.77
5 L Gi ad3 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.15 0.39 5.62
10 L Gi ad3 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.04 1.01 -0.04 0.18 0.43 6.76
1 D Ri ad4 Txyz 0.99 0.98 0.06 1.01 -0.06 0.98 0.06 -0.31 0.56 -11.66
5 D Ri ad4 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.15 0.38 5.42
10 D Ri ad4 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.04 1.01 -0.04 0.18 0.42 6.71
1 L Ri ad4 Txyz 0.99 0.98 0.06 1.01 -0.06 0.98 0.06 -0.31 0.56 -11.66
5 L Ri ad4 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.15 0.38 5.42
10 L Ri ad4 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.04 1.01 -0.04 0.18 0.42 6.71
1 D Gi ad4 Txyz 0.99 0.98 0.05 1.01 -0.05 0.99 0.05 -0.26 0.51 -9.65
5 D Gi ad4 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.16 0.39 5.78
10 D Gi ad4 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.04 1.01 -0.04 0.18 0.43 6.79
1 L Gi ad4 Txyz 0.99 0.98 0.05 1.01 -0.05 0.99 0.05 -0.26 0.51 -9.65
5 L Gi ad4 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.16 0.39 5.78
10 L Gi ad4 Txyz 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.04 1.01 -0.04 0.18 0.43 6.79
1 D Ri ad3 Tz 0.98 0.96 0.11 1.01 -0.10 0.97 0.11 -0.56 0.75 -20.67
5 D Ri ad3 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.02 0.99 0.02 1.01 -0.02 0.10 0.32 3.87
10 D Ri ad3 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.17 0.41 6.18
1 L Ri ad3 Tz 0.98 0.96 0.11 1.01 -0.10 0.97 0.11 -0.56 0.75 -20.67
5 L Ri ad3 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.02 0.99 0.02 1.01 -0.02 0.10 0.32 3.87
10 L Ri ad3 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.17 0.41 6.18
1 D Gi ad3 Tz 0.99 0.96 0.10 1.01 -0.09 0.98 0.09 -0.48 0.69 -17.95
5 D Gi ad3 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.02 0.99 0.02 1.01 -0.02 0.12 0.34 4.42
10 D Gi ad3 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.17 0.41 6.41
1 L Gi ad3 Tz 0.99 0.96 0.10 1.01 -0.09 0.98 0.09 -0.48 0.69 -17.95
5 L Gi ad3 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.02 0.99 0.02 1.01 -0.02 0.12 0.34 4.42
10 L Gi ad3 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.17 0.41 6.41
1 D Ri ad4 Tz 1.00 1.00 -0.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 -0.01 0.02 0.15 0.86
5 D Ri ad4 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.02 0.99 0.02 1.01 -0.02 0.11 0.33 4.10
10 D Ri ad4 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.17 0.41 6.27
1 L Ri ad4 Tz 0.99 0.96 0.10 1.01 -0.09 0.97 0.09 -0.49 0.70 -18.39
5 L Ri ad4 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.02 0.99 0.02 1.01 -0.02 0.11 0.33 4.10
10 L Ri ad4 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.17 0.41 6.27
1 D Gi ad4 Tz 0.99 0.97 0.09 1.01 -0.08 0.98 0.08 -0.43 0.65 -15.85
5 D Gi ad4 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.12 0.35 4.63
10 D Gi ad4 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.04 0.17 0.42 6.48
1 L Gi ad4 Tz 0.99 0.97 0.09 1.01 -0.08 0.98 0.08 -0.43 0.65 -15.85
5 L Gi ad4 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.12 0.35 4.63
10 L Gi ad4 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.04 0.17 0.42 6.48
Table A.37: b Calibration statistics for modelled and observed concentration loss in
S2Q100D48-s1, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.33: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed concentration loss in
S2Q100D48-s2, shear stress deposition model
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r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Ri ad1 Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.11 0.98 0.11 1.02 -0.11 0.51 0.71 7.42
5 D Ri ad1 Txyz 0.99 1.04 -0.33 0.93 0.34 1.05 -0.35 1.72 1.31 25.10
10 D Ri ad1 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.81 1.35 26.53
1 L Ri ad1 Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.11 0.98 0.11 1.02 -0.11 0.51 0.71 7.42
5 L Ri ad1 Txyz 0.99 1.04 -0.33 0.93 0.34 1.05 -0.35 1.72 1.31 25.10
10 L Ri ad1 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.81 1.35 26.53
1 D Gi ad1 Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.13 0.98 0.13 1.02 -0.13 0.64 0.80 9.42
5 D Gi ad1 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.33 0.93 0.35 1.06 -0.35 1.74 1.32 25.46
10 D Gi ad1 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.82 1.35 26.65
1 L Gi ad1 Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.13 0.98 0.13 1.02 -0.13 0.64 0.80 9.42
5 L Gi ad1 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.33 0.93 0.35 1.06 -0.35 1.74 1.32 25.46
10 L Gi ad1 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.82 1.35 26.65
1 D Ri ad2 Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.14 0.98 0.14 1.02 -0.14 0.68 0.82 9.90
5 D Ri ad2 Txyz 0.99 1.04 -0.33 0.93 0.35 1.06 -0.35 1.73 1.32 25.35
10 D Ri ad2 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.82 1.35 26.61
1 L Ri ad2 Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.14 0.98 0.14 1.02 -0.14 0.68 0.82 9.90
5 L Ri ad2 Txyz 0.99 1.04 -0.33 0.93 0.35 1.06 -0.35 1.73 1.32 25.35
10 L Ri ad2 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.82 1.35 26.61
1 D Gi ad2 Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.16 0.97 0.16 1.03 -0.16 0.80 0.89 11.69
5 D Gi ad2 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.35 1.06 -0.36 1.76 1.32 25.68
10 D Gi ad2 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.82 1.35 26.70
1 L Gi ad2 Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.16 0.97 0.16 1.03 -0.16 0.80 0.89 11.69
5 L Gi ad2 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.35 1.06 -0.36 1.76 1.32 25.68
10 L Gi ad2 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.82 1.35 26.70
1 D Ri ad1 Tz 1.00 1.00 0.02 0.99 -0.02 1.01 0.02 -0.16 0.40 -2.31
5 D Ri ad1 Tz 0.99 1.04 -0.31 0.94 0.32 1.05 -0.33 1.62 1.27 23.75
10 D Ri ad1 Tz 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.36 1.78 1.33 26.05
1 L Ri ad1 Tz 1.00 1.00 0.02 0.99 -0.02 1.01 0.02 -0.16 0.40 -2.31
5 L Ri ad1 Tz 0.99 1.04 -0.31 0.94 0.32 1.05 -0.33 1.62 1.27 23.75
10 L Ri ad1 Tz 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.36 1.78 1.33 26.05
1 D Gi ad1 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.01 0.99 0.02 1.01 -0.02 0.03 0.18 0.48
5 D Gi ad1 Tz 0.99 1.04 -0.32 0.94 0.33 1.05 -0.34 1.66 1.29 24.28
10 D Gi ad1 Tz 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.36 1.80 1.34 26.27
1 L Gi ad1 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.01 0.99 0.02 1.01 -0.02 0.03 0.18 0.48
5 L Gi ad1 Tz 0.99 1.04 -0.32 0.94 0.33 1.05 -0.34 1.66 1.29 24.28
10 L Gi ad1 Tz 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.36 1.80 1.34 26.27
1 D Ri ad2 Tz 0.99 1.04 -0.28 0.95 0.28 1.04 -0.29 1.43 1.20 20.99
5 D Ri ad2 Tz 0.99 1.04 -0.32 0.94 0.33 1.05 -0.34 1.65 1.29 24.21
10 D Ri ad2 Tz 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.36 1.79 1.34 26.20
1 L Ri ad2 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.04 1.01 -0.04 0.16 0.40 2.30
5 L Ri ad2 Tz 0.99 1.04 -0.32 0.94 0.33 1.05 -0.34 1.65 1.29 24.21
10 L Ri ad2 Tz 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.36 1.79 1.34 26.20
1 D Gi ad2 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.07 0.98 0.07 1.01 -0.07 0.32 0.57 4.68
5 D Gi ad2 Tz 0.99 1.04 -0.33 0.94 0.34 1.05 -0.34 1.69 1.30 24.68
10 D Gi ad2 Tz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.80 1.34 26.39
1 L Gi ad2 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.07 0.98 0.07 1.01 -0.07 0.32 0.57 4.68
5 L Gi ad2 Tz 0.99 1.04 -0.33 0.94 0.34 1.05 -0.34 1.69 1.30 24.68
10 L Gi ad2 Tz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.80 1.34 26.39
Table A.38: a Calibration statistics for modelled and observed concentration loss in
S2Q100D48-s2, shear stress deposition model
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r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Ri ad3 Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.16 0.97 0.16 1.03 -0.16 0.77 0.88 11.30
5 D Ri ad3 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.35 1.06 -0.35 1.75 1.32 25.54
10 D Ri ad3 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.82 1.35 26.66
1 L Ri ad3 Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.16 0.97 0.16 1.03 -0.16 0.77 0.88 11.30
5 L Ri ad3 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.35 1.06 -0.35 1.75 1.32 25.54
10 L Ri ad3 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.82 1.35 26.66
1 D Gi ad3 Txyz 1.00 1.03 -0.18 0.97 0.18 1.03 -0.18 0.89 0.94 12.96
5 D Gi ad3 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.35 1.06 -0.36 1.77 1.33 25.84
10 D Gi ad3 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.37 1.06 -0.37 1.83 1.35 26.74
1 L Gi ad3 Txyz 1.00 1.03 -0.18 0.97 0.18 1.03 -0.18 0.89 0.94 12.96
5 L Gi ad3 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.35 1.06 -0.36 1.77 1.33 25.84
10 L Gi ad3 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.37 1.06 -0.37 1.83 1.35 26.74
1 D Ri ad4 Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.17 0.97 0.17 1.03 -0.17 0.84 0.92 12.26
5 D Ri ad4 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.35 1.06 -0.36 1.76 1.33 25.69
10 D Ri ad4 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.82 1.35 26.70
1 L Ri ad4 Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.17 0.97 0.17 1.03 -0.17 0.84 0.92 12.26
5 L Ri ad4 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.35 1.06 -0.36 1.76 1.33 25.69
10 L Ri ad4 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.82 1.35 26.70
1 D Gi ad4 Txyz 1.00 1.03 -0.19 0.97 0.19 1.03 -0.19 0.95 0.97 13.85
5 D Gi ad4 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.35 1.06 -0.36 1.77 1.33 25.97
10 D Gi ad4 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.37 1.06 -0.37 1.83 1.35 26.76
1 L Gi ad4 Txyz 1.00 1.03 -0.19 0.97 0.19 1.03 -0.19 0.95 0.97 13.85
5 L Gi ad4 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.35 1.06 -0.36 1.77 1.33 25.97
10 L Gi ad4 Txyz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.37 1.06 -0.37 1.83 1.35 26.76
1 D Ri ad3 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.07 0.99 0.07 1.01 -0.07 0.35 0.60 5.19
5 D Ri ad3 Tz 0.99 1.04 -0.32 0.94 0.33 1.05 -0.34 1.67 1.29 24.47
10 D Ri ad3 Tz 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.80 1.34 26.29
1 L Ri ad3 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.07 0.99 0.07 1.01 -0.07 0.35 0.60 5.19
5 L Ri ad3 Tz 0.99 1.04 -0.32 0.94 0.33 1.05 -0.34 1.67 1.29 24.47
10 L Ri ad3 Tz 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.80 1.34 26.29
1 D Gi ad3 Tz 1.00 1.02 -0.10 0.98 0.10 1.02 -0.10 0.50 0.71 7.33
5 D Gi ad3 Tz 0.99 1.04 -0.33 0.94 0.34 1.05 -0.35 1.70 1.30 24.90
10 D Gi ad3 Tz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.81 1.34 26.46
1 L Gi ad3 Tz 1.00 1.02 -0.10 0.98 0.10 1.02 -0.10 0.50 0.71 7.33
5 L Gi ad3 Tz 0.99 1.04 -0.33 0.94 0.34 1.05 -0.35 1.70 1.30 24.90
10 L Gi ad3 Tz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.81 1.34 26.46
1 D Ri ad4 Tz 0.99 1.04 -0.29 0.95 0.30 1.05 -0.31 1.51 1.23 22.10
5 D Ri ad4 Tz 0.99 1.04 -0.33 0.94 0.34 1.05 -0.34 1.68 1.30 24.65
10 D Ri ad4 Tz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.80 1.34 26.36
1 L Ri ad4 Tz 1.00 1.01 -0.10 0.98 0.10 1.02 -0.10 0.48 0.69 6.97
5 L Ri ad4 Tz 0.99 1.04 -0.33 0.94 0.34 1.05 -0.34 1.68 1.30 24.65
10 L Ri ad4 Tz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.80 1.34 26.36
1 D Gi ad4 Tz 1.00 1.02 -0.12 0.98 0.12 1.02 -0.12 0.61 0.78 8.97
5 D Gi ad4 Tz 0.99 1.04 -0.33 0.93 0.34 1.05 -0.35 1.71 1.31 25.06
10 D Gi ad4 Tz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.81 1.35 26.52
1 L Gi ad4 Tz 1.00 1.02 -0.12 0.98 0.12 1.02 -0.12 0.61 0.78 8.97
5 L Gi ad4 Tz 0.99 1.04 -0.33 0.93 0.34 1.05 -0.35 1.71 1.31 25.06
10 L Gi ad4 Tz 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.81 1.35 26.52
Table A.39: b Calibration statistics for modelled and observed concentration loss in
S2Q100D48-s2, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.34: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed concentration loss in
S1Q100D37-s1, shear stress deposition model
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r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Ri ad1 Txyz 0.95 0.97 -0.13 0.94 0.17 1.01 -0.15 0.88 0.94 25.15
5 D Ri ad1 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 D Ri ad1 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 L Ri ad1 Txyz 0.95 0.97 -0.13 0.94 0.17 1.01 -0.15 0.88 0.94 25.15
5 L Ri ad1 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 L Ri ad1 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 D Gi ad1 Txyz 0.95 0.97 -0.13 0.94 0.18 1.02 -0.16 0.91 0.95 26.00
5 D Gi ad1 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 D Gi ad1 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 L Gi ad1 Txyz 0.95 0.97 -0.13 0.94 0.18 1.02 -0.16 0.91 0.95 26.00
5 L Gi ad1 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 L Gi ad1 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 D Ri ad2 Txyz 0.95 0.96 -0.13 0.93 0.18 1.02 -0.16 0.93 0.96 26.61
5 D Ri ad2 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 D Ri ad2 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 L Ri ad2 Txyz 0.95 0.96 -0.13 0.93 0.18 1.02 -0.16 0.93 0.96 26.61
5 L Ri ad2 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 L Ri ad2 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 D Gi ad2 Txyz 0.95 0.96 -0.14 0.93 0.19 1.02 -0.17 0.95 0.97 27.15
5 D Gi ad2 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 D Gi ad2 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 L Gi ad2 Txyz 0.95 0.96 -0.14 0.93 0.19 1.02 -0.17 0.95 0.97 27.15
5 L Gi ad2 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 L Gi ad2 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 D Ri ad1 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.19 1.02 -0.17 0.97 0.99 27.86
5 D Ri ad1 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 D Ri ad1 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 L Ri ad1 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.19 1.02 -0.17 0.97 0.99 27.86
5 L Ri ad1 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 L Ri ad1 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 D Gi ad1 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.17 0.98 0.99 28.05
5 D Gi ad1 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 D Gi ad1 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 L Gi ad1 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.17 0.98 0.99 28.05
5 L Gi ad1 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 L Gi ad1 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 D Ri ad2 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
5 D Ri ad2 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 D Ri ad2 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 L Ri ad2 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.19 1.02 -0.17 0.97 0.99 27.90
5 L Ri ad2 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 L Ri ad2 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 D Gi ad2 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.98 0.99 28.07
5 D Gi ad2 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 D Gi ad2 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 L Gi ad2 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.98 0.99 28.07
5 L Gi ad2 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 L Gi ad2 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
Table A.40: a Calibration statistics for modelled and observed concentration loss in
S2Q100D37-s1, shear stress deposition model
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r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Ri ad3 Txyz 0.95 0.96 -0.14 0.93 0.19 1.02 -0.17 0.94 0.97 27.10
5 D Ri ad3 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 D Ri ad3 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 L Ri ad3 Txyz 0.95 0.96 -0.14 0.93 0.19 1.02 -0.17 0.94 0.97 27.10
5 L Ri ad3 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 L Ri ad3 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 D Gi ad3 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.93 0.19 1.02 -0.17 0.96 0.98 27.51
5 D Gi ad3 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 D Gi ad3 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 L Gi ad3 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.93 0.19 1.02 -0.17 0.96 0.98 27.51
5 L Gi ad3 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 L Gi ad3 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 D Ri ad4 Txyz 0.95 0.96 -0.14 0.93 0.19 1.02 -0.17 0.95 0.98 27.33
5 D Ri ad4 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 D Ri ad4 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 L Ri ad4 Txyz 0.95 0.96 -0.14 0.93 0.19 1.02 -0.17 0.95 0.98 27.33
5 L Ri ad4 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 L Ri ad4 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 D Gi ad4 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.93 0.19 1.02 -0.17 0.97 0.98 27.68
5 D Gi ad4 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 D Gi ad4 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 L Gi ad4 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.93 0.19 1.02 -0.17 0.97 0.98 27.68
5 L Gi ad4 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 L Gi ad4 Txyz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 D Ri ad3 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.19 1.02 -0.17 0.97 0.99 27.92
5 D Ri ad3 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 D Ri ad3 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 L Ri ad3 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.19 1.02 -0.17 0.97 0.99 27.92
5 L Ri ad3 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 L Ri ad3 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 D Gi ad3 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.98 0.99 28.09
5 D Gi ad3 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 D Gi ad3 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 L Gi ad3 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.98 0.99 28.09
5 L Gi ad3 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 L Gi ad3 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 D Ri ad4 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
5 D Ri ad4 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 D Ri ad4 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 L Ri ad4 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.19 1.02 -0.17 0.97 0.99 27.93
5 L Ri ad4 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 L Ri ad4 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 D Gi ad4 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.98 0.99 28.09
5 D Gi ad4 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 D Gi ad4 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1 L Gi ad4 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.98 0.99 28.09
5 L Gi ad4 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10 L Gi ad4 Tz 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
Table A.41: b Calibration statistics for modelled and observed concentration loss in
S2Q100D37-s1, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.35: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed concentration loss in
S2Q100D37-s2, shear stress deposition model
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 393
r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 D Ri ad1 Txyz 0.94 0.91 0.32 0.97 -0.25 0.97 0.29 -1.61 1.27 -52.17
5 D Ri ad1 Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.05 0.98 0.05 1.02 -0.05 0.26 0.51 8.54
10 D Ri ad1 Txyz 1.00 1.03 -0.09 0.96 0.10 1.03 -0.10 0.48 0.69 15.61
1 L Ri ad1 Txyz 0.94 0.91 0.32 0.97 -0.25 0.97 0.29 -1.61 1.27 -52.17
5 L Ri ad1 Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.05 0.98 0.05 1.02 -0.05 0.26 0.51 8.54
10 L Ri ad1 Txyz 1.00 1.03 -0.09 0.96 0.10 1.03 -0.10 0.48 0.69 15.61
1 D Gi ad1 Txyz 0.94 0.92 0.28 0.97 -0.22 0.97 0.25 -1.44 1.20 -46.79
5 D Gi ad1 Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.06 0.98 0.06 1.02 -0.06 0.31 0.56 10.14
10 D Gi ad1 Txyz 1.00 1.03 -0.10 0.96 0.10 1.03 -0.10 0.51 0.71 16.41
1 L Gi ad1 Txyz 0.94 0.92 0.28 0.97 -0.22 0.97 0.25 -1.44 1.20 -46.79
5 L Gi ad1 Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.06 0.98 0.06 1.02 -0.06 0.31 0.56 10.14
10 L Gi ad1 Txyz 1.00 1.03 -0.10 0.96 0.10 1.03 -0.10 0.51 0.71 16.41
1 D Ri ad2 Txyz 0.96 0.94 0.21 0.98 -0.17 0.98 0.19 -1.10 1.05 -35.58
5 D Ri ad2 Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.08 0.97 0.08 1.03 -0.08 0.38 0.61 12.25
10 D Ri ad2 Txyz 0.99 1.03 -0.10 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.53 0.73 17.30
1 L Ri ad2 Txyz 0.96 0.94 0.21 0.98 -0.17 0.98 0.19 -1.10 1.05 -35.58
5 L Ri ad2 Txyz 1.00 1.02 -0.08 0.97 0.08 1.03 -0.08 0.38 0.61 12.25
10 L Ri ad2 Txyz 0.99 1.03 -0.10 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.53 0.73 17.30
1 D Gi ad2 Txyz 0.97 0.95 0.18 0.98 -0.15 0.99 0.17 -0.95 0.98 -30.85
5 D Gi ad2 Txyz 1.00 1.03 -0.08 0.97 0.08 1.03 -0.08 0.42 0.64 13.46
10 D Gi ad2 Txyz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.55 0.74 17.80
1 L Gi ad2 Txyz 0.97 0.95 0.18 0.98 -0.15 0.99 0.17 -0.95 0.98 -30.85
5 L Gi ad2 Txyz 1.00 1.03 -0.08 0.97 0.08 1.03 -0.08 0.42 0.64 13.46
10 L Gi ad2 Txyz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.55 0.74 17.80
1 D Ri ad1 Tz 0.99 0.99 0.05 0.99 -0.04 1.00 0.04 -0.27 0.52 -8.71
5 D Ri ad1 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.55 0.74 17.68
10 D Ri ad1 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.12 1.04 -0.12 0.58 0.76 18.90
1 L Ri ad1 Tz 0.99 0.99 0.05 0.99 -0.04 1.00 0.04 -0.27 0.52 -8.71
5 L Ri ad1 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.55 0.74 17.68
10 L Ri ad1 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.12 1.04 -0.12 0.58 0.76 18.90
1 D Gi ad1 Tz 0.99 1.00 0.03 0.99 -0.02 1.01 0.03 -0.17 0.42 -5.66
5 D Gi ad1 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.56 0.75 18.10
10 D Gi ad1 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.12 1.04 -0.12 0.58 0.76 18.93
1 L Gi ad1 Tz 0.99 1.00 0.03 0.99 -0.02 1.01 0.03 -0.17 0.42 -5.66
5 L Gi ad1 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.56 0.75 18.10
10 L Gi ad1 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.12 1.04 -0.12 0.58 0.76 18.93
1 D Ri ad2 Tz 1.00 1.03 -0.09 0.97 0.09 1.03 -0.09 0.45 0.67 14.70
5 D Ri ad2 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.55 0.74 17.74
10 D Ri ad2 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.12 1.04 -0.12 0.58 0.76 18.90
1 L Ri ad2 Tz 0.99 1.00 0.04 0.99 -0.03 1.01 0.04 -0.25 0.50 -8.01
5 L Ri ad2 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.55 0.74 17.74
10 L Ri ad2 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.12 1.04 -0.12 0.58 0.76 18.90
1 D Gi ad2 Tz 0.99 1.00 0.03 0.99 -0.02 1.01 0.02 -0.15 0.39 -5.01
5 D Gi ad2 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.56 0.75 18.15
10 D Gi ad2 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.12 1.04 -0.12 0.58 0.76 18.93
1 L Gi ad2 Tz 0.99 1.00 0.03 0.99 -0.02 1.01 0.02 -0.15 0.39 -5.01
5 L Gi ad2 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.56 0.75 18.15
10 L Gi ad2 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.12 1.04 -0.12 0.58 0.76 18.93
Table A.42: a Calibration statistics for modelled and observed concentration loss in
S2Q100D37-s2, shear stress deposition model
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r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
10 D Ri ad3 Txyz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.55 0.74 17.96
1 L Ri ad3 Txyz 0.97 0.96 0.17 0.98 -0.13 0.99 0.15 -0.86 0.93 -27.95
5 L Ri ad3 Txyz 1.00 1.03 -0.08 0.97 0.09 1.03 -0.09 0.43 0.65 13.89
10 L Ri ad3 Txyz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.55 0.74 17.96
1 D Gi ad3 Txyz 0.97 0.97 0.14 0.98 -0.11 0.99 0.13 -0.73 0.85 -23.62
5 D Gi ad3 Txyz 1.00 1.03 -0.09 0.97 0.09 1.03 -0.09 0.46 0.68 14.92
10 D Gi ad3 Txyz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.56 0.75 18.31
1 L Gi ad3 Txyz 0.97 0.97 0.14 0.98 -0.11 0.99 0.13 -0.73 0.85 -23.62
5 L Gi ad3 Txyz 1.00 1.03 -0.09 0.97 0.09 1.03 -0.09 0.46 0.68 14.92
10 L Gi ad3 Txyz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.56 0.75 18.31
1 D Ri ad4 Txyz 0.98 0.97 0.14 0.99 -0.11 0.99 0.13 -0.73 0.85 -23.54
5 D Ri ad4 Txyz 1.00 1.03 -0.09 0.97 0.09 1.03 -0.09 0.46 0.68 14.82
10 D Ri ad4 Txyz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.56 0.75 18.28
1 L Ri ad4 Txyz 0.98 0.97 0.14 0.99 -0.11 0.99 0.13 -0.73 0.85 -23.54
5 L Ri ad4 Txyz 1.00 1.03 -0.09 0.97 0.09 1.03 -0.09 0.46 0.68 14.82
10 L Ri ad4 Txyz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.56 0.75 18.28
1 D Gi ad4 Txyz 0.98 0.97 0.11 0.98 -0.09 0.99 0.10 -0.60 0.78 -19.48
5 D Gi ad4 Txyz 1.00 1.03 -0.10 0.96 0.10 1.03 -0.10 0.49 0.70 15.73
10 D Gi ad4 Txyz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.11 1.04 -0.12 0.57 0.76 18.54
1 L Gi ad4 Txyz 0.98 0.97 0.11 0.98 -0.09 0.99 0.10 -0.60 0.78 -19.48
5 L Gi ad4 Txyz 1.00 1.03 -0.10 0.96 0.10 1.03 -0.10 0.49 0.70 15.73
10 L Gi ad4 Txyz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.11 1.04 -0.12 0.57 0.76 18.54
1 D Ri ad3 Tz 0.99 1.00 0.04 0.99 -0.03 1.01 0.04 -0.23 0.48 -7.59
5 D Ri ad3 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.55 0.74 17.79
10 D Ri ad3 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.12 1.04 -0.12 0.58 0.76 18.91
1 L Ri ad3 Tz 0.99 1.00 0.04 0.99 -0.03 1.01 0.04 -0.23 0.48 -7.59
5 L Ri ad3 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.55 0.74 17.79
10 L Ri ad3 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.12 1.04 -0.12 0.58 0.76 18.91
1 D Gi ad3 Tz 0.99 1.00 0.02 0.99 -0.02 1.01 0.02 -0.14 0.38 -4.62
5 D Gi ad3 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.56 0.75 18.18
10 D Gi ad3 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.12 1.04 -0.12 0.58 0.76 18.94
1 L Gi ad3 Tz 0.99 1.00 0.02 0.99 -0.02 1.01 0.02 -0.14 0.38 -4.62
5 L Gi ad3 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.56 0.75 18.18
10 L Gi ad3 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.12 1.04 -0.12 0.58 0.76 18.94
1 D Ri ad4 Tz 1.00 1.03 -0.09 0.97 0.09 1.03 -0.09 0.46 0.68 14.87
5 D Ri ad4 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.55 0.74 17.82
10 D Ri ad4 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.12 1.04 -0.12 0.58 0.76 18.91
1 L Ri ad4 Tz 0.99 1.00 0.04 0.99 -0.03 1.01 0.03 -0.23 0.47 -7.31
5 L Ri ad4 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.55 0.74 17.82
10 L Ri ad4 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.12 1.04 -0.12 0.58 0.76 18.91
1 D Gi ad4 Tz 0.99 1.00 0.02 0.99 -0.01 1.01 0.02 -0.13 0.37 -4.35
5 D Gi ad4 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.56 0.75 18.21
10 D Gi ad4 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.12 1.04 -0.12 0.58 0.76 18.94
1 L Gi ad4 Tz 0.99 1.00 0.02 0.99 -0.01 1.01 0.02 -0.13 0.37 -4.35
5 L Gi ad4 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.56 0.75 18.21
10 L Gi ad4 Tz 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.12 1.04 -0.12 0.58 0.76 18.94
Table A.43: b Calibration statistics for modelled and observed concentration loss in
S2Q100D37-s2, shear stress deposition model
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A.1.7 Step 3, sandy experimental runs with adapted critical shear
stress
TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 Ri ad1 Txyz 2.57 2.12 0.39 0.20 1.61 0.77 0.95 0.51 0.81 3.64 1.91 17.68
5 Ri ad1 Txyz 2.57 2.14 0.53 0.31 1.33 0.90 0.65 0.59 0.62 3.48 1.87 16.92
10 Ri ad1 Txyz 2.57 0.82 0.47 0.11 0.54 2.08 0.86 0.23 0.24 14.02 3.74 68.14
1 Ri ad1 Txyz 2.57 2.12 0.39 0.20 1.61 0.77 0.95 0.51 0.81 3.64 1.91 17.68
5 Ri ad1 Txyz 2.57 2.14 0.53 0.31 1.33 0.90 0.65 0.59 0.62 3.48 1.87 16.92
10 Ri ad1 Txyz 2.57 0.82 0.47 0.11 0.54 2.08 0.86 0.23 0.24 14.02 3.74 68.14
1 Gi ad1 Txyz 2.57 2.12 0.39 0.20 1.60 0.77 0.94 0.51 0.81 3.63 1.91 17.65
5 Gi ad1 Txyz 2.57 2.14 0.54 0.33 1.30 0.90 0.64 0.60 0.60 3.43 1.85 16.66
10 Gi ad1 Txyz 2.57 0.82 0.48 0.11 0.54 2.09 0.86 0.23 0.23 14.02 3.74 68.10
1 Gi ad1 Txyz 2.57 2.12 0.39 0.20 1.60 0.77 0.94 0.51 0.81 3.63 1.91 17.65
5 Gi ad1 Txyz 2.57 2.14 0.54 0.33 1.30 0.90 0.64 0.60 0.60 3.43 1.85 16.66
10 Gi ad1 Txyz 2.57 0.82 0.48 0.11 0.54 2.09 0.86 0.23 0.23 14.02 3.74 68.10
1 Ri ad2 Txyz 2.57 2.11 0.38 0.19 1.63 0.79 0.91 0.49 0.86 3.69 1.92 17.93
5 Ri ad2 Txyz 2.57 2.12 0.57 0.32 1.30 1.03 0.39 0.56 0.68 3.59 1.89 17.44
10 Ri ad2 Txyz 2.57 0.81 0.52 0.11 0.53 2.41 0.61 0.21 0.26 14.08 3.75 68.41
1 Ri ad2 Txyz 2.57 2.11 0.38 0.19 1.63 0.79 0.91 0.49 0.86 3.69 1.92 17.93
5 Ri ad2 Txyz 2.57 2.12 0.57 0.32 1.30 1.03 0.39 0.56 0.68 3.59 1.89 17.44
10 Ri ad2 Txyz 2.57 0.81 0.52 0.11 0.53 2.41 0.61 0.21 0.26 14.08 3.75 68.41
1 Gi ad2 Txyz 2.57 2.11 0.39 0.19 1.62 0.80 0.89 0.49 0.86 3.69 1.92 17.91
5 Gi ad2 Txyz 2.57 2.13 0.59 0.34 1.26 1.03 0.38 0.58 0.65 3.53 1.88 17.14
10 Gi ad2 Txyz 2.57 0.81 0.52 0.11 0.52 2.42 0.60 0.22 0.26 14.07 3.75 68.39
1 Gi ad2 Txyz 2.57 2.11 0.39 0.19 1.62 0.80 0.89 0.49 0.86 3.69 1.92 17.91
5 Gi ad2 Txyz 2.57 2.13 0.59 0.34 1.26 1.03 0.38 0.58 0.65 3.53 1.88 17.14
10 Gi ad2 Txyz 2.57 0.81 0.52 0.11 0.52 2.42 0.60 0.22 0.26 14.07 3.75 68.39
1 Ri ad1 Tz 2.57 2.18 0.20 -0.13 2.51 -0.31 3.26 0.63 0.55 3.13 1.77 15.19
5 Ri ad1 Tz 2.57 2.27 0.15 -0.12 2.56 -0.21 3.04 0.75 0.34 2.45 1.56 11.90
10 Ri ad1 Tz 2.57 0.86 0.14 -0.04 0.97 -0.46 2.97 0.30 0.08 13.68 3.70 66.46
1 Ri ad1 Tz 2.57 2.18 0.20 -0.13 2.51 -0.31 3.26 0.63 0.55 3.13 1.77 15.19
5 Ri ad1 Tz 2.57 2.27 0.15 -0.12 2.56 -0.21 3.04 0.75 0.34 2.45 1.56 11.90
10 Ri ad1 Tz 2.57 0.86 0.14 -0.04 0.97 -0.46 2.97 0.30 0.08 13.68 3.70 66.46
1 Gi ad1 Tz 2.57 2.19 0.20 -0.13 2.51 -0.31 3.25 0.64 0.55 3.09 1.76 15.01
5 Gi ad1 Tz 2.57 2.28 0.15 -0.11 2.57 -0.20 3.02 0.76 0.32 2.36 1.54 11.45
10 Gi ad1 Tz 2.57 0.87 0.14 -0.04 0.97 -0.45 2.96 0.30 0.08 13.65 3.70 66.35
1 Gi ad1 Tz 2.57 2.19 0.20 -0.13 2.51 -0.31 3.25 0.64 0.55 3.09 1.76 15.01
5 Gi ad1 Tz 2.57 2.28 0.15 -0.11 2.57 -0.20 3.02 0.76 0.32 2.36 1.54 11.45
10 Gi ad1 Tz 2.57 0.87 0.14 -0.04 0.97 -0.45 2.96 0.30 0.08 13.65 3.70 66.35
1 Ri ad2 Tz 2.57 2.31 0.04 -0.02 2.36 -0.07 2.74 0.53 0.95 2.10 1.45 10.19
5 Ri ad2 Tz 2.57 2.32 0.01 0.01 2.31 0.02 2.53 0.59 0.81 1.99 1.41 9.65
10 Ri ad2 Tz 2.57 0.88 0.12 -0.03 0.95 -0.46 2.98 0.25 0.22 13.58 3.68 65.98
1 Ri ad2 Tz 2.57 2.30 0.09 -0.04 2.42 -0.19 3.02 0.48 1.07 2.17 1.47 10.52
5 Ri ad2 Tz 2.57 2.32 0.01 0.01 2.31 0.02 2.53 0.59 0.81 1.99 1.41 9.65
10 Ri ad2 Tz 2.57 0.88 0.12 -0.03 0.95 -0.46 2.98 0.25 0.22 13.58 3.68 65.98
1 Gi ad2 Tz 2.57 2.30 0.09 -0.04 2.42 -0.19 3.00 0.48 1.07 2.14 1.46 10.42
5 Gi ad2 Tz 2.57 2.33 0.02 0.01 2.30 0.04 2.49 0.60 0.78 1.94 1.39 9.44
10 Gi ad2 Tz 2.57 0.88 0.11 -0.03 0.95 -0.45 2.96 0.26 0.21 13.57 3.68 65.92
1 Gi ad2 Tz 2.57 2.30 0.09 -0.04 2.42 -0.19 3.00 0.48 1.07 2.14 1.46 10.42
5 Gi ad2 Tz 2.57 2.33 0.02 0.01 2.30 0.04 2.49 0.60 0.78 1.94 1.39 9.44
10 Gi ad2 Tz 2.57 0.88 0.11 -0.03 0.95 -0.45 2.96 0.26 0.21 13.57 3.68 65.92
Table A.44: a Calibration statistics for modelled and observed trapping rates in
S2Q100D48-s1, shear stress deposition model
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TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 Ri ad3 Txyz 2.57 2.14 0.38 0.18 1.69 0.81 0.83 0.47 0.94 3.44 1.85 16.72
5 Ri ad3 Txyz 2.57 2.15 0.60 0.32 1.32 1.12 0.16 0.54 0.77 3.37 1.83 16.35
10 Ri ad3 Txyz 2.57 0.81 0.54 0.11 0.52 2.62 0.44 0.21 0.28 14.08 3.75 68.42
1 Ri ad3 Txyz 2.57 2.14 0.38 0.18 1.69 0.81 0.83 0.47 0.94 3.44 1.85 16.72
5 Ri ad3 Txyz 2.57 2.15 0.60 0.32 1.32 1.12 0.16 0.54 0.77 3.37 1.83 16.35
10 Ri ad3 Txyz 2.57 0.81 0.54 0.11 0.52 2.62 0.44 0.21 0.28 14.08 3.75 68.42
1 Gi ad3 Txyz 2.57 2.14 0.39 0.18 1.68 0.82 0.81 0.47 0.94 3.44 1.86 16.72
5 Gi ad3 Txyz 2.57 2.16 0.62 0.34 1.28 1.12 0.16 0.55 0.74 3.30 1.82 16.04
10 Gi ad3 Txyz 2.57 0.81 0.55 0.11 0.52 2.64 0.43 0.21 0.28 14.08 3.75 68.39
1 Gi ad3 Txyz 2.57 2.14 0.39 0.18 1.68 0.82 0.81 0.47 0.94 3.44 1.86 16.72
5 Gi ad3 Txyz 2.57 2.16 0.62 0.34 1.28 1.12 0.16 0.55 0.74 3.30 1.82 16.04
10 Gi ad3 Txyz 2.57 0.81 0.55 0.11 0.52 2.64 0.43 0.21 0.28 14.08 3.75 68.39
1 Ri ad4 Txyz 2.57 2.17 0.38 0.17 1.73 0.83 0.78 0.45 1.00 3.24 1.80 15.75
5 Ri ad4 Txyz 2.57 2.17 0.62 0.32 1.34 1.19 -0.01 0.52 0.83 3.18 1.78 15.46
10 Ri ad4 Txyz 2.57 0.82 0.56 0.11 0.53 2.82 0.26 0.20 0.31 14.02 3.74 68.13
1 Ri ad4 Txyz 2.57 2.17 0.38 0.17 1.73 0.83 0.78 0.45 1.00 3.24 1.80 15.75
5 Ri ad4 Txyz 2.57 2.17 0.62 0.32 1.34 1.19 -0.01 0.52 0.83 3.18 1.78 15.46
10 Ri ad4 Txyz 2.57 0.82 0.56 0.11 0.53 2.82 0.26 0.20 0.31 14.02 3.74 68.13
1 Gi ad4 Txyz 2.57 2.17 0.38 0.17 1.72 0.84 0.74 0.45 1.00 3.24 1.80 15.77
5 Gi ad4 Txyz 2.57 2.18 0.64 0.34 1.30 1.19 -0.02 0.54 0.80 3.12 1.76 15.14
10 Gi ad4 Txyz 2.57 0.82 0.57 0.11 0.53 2.84 0.25 0.20 0.30 14.02 3.74 68.10
1 Gi ad4 Txyz 2.57 2.17 0.38 0.17 1.72 0.84 0.74 0.45 1.00 3.24 1.80 15.77
5 Gi ad4 Txyz 2.57 2.18 0.64 0.34 1.30 1.19 -0.02 0.54 0.80 3.12 1.76 15.14
10 Gi ad4 Txyz 2.57 0.82 0.57 0.11 0.53 2.84 0.25 0.20 0.30 14.02 3.74 68.10
1 Ri ad3 Tz 2.57 2.31 0.02 0.01 2.29 0.04 2.48 0.42 1.22 2.13 1.46 10.33
5 Ri ad3 Tz 2.57 2.32 0.16 0.09 2.10 0.31 1.84 0.52 0.98 2.03 1.42 9.86
10 Ri ad3 Tz 2.57 0.88 0.00 -0.00 0.88 -0.00 2.58 0.22 0.32 13.54 3.68 65.80
1 Ri ad3 Tz 2.57 2.31 0.02 0.01 2.29 0.04 2.48 0.42 1.22 2.13 1.46 10.33
5 Ri ad3 Tz 2.57 2.32 0.16 0.09 2.10 0.31 1.84 0.52 0.98 2.03 1.42 9.86
10 Ri ad3 Tz 2.57 0.88 0.00 -0.00 0.88 -0.00 2.58 0.22 0.32 13.54 3.68 65.80
1 Gi ad3 Tz 2.57 2.31 0.02 0.01 2.29 0.05 2.46 0.42 1.22 2.11 1.45 10.26
5 Gi ad3 Tz 2.57 2.32 0.18 0.10 2.08 0.33 1.80 0.54 0.94 1.98 1.41 9.64
10 Gi ad3 Tz 2.57 0.88 0.00 0.00 0.88 0.02 2.56 0.22 0.31 13.53 3.68 65.76
1 Gi ad3 Tz 2.57 2.31 0.02 0.01 2.29 0.05 2.46 0.42 1.22 2.11 1.45 10.26
5 Gi ad3 Tz 2.57 2.32 0.18 0.10 2.08 0.33 1.80 0.54 0.94 1.98 1.41 9.64
10 Gi ad3 Tz 2.57 0.88 0.00 0.00 0.88 0.02 2.56 0.22 0.31 13.53 3.68 65.76
1 Ri ad4 Tz 2.57 2.29 0.18 0.08 2.09 0.42 1.60 0.43 1.18 2.22 1.49 10.81
5 Ri ad4 Tz 2.57 2.31 0.26 0.13 1.97 0.54 1.33 0.49 1.04 2.14 1.46 10.38
10 Ri ad4 Tz 2.57 0.87 0.08 0.02 0.83 0.40 2.22 0.20 0.36 13.58 3.69 66.01
1 Ri ad4 Tz 2.57 2.30 0.08 0.03 2.21 0.21 2.10 0.40 1.27 2.21 1.49 10.72
5 Ri ad4 Tz 2.57 2.31 0.26 0.13 1.97 0.54 1.33 0.49 1.04 2.14 1.46 10.38
10 Ri ad4 Tz 2.57 0.87 0.08 0.02 0.83 0.40 2.22 0.20 0.36 13.58 3.69 66.01
1 Gi ad4 Tz 2.57 2.30 0.09 0.03 2.21 0.22 2.07 0.40 1.27 2.19 1.48 10.66
5 Gi ad4 Tz 2.57 2.31 0.28 0.14 1.95 0.55 1.30 0.51 1.01 2.09 1.44 10.14
10 Gi ad4 Tz 2.57 0.88 0.09 0.02 0.83 0.42 2.20 0.20 0.35 13.58 3.68 65.97
1 Gi ad4 Tz 2.57 2.30 0.09 0.03 2.21 0.22 2.07 0.40 1.27 2.19 1.48 10.66
5 Gi ad4 Tz 2.57 2.31 0.28 0.14 1.95 0.55 1.30 0.51 1.01 2.09 1.44 10.14
10 Gi ad4 Tz 2.57 0.88 0.09 0.02 0.83 0.42 2.20 0.20 0.35 13.58 3.68 65.97
Table A.45: b Calibration statistics for modelled and observed trapping rates in
S2Q100D48-s1, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.36: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed trapping rates in
S2Q100D48-s2, shear stress deposition model
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TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 Ri ad1 Txyz 8.65 4.24 0.39 0.14 3.06 1.12 3.92 0.35 1.23 35.33 5.94 51.04
5 Ri ad1 Txyz 8.65 4.27 0.55 0.22 2.38 1.35 2.86 0.40 0.79 35.01 5.92 50.59
10 Ri ad1 Txyz 8.65 1.64 0.49 0.08 0.98 3.15 3.48 0.16 0.30 56.10 7.49 81.05
1 Ri ad1 Txyz 8.65 4.24 0.39 0.14 3.06 1.12 3.92 0.35 1.23 35.33 5.94 51.04
5 Ri ad1 Txyz 8.65 4.27 0.55 0.22 2.38 1.35 2.86 0.40 0.79 35.01 5.92 50.59
10 Ri ad1 Txyz 8.65 1.64 0.49 0.08 0.98 3.15 3.48 0.16 0.30 56.10 7.49 81.05
1 Gi ad1 Txyz 8.65 4.24 0.39 0.14 3.05 1.13 3.87 0.35 1.22 35.31 5.94 51.02
5 Gi ad1 Txyz 8.65 4.29 0.56 0.23 2.30 1.36 2.83 0.41 0.73 34.90 5.91 50.43
10 Gi ad1 Txyz 8.65 1.64 0.50 0.08 0.97 3.16 3.46 0.16 0.29 56.08 7.49 81.03
1 Gi ad1 Txyz 8.65 4.24 0.39 0.14 3.05 1.13 3.87 0.35 1.22 35.31 5.94 51.02
5 Gi ad1 Txyz 8.65 4.29 0.56 0.23 2.30 1.36 2.83 0.41 0.73 34.90 5.91 50.43
10 Gi ad1 Txyz 8.65 1.64 0.50 0.08 0.97 3.16 3.46 0.16 0.29 56.08 7.49 81.03
1 Ri ad2 Txyz 8.65 4.22 0.38 0.13 3.14 1.13 3.90 0.33 1.34 35.43 5.95 51.19
5 Ri ad2 Txyz 8.65 4.25 0.59 0.22 2.30 1.53 2.16 0.38 0.93 35.23 5.94 50.90
10 Ri ad2 Txyz 8.65 1.63 0.53 0.08 0.96 3.60 2.80 0.15 0.36 56.21 7.50 81.21
1 Ri ad2 Txyz 8.65 4.22 0.38 0.13 3.14 1.13 3.90 0.33 1.34 35.43 5.95 51.19
5 Ri ad2 Txyz 8.65 4.25 0.59 0.22 2.30 1.53 2.16 0.38 0.93 35.23 5.94 50.90
10 Ri ad2 Txyz 8.65 1.63 0.53 0.08 0.96 3.60 2.80 0.15 0.36 56.21 7.50 81.21
1 Gi ad2 Txyz 8.65 4.22 0.38 0.13 3.12 1.14 3.83 0.33 1.33 35.42 5.95 51.18
5 Gi ad2 Txyz 8.65 4.26 0.60 0.24 2.21 1.53 2.12 0.39 0.86 35.10 5.92 50.72
10 Gi ad2 Txyz 8.65 1.63 0.54 0.08 0.94 3.62 2.77 0.15 0.35 56.20 7.50 81.20
1 Gi ad2 Txyz 8.65 4.22 0.38 0.13 3.12 1.14 3.83 0.33 1.33 35.42 5.95 51.18
5 Gi ad2 Txyz 8.65 4.26 0.60 0.24 2.21 1.53 2.12 0.39 0.86 35.10 5.92 50.72
10 Gi ad2 Txyz 8.65 1.63 0.54 0.08 0.94 3.62 2.77 0.15 0.35 56.20 7.50 81.20
1 Ri ad1 Tz 8.65 4.36 0.15 -0.07 4.94 -0.35 10.20 0.43 0.61 34.30 5.86 49.56
5 Ri ad1 Tz 8.65 4.53 0.11 -0.05 5.01 -0.21 9.60 0.51 0.10 32.95 5.74 47.60
10 Ri ad1 Tz 8.65 1.73 0.09 -0.02 1.89 -0.44 9.42 0.21 -0.07 55.40 7.44 80.05
1 Ri ad1 Tz 8.65 4.36 0.15 -0.07 4.94 -0.35 10.20 0.43 0.61 34.30 5.86 49.56
5 Ri ad1 Tz 8.65 4.53 0.11 -0.05 5.01 -0.21 9.60 0.51 0.10 32.95 5.74 47.60
10 Ri ad1 Tz 8.65 1.73 0.09 -0.02 1.89 -0.44 9.42 0.21 -0.07 55.40 7.44 80.05
1 Gi ad1 Tz 8.65 4.37 0.15 -0.07 4.95 -0.35 10.18 0.44 0.60 34.23 5.85 49.45
5 Gi ad1 Tz 8.65 4.56 0.10 -0.05 5.02 -0.20 9.55 0.52 0.04 32.76 5.72 47.34
10 Gi ad1 Tz 8.65 1.73 0.09 -0.02 1.90 -0.43 9.40 0.21 -0.07 55.36 7.44 79.98
1 Gi ad1 Tz 8.65 4.37 0.15 -0.07 4.95 -0.35 10.18 0.44 0.60 34.23 5.85 49.45
5 Gi ad1 Tz 8.65 4.56 0.10 -0.05 5.02 -0.20 9.55 0.52 0.04 32.76 5.72 47.34
10 Gi ad1 Tz 8.65 1.73 0.09 -0.02 1.90 -0.43 9.40 0.21 -0.07 55.36 7.44 79.98
1 Ri ad2 Tz 8.65 4.62 0.00 0.00 4.61 0.01 8.61 0.36 1.49 32.24 5.68 46.59
5 Ri ad2 Tz 8.65 4.65 0.06 0.02 4.45 0.14 8.01 0.40 1.17 32.02 5.66 46.27
10 Ri ad2 Tz 8.65 1.75 0.07 -0.01 1.86 -0.41 9.37 0.17 0.24 55.20 7.43 79.77
1 Ri ad2 Tz 8.65 4.60 0.06 -0.02 4.77 -0.18 9.47 0.33 1.77 32.38 5.69 46.78
5 Ri ad2 Tz 8.65 4.65 0.06 0.02 4.45 0.14 8.01 0.40 1.17 32.02 5.66 46.27
10 Ri ad2 Tz 8.65 1.75 0.07 -0.01 1.86 -0.41 9.37 0.17 0.24 55.20 7.43 79.77
1 Gi ad2 Tz 8.65 4.61 0.06 -0.02 4.77 -0.17 9.42 0.33 1.76 32.34 5.69 46.72
5 Gi ad2 Tz 8.65 4.66 0.07 0.03 4.42 0.16 7.90 0.41 1.09 31.93 5.65 46.14
10 Gi ad2 Tz 8.65 1.75 0.07 -0.01 1.86 -0.39 9.34 0.18 0.23 55.18 7.43 79.73
1 Gi ad2 Tz 8.65 4.61 0.06 -0.02 4.77 -0.17 9.42 0.33 1.76 32.34 5.69 46.72
5 Gi ad2 Tz 8.65 4.66 0.07 0.03 4.42 0.16 7.90 0.41 1.09 31.93 5.65 46.14
10 Gi ad2 Tz 8.65 1.75 0.07 -0.01 1.86 -0.39 9.34 0.18 0.23 55.18 7.43 79.73
Table A.46: a Calibration statistics for modelled and observed trapping rates in
S2Q100D48-s2, shear stress deposition model
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 399
TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 Ri ad3 Txyz 8.65 4.28 0.37 0.12 3.26 1.15 3.70 0.32 1.52 34.93 5.91 50.47
5 Ri ad3 Txyz 8.65 4.30 0.61 0.23 2.35 1.67 1.47 0.37 1.12 34.78 5.90 50.25
10 Ri ad3 Txyz 8.65 1.62 0.55 0.08 0.95 3.89 2.32 0.14 0.40 56.21 7.50 81.22
1 Ri ad3 Txyz 8.65 4.28 0.37 0.12 3.26 1.15 3.70 0.32 1.52 34.93 5.91 50.47
5 Ri ad3 Txyz 8.65 4.30 0.61 0.23 2.35 1.67 1.47 0.37 1.12 34.78 5.90 50.25
10 Ri ad3 Txyz 8.65 1.62 0.55 0.08 0.95 3.89 2.32 0.14 0.40 56.21 7.50 81.22
1 Gi ad3 Txyz 8.65 4.28 0.38 0.12 3.24 1.18 3.61 0.32 1.52 34.93 5.91 50.47
5 Gi ad3 Txyz 8.65 4.32 0.63 0.24 2.25 1.67 1.44 0.38 1.04 34.65 5.89 50.07
10 Gi ad3 Txyz 8.65 1.63 0.56 0.08 0.93 3.92 2.28 0.14 0.39 56.20 7.50 81.20
1 Gi ad3 Txyz 8.65 4.28 0.38 0.12 3.24 1.18 3.61 0.32 1.52 34.93 5.91 50.47
5 Gi ad3 Txyz 8.65 4.32 0.63 0.24 2.25 1.67 1.44 0.38 1.04 34.65 5.89 50.07
10 Gi ad3 Txyz 8.65 1.63 0.56 0.08 0.93 3.92 2.28 0.14 0.39 56.20 7.50 81.20
1 Ri ad4 Txyz 8.65 4.33 0.36 0.11 3.36 1.18 3.55 0.31 1.65 34.53 5.88 49.89
5 Ri ad4 Txyz 8.65 4.35 0.63 0.23 2.40 1.77 0.95 0.36 1.26 34.41 5.87 49.72
10 Ri ad4 Txyz 8.65 1.64 0.57 0.08 0.97 4.19 1.78 0.14 0.46 56.09 7.49 81.04
1 Ri ad4 Txyz 8.65 4.33 0.36 0.11 3.36 1.18 3.55 0.31 1.65 34.53 5.88 49.89
5 Ri ad4 Txyz 8.65 4.35 0.63 0.23 2.40 1.77 0.95 0.36 1.26 34.41 5.87 49.72
10 Ri ad4 Txyz 8.65 1.64 0.57 0.08 0.97 4.19 1.78 0.14 0.46 56.09 7.49 81.04
1 Gi ad4 Txyz 8.65 4.33 0.37 0.12 3.34 1.20 3.44 0.31 1.65 34.54 5.88 49.90
5 Gi ad4 Txyz 8.65 4.37 0.65 0.24 2.29 1.77 0.93 0.37 1.18 34.28 5.85 49.53
10 Gi ad4 Txyz 8.65 1.64 0.58 0.08 0.95 4.21 1.74 0.14 0.45 56.08 7.49 81.03
1 Gi ad4 Txyz 8.65 4.33 0.37 0.12 3.34 1.20 3.44 0.31 1.65 34.54 5.88 49.90
5 Gi ad4 Txyz 8.65 4.37 0.65 0.24 2.29 1.77 0.93 0.37 1.18 34.28 5.85 49.53
10 Gi ad4 Txyz 8.65 1.64 0.58 0.08 0.95 4.21 1.74 0.14 0.45 56.08 7.49 81.03
1 Ri ad3 Tz 8.65 4.61 0.04 0.01 4.51 0.15 7.98 0.29 2.12 32.30 5.68 46.67
5 Ri ad3 Tz 8.65 4.64 0.20 0.07 4.01 0.57 5.99 0.36 1.55 32.11 5.67 46.39
10 Ri ad3 Tz 8.65 1.76 0.04 0.01 1.70 0.29 8.14 0.15 0.46 55.13 7.43 79.66
1 Ri ad3 Tz 8.65 4.61 0.04 0.01 4.51 0.15 7.98 0.29 2.12 32.30 5.68 46.67
5 Ri ad3 Tz 8.65 4.64 0.20 0.07 4.01 0.57 5.99 0.36 1.55 32.11 5.67 46.39
10 Ri ad3 Tz 8.65 1.76 0.04 0.01 1.70 0.29 8.14 0.15 0.46 55.13 7.43 79.66
1 Gi ad3 Tz 8.65 4.62 0.05 0.01 4.50 0.16 7.92 0.29 2.12 32.27 5.68 46.63
5 Gi ad3 Tz 8.65 4.65 0.22 0.08 3.95 0.60 5.87 0.37 1.47 32.02 5.66 46.26
10 Gi ad3 Tz 8.65 1.76 0.05 0.01 1.70 0.32 8.09 0.15 0.45 55.12 7.42 79.64
1 Gi ad3 Tz 8.65 4.62 0.05 0.01 4.50 0.16 7.92 0.29 2.12 32.27 5.68 46.63
5 Gi ad3 Tz 8.65 4.65 0.22 0.08 3.95 0.60 5.87 0.37 1.47 32.02 5.66 46.26
10 Gi ad3 Tz 8.65 1.76 0.05 0.01 1.70 0.32 8.09 0.15 0.45 55.12 7.42 79.64
1 Ri ad4 Tz 8.65 4.59 0.21 0.06 4.04 0.72 5.35 0.30 2.03 32.50 5.70 46.95
5 Ri ad4 Tz 8.65 4.61 0.30 0.10 3.73 0.90 4.51 0.34 1.71 32.32 5.69 46.70
10 Ri ad4 Tz 8.65 1.75 0.12 0.02 1.60 0.89 7.09 0.14 0.56 55.22 7.43 79.78
1 Ri ad4 Tz 8.65 4.59 0.10 0.03 4.35 0.37 6.94 0.27 2.24 32.46 5.70 46.90
5 Ri ad4 Tz 8.65 4.61 0.30 0.10 3.73 0.90 4.51 0.34 1.71 32.32 5.69 46.70
10 Ri ad4 Tz 8.65 1.75 0.12 0.02 1.60 0.89 7.09 0.14 0.56 55.22 7.43 79.78
1 Gi ad4 Tz 8.65 4.60 0.11 0.03 4.34 0.39 6.86 0.27 2.23 32.44 5.70 46.87
5 Gi ad4 Tz 8.65 4.62 0.32 0.11 3.67 0.92 4.40 0.35 1.62 32.22 5.68 46.56
10 Gi ad4 Tz 8.65 1.75 0.13 0.02 1.60 0.93 7.03 0.14 0.55 55.20 7.43 79.76
1 Gi ad4 Tz 8.65 4.60 0.11 0.03 4.34 0.39 6.86 0.27 2.23 32.44 5.70 46.87
5 Gi ad4 Tz 8.65 4.62 0.32 0.11 3.67 0.92 4.40 0.35 1.62 32.22 5.68 46.56
10 Gi ad4 Tz 8.65 1.75 0.13 0.02 1.60 0.93 7.03 0.14 0.55 55.20 7.43 79.76
Table A.47: b Calibration statistics for modelled and observed trapping rates in
S2Q100D48-s2, shear stress deposition model
400 APPENDIX A.
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Figure A.37: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed trapping rates in
S1Q100D37-s1, shear stress deposition model
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 401
TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 Ri ad1 Txyz 2.27 1.88 0.66 0.51 0.73 0.86 0.66 0.77 0.14 3.15 1.78 17.33
5 Ri ad1 Txyz 2.27 2.07 0.78 0.73 0.41 0.82 0.57 0.94 -0.07 1.61 1.27 8.86
10 Ri ad1 Txyz 2.27 2.40 0.87 1.09 -0.07 0.69 0.62 1.25 -0.45 -1.03 1.01 -5.64
1 Ri ad1 Txyz 2.27 1.88 0.66 0.51 0.73 0.86 0.66 0.77 0.14 3.15 1.78 17.33
5 Ri ad1 Txyz 2.27 2.07 0.78 0.73 0.41 0.82 0.57 0.94 -0.07 1.61 1.27 8.86
10 Ri ad1 Txyz 2.27 2.40 0.87 1.09 -0.07 0.69 0.62 1.25 -0.45 -1.03 1.01 -5.64
1 Gi ad1 Txyz 2.27 1.88 0.66 0.51 0.72 0.86 0.65 0.77 0.13 3.12 1.77 17.16
5 Gi ad1 Txyz 2.27 2.10 0.79 0.76 0.37 0.81 0.57 0.97 -0.11 1.39 1.18 7.63
10 Gi ad1 Txyz 2.27 2.48 0.88 1.17 -0.18 0.66 0.63 1.32 -0.54 -1.61 1.27 -8.88
1 Gi ad1 Txyz 2.27 1.88 0.66 0.51 0.72 0.86 0.65 0.77 0.13 3.12 1.77 17.16
5 Gi ad1 Txyz 2.27 2.10 0.79 0.76 0.37 0.81 0.57 0.97 -0.11 1.39 1.18 7.63
10 Gi ad1 Txyz 2.27 2.48 0.88 1.17 -0.18 0.66 0.63 1.32 -0.54 -1.61 1.27 -8.88
1 Ri ad2 Txyz 2.27 1.69 0.63 0.43 0.72 0.94 0.69 0.68 0.16 4.64 2.15 25.50
5 Ri ad2 Txyz 2.27 1.86 0.78 0.67 0.34 0.92 0.57 0.85 -0.08 3.33 1.82 18.30
10 Ri ad2 Txyz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Ri ad2 Txyz 2.27 1.69 0.63 0.43 0.72 0.94 0.69 0.68 0.16 4.64 2.15 25.50
5 Ri ad2 Txyz 2.27 1.86 0.78 0.67 0.34 0.92 0.57 0.85 -0.08 3.33 1.82 18.30
10 Ri ad2 Txyz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Gi ad2 Txyz 2.27 1.70 0.64 0.43 0.71 0.94 0.68 0.68 0.15 4.62 2.15 25.37
5 Gi ad2 Txyz 2.27 1.88 0.79 0.70 0.29 0.90 0.58 0.88 -0.12 3.12 1.77 17.14
10 Gi ad2 Txyz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Gi ad2 Txyz 2.27 1.70 0.64 0.43 0.71 0.94 0.68 0.68 0.15 4.62 2.15 25.37
5 Gi ad2 Txyz 2.27 1.88 0.79 0.70 0.29 0.90 0.58 0.88 -0.12 3.12 1.77 17.14
10 Gi ad2 Txyz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Ri ad1 Tz 2.27 1.70 0.61 0.26 1.10 1.42 -0.13 0.43 0.72 4.62 2.15 25.39
5 Ri ad1 Tz 2.27 1.73 0.81 0.54 0.51 1.23 0.14 0.66 0.23 4.35 2.09 23.91
10 Ri ad1 Tz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Ri ad1 Tz 2.27 1.70 0.61 0.26 1.10 1.42 -0.13 0.43 0.72 4.62 2.15 25.39
5 Ri ad1 Tz 2.27 1.73 0.81 0.54 0.51 1.23 0.14 0.66 0.23 4.35 2.09 23.91
10 Ri ad1 Tz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Gi ad1 Tz 2.27 1.70 0.62 0.27 1.09 1.44 -0.16 0.43 0.71 4.62 2.15 25.41
5 Gi ad1 Tz 2.27 1.74 0.82 0.57 0.44 1.17 0.23 0.70 0.15 4.24 2.06 23.33
10 Gi ad1 Tz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Gi ad1 Tz 2.27 1.70 0.62 0.27 1.09 1.44 -0.16 0.43 0.71 4.62 2.15 25.41
5 Gi ad1 Tz 2.27 1.74 0.82 0.57 0.44 1.17 0.23 0.70 0.15 4.24 2.06 23.33
10 Gi ad1 Tz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Ri ad2 Tz 2.27 1.70 0.76 0.39 0.80 1.46 -0.21 0.52 0.52 4.61 2.15 25.32
5 Ri ad2 Tz 2.27 1.73 0.81 0.54 0.50 1.22 0.16 0.67 0.22 4.34 2.08 23.84
10 Ri ad2 Tz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Ri ad2 Tz 2.27 1.70 0.61 0.26 1.10 1.42 -0.14 0.43 0.72 4.62 2.15 25.40
5 Ri ad2 Tz 2.27 1.73 0.81 0.54 0.50 1.22 0.16 0.67 0.22 4.34 2.08 23.84
10 Ri ad2 Tz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Gi ad2 Tz 2.27 1.70 0.62 0.27 1.09 1.44 -0.16 0.43 0.71 4.62 2.15 25.42
5 Gi ad2 Tz 2.27 1.75 0.82 0.58 0.43 1.16 0.25 0.71 0.14 4.23 2.06 23.25
10 Gi ad2 Tz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Gi ad2 Tz 2.27 1.70 0.62 0.27 1.09 1.44 -0.16 0.43 0.71 4.62 2.15 25.42
5 Gi ad2 Tz 2.27 1.75 0.82 0.58 0.43 1.16 0.25 0.71 0.14 4.23 2.06 23.25
10 Gi ad2 Tz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
Table A.48: a Calibration statistics for modelled and observed trapping rates in
S2Q100D37-s1, shear stress deposition model
402 APPENDIX A.
TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 Ri ad3 Txyz 2.27 1.62 0.62 0.40 0.71 0.97 0.71 0.64 0.16 5.27 2.29 28.94
5 Ri ad3 Txyz 2.27 1.76 0.79 0.64 0.30 0.96 0.58 0.82 -0.10 4.10 2.02 22.54
10 Ri ad3 Txyz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Ri ad3 Txyz 2.27 1.62 0.62 0.40 0.71 0.97 0.71 0.64 0.16 5.27 2.29 28.94
5 Ri ad3 Txyz 2.27 1.76 0.79 0.64 0.30 0.96 0.58 0.82 -0.10 4.10 2.02 22.54
10 Ri ad3 Txyz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Gi ad3 Txyz 2.27 1.62 0.63 0.40 0.70 0.97 0.70 0.64 0.16 5.25 2.29 28.84
5 Gi ad3 Txyz 2.27 1.79 0.80 0.68 0.25 0.94 0.59 0.85 -0.14 3.90 1.97 21.44
10 Gi ad3 Txyz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Gi ad3 Txyz 2.27 1.62 0.63 0.40 0.70 0.97 0.70 0.64 0.16 5.25 2.29 28.84
5 Gi ad3 Txyz 2.27 1.79 0.80 0.68 0.25 0.94 0.59 0.85 -0.14 3.90 1.97 21.44
10 Gi ad3 Txyz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Ri ad4 Txyz 2.27 1.57 0.61 0.38 0.71 0.99 0.72 0.62 0.16 5.61 2.37 30.85
5 Ri ad4 Txyz 2.27 1.71 0.79 0.63 0.27 0.99 0.59 0.80 -0.11 4.54 2.13 24.96
10 Ri ad4 Txyz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Ri ad4 Txyz 2.27 1.57 0.61 0.38 0.71 0.99 0.72 0.62 0.16 5.61 2.37 30.85
5 Ri ad4 Txyz 2.27 1.71 0.79 0.63 0.27 0.99 0.59 0.80 -0.11 4.54 2.13 24.96
10 Ri ad4 Txyz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Gi ad4 Txyz 2.27 1.57 0.62 0.39 0.70 0.99 0.71 0.62 0.16 5.59 2.37 30.76
5 Gi ad4 Txyz 2.27 1.73 0.80 0.67 0.22 0.96 0.60 0.83 -0.16 4.35 2.09 23.91
10 Gi ad4 Txyz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Gi ad4 Txyz 2.27 1.57 0.62 0.39 0.70 0.99 0.71 0.62 0.16 5.59 2.37 30.76
5 Gi ad4 Txyz 2.27 1.73 0.80 0.67 0.22 0.96 0.60 0.83 -0.16 4.35 2.09 23.91
10 Gi ad4 Txyz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Ri ad3 Tz 2.27 1.70 0.61 0.26 1.10 1.42 -0.14 0.43 0.72 4.62 2.15 25.40
5 Ri ad3 Tz 2.27 1.73 0.81 0.54 0.49 1.22 0.17 0.67 0.21 4.33 2.08 23.81
10 Ri ad3 Tz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Ri ad3 Tz 2.27 1.70 0.61 0.26 1.10 1.42 -0.14 0.43 0.72 4.62 2.15 25.40
5 Ri ad3 Tz 2.27 1.73 0.81 0.54 0.49 1.22 0.17 0.67 0.21 4.33 2.08 23.81
10 Ri ad3 Tz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Gi ad3 Tz 2.27 1.70 0.62 0.27 1.09 1.44 -0.17 0.43 0.71 4.63 2.15 25.43
5 Gi ad3 Tz 2.27 1.75 0.82 0.58 0.42 1.16 0.26 0.71 0.13 4.22 2.05 23.20
10 Gi ad3 Tz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Gi ad3 Tz 2.27 1.70 0.62 0.27 1.09 1.44 -0.17 0.43 0.71 4.63 2.15 25.43
5 Gi ad3 Tz 2.27 1.75 0.82 0.58 0.42 1.16 0.26 0.71 0.13 4.22 2.05 23.20
10 Gi ad3 Tz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Ri ad4 Tz 2.27 1.70 0.76 0.40 0.80 1.46 -0.21 0.52 0.51 4.61 2.15 25.32
5 Ri ad4 Tz 2.27 1.73 0.81 0.55 0.49 1.21 0.17 0.67 0.21 4.33 2.08 23.79
10 Ri ad4 Tz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Ri ad4 Tz 2.27 1.70 0.61 0.26 1.10 1.42 -0.14 0.43 0.72 4.62 2.15 25.41
5 Ri ad4 Tz 2.27 1.73 0.81 0.55 0.49 1.21 0.17 0.67 0.21 4.33 2.08 23.79
10 Ri ad4 Tz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Gi ad4 Tz 2.27 1.70 0.62 0.27 1.08 1.44 -0.17 0.43 0.71 4.63 2.15 25.43
5 Gi ad4 Tz 2.27 1.75 0.82 0.59 0.41 1.15 0.26 0.71 0.13 4.21 2.05 23.17
10 Gi ad4 Tz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Gi ad4 Tz 2.27 1.70 0.62 0.27 1.08 1.44 -0.17 0.43 0.71 4.63 2.15 25.43
5 Gi ad4 Tz 2.27 1.75 0.82 0.59 0.41 1.15 0.26 0.71 0.13 4.21 2.05 23.17
10 Gi ad4 Tz 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
Table A.49: b Calibration statistics for modelled and observed trapping rates in
S2Q100D37-s1, shear stress deposition model
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 403
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Figure A.38: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed trapping rates in
S2Q100D37-s2, shear stress deposition model
404 APPENDIX A.
TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 Ri ad1 Txyz 2.03 2.24 0.84 2.12 -2.08 0.33 1.29 2.52 -2.89 -1.63 1.28 -9.99
5 Ri ad1 Txyz 2.03 2.37 0.87 2.36 -2.44 0.32 1.28 2.73 -3.19 -2.69 1.64 -16.50
10 Ri ad1 Txyz 2.03 2.45 0.89 2.58 -2.79 0.31 1.29 2.91 -3.46 -3.31 1.82 -20.33
1 Ri ad1 Txyz 2.03 2.24 0.84 2.12 -2.08 0.33 1.29 2.52 -2.89 -1.63 1.28 -9.99
5 Ri ad1 Txyz 2.03 2.37 0.87 2.36 -2.44 0.32 1.28 2.73 -3.19 -2.69 1.64 -16.50
10 Ri ad1 Txyz 2.03 2.45 0.89 2.58 -2.79 0.31 1.29 2.91 -3.46 -3.31 1.82 -20.33
1 Gi ad1 Txyz 2.03 2.26 0.84 2.15 -2.11 0.33 1.29 2.54 -2.92 -1.80 1.34 -11.03
5 Gi ad1 Txyz 2.03 2.37 0.87 2.38 -2.46 0.32 1.28 2.74 -3.21 -2.72 1.65 -16.70
10 Gi ad1 Txyz 2.03 2.46 0.89 2.60 -2.83 0.30 1.29 2.92 -3.49 -3.38 1.84 -20.77
1 Gi ad1 Txyz 2.03 2.26 0.84 2.15 -2.11 0.33 1.29 2.54 -2.92 -1.80 1.34 -11.03
5 Gi ad1 Txyz 2.03 2.37 0.87 2.38 -2.46 0.32 1.28 2.74 -3.21 -2.72 1.65 -16.70
10 Gi ad1 Txyz 2.03 2.46 0.89 2.60 -2.83 0.30 1.29 2.92 -3.49 -3.38 1.84 -20.77
1 Ri ad2 Txyz 2.03 1.91 0.79 1.61 -1.36 0.39 1.30 2.04 -2.25 0.97 0.99 5.98
5 Ri ad2 Txyz 2.03 1.99 0.83 1.82 -1.71 0.38 1.28 2.19 -2.47 0.38 0.62 2.33
10 Ri ad2 Txyz 2.03 2.06 0.87 2.06 -2.13 0.37 1.28 2.37 -2.76 -0.19 0.43 -1.15
1 Ri ad2 Txyz 2.03 1.91 0.79 1.61 -1.36 0.39 1.30 2.04 -2.25 0.97 0.99 5.98
5 Ri ad2 Txyz 2.03 1.99 0.83 1.82 -1.71 0.38 1.28 2.19 -2.47 0.38 0.62 2.33
10 Ri ad2 Txyz 2.03 2.06 0.87 2.06 -2.13 0.37 1.28 2.37 -2.76 -0.19 0.43 -1.15
1 Gi ad2 Txyz 2.03 1.92 0.79 1.62 -1.38 0.38 1.30 2.06 -2.26 0.90 0.95 5.50
5 Gi ad2 Txyz 2.03 1.99 0.83 1.83 -1.74 0.38 1.28 2.20 -2.48 0.35 0.59 2.15
10 Gi ad2 Txyz 2.03 2.07 0.87 2.09 -2.18 0.37 1.28 2.39 -2.80 -0.26 0.51 -1.58
1 Gi ad2 Txyz 2.03 1.92 0.79 1.62 -1.38 0.38 1.30 2.06 -2.26 0.90 0.95 5.50
5 Gi ad2 Txyz 2.03 1.99 0.83 1.83 -1.74 0.38 1.28 2.20 -2.48 0.35 0.59 2.15
10 Gi ad2 Txyz 2.03 2.07 0.87 2.09 -2.18 0.37 1.28 2.39 -2.80 -0.26 0.51 -1.58
1 Ri ad1 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.63 0.69 0.30 0.57 1.06 1.10 -0.53 2.66 1.63 16.36
5 Ri ad1 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.79 0.93 -0.19 0.68 0.88 1.17 -0.68 2.71 1.65 16.67
10 Ri ad1 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.91 1.25 -0.83 0.66 0.90 1.37 -1.08 2.65 1.63 16.26
1 Ri ad1 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.63 0.69 0.30 0.57 1.06 1.10 -0.53 2.66 1.63 16.36
5 Ri ad1 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.79 0.93 -0.19 0.68 0.88 1.17 -0.68 2.71 1.65 16.67
10 Ri ad1 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.91 1.25 -0.83 0.66 0.90 1.37 -1.08 2.65 1.63 16.26
1 Gi ad1 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.63 0.69 0.29 0.57 1.06 1.10 -0.54 2.66 1.63 16.35
5 Gi ad1 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.80 0.95 -0.23 0.68 0.88 1.18 -0.70 2.71 1.65 16.68
10 Gi ad1 Tz 2.03 1.71 0.92 1.28 -0.91 0.66 0.91 1.40 -1.14 2.63 1.62 16.18
1 Gi ad1 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.63 0.69 0.29 0.57 1.06 1.10 -0.54 2.66 1.63 16.35
5 Gi ad1 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.80 0.95 -0.23 0.68 0.88 1.18 -0.70 2.71 1.65 16.68
10 Gi ad1 Tz 2.03 1.71 0.92 1.28 -0.91 0.66 0.91 1.40 -1.14 2.63 1.62 16.18
1 Ri ad2 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.72 0.81 0.05 0.64 0.95 1.12 -0.59 2.70 1.64 16.58
5 Ri ad2 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.80 0.93 -0.20 0.68 0.88 1.17 -0.69 2.72 1.65 16.68
10 Ri ad2 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.91 1.26 -0.86 0.66 0.91 1.38 -1.10 2.64 1.63 16.25
1 Ri ad2 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.63 0.69 0.30 0.57 1.06 1.10 -0.53 2.66 1.63 16.36
5 Ri ad2 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.80 0.93 -0.20 0.68 0.88 1.17 -0.69 2.72 1.65 16.68
10 Ri ad2 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.91 1.26 -0.86 0.66 0.91 1.38 -1.10 2.64 1.63 16.25
1 Gi ad2 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.63 0.69 0.29 0.57 1.06 1.10 -0.54 2.66 1.63 16.36
5 Gi ad2 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.81 0.95 -0.24 0.68 0.88 1.18 -0.71 2.72 1.65 16.69
10 Gi ad2 Tz 2.03 1.71 0.92 1.30 -0.93 0.65 0.92 1.41 -1.16 2.63 1.62 16.15
1 Gi ad2 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.63 0.69 0.29 0.57 1.06 1.10 -0.54 2.66 1.63 16.36
5 Gi ad2 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.81 0.95 -0.24 0.68 0.88 1.18 -0.71 2.72 1.65 16.69
10 Gi ad2 Tz 2.03 1.71 0.92 1.30 -0.93 0.65 0.92 1.41 -1.16 2.63 1.62 16.15
Table A.50: a Calibration statistics for modelled and observed trapping rates in
S2Q100D37-s2, shear stress deposition model
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 405
TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 Ri ad3 Txyz 2.03 1.77 0.75 1.39 -1.06 0.40 1.32 1.86 -2.01 2.08 1.44 12.80
5 Ri ad3 Txyz 2.03 1.83 0.81 1.60 -1.43 0.41 1.29 1.98 -2.20 1.66 1.29 10.19
10 Ri ad3 Txyz 2.03 1.89 0.86 1.86 -1.89 0.40 1.28 2.15 -2.49 1.15 1.07 7.09
1 Ri ad3 Txyz 2.03 1.77 0.75 1.39 -1.06 0.40 1.32 1.86 -2.01 2.08 1.44 12.80
5 Ri ad3 Txyz 2.03 1.83 0.81 1.60 -1.43 0.41 1.29 1.98 -2.20 1.66 1.29 10.19
10 Ri ad3 Txyz 2.03 1.89 0.86 1.86 -1.89 0.40 1.28 2.15 -2.49 1.15 1.07 7.09
1 Gi ad3 Txyz 2.03 1.78 0.75 1.40 -1.07 0.40 1.32 1.87 -2.02 2.04 1.43 12.52
5 Gi ad3 Txyz 2.03 1.83 0.81 1.61 -1.45 0.41 1.29 1.99 -2.21 1.63 1.28 10.03
10 Gi ad3 Txyz 2.03 1.90 0.87 1.89 -1.94 0.40 1.28 2.17 -2.53 1.09 1.04 6.68
1 Gi ad3 Txyz 2.03 1.78 0.75 1.40 -1.07 0.40 1.32 1.87 -2.02 2.04 1.43 12.52
5 Gi ad3 Txyz 2.03 1.83 0.81 1.61 -1.45 0.41 1.29 1.99 -2.21 1.63 1.28 10.03
10 Gi ad3 Txyz 2.03 1.90 0.87 1.89 -1.94 0.40 1.28 2.17 -2.53 1.09 1.04 6.68
1 Ri ad4 Txyz 2.03 1.70 0.72 1.28 -0.90 0.41 1.34 1.76 -1.89 2.71 1.64 16.62
5 Ri ad4 Txyz 2.03 1.74 0.80 1.48 -1.28 0.43 1.29 1.86 -2.05 2.37 1.54 14.54
10 Ri ad4 Txyz 2.03 1.80 0.86 1.75 -1.76 0.42 1.28 2.04 -2.35 1.91 1.38 11.72
1 Ri ad4 Txyz 2.03 1.70 0.72 1.28 -0.90 0.41 1.34 1.76 -1.89 2.71 1.64 16.62
5 Ri ad4 Txyz 2.03 1.74 0.80 1.48 -1.28 0.43 1.29 1.86 -2.05 2.37 1.54 14.54
10 Ri ad4 Txyz 2.03 1.80 0.86 1.75 -1.76 0.42 1.28 2.04 -2.35 1.91 1.38 11.72
1 Gi ad4 Txyz 2.03 1.70 0.73 1.28 -0.91 0.41 1.34 1.77 -1.89 2.68 1.64 16.43
5 Gi ad4 Txyz 2.03 1.74 0.80 1.50 -1.31 0.43 1.29 1.87 -2.07 2.34 1.53 14.39
10 Gi ad4 Txyz 2.03 1.80 0.87 1.78 -1.82 0.42 1.28 2.06 -2.38 1.85 1.36 11.34
1 Gi ad4 Txyz 2.03 1.70 0.73 1.28 -0.91 0.41 1.34 1.77 -1.89 2.68 1.64 16.43
5 Gi ad4 Txyz 2.03 1.74 0.80 1.50 -1.31 0.43 1.29 1.87 -2.07 2.34 1.53 14.39
10 Gi ad4 Txyz 2.03 1.80 0.87 1.78 -1.82 0.42 1.28 2.06 -2.38 1.85 1.36 11.34
1 Ri ad3 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.63 0.69 0.30 0.57 1.06 1.10 -0.53 2.66 1.63 16.36
5 Ri ad3 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.80 0.94 -0.21 0.68 0.88 1.17 -0.69 2.72 1.65 16.69
10 Ri ad3 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.91 1.27 -0.87 0.66 0.91 1.38 -1.11 2.64 1.63 16.24
1 Ri ad3 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.63 0.69 0.30 0.57 1.06 1.10 -0.53 2.66 1.63 16.36
5 Ri ad3 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.80 0.94 -0.21 0.68 0.88 1.17 -0.69 2.72 1.65 16.69
10 Ri ad3 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.91 1.27 -0.87 0.66 0.91 1.38 -1.11 2.64 1.63 16.24
1 Gi ad3 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.63 0.69 0.29 0.57 1.06 1.10 -0.54 2.66 1.63 16.36
5 Gi ad3 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.81 0.95 -0.25 0.68 0.88 1.18 -0.71 2.72 1.65 16.69
10 Gi ad3 Tz 2.03 1.71 0.92 1.30 -0.95 0.65 0.92 1.41 -1.17 2.63 1.62 16.14
1 Gi ad3 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.63 0.69 0.29 0.57 1.06 1.10 -0.54 2.66 1.63 16.36
5 Gi ad3 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.81 0.95 -0.25 0.68 0.88 1.18 -0.71 2.72 1.65 16.69
10 Gi ad3 Tz 2.03 1.71 0.92 1.30 -0.95 0.65 0.92 1.41 -1.17 2.63 1.62 16.14
1 Ri ad4 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.72 0.81 0.05 0.64 0.95 1.12 -0.59 2.70 1.64 16.59
5 Ri ad4 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.80 0.94 -0.21 0.68 0.88 1.17 -0.69 2.72 1.65 16.69
10 Ri ad4 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.92 1.27 -0.88 0.66 0.91 1.39 -1.12 2.64 1.63 16.23
1 Ri ad4 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.63 0.69 0.30 0.57 1.07 1.10 -0.53 2.66 1.63 16.36
5 Ri ad4 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.80 0.94 -0.21 0.68 0.88 1.17 -0.69 2.72 1.65 16.69
10 Ri ad4 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.92 1.27 -0.88 0.66 0.91 1.39 -1.12 2.64 1.63 16.23
1 Gi ad4 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.63 0.69 0.29 0.57 1.06 1.10 -0.54 2.66 1.63 16.36
5 Gi ad4 Tz 2.03 1.69 0.81 0.96 -0.25 0.68 0.88 1.18 -0.71 2.72 1.65 16.70
10 Gi ad4 Tz 2.03 1.71 0.92 1.31 -0.96 0.65 0.92 1.42 -1.18 2.63 1.62 16.13
1 Gi ad4 Tz 2.03 1.70 0.63 0.69 0.29 0.57 1.06 1.10 -0.54 2.66 1.63 16.36
5 Gi ad4 Tz 2.03 1.69 0.81 0.96 -0.25 0.68 0.88 1.18 -0.71 2.72 1.65 16.70
10 Gi ad4 Tz 2.03 1.71 0.92 1.31 -0.96 0.65 0.92 1.42 -1.18 2.63 1.62 16.13
Table A.51: b Calibration statistics for modelled and observed trapping rates in
S2Q100D37-s2, shear stress deposition model
406 APPENDIX A.
r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1-Gi-In -mean 0.99 0.99 0.03 1.00 -0.02 0.99 0.03 -0.15 0.38 -5.42
5-Gi-In -mean 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.17 0.41 6.40
10-Gi-In -mean 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.04 1.01 -0.04 0.18 0.43 6.88
1-Sto-In -mean 0.98 0.94 0.15 1.02 -0.13 0.96 0.14 -0.72 0.85 -26.86
5-Sto-In -mean 1.00 1.01 -0.01 0.99 0.01 1.01 -0.01 0.07 0.26 2.54
10-Sto-In -mean 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.15 0.39 5.62
1-Gi-La -mean 1.00 0.99 0.03 1.00 -0.02 0.99 0.03 -0.14 0.38 -5.33
5-Gi-La -mean 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.04 0.17 0.42 6.43
10-Gi-La -mean 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.04 1.01 -0.04 0.18 0.43 6.88
1-Sto-La -mean 0.98 0.94 0.14 1.02 -0.13 0.96 0.14 -0.72 0.85 -26.70
5-Sto-La -mean 1.00 1.01 -0.01 0.99 0.01 1.01 -0.01 0.07 0.26 2.62
10-Sto-La -mean 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.15 0.39 5.66
1-Gi-In -ave5 0.99 0.98 0.05 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.05 -0.24 0.49 -9.04
5-Gi-In -ave5 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.15 0.39 5.58
10-Gi-In -ave5 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.04 1.01 -0.04 0.18 0.43 6.74
1-Sto-In -ave5 0.98 0.93 0.18 1.03 -0.17 0.95 0.17 -0.88 0.94 -32.92
5-Sto-In -ave5 1.00 1.00 -0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 -0.00 0.01 0.08 0.24
10-Sto-In -ave5 1.00 1.01 -0.02 0.99 0.02 1.01 -0.02 0.12 0.34 4.32
1-Gi-La -ave5 0.99 0.98 0.04 1.00 -0.03 0.99 0.04 -0.20 0.44 -7.29
5-Gi-La -ave5 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.16 0.41 6.13
10-Gi-La -ave5 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.04 1.01 -0.04 0.18 0.43 6.85
1-Sto-La -ave5 0.98 0.94 0.16 1.02 -0.15 0.96 0.15 -0.81 0.90 -30.22
5-Sto-La -ave5 1.00 1.00 -0.01 0.99 0.01 1.00 -0.01 0.04 0.21 1.60
10-Sto-La -ave5 1.00 1.01 -0.03 0.99 0.03 1.01 -0.03 0.14 0.37 5.16
Table A.52: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S2Q100D48-s1, velocity deposi-
tion model
Calibration sandy experimental runs velocity deposition model
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 407
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Figure A.39: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S1Q100D48-s2, velocity deposi-
tion model
408 APPENDIX A.
r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1-Gi-In -mean 1.00 1.03 -0.23 0.96 0.23 1.04 -0.24 1.17 1.08 17.17
5-Gi-In -mean 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.81 1.34 26.46
10-Gi-In -mean 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.37 1.06 -0.37 1.83 1.35 26.83
1-Sto-In -mean 1.00 1.00 -0.01 0.99 0.01 1.00 -0.01 0.02 0.15 0.32
5-Sto-In -mean 0.99 1.04 -0.31 0.94 0.32 1.05 -0.32 1.60 1.27 23.42
10-Sto-In -mean 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.35 1.06 -0.36 1.77 1.33 25.84
1-Gi-La -mean 1.00 1.03 -0.23 0.96 0.23 1.04 -0.24 1.18 1.09 17.24
5-Gi-La -mean 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.37 1.81 1.35 26.48
10-Gi-La -mean 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.37 1.06 -0.37 1.83 1.35 26.83
1-Sto-La -mean 1.00 1.00 -0.01 0.99 0.01 1.01 -0.01 0.03 0.18 0.45
5-Sto-La -mean 0.99 1.04 -0.31 0.94 0.32 1.05 -0.32 1.61 1.27 23.48
10-Sto-La -mean 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.35 1.06 -0.36 1.77 1.33 25.88
1-Gi-In -ave5 1.00 1.03 -0.19 0.97 0.19 1.03 -0.20 0.98 0.99 14.33
5-Gi-In -ave5 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.35 1.06 -0.36 1.76 1.33 25.81
10-Gi-In -ave5 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.37 1.06 -0.37 1.83 1.35 26.73
1-Sto-In -ave5 1.00 0.99 0.06 1.01 -0.06 0.99 0.06 -0.30 0.55 -4.44
5-Sto-In -ave5 0.99 1.04 -0.29 0.95 0.29 1.05 -0.30 1.48 1.22 21.61
10-Sto-In -ave5 0.99 1.04 -0.33 0.94 0.34 1.05 -0.34 1.70 1.30 24.82
1-Gi-La -ave5 1.00 1.03 -0.21 0.96 0.21 1.03 -0.22 1.07 1.04 15.70
5-Gi-La -ave5 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.36 1.06 -0.36 1.79 1.34 26.25
10-Gi-La -ave5 0.98 1.04 -0.35 0.93 0.37 1.06 -0.37 1.83 1.35 26.81
1-Sto-La -ave5 1.00 1.00 0.03 1.00 -0.03 1.00 0.03 -0.16 0.40 -2.32
5-Sto-La -ave5 0.99 1.04 -0.30 0.94 0.31 1.05 -0.31 1.55 1.25 22.68
10-Sto-La -ave5 0.98 1.04 -0.34 0.93 0.35 1.06 -0.35 1.74 1.32 25.48
Table A.53: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S2Q100D48-s2, velocity deposi-
tion model
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 409
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Figure A.40: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S1Q100D37-s1, velocity deposi-
tion model
410 APPENDIX A.
r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1-Gi-In -mean 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.98 0.99 28.10
5-Gi-In -mean 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10-Gi-In -mean 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1-Sto-In -mean 0.95 0.96 -0.14 0.93 0.19 1.02 -0.17 0.94 0.97 26.89
5-Sto-In -mean 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10-Sto-In -mean 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1-Gi-La -mean 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.98 0.99 28.10
5-Gi-La -mean 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10-Gi-La -mean 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1-Sto-La -mean 0.95 0.96 -0.14 0.93 0.19 1.02 -0.17 0.94 0.97 26.89
5-Sto-La -mean 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10-Sto-La -mean 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1-Gi-In -ave5 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.98 0.99 28.06
5-Gi-In -ave5 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10-Gi-In -ave5 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1-Sto-In -ave5 0.95 0.96 -0.13 0.93 0.18 1.02 -0.17 0.93 0.97 26.74
5-Sto-In -ave5 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10-Sto-In -ave5 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1-Gi-La -ave5 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.98 0.99 28.06
5-Gi-La -ave5 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10-Gi-La -ave5 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
1-Sto-La -ave5 0.95 0.96 -0.13 0.93 0.18 1.02 -0.17 0.93 0.97 26.74
5-Sto-La -ave5 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
10-Sto-La -ave5 0.94 0.96 -0.14 0.92 0.20 1.02 -0.18 0.99 0.99 28.31
Table A.54: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S2Q100D37-s1, velocity deposi-
tion model
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 411
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Figure A.41: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S1Q100D37-s2, velocity deposi-
tion model
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r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1-Gi-In -mean 0.99 1.00 0.02 0.99 -0.01 1.01 0.02 -0.13 0.36 -4.16
5-Gi-In -mean 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.56 0.75 18.24
10-Gi-In -mean 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.12 1.04 -0.12 0.58 0.76 18.94
1-Sto-In -mean 0.94 0.92 0.28 0.95 -0.21 0.98 0.25 -1.45 1.20 -46.93
5-Sto-In -mean 1.00 1.02 -0.07 0.98 0.07 1.02 -0.07 0.33 0.58 10.82
10-Sto-In -mean 0.99 1.03 -0.10 0.96 0.10 1.04 -0.10 0.52 0.72 16.83
1-Gi-La -mean 0.99 1.00 0.02 0.99 -0.01 1.01 0.02 -0.12 0.35 -3.98
5-Gi-La -mean 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.56 0.75 18.28
10-Gi-La -mean 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.12 1.04 -0.12 0.58 0.76 18.94
1-Sto-La -mean 0.94 0.92 0.28 0.95 -0.20 0.98 0.25 -1.44 1.20 -46.60
5-Sto-La -mean 1.00 1.02 -0.07 0.98 0.07 1.02 -0.07 0.34 0.58 10.97
10-Sto-La -mean 0.99 1.03 -0.10 0.96 0.10 1.04 -0.11 0.52 0.72 16.90
1-Gi-In -ave5 0.99 0.99 0.07 0.99 -0.06 1.00 0.06 -0.37 0.61 -11.99
5-Gi-In -ave5 0.99 1.03 -0.10 0.96 0.10 1.03 -0.10 0.52 0.72 16.70
10-Gi-In -ave5 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.12 1.04 -0.12 0.58 0.76 18.77
1-Sto-In -ave5 0.93 0.89 0.37 0.98 -0.29 0.95 0.34 -1.86 1.36 -60.32
5-Sto-In -ave5 1.00 1.01 -0.04 0.99 0.04 1.01 -0.04 0.18 0.42 5.80
10-Sto-In -ave5 1.00 1.03 -0.09 0.97 0.09 1.03 -0.09 0.44 0.66 14.16
1-Gi-La -ave5 0.99 1.00 0.04 0.99 -0.03 1.01 0.04 -0.25 0.50 -8.12
5-Gi-La -ave5 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.96 0.11 1.04 -0.11 0.55 0.74 17.76
10-Gi-La -ave5 0.99 1.03 -0.11 0.95 0.12 1.04 -0.12 0.58 0.76 18.91
1-Sto-La -ave5 0.93 0.90 0.33 0.95 -0.24 0.97 0.29 -1.67 1.29 -54.17
5-Sto-La -ave5 1.00 1.02 -0.06 0.98 0.05 1.02 -0.06 0.27 0.52 8.83
10-Sto-La -ave5 1.00 1.03 -0.10 0.96 0.10 1.03 -0.10 0.49 0.70 15.91
Table A.55: Graphical representaiton of statisitcal evaluation of modeled and ob-
served suspended sediment concentration loss in S2Q100D37-s2, velocity deposi-
tion model
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 413
TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 Gi In mean 2.57 2.22 0.18 0.07 2.03 0.45 1.57 0.40 1.18 2.82 1.68 13.72
5 Gi In mean 2.57 2.10 0.72 0.29 1.37 1.79 -1.19 0.40 1.07 3.76 1.94 18.26
10 Gi In mean 2.57 0.80 0.64 0.09 0.58 4.68 -1.19 0.14 0.45 14.15 3.76 68.75
1 Sto In mean 2.57 2.23 0.14 0.06 2.08 0.33 1.84 0.42 1.14 2.75 1.66 13.36
5 Sto In mean 2.57 2.14 0.55 0.19 1.65 1.58 -0.80 0.35 1.25 3.50 1.87 17.00
10 Sto In mean 2.57 0.83 0.31 0.04 0.72 2.25 0.70 0.14 0.48 13.92 3.73 67.65
1 Gi La mean 2.57 2.22 0.18 0.07 2.03 0.45 1.56 0.40 1.18 2.81 1.68 13.67
5 Gi La mean 2.57 2.10 0.72 0.29 1.37 1.79 -1.19 0.40 1.07 3.75 1.94 18.22
10 Gi La mean 2.57 0.81 0.64 0.09 0.58 4.67 -1.19 0.14 0.45 14.14 3.76 68.71
1 Sto La mean 2.57 2.23 0.14 0.06 2.08 0.33 1.84 0.42 1.14 2.74 1.65 13.30
5 Sto La mean 2.57 2.14 0.55 0.19 1.65 1.58 -0.80 0.35 1.25 3.49 1.87 16.95
10 Sto La mean 2.57 0.83 0.31 0.04 0.72 2.25 0.70 0.14 0.48 13.91 3.73 67.61
1 Gi In ave5 2.57 2.23 0.17 0.07 2.04 0.40 1.68 0.42 1.15 2.77 1.66 13.46
5 Gi In ave5 2.57 2.10 0.71 0.28 1.39 1.82 -1.25 0.39 1.10 3.75 1.94 18.22
10 Gi In ave5 2.57 0.81 0.59 0.08 0.60 4.39 -0.97 0.14 0.46 14.12 3.76 68.61
1 Sto In ave5 2.57 2.22 0.13 0.06 2.08 0.30 1.92 0.43 1.10 2.82 1.68 13.72
5 Sto In ave5 2.57 2.14 0.52 0.18 1.67 1.49 -0.62 0.35 1.24 3.46 1.86 16.81
10 Sto In ave5 2.57 0.84 0.27 0.04 0.73 1.78 1.09 0.15 0.45 13.88 3.73 67.46
1 Gi La ave5 2.57 2.23 0.17 0.07 2.04 0.42 1.65 0.42 1.16 2.77 1.66 13.44
5 Gi La ave5 2.57 2.10 0.71 0.28 1.39 1.82 -1.25 0.39 1.10 3.75 1.94 18.22
10 Gi La ave5 2.57 0.81 0.60 0.08 0.60 4.49 -1.05 0.13 0.46 14.13 3.76 68.66
1 Sto La ave5 2.57 2.23 0.13 0.06 2.08 0.30 1.90 0.43 1.12 2.74 1.65 13.29
5 Sto La ave5 2.57 2.14 0.53 0.18 1.67 1.51 -0.66 0.35 1.24 3.46 1.86 16.80
10 Sto La ave5 2.57 0.84 0.28 0.04 0.73 1.88 1.00 0.15 0.46 13.88 3.73 67.46
Table A.56: Calibration statistics for modelled and observed trapping rates in
S2Q100D48-s1, velocity deposition model
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Figure A.42: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S2Q100D48-s1, veloc-
ity deposition model for eight selected value set combinations
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TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 Gi In mean 8.65 4.44 0.16 0.04 4.05 0.59 6.03 0.28 2.05 33.69 5.80 48.69
5 Gi In mean 8.65 4.21 0.74 0.20 2.45 2.70 -2.72 0.27 1.84 35.57 5.96 51.39
10 Gi In mean 8.65 1.61 0.65 0.06 1.08 7.02 -2.64 0.09 0.80 56.34 7.51 81.41
1 Sto In mean 8.65 4.46 0.11 0.03 4.17 0.40 6.88 0.29 1.96 33.55 5.79 48.47
5 Sto In mean 8.65 4.27 0.55 0.13 3.14 2.34 -1.34 0.24 2.22 35.04 5.92 50.63
10 Sto In mean 8.65 1.66 0.30 0.03 1.42 3.17 3.38 0.09 0.84 55.89 7.48 80.76
1 Gi La mean 8.65 4.44 0.16 0.05 4.05 0.59 6.03 0.28 2.05 33.68 5.80 48.66
5 Gi La mean 8.65 4.21 0.74 0.20 2.45 2.70 -2.72 0.27 1.84 35.55 5.96 51.36
10 Gi La mean 8.65 1.61 0.65 0.06 1.08 7.01 -2.63 0.09 0.80 56.33 7.51 81.39
1 Sto La mean 8.65 4.46 0.12 0.03 4.17 0.40 6.87 0.29 1.96 33.52 5.79 48.44
5 Sto La mean 8.65 4.27 0.55 0.13 3.14 2.34 -1.33 0.24 2.22 35.03 5.92 50.61
10 Sto La mean 8.65 1.67 0.30 0.03 1.42 3.17 3.38 0.10 0.84 55.88 7.48 80.74
1 Gi In ave5 8.65 4.45 0.15 0.04 4.09 0.51 6.38 0.29 1.97 33.59 5.80 48.53
5 Gi In ave5 8.65 4.21 0.73 0.20 2.52 2.73 -2.86 0.27 1.90 35.55 5.96 51.36
10 Gi In ave5 8.65 1.62 0.60 0.06 1.13 6.50 -1.85 0.09 0.82 56.29 7.50 81.33
1 Sto In ave5 8.65 4.44 0.10 0.03 4.17 0.35 7.11 0.30 1.87 33.70 5.80 48.69
5 Sto In ave5 8.65 4.28 0.53 0.13 3.19 2.19 -0.72 0.24 2.21 34.97 5.91 50.52
10 Sto In ave5 8.65 1.67 0.25 0.03 1.45 2.43 4.58 0.10 0.79 55.81 7.47 80.65
1 Gi La ave5 8.65 4.45 0.15 0.04 4.08 0.53 6.29 0.28 1.99 33.58 5.79 48.52
5 Gi La ave5 8.65 4.21 0.73 0.20 2.51 2.74 -2.87 0.27 1.89 35.55 5.96 51.36
10 Gi La ave5 8.65 1.61 0.61 0.06 1.13 6.67 -2.10 0.09 0.82 56.31 7.50 81.36
1 Sto La ave5 8.65 4.46 0.11 0.03 4.19 0.36 7.05 0.30 1.90 33.52 5.79 48.43
5 Sto La ave5 8.65 4.28 0.53 0.13 3.18 2.22 -0.85 0.24 2.21 34.96 5.91 50.52
10 Sto La ave5 8.65 1.67 0.26 0.03 1.45 2.59 4.32 0.10 0.81 55.81 7.47 80.65
Table A.57: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S2Q100D48-s2, velocity
deposition model for eight selected value set combinations
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Figure A.43: Modelled and observed trapping rates for selected value set combin-
taitons in S2Q100D37-s1, velocity deposition model
A.1. FLUME SCALE DEPOSITION MODEL 415
TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 Gi In mean 2.27 1.79 0.60 0.27 1.18 1.35 -0.14 0.45 0.78 3.87 1.97 21.25
5 Gi In mean 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
10 Gi In mean 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Sto In mean 2.27 1.80 0.55 0.24 1.25 1.25 0.04 0.44 0.80 3.83 1.96 21.05
5 Sto In mean 2.27 1.80 0.81 0.52 0.63 1.26 0.01 0.64 0.35 3.75 1.94 20.64
10 Sto In mean 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Gi La mean 2.27 1.79 0.60 0.27 1.18 1.35 -0.14 0.45 0.78 3.87 1.97 21.25
5 Gi La mean 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
10 Gi La mean 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Sto La mean 2.27 1.80 0.55 0.24 1.25 1.25 0.04 0.44 0.80 3.83 1.96 21.05
5 Sto La mean 2.27 1.80 0.81 0.52 0.63 1.26 0.01 0.64 0.35 3.75 1.94 20.64
10 Sto La mean 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Gi In ave5 2.27 1.79 0.60 0.27 1.19 1.34 -0.12 0.45 0.78 3.87 1.97 21.27
5 Gi In ave5 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
10 Gi In ave5 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Sto In ave5 2.27 1.80 0.54 0.24 1.25 1.23 0.06 0.44 0.80 3.83 1.96 21.05
5 Sto In ave5 2.27 1.80 0.81 0.51 0.64 1.28 -0.03 0.63 0.36 3.81 1.95 20.93
10 Sto In ave5 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Gi La ave5 2.27 1.79 0.60 0.27 1.19 1.34 -0.12 0.45 0.78 3.87 1.97 21.27
5 Gi La ave5 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
10 Gi La ave5 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
1 Sto La ave5 2.27 1.80 0.54 0.24 1.25 1.23 0.06 0.44 0.80 3.83 1.96 21.05
5 Sto La ave5 2.27 1.80 0.81 0.51 0.64 1.28 -0.03 0.63 0.36 3.81 1.95 20.93
10 Sto La ave5 2.27 0.00 0.00 -0.00 2.27 0.00 0.00 18.19 4.27 100.00
Table A.58: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S2Q100D37-s1, velocity
deposition model for eight selected value set combinations
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Figure A.44: Modelled and observed trapping rates for selected value set combin-
taitons in S2Q100D37-s2, velocity deposition model
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TR r2 LMmo LMom RMA Error
obs mod a b a b a b MSE SMSE PBIAS
1 Gi In mean 2.03 1.79 0.54 0.62 0.54 0.48 1.17 1.13 -0.51 1.94 1.39 11.95
5 Gi In mean 2.03 1.78 0.80 0.97 -0.20 0.66 0.86 1.21 -0.69 2.07 1.44 12.72
10 Gi In mean 2.03 1.79 0.94 1.45 -1.15 0.61 0.94 1.54 -1.34 1.95 1.40 11.97
1 Sto In mean 2.03 1.78 0.50 0.57 0.63 0.45 1.24 1.13 -0.51 2.03 1.43 12.48
5 Sto In mean 2.03 1.78 0.64 0.73 0.30 0.56 1.03 1.14 -0.53 2.00 1.42 12.31
10 Sto In mean 2.03 1.78 0.78 0.94 -0.13 0.65 0.87 1.20 -0.66 2.06 1.44 12.66
1 Gi La mean 2.03 1.79 0.55 0.62 0.53 0.48 1.17 1.14 -0.52 1.92 1.39 11.80
5 Gi La mean 2.03 1.78 0.80 0.97 -0.20 0.66 0.86 1.21 -0.69 2.05 1.43 12.59
10 Gi La mean 2.03 1.79 0.94 1.45 -1.15 0.61 0.94 1.54 -1.34 1.93 1.39 11.86
1 Sto La mean 2.03 1.78 0.50 0.57 0.62 0.45 1.24 1.13 -0.52 2.00 1.42 12.30
5 Sto La mean 2.03 1.79 0.64 0.73 0.30 0.56 1.03 1.14 -0.53 1.98 1.41 12.17
10 Sto La mean 2.03 1.78 0.78 0.94 -0.13 0.65 0.87 1.20 -0.66 2.04 1.43 12.53
1 Gi In ave5 2.03 1.79 0.49 0.57 0.63 0.42 1.29 1.17 -0.59 1.96 1.40 12.07
5 Gi In ave5 2.03 1.77 0.75 0.90 -0.06 0.63 0.93 1.20 -0.67 2.12 1.46 13.02
10 Gi In ave5 2.03 1.78 0.92 1.35 -0.96 0.63 0.92 1.46 -1.20 2.07 1.44 12.70
1 Sto In ave5 2.03 1.75 0.45 0.52 0.70 0.39 1.34 1.15 -0.58 2.29 1.51 14.06
5 Sto In ave5 2.03 1.78 0.58 0.68 0.40 0.50 1.14 1.16 -0.58 2.03 1.42 12.45
10 Sto In ave5 2.03 1.77 0.73 0.87 -0.00 0.61 0.94 1.19 -0.65 2.10 1.45 12.91
1 Gi La ave5 2.03 1.79 0.51 0.59 0.60 0.44 1.25 1.16 -0.57 1.92 1.38 11.78
5 Gi La ave5 2.03 1.77 0.76 0.92 -0.09 0.64 0.90 1.20 -0.67 2.09 1.44 12.81
10 Gi La ave5 2.03 1.78 0.93 1.36 -0.98 0.63 0.91 1.47 -1.21 2.06 1.44 12.68
1 Sto La ave5 2.03 1.77 0.47 0.54 0.68 0.41 1.31 1.15 -0.57 2.08 1.44 12.77
5 Sto La ave5 2.03 1.79 0.60 0.69 0.37 0.52 1.10 1.15 -0.56 1.99 1.41 12.21
10 Sto La ave5 2.03 1.78 0.74 0.89 -0.03 0.63 0.92 1.19 -0.64 2.07 1.44 12.72
Table A.59: Modelled and observed interstitial deposition in S2Q100D37-s2, velocity
deposition model for eight selected value set combinations
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Figure A.45: Step 4, λ calibration statistics for modeled and observed concentration
loss in S1Q50, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.46: Step 4, λ calibration statistics for modeled and observed concentration
loss in S1Q80, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.47: Step 4, λ calibration statistics for modeled and observed concentration
loss in S2Q30D37, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.48: Step 4, λ calibration statistics for modeled and observed concentration
loss in S2Q100D48, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.49: Step 4, λ calibration statistics for modeled and observed concentration
loss in S2Q100D37, shear stress deposition model
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Figure A.50: Step 4, λ calibration statistics for modeled and observed concentration
loss in S1Q50, velocity deposition model
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Figure A.51: Step 4, λ calibration statistics for modeled and observed concentration
loss in S1Q80, velocity deposition model
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Figure A.52: Step 4, λ calibration statistics for modeled and observed concentration
loss in S2Q30D37, velocity deposition model
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Figure A.53: Step 4, λ calibration statistics for modeled and observed concentration
loss in S2Q100D48, velocity deposition model
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Figure A.54: Step 4, λ calibration statistics for modeled and observed concentration
loss in S2Q100D37, velocity deposition model
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A.2 Hydrodynamic models
A.2.1 Roughness coefficients
run r r2 mosl moint omsl omint mona omna RMAsl RMAint RME SRME PBIAS mean.mod.
1 c5 0.960 0.921 1.531 0.188 0.602 -0.083 -2.543 -2.028 1.595 0.164 -0.394 0.628 -101.815 0.781
2 c10 0.968 0.937 1.253 0.079 0.747 -0.035 0.099 0.212 1.295 0.063 -0.177 0.421 -45.809 0.564
3 c12 0.970 0.942 1.187 0.054 0.793 -0.020 0.499 0.564 1.224 0.040 -0.126 0.355 -32.633 0.513
4 c15 0.971 0.943 1.139 0.035 0.828 -0.007 0.716 0.754 1.173 0.022 -0.089 0.299 -23.078 0.476
5 c20 0.973 0.946 1.085 0.011 0.872 0.011 0.887 0.905 1.116 -0.000 -0.044 0.210 -11.455 0.431
6 c30 0.972 0.944 1.035 -0.016 0.912 0.037 0.929 0.942 1.065 -0.028 0.003 0.055 0.774 0.384
7 c40 0.972 0.945 1.011 -0.028 0.934 0.048 0.893 0.916 1.040 -0.040 0.024 0.155 6.211 0.363
8 c80 0.962 0.925 1.004 -0.049 0.922 0.074 0.715 0.804 1.044 -0.064 0.047 0.217 12.181 0.340
9 c100 0.963 0.926 1.004 -0.052 0.923 0.076 0.687 0.790 1.043 -0.067 0.050 0.224 13.000 0.337
10 c10 32 0.964 0.930 1.147 0.194 0.811 -0.130 -0.758 -1.510 1.189 0.177 -0.251 0.501 -64.802 0.637
11 c15 32 0.965 0.932 0.982 0.167 0.948 -0.132 0.101 -0.549 1.018 0.153 -0.160 0.400 -41.326 0.547
12 c20 32 0.964 0.929 0.886 0.156 1.049 -0.136 0.425 -0.133 0.919 0.143 -0.112 0.334 -28.895 0.499
13 w1 0.972 0.944 1.017 -0.034 0.928 0.053 0.877 0.907 1.047 -0.046 0.027 0.165 7.071 0.359
14 w5 0.973 0.948 1.032 -0.019 0.918 0.038 0.928 0.943 1.060 -0.030 0.006 0.081 1.678 0.380
15 w10 0.974 0.949 1.042 -0.008 0.910 0.027 0.938 0.949 1.070 -0.019 -0.008 0.092 -2.167 0.395
16 w15 0.974 0.949 1.055 -0.000 0.899 0.020 0.933 0.944 1.083 -0.011 -0.021 0.146 -5.492 0.408
17 w30 0.975 0.950 1.081 0.015 0.879 0.006 0.886 0.902 1.109 0.005 -0.047 0.216 -12.090 0.434
18 w100 0.973 0.947 1.154 0.062 0.821 -0.030 0.532 0.566 1.186 0.050 -0.121 0.348 -31.392 0.508
19 w150 0.972 0.944 1.189 0.085 0.794 -0.046 0.258 0.293 1.224 0.072 -0.158 0.398 -40.875 0.545
Table A.61: Stonyford, calibration, water level
run r r2 mosl moint omsl omint mona omna RMAsl RMAint RME SRME PBIAS
1 c5 0.791 0.625 0.955 0.386 0.654 -0.080 -1.570 -1.703 1.208 0.269 -0.366 0.605 -79.184
2 c10 0.821 0.674 0.850 0.224 0.794 -0.028 0.097 0.013 1.035 0.139 -0.155 0.393 -33.496
3 c12 0.824 0.680 0.823 0.187 0.826 -0.007 0.320 0.271 0.998 0.106 -0.106 0.325 -22.888
4 c15 0.825 0.680 0.804 0.161 0.846 0.012 0.425 0.400 0.975 0.082 -0.070 0.265 -15.262
5 c20 0.829 0.688 0.785 0.127 0.875 0.033 0.518 0.508 0.947 0.052 -0.027 0.166 -5.950
6 c30 0.829 0.686 0.759 0.096 0.904 0.058 0.544 0.536 0.916 0.023 0.016 0.125 3.366
7 c40 0.833 0.694 0.759 0.075 0.915 0.073 0.534 0.548 0.911 0.004 0.037 0.192 7.980
8 c80 0.832 0.692 0.766 0.049 0.903 0.098 0.461 0.519 0.921 -0.023 0.059 0.244 12.883
9 c100 0.834 0.695 0.770 0.044 0.903 0.101 0.449 0.523 0.923 -0.027 0.063 0.250 13.580
10 c10 32 0.820 0.672 0.818 0.317 0.822 -0.109 -0.392 -0.835 0.998 0.234 -0.233 0.482 -50.397
11 c15 32 0.805 0.649 0.760 0.255 0.854 -0.056 0.113 -0.103 0.943 0.171 -0.145 0.380 -31.311
12 c20 32 0.791 0.625 0.729 0.223 0.858 -0.018 0.285 0.152 0.922 0.134 -0.098 0.313 -21.207
13 w1 0.834 0.695 0.761 0.070 0.913 0.076 0.528 0.547 0.913 0.000 0.040 0.200 8.625
14 w5 0.833 0.694 0.762 0.090 0.911 0.059 0.555 0.549 0.915 0.019 0.020 0.141 4.312
15 w10 0.830 0.689 0.765 0.102 0.901 0.051 0.550 0.540 0.922 0.030 0.006 0.077 1.289
16 w15 0.831 0.690 0.772 0.111 0.893 0.044 0.547 0.535 0.930 0.038 -0.006 0.076 -1.258
17 w30 0.828 0.686 0.783 0.129 0.876 0.032 0.514 0.503 0.946 0.054 -0.029 0.172 -6.386
18 w100 0.828 0.686 0.783 0.129 0.876 0.032 0.514 0.503 0.946 0.054 -0.029 0.172 -6.386
19 w150 0.828 0.686 0.783 0.129 0.876 0.032 0.514 0.503 0.946 0.054 -0.029 0.172 -6.386
Table A.62: Stonyford, calibration, water depth
A.2.2 Calibration tables
A.2.3 Grid
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run LM RMA NS
mo om
r2 sl int sl int sl int MSE RMSE PBIAS mo om
c1 0.933 1.186 -14.45 0.734 20.03 1.271 -20.64 0.889 0.943 1.22 -5.52 -2.98
c2.4 0.951 1.051 -4.93 0.860 11.22 1.106 -8.88 1.177 1.085 1.61 -10.12 -7.93
c5 0.962 0.991 -0.69 0.934 6.07 1.030 -3.54 1.320 1.149 1.81 -12.94 -11.87
c10 0.969 0.969 0.89 0.970 3.55 0.999 -1.35 1.397 1.182 1.92 -14.59 -14.30
c14 0.971 0.969 0.86 0.974 3.28 0.997 -1.22 1.421 1.192 1.95 -15.80 -15.61
c20 0.972 0.973 0.56 0.972 3.41 1.000 -1.45 1.435 1.198 1.97 -15.43 -15.10
c40 0.972 0.967 0.93 0.976 3.17 0.996 -1.13 1.450 1.204 1.99 -15.80 -15.61
c80 0.972 0.972 0.60 0.972 3.48 1.000 -1.46 1.457 1.207 2.00 -15.96 -15.61
c200 0.972 0.971 0.63 0.972 3.44 1.000 -1.43 1.459 1.208 2.00 -16.00 -15.67
w1 0.972 0.970 0.75 0.974 3.28 0.998 -1.28 1.450 1.204 1.99 -15.80 -15.54
w5 0.972 0.971 0.70 0.974 3.31 0.998 -1.32 1.446 1.202 1.98 -15.69 -15.41
w10 0.972 0.971 0.66 0.973 3.36 0.999 -1.37 1.440 1.200 1.97 -15.55 -15.25
w15 0.973 0.974 0.44 0.971 3.51 1.002 -1.56 1.435 1.198 1.97 -15.45 -15.07
w30 0.972 0.971 0.70 0.973 3.33 0.999 -1.33 1.427 1.194 1.96 -15.25 -14.97
w100 0.971 0.979 0.12 0.962 4.12 1.009 -2.05 1.390 1.179 1.91 -14.43 -13.86
w150 0.969 0.986 -0.35 0.953 4.72 1.017 -2.62 1.372 1.171 1.88 -14.03 -13.25
w200 0.968 0.991 -0.68 0.947 5.17 1.023 -3.03 1.357 1.165 1.86 -13.71 -12.78
Table A.63: Smithincott, calibration, water level
run LM RMA NS
mo om
r2 sl int sl int sl int MSE RMSE PBIAS mo om
c1 0.876 0.898 0.61 0.854 -0.44 1.025 0.563 -0.572 0.756 -164.43 -1.82 -5.31
c2.4 0.914 0.851 0.33 0.982 -0.27 0.931 0.306 -0.282 0.531 -81.04 -0.19 -1.41
c5 0.943 0.838 0.19 1.060 -0.17 0.889 0.176 -0.137 0.371 -39.51 0.44 -0.03
c10 0.959 0.837 0.12 1.098 -0.10 0.874 0.104 -0.060 0.246 -17.34 0.69 0.49
c14 0.963 0.848 0.09 1.094 -0.07 0.881 0.078 -0.036 0.190 -10.42 0.76 0.62
c20 0.966 0.857 0.07 1.088 -0.06 0.888 0.062 -0.023 0.150 -6.47 0.79 0.68
c40 0.966 0.864 0.05 1.081 -0.04 0.894 0.044 -0.007 0.083 -1.97 0.81 0.73
c80 0.967 0.867 0.05 1.078 -0.03 0.897 0.036 -0.000 0.007 -0.02 0.82 0.75
c200 0.966 0.868 0.04 1.075 -0.02 0.899 0.034 0.002 0.041 0.48 0.82 0.75
w1 0.967 0.864 0.05 1.082 -0.04 0.893 0.044 -0.007 0.082 -1.95 0.81 0.73
w5 0.966 0.861 0.06 1.084 -0.04 0.891 0.049 -0.012 0.108 -3.35 0.81 0.71
w10 0.967 0.861 0.07 1.085 -0.05 0.891 0.055 -0.017 0.132 -5.01 0.80 0.70
w15 0.966 0.859 0.07 1.087 -0.05 0.889 0.060 -0.022 0.147 -6.23 0.79 0.69
w30 0.965 0.851 0.08 1.094 -0.07 0.882 0.072 -0.031 0.175 -8.80 0.77 0.64
w100 0.960 0.844 0.12 1.092 -0.11 0.879 0.109 -0.067 0.259 -19.32 0.68 0.46
w150 0.957 0.844 0.14 1.085 -0.12 0.882 0.126 -0.068 0.261 -24.56 0.63 0.36
w200 0.954 0.844 0.15 1.079 -0.14 0.884 0.141 -0.070 0.265 -28.91 0.58 0.26
Table A.64: Smithincott, calibration, water depth
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run LM RMA NS
m-o o-m
r2 slope Int slope Int slope Int RME SRME PBIAS m-o o-m
c5 0.977 1.53 -13.35 0.624 9.49 1.56 -14.26 -0.068 0.2615 -0.3615 -2.341 -0.368
c10 0.977 1.36 -9.05 0.703 7.53 1.39 -9.88 -0.025 0.1585 -0.1328 0.385 0.681
c15 0.973 1.27 -6.93 0.742 6.50 1.31 -7.83 -0.043 0.2073 -0.2273 -0.335 0.221
c20 0.975 1.27 -6.88 0.747 6.41 1.30 -7.72 -0.009 0.0945 -0.0472 0.792 0.878
c30 0.975 1.23 -5.87 0.772 5.79 1.26 -6.67 -0.005 0.0708 -0.0265 0.852 0.907
c10n 0.973 1.27 -6.93 0.742 6.50 1.31 -7.83 -0.043 0.2073 -0.2273 -0.335 0.221
c30n 0.975 1.23 -5.87 0.772 5.79 1.26 -6.67 -0.005 0.0708 -0.0265 0.852 0.907
w10n 0.975 1.25 -6.30 0.761 6.06 1.28 -7.12 -0.005 0.0740 -0.0289 0.838 0.901
w1 0.975 1.21 -5.27 0.787 5.42 1.24 -6.07 -0.002 0.045 -0.011 0.877 0.920
w5 0.975 1.23 -5.85 0.772 5.79 1.26 -6.66 -0.004 0.062 -0.020 0.858 0.911
w10 0.975 1.25 -6.46 0.758 6.15 1.29 -7.28 -0.007 0.082 -0.036 0.825 0.895
w15 0.975 1.26 -6.69 0.752 6.29 1.30 -7.52 -0.007 0.086 -0.039 0.812 0.888
w30 0.975 1.29 -7.23 0.739 6.61 1.32 -8.08 -0.012 0.110 -0.064 0.740 0.851
w100 0.977 1.35 -8.82 0.707 7.41 1.38 -9.64 -0.030 0.173 -0.159 0.222 0.592
w150 0.977 1.38 -9.48 0.694 7.75 1.41 -10.32 -0.041 0.203 -0.218 -0.310 0.338
w200 0.977 1.40 -10.22 0.679 8.11 1.44 -11.07 -0.051 0.227 -0.271 -0.923 0.069
Table A.65: Rewe, calibration, water level
run LM RMA NS
m-o o-m
r2 slope Int slope Int slope Int RME SRME PBIAS m-o o-m
c5 0.684 0.864 0.1624 0.541 0.211 1.26 -0.0618 -7.39e-02 0.27183 -15.3936 -0.19059 0.258
c10 0.688 0.835 0.1262 0.567 0.224 1.21 -0.0860 -2.87e-02 0.16927 -5.9694 -0.01862 0.349
c15 0.630 0.765 0.2106 0.518 0.230 1.21 -0.0419 -6.72e-02 0.25916 -13.9923 -0.25974 0.190
c20 0.690 0.824 0.1111 0.578 0.230 1.19 -0.0966 -1.08e-02 0.10371 -2.2407 0.00990 0.363
c30 0.690 0.822 0.1071 0.580 0.232 1.19 -0.0999 -6.06e-03 0.07785 -1.2626 0.01196 0.364
c15n 0.630 0.765 0.2106 0.518 0.230 1.21 -0.0419 -6.72e-02 0.25916 -13.9923 -0.25974 0.190
c30n 0.690 0.822 0.1071 0.580 0.232 1.19 -0.0999 -6.06e-03 0.07785 -1.2626 0.01196 0.364
w10n 0.690 0.822 0.1071 0.580 0.232 1.19 -0.0999 -6.06e-03 0.07785 -1.2626 0.01196 0.364
w1 0.681 0.824 0.0985 0.563 0.245 1.21 -0.1179 8.04e-05 0.00897 0.0168 -0.10807 0.344
w5 0.689 0.818 0.1090 0.580 0.231 1.19 -0.0981 -6.04e-03 0.07773 -1.2586 0.01174 0.361
w10 0.682 0.806 0.1237 0.577 0.229 1.18 -0.0873 -1.27e-02 0.11275 -2.6486 -0.00110 0.347
w15 0.682 0.807 0.1242 0.576 0.229 1.18 -0.0870 -1.35e-02 0.11631 -2.8181 -0.00186 0.347
w30 0.682 0.811 0.1274 0.574 0.227 1.19 -0.0846 -1.82e-02 0.13488 -3.7899 -0.00670 0.345
w100 0.650 0.788 0.159 0.536 0.239 1.21 -0.0786 -3.45e-02 0.18567 -7.1818 -0.1173 0.280
w150 0.640 0.797 0.166 0.514 0.246 1.24 -0.0855 -4.44e-02 0.21077 -9.2550 -0.2415 0.256
w200 0.637 0.803 0.175 0.506 0.245 1.26 -0.0818 -5.49e-02 0.23440 -11.4464 -0.3104 0.234
Table A.66: Rewe, calibration, water depth
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Figure A.55: Grid and bathimetry for Smithincott reach
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Figure A.56: Grid and bathimetry for Stonyford reach
A.3 Reach scale deposition model
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Figure A.57: Grid and bathimetry for Rewe reach
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(a) Local water level
(b) Local depth averaged discharge in east (comp 1) and north (comp 2) direction
Figure A.58: Delft3D hydrodynamic model output parameter development at seven
midstream observation points in the Smithincott study reach showing the quality of
the single simulation steps
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(a) Depth averaged velocity
(b) Bed shear stress
Figure A.59: Output parameter development at seven observation points in the hy-
drodynamic model of the Smithincott study reach
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(a) Local depth averaged discharge
Figure A.60: Delft3D hydrodynamic model output parameter development at 7 mid-
stream observation points in the Stonyford study reach showing the quality of the
single simulation steps
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(a) Depth averaged velocity
(b) Bed shear stress
Figure A.61: Output parameter development at 7 observation points in the hydrody-
namic model of the Stonyford study reach
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(a) Local water level
(b) Local depth averaged discharge in east (comp 1) and north (comp 2) direction
Figure A.62: Delft3D hydrodynamic model output parameter development at 8 mid-
stream observation points in the Rewe study reach showing the quality of the single
simulation steps
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(a) Depth averaged velocity
(b) Bed shear stress
Figure A.63: Output parameter development at 8 observation points in the hydrody-
namic model of the Rewe study reach
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